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Abstract 

The peculiar type of identity of the Turcophone Anatolian Orthodoxta<ar~) 

communities arose a controversy between the Greek and the Turkish nationalisms in the early 

20th century on whether they were Turcicised Greeks or whether they were Christian Turks. 

The controversy was related with the attempt of founding a Turkish Orthodox Church during 

/ the Greek-Turkish war of 1919-1922. The aim of the attempt was to provide a separate church 

'for the Karamanlz.by identifying them with the Turkish nationalist movement. By supporting 

the "Turkish Orthodox Church" project Ankara sought to weaken and counter the Greek and 

foreign propaganda on the "Turkish atrocities" towards the Anatolian non-Muslims. This was 

also a way of countering the Greek territorial claims on· Anatolia since the Turkish national 

church was demonstrating that there were no ''unredeemed Greeks" in Anatolia but Christian 

Turks. The creation of an independent Anatolian Turkish Church was not a mere ecclesiastic 

or religious affair. The separation from the body of the Orthodox Church meant in fact for the 

Karamanlz Christians their separation from the Greek national body since the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate and the Greek-Orthodox religion were seen as the primary link of union between 

the ''free" and the ''unredeemed" Greeks. The main indicator of the Greekness of the TUrkish-

speaking Orthodox Christians of Anatolia was their attachment to the Ecumenical . . 

Patriarchate. On the other hand the relation between the theories regarding the Turkishness of 

Anatolian Christians and the emerging Turkish nationalism was contradictory, since Islam in 

the early· 1920's, was defined as an integral part of the Turkish national identity. For that 

reason, the attempt to found a Turkish national church and the theories on the Turkishness of 

the Anatolian Christians was contradictory to the general trend of the National Struggle. 

Hence, despite the growing belief that the Karamanlz CJJr:istians were of Turkish origin they 

were eventually included to the population exchange. 



Ozet 

Tiirkdil Anadolu Ortodokslanmn (KaramanWar) kendilerine mahsus kim1ik bi<;~ 

Yunan ve Tiirk milliyet<;illkleri arasmda erken 20. yiizyllda bunlann Tiirkle~ Ytmanldar 

nn, yoksa Hrristiyan Tiirkler mi olduklan hakkmda bir tart~ma dogurdu. Tart~ma 1919.;1922 

Yunan-Tiirk sav~t srrasmda bir Tiirk Ortodoks Kilisesi kurulmast ~imi ile ilgiliydi. 

G~imin amact K.araman1dan Tiirk milliyet<;i hareketiyle ozde§le§tfrerek onlara ayn bir 

kilise saglamakt1. ·Ankara, ''Tiirk Ortodoks Kilisesi" projesini destekleyerek Anadolu gayn-

miislimlerine yonelik "Tiirk mezalimi" hakkmdaki Yunan ve yabanc1 propagandayt 

za.yrflatmaya ve kar§Ilamaya <;~ Bu, aynca, Ynnanl1larm Anadolu iizerindeki toprak 

iddialarma kar§t <;Jlanamn da bir yoluydu <;iinkii Tiirk ulusal .kilisesi Anadolu'da 

''kurtardmamJ§ Yunanhlar" degil, H1ristiyan Tiirkler oldugunu gosteriyordu. Bagunstz bir 

Anadolu Tiirk Kilisesi yaratilmast ya1mzca din! ya da kiliseye ~ mesele degildi. Ortodoks 

Kilisesiin bfulyesinden aynlmak Karamanh H:rristiyanlar i<;in Y unan ulusal biitiiniinden 

aynlmak anlam1m ~tyordu, . zira Ek:iimenik Patrikhaneve Rum-Ortodoks dini ''hiir'' ve 

'~" Yunanl1lar arasmda esas birle§me b$ olarak goriiliiyordu. Anadolulu 

Tiirk<;e konll§an Ortodoks Hrristiyanlarm Ynnanl~hgmm ana gostergesi onmlarm Ekiimenik 

Patrikhaneye ba.gh olmalanydl. Ote yandan, Anadolu Hrristiyanlarmm Tiirklugu hakkmdaki 

teorilerle dogmakta olan Tiirk milliyet<;iligi arasmdaki ili§ki <;eli§kiliydi. Zira islam, erken 
.. 

1920'lerde Tiirk ulusal kimliginin aynlmaz bir_par<;ast olarak tamrnlamyordu. Bu nedenle, bir 

Tiirk ulusal kilisesi kurma ~imi ve Anadolu Hrristiyan1anmn Tiirkliigii iizerine teoriler 

Milli Miicadelenin genel egilirrrine ters idi. Boylece, Karamanl1 HrristiyanlBnnm. Tiirk kokenli 

olduklan hakkmdaki biiyiiyen inanca ragmen nibayetinde bunlar niifus miibadelesine · dahi1 

edildiler. 
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lNTRODUCTION 

It is well known that a large proportion of the Orthodox Christian population 

of Anatolia (the so-called Karamanlz) was Turcophone. The prevalence of Turkish 

among the Orthodox communities of the interior Asfa Minor in the 19th century is 

clearly illustrated in the data collected by the Center for Asia Minor Studies. In 

Cappadocia forty-nine communities out of a tqtal of eighty~one were Turkish-

speaking. In Pisidia all six Orthodox communities and in Phrygia fourteen out of 

nineteen were entirely Turcophone. In Pamphylia six out of seven communities were 

Turkish-speaking. The linguistic picture of the Anatolian Orthodox communities was 

in fact more complicated. According to the same source, in Bithynia and in the region 

of the Euphrates River thirteen and five communities respectively were Armenian 

speaking. In Cilicia two Orthodox villages spoke Arabic, while in the Asiatic coast of 

Dardanelles there were three Bulgarian-speaking villages. In the region of Tigris there 

~as a Kurdish and a Syriac speaking village. 1 
· 

.. 

Such linguistic "peculiarities" were in no way exceptional cases limited to the 

Orthodox communities of the Empire and the. phenomenon of the Karamanlz was not 

a unique and isolated one in the Ottoman world. There were also Turkish-speaking 

Armenians which also used the Armenian script to write Turkish. In the Balkans there 

existed Slav populations that were Turcaphone and used Cyrillic characters to write 

Turkish. The "Frango/evantinoi"; i.e. the Greek-speaking· Catholics were writting 

Greek in Latin (jrangohiotika). Also there were the Greek-speaking Jews of istanbul 

. ·-

1 The data of the CAMS are arranged according to the Roman admi.nistrativ~ division. P. Kitromili~ 
-A Alexandris, .. Ethnic Survival, Nationalism and Forced Migrcmon", L1clrio Ktvrpou MzKpamanwv 
En:ov&f>v, vol. 5, 1984-1985, pp. 18-20. 



(Romaniotes) who used Hebrew to write Greek. There were also Orthodox Chr?.:i;U.~ . \ ... v 

residing·in the Jewish quarters of istanbul, like Haskoy, who spoke Ladtno? 

In a world and an epoch where language was not a criterion of determining the 

collective identity of people, linguistic diversity had no political or even religious 

importance. The language of the political power or of the church was not rival but 

coexisting with the local languages. The tendency according to which the official and 

the liturgical languages were distinct and separate. from the vernacular was in fact a 

general feature of the agrarian or pre-modern societies. In the Orthodox tradition as 

well, differences· in language (various languages or dialects) had no importance since 

they were not influencing that one of the church; to belong to the Orthodox 

community was not a matter of using a specific language. In fact, an agrarian or pre-

modern society is defined by terms of cultural differentiation rather than 

homogeneity. The state and the ruling elite are not interested in promoting cultural 

homogeneity and lateral communication between their subject communities. 

Moreover, such societies do not possess the means for incorporating the masses into a 

common culture. 3 It is for these reasons that the phenomenon of the Turco phone 

Orthodox Christians of Anatolia should not be approached as a unique ease at all. 

The case of Karanir:mlzlar/Karamanlides has been mostly seen as an example 
' 

of linguistic and cultural heterogeneity, a result of the mixt_ure of peoples and faiths 

in t~e Ottoman Empire. Their special type of writing (Karamanllca!Karamanlidika: 

Turkish with Greek script) and the relatively large bibliography which uses this script 

has been studie4 by Greek, Turkish and ·European scholars. However, the relation 

between the growing nationalisms of the 19th and early 20th centuries and the 
~ - f ' --

2 Richard Clogg, "Anadolu HI.ristiyan Kann~lanriuz: the Turkish-speaking Greeks of ASia Minor", in 
Neohellenism, ed. John Burke and Stathis Gauntlett, Humanities Research Centre, Monograph 5, 
Canberra Australian National University, 1992, pp. 67-8.· 

. ----·-- -· ·-··-------



Karamanlz population of Asia Minor has not been explored in depth. Only recently, 

the works of a number of Greek scholars investigates the effects of Greek irredentism 

on the communal organization and the collective self-awareness of the Anatolian 

Orthodox communities. 4 

The 'linguistic Turkishness' of the Anatolian Orthodox communities and their 

peculiar type of identity acquired importance from the second half of the 19th century, 

when cultural homogenisation and ethnic origins became the concern of rival 

nationalisms. This whole issue arose a controversy between the Greek and the Turkish 

nationalistic discourses. For the Greek scholars Kapapav).qtJec; (Karamanlides) were 

Turcicised Greeks. They were of Greek origin and had adopted Turkish by force and 

as a result of their· isolation from the Greek speaking Orthodox communities of the 

coastal regions. On the other hand, for the Turkish scholars Karamanlzlar were 

Christian Turks. According to this theory, the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians 

of Anatolia were descendants of Turkish tribes who had settled in Asia Minor in the 

ancient times. Specifically, the Karamanlz were descendants of the autochthonous 

Turani~ inhabitants of Asia Minor who had liv~d in the peninsula some 4,000 years 

ago. These Tu:ani~ people adopted Christi'a.mty under Byzantine rule but retained 

-· 

their language. According to another version of this theory, the Christian Turks were 

the heirs of the Turkish mercenaries or peasant_-warriors who served the Byzantine 

armies and adopted Christianity. They have always performed the Orthodox ritual in 

the Turkish language and their traditions and popular culture were essentially Turkish. 

· The question concerning the 'true' origins of the Karamanlz is beyond the 

scope of this study. I do not intend to deal with this problem ; whether ~h~ Karamanlz 

3 Ernest Gellner, Nations and Nationalism, (New York: Cornell University Press, 1983}, pp .. 10-2 

4 Ge~simos Augustinos, Ka0]kAsya Rum/an, (Ankara: Ayray Yaymlan, 1997). Sia At1agnostopoulou, 
lvfncpaAaia 19or;.aubvar;-1919 Oz E)J..qvop06oo~ Kozv67:r[r:sr;, (Athens: EllT}VlKarpliJ.lJ.u:tt:a, 1997). 

_____ ;._ ________ . -"------:---y---
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were Greeks or Turks. In fact, the question itself is biased since a view based on a 

national lineage which extends in centuries and adopts a historical approach according 

to which nations are the main actor is anachronistic. The main topic that I am going to 

explore is the antagonism between rival nationalistic 9laims regarding the origin of 

the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians. Turkish and Greek national discourses 

sought to define in national terms the peculiar identity of the Karamanlz Christians. 

For both nationalisms this peculiarity was an accidental and degenarated condition 

that should be altered by the help of the national elites. Karamanlzlar were identified 

both as a pure instance of the national culture and as a corrupted version of it. In fact, 

it was the nationalist elite that decided and choose the elements of the Turcophone 

Christians' .popular culture, which should represent the national culture. I believe that 

this case constitutes an indicative example in· our attempt to explore the plasticity of 

nationalism and the discoursive strategies which are mobilized by it. 

According to the Greek nationalists the ancient people of Cappadocia were 

Hellenised during the Hellenistic period and their language was replaced gradually by 

.. Greek. Accordingly, after the spread of Christi~ty the Greek language and culture 

prevailed both in urban centres and in rural·. areas. However, the Turkish invasions 

reversed this situation and the brutality of the invasion, ·the long coexistence with the 

Turks and the isolation from the Greek-speaking communities of the coastal regions 

caused ,the gradual disappearance of Greek: 

On the other hand, the Turkish nationalists begun to claim the Turkishness of 

the Anatolian Turcophone Christians at a rather late stage in relation to their Greek 

counterparts. The belief of the Turkishness of Anatolian Christians was. clpsely related 

to the concept of an essentially Turkish Anatolia. For the Turkish nationalists, the 

Turkishness of the Karamanlzlar was an important proof of the Turkishness of 



Anatolia and a counter argument to the Greek territorial claims on it. The connection 

between' this theory and the political circumstances that threatened Anatolia to be 

politically diveded is obvious. In fact, this theory became popular immediately after 

the armistice, when the partition of Anatolia seeme4 imminent. The stress that 

Anatolia was essentially Turkish and did not belong to any other nation brought about 

the claim that the Christians living there had Turkish origins. The existence of 

Christian Turks was indicating that Anatolia was not a recently populated by the 

Turks area but it had very deep routed historical ties with them. 

Therefore, the theories regarding the Turkishness of the Anatolian 'Furcophone 

Christians could only be understood in their specific historical context. During the 

Greek-Turkish war of 1919-1922 Papa Eftim, an Orthodox priest from Akdagmagden, 

sought to establish a Turkish Orthodox Church. His aim was to provide a separate 

church for the Karamanh by identifying them with the Turkish nationalist movement. 

Some from the local clergy and from the community leaders supported Etlim's 

movement. Papa Eftim insisted on a complete break with the Patriarchate. For him the 

Phanar was subject to a foreign power and o~y by severing themselves from the 

Patriarchate the Orthodox Christians would llve in peace in ·Asia Minor. Especially, 

during 1921-22 when the Greek army was in Asia Minor the issue became crucial for 

the Ankara Government. By supportmg Papa Eftim and the ''Turkish Orthodox 
. -

Church" project Ankara sought to_ weaken and. counter the Greek and foreign 

propaganda on the ''Turkish atrocities" towards the Anatolian non-Muslims. It was 

also a· way of countering the Greek territorial claims on Anatolia since the Turkish 

national church was demonstrating that there were no "unredeeme~- Yr"eeks" m 

Anatolia but Christian Turks. 

The question is whether the whole issue was a spontaneous manifestation of 



Turkish national f~eling among the Orthodox Christians or was it the result of official 

pressure.· Actually, it is not clear what the Karamanlz Christians thought of themselves 

in national terms. Surely, the most important criterion in defining their collective self-

awareness was religion. However, in the second half of ~he 19th century efforts were 

made to Hellenise or "re-Hellenise" the Turcophone Orthodox Christians. Schools, 

educational and literary societies, libraries, reading rooms and clubs with the support 

of the Greek state were engaged in this effort to inculcate to the Anatolian Orthodox 

Christians a sense of Greek national identity. In the case of Karamanil these activities 

did not always meet with success in the learning of Greek from the Turcophones. 

It is interesting that the controversy on the ethnic origin of the Karamanlz 

Christians was not a unique phenomenon of the era. After the end of the Great War, 

rival nationalisms sought to redefine Asia Minor on ethnic terms. In order to 

legitimise their territorial claims on Anatolia before the western public opinion, the 

nationalists largely relied on demographical, ethnological and historical arguments. 

For instance, the Greek propaganda in order to demonstrate that the Turks did not 

constitute the majority in Asia Minor stated that many Muslims who officially were 
. . 

counted as Turks were in fact of Greek-Christian origin. Accordingly, the 

contemporary number of the Turks - in Anatolia was basically an unnatural 

phenomena~ achieved only by means such ·as forced Islamization, deportations and 

massacres. It was the brutality of the Turkish conquest and its oppressive sovereignty 

that had changed ntdically the demographical condition of Anatolia. Therefore, the 

Muslims of Anatolia were in fact of Christian origin and more important many of 

theni had retained a sense of Greekness. It was also claimed ~hat t~~~e "Muslim 

Greeks" saw the dissolution of the Turkish sovereignty as their . eventual 

emancipation. These claims, just like the ones regarding the Karamanlz Christians 

···-·------- ··----·-----,..----



were aimed to· redefine the heterogenous ethnic and linguistic reality of Anatolia in 

culturally homogenised national terms. 

I also intend to deal with the relationship between religion and the 

development of nationalism in comparison to the Balkan cases, in which the 

formation of national identity went hand in hand with the ecclesiastical separation 

from the Ecumenical Patriarchate (i.e. the independence from the religious institutions 

of the ancien regime and the nationalization of the church). It is generally accepted 

that religion is incompatible with nationalism and that national movements were 

developed contrary to the reljgious or ecclesiastic authorities. Contrary to this model, 

which presupposes a conflict between the national and the. religious centre, I would 

argue that the national communities emerged from the "nationalization" of the 

religious communities. 5 I will examine the Turkish Orthodox Church project as a case 

study of this process of nationalization of the millets. 

The attempt to form a Turkish Orthodox Church must be seen in relation to the 

general transition from the ecumenical community of Orthodoxy to the world of 

culturally homogenised modem nations in the B~ Peninsula Before the "age of 

nationalisms", th.e Balkan society was politi~any and culturally unified under the 

Ottoman sovereignty and the Orthodox Church respectively. The growth of national 

movements in the 19th century divided this· religious community. into ·separate 

nationa1/religious ones. The . conflict was ··not between the ecumenical Orthodox 

community and the modem national community but between different nationalized 

religious communities. Thus, the division within the. Orthodox community went hand 

in hand with the redefinition of the religious community; as a result there _emerged a 

· Greek, Bulgarian and even a Turkish Orthodoxy. 

5 Paraskevas Matalas, 'EOvq~; Kw Op0ooo9a, (Herakleion: llavEm<m)J.l.l~ EK<i6aa; K¢1L11<; 2002). 

-·-·············-···----



For the Greek side, the ''unredeemed Greeks" were in fact the Orthodox 

population of the Ottoman Empire who was tied to the Orthodox Church. The 

Ecumenical Patriarchate and the Greek-Orthodox religion were seen as the primary 

link of union between the ''free" and the ''unredeemed" Greeks. Since other 

components of nationality such as race and language were not suitable, religion was 

regarded as a more accurate criterion in determining national affiliation. The main 

indicator of the Greekness of the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians of Anatolia 

was therefore their attachment to the Ecumenical Patriarchate. Hence, the creation of 

an independent Anatolian Turkish Church was by no means a mere ecclesiastic or 

religious affair. The separation from the body of the Orthodox Church with its centre 

in Constantinople meant in fact for the Karamanlz Christians their separation from the 

Greek national body. In fact this was what had happened in all the Balkan cases. For 

instance, the distinction between a Greek and a Bulgar was decided on the base of 

their religious affiliation to the Ecumenical Patriarchate or to the Bulgarian Exarchate 

respectively. Even the distinction between a Greek and a Turk was defined on 

' 

religious terms. The compulsory popUlation exchange between Greece and Turkey is 

an affirmation o~ such· an assumption. The only criterion of the exchangeability of a 

person was ~s/her religion. A Greek-speaking Muslim of Tonya or a Greek-speaking 

Muslim of Crete was defined as Turk whereas a Turkish-speaking Christian of Nigde 

wa5 defined as Greek. 

The case of the Turcophone Orthodox Christians is also important m 

investigating the· secular and ethnic limits of Turkish nationalism. The attempt of 

founding a Turkish church should not be regarded as a mere tactical moyement of the 

.. Ankara Government. The theories regarding the Turkishness of the Anatolian 

Christians were in fact a part of the process of the construction of the Turkish national 



identity. The· acceptation of the Turkishness of the Karamanlz would have certain 

implications on the definition of Turkishness. In fact, Turkish nationalism emerged · 

from the nationalization of the Ottoman Muslim millet and for that reason Islam, at 

least in the early 1920's, was defined as an integral part of the Turkish national 

identity. For that reason, the attempt to found a Turkish national church and the 

theories regarding the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians seem to be 

contradictory to the general trend of the National Struggle. The prevailing Gokalpian 

definition of the nation was promoting culture (hars) in determining one's nationality 

and the racial criterion was t:egarded as secondary. Religion as an ethical-normative 

system was seen as an important ingredient of the cultural unity that constituted the 

nation. :ryroreover, Islam was the base of the Turkish national movement that enabled 

its leadership to ally themselves with different ethnic groups and with the 

conservatives. Hence, despite the growing belief that the Karaman/z Christians were 

of Turkish origin they were eventually included to the population exchange. 

Outline 

In the first chapter, I attempted to review the history of the founding of the 

''Turkish Orthodox Church". Since this history .is directly related to the. life of its 

founder Papa Eftim Karahissaridis or Karahisarltoglu, I focused on his personality. 
• \ - ·, ', • <:- / 

For doing this, I mostly used the oral tradition archives of the Centre·for Asia Minor 

Studies. This arc~ve possesses invaluable material from. the Orthodox community of 

Keskin, which a.Il)ply illustrates the activities of Eftim. Then, I ~tried to place· Papa 
f .~ --

Eftim and his community in Keskin into the broader context of the ._.~(ltolian 

Orthodox Christian communities of the early 1920's\ For that purpose I CC?ncentrated -



on the developments of the centre of "the unredeemed Greeks", i.e. the Ecumenical 

Patriarcha:te. The line of action of Phanar after the armistice and, later on, the Greek 

occupation brought the Orthodox communities of the interior Asia Minor in a difficult 

position. In fact, they were left in the middle of the two quarrelling sides. 

In this context, I concentrate on the ways that the Orthodox communities 

exhibited their support to the Turkish nationalists: _For this purpose, I largely used the 

Turkish press of the era. I also sought to demonstrate the importance of that support 

for the Kemalists in order to counter the western propaganda. For that purpose, I dealt 

with the main themes of the Greek propaganda. In that way, I sought to answer the 

question of to what extent the support of the Christians was heartfelt. I then proceed to 

the foundation of the Turkish Orthodox Church. I contrasted this process to the one of 

the Balkan national churches, ·since the government of Ankara itself sought to 

legitimise its intervention through these examples. I also questioned the role of these 

examples in the attempt to establish a Turkish national church. Thus, I tried to place 

the foundation of the Turkish Orthodox Church in the broader context of the 

nationalization of the Orthodox Church. 

Then, I f<?cused on the activities of Papa Eftim, the plans of the government 

and most important, the controversies among the Orthodox Christians. The role of the 

high-ranking Orthodox prelates ·that had· remained in Anatolia was crucial. It was 

them who countered the plans of Eftim and sought to delay the process as much as 
··' 

possible. The Turkish Orthodox Church Congress in Kayseri, which summoned in the 

summer of 1922, became an arena of these contesting approaches. For that purpose, I 

mainly used Greek sources and most importantly the manuscripts from th,e archives of 

· the Centre for Asia Minor Studies of those who had personally joined the congress. 

The organ of the congress Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz was a very important 

------- -----'-------
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source in this respect. The reactions of the Patriarchate, the relations of Eftim with the 

western churches and the assessments of the foreign observers constituted another 

part of my research. For these, I used the official journal of the Patriarchate, 

EKK1rwzaan10] AJ.~Bsza, the journal of the Anglican Church regarding the eastern 

Christendom, The Christian East and several accounts ofwesternjournalists. 

The first chapter ends with the compulsory population exchange that took 

place between Greece and Turkey and which deprived the newly founded Turkish 

Orthodox Church from its flock. I intended to seek the reasons of the Turkish 

government for including the Anatolian Orthodox Christians in the population 

exchange. I also focused on the reactions of Papa Eftim to the governmental decision 

and his efforts to maintain the Orthodox Christians in their fatherland. 

Between the first and the third chapter, there is a shorter one in which I dealt 

briefly with the activities of Eftim in istanbul. .Since this part of the history of the 

Turkish Orthodox Church is mostly related to the history of the Greek minority of 

istanbul and to the Patriarchate in the Republican era, which are beyond the scope of 

this study, I did not attempt to presentit in detail. . ; 

In the se!=ond chapter, I tried to place' the debate on the Turkishness of the 

Anatolian Christians into the broader context of the formation of the Turkish· national 

identity. Initially, I questioned the place and the meaning of Cappadocia and the 

Kciramanlz Christians in the formation of the Greek nationalist discourse. For this 

purpose, I relied on the ethnological literature of the Cappadocian- intelligentsia. 

Secondly, I questioned the extent to which the Orthodox Christians perceived 

themselves as Greeks~ Then, I mentioned some early examples of the cl~ regarding 

the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians in order to demonstrate that 'these 

arguments had their roots in the dev~lopment of the Turkish nationalism. 



One of my objects is to demonstrate that the case of the "Christian Turks" was 

not exceptional. The post-war political conditions in Anatolia enabled rival 

nationalistic discourses to claim that different groups in fact belonged to their national 

entities. Accordingly, every nationalism sought to homogenise a heterogeneous social 

reality in national terms and to claim its superiority. In order to demonstrate this, I 

largely used the Greek propaganda literature of the era and its claim regarding the 

"Muslim Greeks", i.e. those Muslim groups that were supposed to have Greek origins. 

Further on, I focused on the Turkish authors who dealt with the issue and I 
. . 

discussed their arguments in the context of the Turkish nationalism. I contrasted these 

arguments with the prevailing definition of Turkish national identity and the 

assumptions on nationalism according to which religion had a key role. In doing so, I 

distanced myself from the Greek authors who generally regard the attempt to found a 

Ju.Jkish church and the claims on the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians as mere 

. tactical manoeuvres of the Kemalists. In contrast, I regarded these claims and theories 

as a part of the emerging Turkish national discourse. 

I sought to demonstrate that the inclusion _of the Turkish-speaking Anatolian 

Christians to th~ population exchange was in accordance with the . prevailing 

assumptions of nationalism. I also intended . to trace the persistence of these 

assumptions in time and for that reason I exemplified some authors who dealt with the. 

issue in the 1930' and 1940's. Lastly, I concentrated on the case of the Gagauz in 

order to prove that certain religious characteristics of national identitY continued to be 

influential even in an era when a more secular form of Turkish national identity had 

prevailed. '. -
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THE FOUNDATION OF THE TURKISH ORTHODOX CHURCH 

In this chapter I will focus on the process of the foundation of the Turkish Orthodox 

Church. The Turkish Orthodox Church came into existence during the Greek-Turkish 

confrontation and can only be understood within this context. During this period the 

Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians outside the Greek occupation zone faced the 

growing suspicion of . their Muslim compatriots and felt the necessity to . take 

immediate action to demonstrate their loyalty to the Turkish government. The 

nationalists in order to counter the propaganda on the ''Turkish atrocities" and to gain 

the support of the western public opinion sought to benefit from the Turkish-speaking 

Christians. The conjunction of the needs of both sides made such· an attempt possible 

and for a while between 1922 and 1923 it seemed that the Christians of Anatolia will 

separate themselves from the Ecumenical Patriarchate and will form a national church 

in the line of the independent national churches of the Balkan Peninsula. 

Papa Eftim Efendi · 

The found~tion of the Turkish Orthodo~ Church is closely related with the 
. . 

personality of its founder, Papa Eftim. Eftim's secular name was Pavlos Karahisaridis 
. . .-

or Karahisarlioglu and he was born in 1884 in Akdagmagden6 of ~e province of_ 

6 Various sources provide us with an ariay of information about Akdagmagden. ·According to the 
journal Xenophanis (III, p. 476) there were 2500 Greeks, 1000 Turks and 600 foreigners in 

· Akdagmagden. Dawkins, Modern Greek In Asia Minor, 1916, p. 6 According to I. Sarantides 
Archelaos , Akdagmaden was a Greek-speaking community. I. Archelaos, Sinasos, (Athens: 1899). A 
Papadopoulos also indicates that in Akdagmagden a Pontic dialect was spoken. Papadopoulos, 0 
Y 11:60ol>Ao<; EllllV1GJ16<; nt~ Amcrruct\~ E~ 0 EllllV1GJ16<; nt~ Amamct\~ ~ll.6.0~ ~_9vtK6<; Kat 
D.coamK6<; E~Eta/,;OJJSV~ (The Unredeemed Greeks of Asiatic Hellas. An Ethnic and Linguistic 
Research), (Athens: Bt~A.t()1[(0J.rlov Imav. N. :Et&pt], 1919), p. 76. The presence of Pontic Greek 
communities like Akdagmagden in Cappadocia was basically the result of the migration of Pontic 
mining communities to places suitable:for mining activities. These communitieS were coming mainly 
from the region of Giim~hane. (Argiroupolis), i.e. the diocese of Chaldea. · (See Kitromilides
Alexandris;-"Ethnic Survival, Nationalism and Forced Migration", ileA.no K£vrpou Mucpamcrrucriw 
:E11:ou&iw, vol. 5, Athens, 1984-85, pp. 15-6). Kontogiannis mentions that Akdagmagden was founded 
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Y ozgat, which ecclesiastically depended on the Diocese of Chaldea. 7 Both his 

birthplace and his family name indicate that his origin was from Ponto~, Karahisar.8 

He first attended the local Greek school but later continued in a Muslim school. 

According to Ergene, Eftini studied at a Rii§diye where he developed a close 

relationship with his teacher ~evki Efendi. In 1911-12, he attended lessons at the 

commerce high school in Ankara, and then opened a drapery shop. However, when 

the Great War erupted, his enterprise, like many others, failed. For a while, he worked 

for an important fabric trader named <;omlekc;oglu. In 1914 he left Ankara in.order to 

avoid being conscripted in a period of general mobilization. With the help of a 

governmental official, and family friend, Bahri9 Qater deputy of Yozgat) he returned 

to Akdagmagden where he managed not to be conscripted. In 1915, as the situation 

got ~orse, he requested from the Metropolitan ofKayseri Ntk:olaos Sakkopoulos10 to 

by Greek miners at the end of the 18th century. Kontogiailltis, n:roypacpia 'tT}c; MtKp6t; Aoim; 
(Geography of Asia Minor)( Athens: 1921), p. 135. · 

7 According to Ergene, Eftim was born in 1300 in the neighbourhood · of istanbulluoglu of 
Akdagmagden. His father was a tradesman. Teoman Ergene, istiklat Harbinde Tiirk Ortodokslan, 
{istanbul: t P. Ne¢yat, 1951), p. 5. HarryPsomiades (The.EcumenicalPatriarchate UndertheTurkish' 
Republic: Tile First Ten Years, Balkan Studies 2, 1961, p. 5-Ifclaims that the jstikla/ }[arbi 'nde Turk 
Ortodoks/an, a mixture of biography and novel, is most probably ·written by Papa EftiiD himself. Such 
an assumption seems likely since the book's writing has many similarities to Papa Eftim' s previous and 
later works. The book has become the most important source of the Turkish literature' on this issue. 
·There are even books that fully rely· on it and reproduce it word by word See for instance: Erol 
Cihangir, Palm Eftim'in Muhtrralan ve BagunsiZ Tiirk Ortodoks Patrikhanesi, {istanbul: Turan 
Yaymclllk, 1996); also Siileyman Ye~ilyurt, .· Atatiirkten Bugiine Bilinmeyen Yonleriyle Tiirk 

· Hrristiyanlanrun Patrikhanesi, (Ankara: 1995). Hasan izzettinDinamo also has a ~hapter in hisKutsal. 
isyan (vol. 5, istanbul: Tekin Yaymevi, 1990) with the title "Papa Eftim illusal Orkestrada", which 
also repeats Teoman Ergene. r . 

• J 

· 
8 Hikmet Yavuz Ercan, "Fener ve Tiirk Ortodoks Patrikhanesi", Tarih ArO§tlrmalan Dergisi, vol. 5, no. 
8-9, 1967, p. 417. 

9 YusufBahri Bey (Tatltoglu) was born in 1878 in Akdagmagden. He was the son of a big landowning 
family. After 1908 he joined the Committee ~fUnionandProgress. Between 1916 and 1918 he was an 
official of the Reji Administration He participated in the Congress of Sivas as Yo?: gat's representative. 
He was elected as a deputy ofYozgat in the elections for the Ottoman Parliament. After ihe occupation 

. of istanbul he came to Ankara where he joined the Grand National Assembly. In 1925 he was accused 
of planning to overthrow the government He was judged in the Court of Independence· (istiklcil 
Mahkemesi) of Ankara but in 1926 he was released Bahri Bey died in 1957. See Tiirk Parlamento 
Tarihi Milli Mucadele ve THMM I. DOnem 1919-1923, vol. ill,-Fahri <;oker (ed), (Ankara: TBMM 
Vakft Yaytnlan, 1995), pp. 979-80. -
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be. anointed a priest. After his ordination he took the name Eftim. 11 However, only in 

1918 did he manage to find a seat, replacing the priest of Keskin~ Panagiotis 

Papadopoulos, who had left for Constantinople for a medical operation.12 In taking the 

post of the assistant prelatic trustee (anaplirotis arhieratikos epitropos) he was helped 

by his cousin Pandelis Karahisaridis who was at the time the director of the urban 

(astiki) school in Akdagmagden. 13 Ergene offers a partly different version of the story. 
' ' 

According to him, in 1908 Eftim went to Ankara where he became a fabric trader. He 

got married in 1911, in 1912 (long before the World War starts) the Metropolitan of 

Kayseri Nikolaos anointed him deacon and in 1915 he returned to Akdagmagden as a 

priest. Consequently, in March 1918 he went to Keskin as deputy Metropolitan 

(metropolit vekili).14 

Based on an interview made with G. Pantelidis, the director ofthe local school 

in Keskin between 1914-15, Alexandris claims, that immediately . after the·· armistice 

Papa Eftim supported the local nationalist society "Phtani o ipnos' and participated in 

the joint proclamation of the local Orthodox and Armenians.· The proclamation was 
,_ c 

demandmg the Patriarchate to mediate for the pro~ection of the local Christians from 

10 Nikolaos Sakkopoulos was born in 1862 in Sinop. He was Metropolit of Maroneia (1902-14), 
Kayseri (1914-27) and Chaelcedon. He became two times, in 1919 and 1921; locum tenens of the 
Patriarchal throne. He died in 1927 in Constantinople. · 

' . . . . -

11 According to Mavropoulos, during the WorldWar Eftimavoidedbeing conscripted and found 
refugee in .the monastery of Zincidere, where he became a cleric in 1918 before the armistice. See also 
I. Hacilias, Keskinmaden 1, D/336-7. . 

12 K. Georgiadis, Keskinmaden 1,T3/327-8, 

13 A .Alexandris, "H Ax6xstpa ~l]Jltoupyi~ ToupKop06&>Stlc; ElCidl]<riac; O'tl]V KamtllOOKia 1921-
1923" (The attempt to found a Turkish Orthodox Church in Cappadocia), L1&t!i_o Ktvrpov 
MzKpamanKmv E1rov0chv, vol. 4, Athens 1983, pp. 168-70. According to Fotiadis, it was'Eftim's uncle 
who arranged the job near <;omlek~oglu. However after a while Eftim lost the job and his uncle. in 
order to provide a living to his cousin decided to make Eftim a priest. Fotiadis, :E-ro Kemdv Mooev ·p.e 
-rov IIOOtaeu0UJ.1 -ro P001toutiv -rou Elll]VlO'JloU 'tl]c; MtKpW; Aaiac; (In Keskinmaden with Papa Eftim, 
the Rasputin of the Hellenism of Asia Minor), (Athens: EK&mK6c; OiKoc; rvroaetc;, 1982), p. 105. 

14 Ergene, pp. 5-6. 
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the Turkish bands by English and French forces. 15 However, when the nationalist 

movement started to gain control over the region, Papa E:ftim re-examined the 

situation and changed his attitude. Keskin was located between Sivas and Ankara, 

both of them important centres of the ·nationalist movement. E:ftim taking advantage 

of this coincidence started communicating with important figures from among the 

nationalists. 16 He forced the notables of K~skin to contrib~te financially to the 

nationalist efforts and plans17 and sought to persuade the Orthodox community to 

demonstrate openly their loyalty to the Turkish Government. 18 

It seems that during this period, a controversy arose within the community of 

Keskin, which led E:ftim to challenge the Patriarchate openly .. When the regular priest 

Panagiotis Papadopoulos returned to Keskin, the notables of the community asked 

E:ftim to resign, claiming that he had used the financial sources of the corilmunity for 

his personal purposes and good. E:ftim did not resign after all as he was supported by 

the ,majority of the community.19 As the news about E:ftim's activities reached 

Constantinople and the controversy within the community culminated, the 

Patriarchate sent to Keskin as a mediator · Pap~ Theodoros Mavropoulos, who 

supported Papa P~agiotis. This decision of the Patriarchate's commissioner might 

15 According to Alexandris, such a paper does not exist neither in the archiv~ ofFqreign Office nor in _ 
the archives of the Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Fotiadis states that Eftim in the Theofania 
festival of winter 1919 arranged a celebration with the Greek flag and national hymn. F otiadis, pp. 73-6. 

16 Papa . Eilim, Papa Eftim Eftndi 'nin Ortodoks · Ah~liye Maracaah "ve Patrikhaneye Kar§l 
Madafaanemesi, (istanbul: 1924), p. 18. "Keskin Sivas ile Ankara'mn arasmdachr. Orda birl~en 4 
caddelerin merkezi istasyondur. Bu miin~betle oradan geyen ve geceleri kalan biiyiik hiikiimet 
memurlan ve zabitlerini hiisn-ii kabul ve haklannda iltifatkiirane bulunduk, bu tarkle bunlann hiisn-ii 
himaye ve tevecciihlerini kazanchk." 

17 Alexandris, ''H arc61rezpa LJT/JLZOVpyiar; ••• ", p. 170; also Papa- Efti~ Pap~ Eftiin'Efendi 'nin 
Ortodoks ... , p. 18; and Minas Minaidis, "0 1toota-Eu9UJ.1", E>pcocua'J Enenpi)oa tom. 4, (Komotini: 
1983), pp. 341-2. 

18 Fotiadis, pp. 77~8. 

19 K. Georgiadis, Keskinmaden 1, D/327-8. 

-- ------ ------'------'--- .. ·- · .... ·-.-.:.... 
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have led Papa Efti~ to make his opposition towards the Patriarchate more apparent.20 

The fact is that by that time Papa Eftim was very popular in the community of Keskin. 

It seems that thanks to his connections to some Turkish officials he had managed to 

save his community from the deportations and from the raids of Turkish bands.21 

There is evidence indicating that Eftim helped also the Orthodox who had been exiled 

from the western regions to the interior. For instance; the women and children of 

Simav were deported to Keskinmaden. According to Eleni Paulidou and Pipina 

Psaltaki from Simav, Papa Eftim helped them very much in Keskin. When the 

population exchange was decided he gave money the women from Simav and sent 

them with train to istanbul. 22 These accomplishments made him very popular not only 

in Keskin but also in tne wider region. 23 

20 A Silvestriadis, Keskinmaden 1, D/325. 

21 It is a matter of dispute, whether whose band raided Keskin. I. Hacilyadis claims that it was the band 
of Topal Osman (Keskinmaden 1, r 3/334-5). According to Ioannis Papadopoulos it was the band of 
<;erkez Ethem with 2000 cavalrymen that raided Keskin (Keskinmaden 1, D/321-2). Mavropoulosis 
of the same aspect. Mavropoulos, Ilarpzapx;Hcai .Ee}Jo~ To 0tKOVJ.LEVtK6v Ilarpzapx;eiov a1t6 1878-1949 
(Patriarchal Notes The Ecumenical Patriarchate from 1878 to 1949), (Athens: 1960), p. 270. HoweVer 
according to Fotiadis the. band belonged to Topal Osman (Fotiadis, pn:. 81-7) In the Black Book, which 
was published by the Patriarchate, the raid ofEthem's band against Yozgat is described as following: 
"On 25th of May 1920 about thousand.Circassien entered Yosgat and kept it for i4 days. But on the 
21th of June when the town was occupied again by the kemalist troops, these began first to plunder 
them to maSsacre all tl;le Greeks and Armenians under the supervision ofEdhem Bey, their commander. 
The slaughter took place iri the market place so no one could be saved. Many girls were violated, many 
houses set to fire and many wounded. ( ... ) On the 8th of Septembre the regular Kemalist army under the 
leadership of the famous in cruelties officer Djemil entered the. village of Otsoglou, two hours distant 
from Yosgat, and caused all the villagers 280 in nllinber and all Greek, to be gathered in the church and 
then after having violated beastly all the women and girls in the presence of their fat,hers, husbands and -

.brothers, killed first them and then all the male population not excepting the small babies( ... ) From 
this tem'ble slaughter only 24 people could escape having run away before the arrival of the troops. As 
the kemalist army had intention to invade and massacre. all the surrounding villages, the poor 
inhabitants were obliged to live their homes and to go to the mountains where' many of them perished." 
The Black Book, (Constantinople: The Ecumenical Patriarc~te of Constantinople, 1920), pp. 73-5. 

22 H 'E~oooq Mapwpieq ·a7t6 nq E7tapxJ~ r11q KevrpzJdiq Kat N6naq AhKpaaiaq (Exodus, Memoires 
from Central and South Asia Minor), vol. 2, (Athens: Center of Asia Minor Studies, 1982), pp. 421-3. 
Pipina Psaltaki: "I know that they accuse Papa Eftim. However he supported us v,ery much. If he was 
not I do not knmv whether! could have stayed alive", p. 423. · - · · · · ' ·--

23 "Papa Eftim;s Christianity saved many people. They could not slaughter Keskin thanks to hi~" (I. 
Hacilyadis, Keskinmaden 1, r 3/334-5). "I wish that all of us could be. as good Christians as him" 
(Konstantinos Georgiadis, Keskinmaden 1, r 3/323-4). "Papa Eftim was an excellent man and a first 
_class priest: The Christians ofKeskin owe him their lives" (A Silvestriadis, Keskinrllilden 1, D/331). 
''He saved both us and the Armeni~ns from the deportations" (D. Azariadis, Keskinmaden 1, D/330): 
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Ergene tells a different story concerning the beginning of the tension between 

Eftim and the Patriarchate. According to this version, at the end of 1918, the 

Patriarchate, sent a circular to Papa Eftim as the deputy of the Metropolitan in Keskin, 

stating that Turkey had been ceded to Greece and therefore there was no need neither 

to obey the Turkish authorities nor to remain an Ottoman subject. He was particularly 

ordered not to take part in the coming elections. When Eftim did not obey these 

orders, in December 1918, the Patriarchate asked the Sadrazam to arrest Eftim and 

send him to istanbul. However, the Kaymakam of Keskin, Avni Bey overlooked this 

order and saved Eftim. 24 According to Elove who quotes an interview with Papa 

Eftim himself: it was the governor of Ankara Muhiddin Pa§a who did not act in 

conformity with the orders from istanbul?5 

The Patriarchate in Constantinople and the Orthodox of the Interior· 

Meanwhile, drastic changes took place in the Patriarchate of Constantinople, 

which affected dram<~:tically the condition of the Orthodox· Christian· communities in 

the interior Asia Minor. After the signing ofthe·Mudros Armistice, a strong campaign 

against the Patriarch Germanos V (Kavakopoulos i 6 started. The Patriarch was 

·. See also Aleksandris, "H A1r61rEZpa L1qJllovpyiaq: .• ", pp. 171-2; and Fotiadis, pp. 36-9 and 77. 
According to Fotiadis if Eftim was not so power thirsty he· would had been v,ery usefu1l to his 
community (p. 61). Eftim also claims that he gathered many orphans and gave the administration ofthe 
orphanage ofKayseri to the Americans. Papa Eftim, Papa Eftim Efendi 'nin Ortodoks ... , pp. 20. 

24 Ergene, p. 9; also ~ahin, Fener Patrikhd,nesi ve Tiirkiye, (istanbul: Otuken Ne~riyat, 1980), p. 189. 

25 Mustafa Emil Elave, "Tftrkiyede Din imtiyazlan I. Klsllll", A (J HukukFakiiltesi Dergisi, c. 10, no: 
1-4, 1953, p. 363. . 

2~ Georgios Kavakopoulos was born in Balat ·in 1840. He studied in Jerusalem, .Athens <w.d in the 
Theological School of Chalki. In 1863 he became a cleric and took the name Germanos. rln 1864 he 
became archidiakonos of the Patiiarch Sophronios. He was elected Metropolitan of Ko (1867), Rodos 
(1876-1888), Herakleia (1888-1897) and Chalkeidon (1897-1913). On the 28th ofJanuary 1913.lie:was 
elected· Ecumenical Patriarch. He was critiSized of not reacting properly to the persecutions of Greeks 
during the Great War and was forced to resign. He died in 1920 and was buried in Chaelcedon. 
Valsamis, Oz llarpzb.pxsc; rov Ff:vovc; (The Patriarchs of the Nation), (Volos: ElCidTJcnaanriJ 
Bt~Ato9i)10] Iepcic; MTJ-rp<moA.ero<; .6-TJ~t-rpt~ 1995), pp. 131-2. 



accused of having compromised with the Young Turks and not having defended the 

Ottoman' Greeks actively in _the years of the World War. Also a number of financial 

scandals added to the discredit of Germanos. The · campaign ended with the 

resignation of the Patriarch on the 25th of October 1918. From this moment until the 

8th of December 1921 when the new Patriarch Meletios Metaxakis was elected, the 

Patriarchal throne remained empty, a. unique case in the entire period of Ottoman rule. 

On October 28th, the Patriarchal Mixed Council was replaced by a new one, which 

consisted of politically more active members. 27 

The new council postponed the Patriarchal election until a definite peace 

settlement would be concluded and elected the Metropolitan of Bursa Dorotheos 

(Mammelisi8 as locum-tenens of the Patriarchal throne. Athens played an important 

role in the postponement of the election. According to the Venizelos government if a 

new Patriarch was elected, its result should also be approved by the Sublime Porte 

acco~ding to the Organic Laws of the Orthodox Church. This procedure would surely · 

strengthen the· positio~ of the Ottoman Government since such ·an action would mean 

that the Greeks ofThrace and Asia Minor, as well as the Patriarchate were still subject 

to the Otttom~ sta~e. For Greece these settlements represented the conditions before 
. . 

the Great War: The object of both the Greek Government and of the officials of the 

Patriarchate was to open the matters out until a definite peace settlement was reached 
. . - . 

_ and ·the future of Asia Minor and especially-of Constantinople decided. Therefore the 

27 Alexis Alexandris, "The Constantinopolitan Greek Factor DUring the Greco-Ttirkish Confrontation 
ofl919-1922", Byzantine & Modem Greek Studies 8, 1983, pp. 142-3. 

28 Dorotheos Mammelis was born in Sigi in Pro}xmtida. He studied in the Theologi~ School_of Chalki 
and than became the archidiakon of the Diocese of Chaelcedon. In -1892 he was elected' bishop of 

,. Kallioupoli. In 1895 he became Metropolitan of Grevena and in 1901 of Nicopolis and Preveza. <In_ 
1908 he was elected Metropolit of Bursa and in-1912 he became the head of the Mixed Couiicil. InJ 
October 1918, after the resignation of Patriarch Germanos V he became locum tenens of the 
Ecumenical Throne. He died on the 18th of March 1921 while he was in London. Emttcnamuct) 
A1"Ji9cta, 13 March 1921, No.IO .. 



Patriarchal election was strictly connected to the greater issue of the status that the 

Peace Conference would grant for the Greeks of the Ottoman lands. That was the 

reason for the delay of the Patriarchal election, which would be realised only after the 

end of the peace conference.· 29 Another justification to the _delay of the election was 

the difficulty of deciding whether the metropolitans. of the dioceses outside Ottoman 

territory could participate to it. The Ottoman Government, in contrast to the 

Patriarchate, was against to their participation. 30 

The conditions after the armistice led the Patriarchate to completely abandon 

its traditional policy of conciliation with the Ottoman Government. The Phanar started 

playing the role of a national centre, supporting openly the emancipation of the 

unredeemed Greeks. Thus, the Patriarchate was put under the protection of a Greek-

Cretan regiment from November 1918. The Patriarchate abolished the teaching of the 

Turkish language in Greek schools on January 21, 1919~ On March 16, the Greek 

chrn;ches of Constantinople resolved upon uniting with the Greek state: "The Greeks 

. of Constantinople and the neighbourhood assembled today in their churches . . . and 

proclaimed their unshakable wish to obtain complete national re-establishment. They , 

regard Union with the mother-country Greece as the. only firm basis for natural 

development in the future... and entrust the Ecumenical Patriarchate, their supreme 

· national authority, with the task ·of transmittin& the present resolution to the 

representatives of England, France, the United States, Italy and Greece a:t the Peace 

Conference." In this way, the. Ottoman Greeks were released from their civic 

·responsibilities as citizens of the Ottoman state and the Patriarchate assumed 

f ·--

29 Nanakis, H XTJpcia 'tOU OttcOUJ.lSV\KoU ®p6vou 1CW. TJ Edoyt'J 'tOU Mel..tnou Me-tal;rocq 1918-W22 
(The Vacancy of the Ecumenical Throne and the Election of Meletios Metaxakis), (Thessa:loniki: 
Aptcn:melao Tiavzm<rolJI.tO 'tTJc; E>eaaai..OvilCllc;. 1991), pp. 30-1. · 

30 Sonyel, Minorities and the Destruction ofthe Ottoman Empi;~. (Ankara: Publications of Turkish 
Historical Society, 1993), p. 362. 

'"). - -··- -. 
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complete sovereignty over the Ottoman Greek-Orthodox population.31 The 

Patriarchate, claiming that the Ottoman Government was not able to govern the 

country, refused to communicate directly with the Porte from March 1919. On 

January 1919, the Patriarchate requested from the Greek ministers, senators, deputies 

and civil servants in the Ottoman administration to resign from·· their posts. The 

Greeks were also urged to abstain from municipal or general elections. According to 

Alexandris "The Greek decision to refrain from participation .in the general elections 

of November/December 1919 coupled with the March proclamation of releasing the 

Ottoman Greeks from their Ottolflan civil responsibilities, mark perhaps the formal 

demise of the Rum Milleti''.32 

This new line of action of the Patriarchate, along with the occupation of 

Smyrna by the Greek arml3 made the situation worse for the Orthod~x Christians 

who were still under Turkish controL Especially the Greek occupation had provoked a 

storm of protest and the_ Muslim Turkish feeling was agitated all over Anatolia. In 

consequence, retaliati<?n and reprisals by.the Turks in the mterior were feared.34 W. S. 

Edmonds from the British Foreign Office comment~dcthis situation as follows: '.'The 

Greeks, who are scattered by handfuls all ·over Anatolia, are likely to pay a heavy 
. ~ ' . 

price for this acquisition of territory."35 Especially when the .nationalists start~d to 

31 Alexandris, "The Constantinopolitan Greek Factor ... ", p. 145. 

32 ibid, p. 146. .~ 

33 The Patriarchate addressed an official.communique on 24 May 19~9 expressing "iratitude for the 
occupation of Smyrna". 

34 According to the Black Book, on the 27th of July 1920 a letter was thrown into some Christian hou.Ses 
and the Cathedral of Konia. The letter was as follows: "Coursed goad Fanatic infidel. You have been 
fed with Turkish bread, and in return you spread poison in this country. It is known that fbryour sake 
the mean Armenians have been killed with women and children. Now they ask refuge to England but 
seen unsuccesful thay complain to Europe through their represantation in Constantinople, but· ~11 in 
vain! You will be killed by our knives. Don't believe that Djemal Pacha is dead, His partners ara 
present. We see that you prepare to found your own state here._ It estime that your two thousand 
christian die.· Don't lose your time because your end is near." The Black Book, pp. 76-7. 



gain control in the interior and when the Greek army expanded the occupation zone, 

many members of the Orthodox communities deported to the inland.36 Even Eftim 

found himself in danger. His cousin Pantelis Karahisarlidis in Akdagmaden was 

accused of being involved in the separatist movement of Pontes, and this made the 

authorities suspicious of Eftim. He was arrested and imprisoned in Ankara in order to 

be judged by the Court of Independence (jstikidl Mahkemesi). However, thanks to his 

connections with the deputy of Edirne ~eref Bey37 he succeeded to be freed?8 Papa 

Eftim referred to the incident of his cousin on July 1922 in a circular where he 

countered the claims of the. Patriarchate regarding the foundation of the Turkish 

Orthodox Church. The Patriarchate in a declaration had referred to the execution of 

Eftim' s cousin in order· to illustrate that the ''Turkish Orthodox". movement was .. 

manipulated by the government and the Orthodox were forced to enrol in it. 39 

However, according to Eftim, the responsible for the fate of his cousin was not the 

Independence Court, but the Patriarchate, which deceived the Anatolian · Orthodox 

Christians. In order to accomplish its aims, the Patriarchate sent money to the 

Orthodox communities to strengthen the separatist P~ntic movement and ordered the 

Christians not to take part in the elections. Eftim Claimed that he·warned many times 
~ 

the community ()f Akdagmagden; but that the local priest Papa Y orgi ignored his 

. ~arnings. Many from the community of Akdagmagden, including Papa Yorgi and his 

35 Sonyel, p. 356 .. i ·· 

36 
. Raphtopoulos, llpoiCOmoc; Aa(apiou; · MqrporroMUft:; I~eovlov, AvKaoviac; Kaz B. · Ka7r7rat5o1Ciac; 

(Prokopios Lazaridis Metropolitan ofKonya, Likaonias and N. Cappadocia), manuscript 394, Lykaonia 
8, pp. 49-57. See also 'E~o~ vol. II. · · 

37 Mehmet Serafettin Bey (Aykut) was born irt 1874 in Edirne. He studied in the _School of Law in 
istanbul. He made his career as a journalist. He was among tb,e founders of the Tralcya 've-Pa§aeli 
Mudafaa-yz Hukuk Cemiyeti. He was elected deputy ofEdirne in November 1919. After the occupation 
he was sent to Malta. He was released one year later and he joined the Grand National Assembly._He 
died in 1939. Turk Parlamento Tarihi, PP~ 321-2. · 

38 Mavropoulos, pp. 270-1 

. -··-----------,..--



cousin, started to take part in politics and joined the. Pontes movement. Eventually 

these people were punished for their a~ts by the Independence Court, whlle the 

innocents faced no problem. So for Eftim, one should not blame the court, which had 

acted according to the .existing laws but Papa Y orgi and th~ Patriarchate who used 

these innocent people for thyir political intrigues. 40 Interestingly enough, in a later 

pamphlet, Papa Eftim does not mention his cousin's activities. For him, it was only 

his activities to protect the Christians which made some "fanatical Turks" suspicious 

of him. He admits nevertheless that it was thanks to some "good recommendations" 

that the judge decided to release him after three days in prison and save him from a 

"certain death". 41 

This new situation made Papa Eftim act more openly in his policy. He 

appointed a new council of elders in Keskin and in December 1919 he persuaded the 

Christians of Ankara to participate in the Ottoman elections and he played a vital role 

for the election of Keskinli RLza42 deputy of Krr~ehir.43 Eftim, in Elove, claims also 

that he personally participated in the elections as miintehib~i sani.44 According to 

Eftim, it was natural that the developments in Phanar _and istanbul would cause anger 

39 "Meletyos Riiesa-i Ruhaniyeyi Itham Ediyor'', Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 25 June 1922. 
·· 

40 "Fener Patrikbanesi Bunlara Ne diyecek?'', Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 2 July 1922 and "Baba Eftim'in 
Yeni BirBeyannamesi", Vakit, 10 July 1338/1922. 

41 Papa Eftim, Papa Eftim Efendi 'nin Ortodoks ... , pp. 18-9. 

42 Mehmet R.tza Bey (Keskinli Rtza) was born in ~hir in 1877. He studied in the RiJ§tiye of~hir 
and engaged in trade. After 1908 he joined the Colll.l1iittee of Union' and Progress. He was charged with 
participating in the Armenian massacre during the armistice. In late 1919, he organized the Kuva-yz 
Mi//iye in the region of Keskin. He was elected as deputy of ~ehir in the electioris of 1919 of the 
Ottoman Parliament. After the occupation of Constantinople he came to Ankara. In 1924 he was 
accused of organizing a revolt in ~ehir to overthrow the Republican Government. He was arrested 
on the 13th of May 1924 and judged in the htiklal Mahkemesi of Ankara. He was hung on the lOth of 
Januaryl926. See TiirkParlamento Tarihi vol. Ill, pp. 654-5. 

f r---

43 A Silvestriadis, KMS Oral Tradition Archive, Keskinmaden 1, D/325. Papa Eftim and Riza ha~L 
good relations and supported each other (1. Papadopoulos, KMS Keskinmaden 1, D/321-2). It also 
seems that R.Iza had good relations with the local Christians and helped them. (1. Haciliadis, KMS 
Keskinmaden 1, D/315 and A Silvestriadis, KMS Oral Tradition Al",chive, Kesk:innladen 1, D/317). 
See also Alexandris, 1983, p. 173. According to Fotiadis R.Iza's mother was Christian. Fotiadis, p. 18. 
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among the Turks towards the Orthodox Christians. He criticizes that the prelates in 

Phanar did not consider the position of the Anatolian Christians and provoked the 

Turks. For him the aim of the Patriarchate was to force the Turks to retaliation and 

therefore to make the Europeans intervene. 45 

According to Turgut Erenerol, the son of Eftim, his father was actively 

supporting the organization of the nationalist forces. Once, Eftim met with the 

commander of Kuva-yz Seyyare of the region, <;olak ibrahim, in Keskin. Eftim helped 

<;olak to collect from his community the horses, food and clothes he needed for his 

men. Turgut Erenerol also claims that-Papa Eftim met many times with <;erkez Ethem 

and cooperated with the kaymalaim of Keskin for the material support of the armed 

forces. 46 It seems that the nationalists used Eftim also. to pacify the Greek bands. 

According to Ergene, Eftim received the mission to deal with the bands in the 

mountains near Akdagmagden. ·He sent there a committee of four, including two 

priests. The attempt met with success and the brigands gave up their arms. Some of 

them were forgiven and some others were allowed to leave the country. Eftim also 

wanted to go alongside with Fethi Bey, to suppress ~he Greek bands in Pontes. But, 

for Ergene, the government worrying for Eftim's. 'security rejected his wish.47 Papa 

Eftim continue~ to call the ·armed Orthodox Christians to surrender. For example, on 

the 6th of January 1922; jJeri published a declaration of Eftim in which he was calling 

his "deceived co religions" to give up their arms and t() descend from the mountains. 

44 Elove, p. 363. 

45 Papa Eftim, Papa Eftim Efendi 'nin Ortodoks ... , pp. 15-6. f f --

46 Ekincikli, Tiirk Oftodokslan, (Ankara: Siyasal Kitabevi, 1998), pp. 182-3. Erenerol also clairnes that 
PapaEftim founded a hospital with 200 beds in Keskin for the needs of the army. -

47 Ergene, p. 15. A Silvestridis from Keskin claims that Eftim helped the authorities to arrest a local 
brigand called Sivisli (Keskinmaden 1, D/314). 
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He also stressed that this was the last proposal of the government and their last 

chance. 48
' 

The Press, the telegrams 

In fact, the support of Papa Eftim and the community ofKeskin to the national 

movement was not an exceptional case. Many letters and telegrams from Christian 

communities, which manifested the support of the Christians to the Ankara 

government, had been published in the newspapers from 1919 onwards. The 

telegrams from the Christian communities insisted on showing that they were living in 

peace and tranquillity among the Muslims. This point was important for the Turkish 

side, since the terms of the Mudros Annistice had made clear that the allied forces had 

the right to intervene and occupy the places where there was turmoil or disorder. For 

example ikdam on the 22st of October 1919 .published a telegram of the Armenian 

and Greek communities of Erbaa disclaiming the statements that their lives and 

properties were in d~ger.49 On the 18th of November the _same daily published a 

telegram sent by the Orthodox community of Salihli ~ating that the region had,never ' 
0 o P. 

been more secure and that this was thanks to th~Kmia-yz Milliye.50 On the 18th of . 

October 1919, t~e Greeks and Armenians ofVezirkoprii in the vilayet;of Sivas sent 

another telegram to the Ministry of Interior, disclaimptg the joint- declaration of the 

. Armenian· ·Patriarch and Greek Patriarchal locum· tenens . that the Christians . of 

Anatolia were threatened of being massacred. 51 

48 "Anadolunun Dagi ve Bagi Rumlanna Yine Miiessir Bir Beyanname", ileri, 6 Jan~ 1338/1922. 
. r t-~ 

49 Tayyib GOkbilgin, Mi//i Macade/e BO§larken vol. II, (Ankara: Tiirkiye i~ Bankast Yaymlan, 196~), 
pp. 98-9. . -~~ .,_ ----

50 ibid, p. 236. 

51 Ekincikli, p. 161. 
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By 1921, the number of these telegrams increased and, more importantly, they 

started referring to the same Wish, the foundation of a ''Turkish Orthodox Church". 

An indicative example of these telegrams was from the Orthodox community of 

Safranbolu, and it was published in the Hakimiyet-i Milliye on_the 1st ofMay 1921. 

Eleven notables and the local priest52
, in the name of the 2749 Orthodox residents of 

Safranbolu, sent a petition to Ankara asking for the foundation of a Turkish Orthodox 

Church in a proper locality of Anatolia. The Christian notables of Safranbolu stated 

that they were Turks in their language, tradition and origins; but because they were 

under the pressure of the Patriarchate that served Pan-Hellenic ideals, they could not 

express in public their real nationality (milliyet-i asliyemiz). As they were realizing 

that the Patriarchate was drawing them towards disaster, they eventually decided to 

declare that they would no longer. have any relation with the Patriarchate in 

Constantinople. The telegram was followed with an editorial infonning that many 

such telegrams had reached Ankara and that it was obvious that the Anatolian Greeks 

(Anadolu Rumlarz) wished to break off with the Patriarchate. The reason of this was 

clear for Hakimiyet-i Milliye; it was because the Anato~an Orthodox Christians were 

Turks and because of the interference of the Patriarchate with politics and its treason. 

The newspaper also stated that the Christians of Anatolia had expressed their wish to 

found a Turkish Church during the Great War, under the auspicesofthe government, 

but that the attempt did not met with success. The editorial concluded with the wish 
_, 

that this time the attempt would be· successful. 53 

~ .. 

52 Kmmlloglu Hristo, the muhtar of the village ofBazt Yorgi, the muhtar ofKilise mahallesi'Dilnitri, 
the priest Yennanos, Dimitri Keririk<;ioglu Hristo from the church council, the muhtar of Hanyar,.
mahallesi ·Vasil, Cilbiroglu Stavri from the notables of the town. the muhtar of K.trkakan mahalle~ · 
Ekmek<;ioglu Anastas, the muhtar ofDolambas mahallesi Vasil, Kuatoglu HaetYovan, Ekmek<;ioglu 
Yovan, ~erket<;iogtu Mihail. 

53 "Anadolu Rumlan ve istanbul Patrikligi", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 1 May 1921/23 ~aban 1339. · 



From May 1921 onwards, many telegrams from the Orthodox communities of 

Anatolia, referring to the fol:lndation of an independent Turkish Church were· 

published. jkdam on the 3rd of May informed that many Anatolian Rum communities 

were sending telegrams to Mustafa Kemal Pa~a, to the Ministry of Justice and to the 

authorities declaring their wish to found an independent church, since they . had 

Turkish origin. jkdam gives many examples ·of these telegrams. The one from the 

community of !sparta (signed by Papa Nlkola, Papa Yovakim, Papa istitati etc.) 

claimed that even the priests of the town were from the region and thus they had no 

connection or relation to the Patriarchate. The bishop of Havza Aristas declared that 

they disavowed the Patriarchate because it had made the government and their 
' .. 

Muslim compatriots suspicious towards the· Christians. The priests of Giimii~haclkoy 

Petre and Dimitri indicated that ''the Rum who liv~ in Anatolia for many centuries 

originally come from the Seljuks and ~hey are pure Turks who have become 

Christians". The two telegrams from Kayseri underlii:led that with the foundation of 

such a Patriarchate; the European powers would not be able to use the Turkish 

Christians. The Rums from Tosya were demandin~ from the. authorities to take 

immediate action and complete the foundation of the. church; The newspaper also 

. declared that these requests were taken under sen~us consideration by the Council of · .. 

Ministers (Heyet-i Veld/e) and that the Ministryof Just~ce was prep~g a special law 

(kanun-u mahsus)on this issue. 54 

· . tkdani on the 26th of May announced, "based on the testimony of the travellers 

coming from Anatolia", that the Metropolitans of Samsun, Trabzon, Giresun and 

Kayseri declared. their attachment to the-national. government and denopnced J~e line 

of action of the Patriarchate and declared that. they abandoned every relation With if'~ 

~ 54 "Anadolu Rumlan Ayn Patrik istiyorlar"~ ikdam, 3 May 1921/1337 .. 
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The newspaper also informed that the.National Assembly was intending to discuss the. 

foundation of the Orthodox Church after the end of the deliberations on the budget. 55 

Hakimiyet-i Milliye on May 20 published a telegram of the Orthodox community of 

Trabzon adressing Mustafa Kemal Pasha and declaring their wish to found a Turkish 

Orthodox Church.56 Sada-yz Hak (izmir) on the 28th of May 1921, basing its· 

information on the Anatolian Agency, repeated the information that the Orthodox 

coii1munity of Trabzon had sent a telegram to Ankara declaring that it was in favor of 

the foundation. of a Turkish Orthodox Church. 57 On May 26 jstikbal (Trabzon) 

published a telegram from the Orthodox community of Mayka demanding the 

foundation of a new patriarchate. in · Anatolia. htikbal· continued to publish the 

telegrams of the Orthodox communities of Samsun, <;orum, · Mecidozii, Torul etc. a1lk 

expressing the same wishes.58 On April 11, the governor of Kastamonu S. Sami 

informed Ankara of a petition coming from the Rum of Ta~koprii demandirig the 

foundation of a Turkish Orthodox Church. 59 

Such telegrams continued to be sent. On the·l3th ofJanuary-1922, Hakimiyet-i 
'. ',._ ' ~ 

Milliye published a telegram of Papa Atanas in the _name of the Orthodox commuhlty 

of Samsun. Papa ~.tanas underlined that in An~tolia no ·Greek minority existed ·and 

that the authmjty to protect the rights (miidafa-i hu~k selahiyeti) of the ''Turkish 

Orthodox" belonged only to the government of the GrandAssem_bly and not to the _ 

',. / 

.J'. 

55 
'' Anadolu Metropolitleri istanbul Patrikhanesi il~ Kat-1 Miiiia5ebet EttHer'', ikruim, 26 May 1921. • . 

. . ~ '·· ' . 

56 Mesut Capa, Pontus Mese/esi, (Trabzon: S_erander Yaymlan, 2001), p. 40. 
. . 

••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 110 "' ~.r-- . . 
57 Zeki Ankan, Miltareke ve l§ga/ Donemi Jzmir Basmz (30 Ekim 1918-8 Ey/ii/ 1922}, (Ankara: Atatiirk 
Ara~tmna Merkezi, 1918), p. 114; also Sabahattin Ozel, Mi//i Milcadelede Trabzon, (Ankara: Tiirk 
Tarih Kurumu Yaymlan, 1991), pp. 227-8. ··· ----~ . . . 

58 Capa, pp. 40-1. >-· 

. . 

· 59 Mahmut Golo@u, Anadolu 'nun Mmi Devleti Pontos, (Ankara: Kalite Matbaasl, 1973), p. 252. 

---'---~----......... ~-------· _, __ . -----------~ 
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j.· 

Patriarchate.60
· On Januaiy 14, Yeni Sark published a telegram of the Orthodox 

Christians of Ma9ka sent to the Grand Assembly and to the Ministries of the Interior, 

Foreign Relations and Justice. It expressed the beliefthat in Anatolia there was no 

Greek nation (Rum Elenik) and that the Christians of the region were Turkish 

Orthodox ·Rum (Turk Ortodoks Rum/ar - Turk .. Rumlar1) who denounced the· 

Patriarchate. 61
· 

. We do not know exactly whether these letters of support to the government 

and the later ones which referred to the establishment ~ of the Turkish Church, 

represent the real wishes and commitments of the Anatolian Christian communities, 

or whether. they were in a way made up by forcing the Orthodox communities. to 

express such opinions./It is obvious that· the Turkish.;.speaking Orthodox communities 
. 

were in a difficult position. According to Feman, it was very normal for the 

Karaman/z, when they faced with both Greek and Turkish· nationalisms to fall into a 
. . 

conflict ofloyality. (loyalitatskonflikt). They were a tiny minority:among the Turks 

and the only thing t~~y could do? in order not to provoke their anger; tyas to separate .· 
. . 

themselve~ from the line of action of the Patriarch~te. 62 It }s sure that the Christians; 

fearing of repercu~sions, especially after the. occ~pation of i:zmh-, must have adopted 
. . . . 

such tactics in order to protect themselves.63 For example,.in Kastamonu on th; 22nd 
., 

60 "TiirkOrtodokslar", Hakimiyet-iMilliye, 13 Januat'Y. 1922, ~o. 404. 

61 Ozel, MilliMil~~de/ede Trabzon, (Anlmra: Tiirk TarlhK~u Yaymlan, 1991), p. 238. 
. . ~ 

·. 
62 Friedrich-Willlelm Fernan, Patriar~hen am Go/denen H;m Gegenwarty und Tradition des· 

· Orthodoxen Orients, (Opladen: C. W. LeSke Verlag, 1967), p .. 106. K. Yust informs us, that the Turkish 
press of Anatolia had showed an aggressive attitude towards the Rum. It was critisizing the brutalities 
of the Greek army tiking place agains ~e ¥uslim population in the occupied territories, and was 
calling the government to implement the same measures against the Rum. K. YUS!,Xemalist Anado/u 
Basrm, Orhali Kologlu (ed); (Anlmra: <;GD Yaymlan, 1995), p. 165, · .. .. · • · .. ·. r.'-

63 The Orthodox Christians feared mostly of the deportations. The measure of deportation wa5 ll:trgety 
employed during the Great War and after and many Christians had been exiled to the interior of Asia 

. Minor. In February 1922 Sir Samuel Hoare noted that"the Nationalists' are still using conscription, 

.. namely the· forcing of Christians into serving in labour battalions, as the most effective method for 
exterminating the Christian populations. Conscription is riot an old institution in Turkey. Indeed it was 
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of April 1921 a big gathering took place protesting against the violent acts of the 

Greek army in the occupied zo~e. After the gathering, the notables of the city sent a 

telegram to Ankara declaring the hatred of the local people towards the Greek . 

atrocities. The telegram called the Greek army to stop these atrocities which were 

contrary to the law and to the ·principles of civilization. If they did not behave 

themselves, the telegram concluded, Greece and the. countries that supp~rt it would be 

the only ones responsible for the reactions these actions would bring about. Two .days 

later, on the 24th of April 1921, a telegram from the local Orthodox community 

adressing the Grand Assembly was published in the local newspaper A9zksoz. The 

telegram also passed judgements upon the atrocities of the Greek occupation army. 

Certainly, there was a relation between the former telegram conduding With the 

mention of a "reaction" two days ear~er, and that· of the Orthodox community. The 

Christians of KaStamonu most· probably took this line. of action in order to prevent a 

Turkish reaction. 64 

- . 
Alexandris questions even the authenticity of the majonty of these letters. For 
,- ~· '.__ ' .' \-

instance,.Jicdam on 30 December,l921 published a letter from· the Metropolitan. of 
-'J~ 

Zonguldak German~s, according to w~ch_theOrthodox of his region were supporting 

the ~atiorialist c~mse. Alexandris informs thai' in fact, not only wa:Sthere nb prelate 
. . ' . ~ (_ ' 

with this name in the region, but also, Zonguldak was.not even a'Met~opolitan:diocese 

of the· Orthodox Church. 65 

. J 

only introduced by Enver and the Young Turks. It hasbeen consistently used as the best instrument for 
destroying the Christian male population. As long as the·Turks conscribe Christians and draw them 
where they will, there is little hope for the ChriStians communities." Signor Tuozzi, the ltali,~.!lgent in 
Ankara also pointed out that ."the deportati.ons were continous arid that he saw numerous gangs of 
Christians formed into labour battalions going up into the interior." Kritikos, "Motives For The : 
Compulsory Exchange", Lfcltiov Ktvrpov MllcpaazanKmv Etrov&bv vol. 13, Athens, 1999-2000, "j{ii9: ~ 

64 ESki,Kastamonu Basmmda Milli mflc~de/e 'nin Ya~lalan,'(Ankara: TiirkcTarih Kiuum.u, 1995), pp. · 
30-33. . . ' . 
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. -
The .Patriarchate on the other hand, declared· many times that these 

manifestations of support to the Turkish nationalists were counterfeit. In the Black 

Book, (a famous propaganda book published by the P~triarchate) for example it is 

claimed that "about the middle of October of the same year (1919), the 3rd Army 

Corps had recommended telegraphically to the Municipal President of Ordou to try· 

and persuade some of the Greeks, to sign a document refuting all crimes committed 

by the Turks against the Christians, and stating that in the interior of that district there 

is perfect loyalty and tranquillity."66 

The contemporary observ~r _ Arnold Toynbee was cautious about such 

manifestations of support from both. sides. In ihe Near East, he explains, ~Jhe ''rulers 

are shameless in forging testimonials from their victims." He gives· the example of the . 
. . 

Turkish villages_ surrounding Aydm which had_ suffered from_ outrages by the. Greek 

troops in the summer of 1919, at the beginning of the occupation. ''Many of them had · 
. ' - ':::~ ' : :· . . 

been 'shot up' and burnt; but when I visited Aidin inFebruary J921,'the Greek 
. ' ·. . . . '"' . ' 

authorities sho~ed me an 'original' _document -duly writtenin Turkish and sealed by 
( _" 

dozens of Turkish mukhtars (village hea_dmen)-from. this very district~ petiti~ning for 
' . .._ • .J ' ' 

the p~rpetuationofGreek rule! ( ... )The sealsw~iethe se~softhemukhtars, but the 

. _voice was th~ voice· of an examinee in universal-· history~ and there is the same 
I "a • • ' • • • ">, • • 

l ~ ~ '. 

suspicious erudition about the thesis attributed t~ P~pa Eftim.'~:~ Also for the Soviet 
. <. • • ' ~ ' ' ~ -- . 

· journali~ K.. Yust who between 1920-22 ~bserved the Jurkish press under the A.nkaia. 
• ' ,. • > • • ' 

C) 

·. . . . •. 68 
Government, these letters were mqstly fake. · 

· 
65 Al~Xal1dris, "H .Ax~pa .6ttJ.1toupyi~ ... "~ p. 174. The _essential subdivision of the hierarchicil 
structure of the Orthodox Church was the ·Metropolitan dioceses. In fact a Mc;:tropolitan is an 
archbishop. He is under the jurisdiction of the Patriarch and he has ~der his imniediate jUrisdiction . 
bishops to each of whom is assigned a section of the diocese. .,.':":. 
66 The Black Book, pp. 38-9. . .· . ·. . . ,. ' --

. 
67 Toynbee, The Western Question in Greece and Turkey, (New Yorls 1970)~ pp; 192-3~ 

68 . . 
.· K. Yust, p. 48. _ 

·----------'----'---~~-
------ _ ___; ___ ....;,_ __ _ 
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What ·seems of great importance is that these telegrams, spontaneous or not, 

expressing the genuine will of the Christians or not, had in fact accelerated the 
.. 

process of the foundation of the Turkish church. On the I st of May 1921 the Council 

of Ministers {jcra Veki/leri Heyeti) took the decision to establish a Turkish.Church.69 

Also on the 5th of May it requested the Minister of Justice Celaleddin Arif Bey to 

infonn them if the foundation of such a church, for the emancipation of the Christians 

who were of Turkish origin, was possible.70 

jkcfam in an editorial published on the 7th of May 1921, mentioned that the 

Anatolian Orthodox Christians were asking to be emancipated from the fllle of the 

Patriarchate. They were also supporting the foundation of a new church, which would 

be in . conformity with their national. aspirations. The newspaper concluded by 

characterising the movement of the Anatolian Orthodox as a national action(hareket-i 

milliye). It was also referring to the Bulgarian case by presenting it ~totally similar 

to the case of the Anatolian Orthodox. As t~e Bulgarians had sought to gain their 

independence . from· the Phanar that was servmg Greek ~ational interests; so the 

Anatolian Orthodox wanted to establish their OWn national church. Jkdam.~concluded 

that the issue was ln no way a purely religious or ecclesiastical one and from that 

perspective, whichever·initiative taken by the Govefil!llent regarding·.the issue would 

be natural. When. the Bulgarian Church was founded the Ottoman qoveirunerit had 

. been actively' involved to the issue and this h~d been judged as very nonnal by the 
J ' . . ' . • ' 

Christian public opinion. The Bulgarian example, as :we will see, would become a ; 
. . ·~ ·, 

common point of reference of the discussion .. The editorial concluded with the wish 

69 Adnan Sofuoglu, Fener Rum Patrikhanesi ve Siyasi Faa/iyetleri, {istanbul: Turan YaymctlJ.k, 1996), 
p. 146;'also Hakan Alkan, Turk Ortodoks Patrikhanesi (Anadolu Patrikhanesi)~ (Ankara: Giince 

· Yaymctltk, 2000), p. 39. ·· · ~ 

~ 70 Aikan, p. 63. 
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( 

that this national and religious attempt (dava-yz milli ve dinf) would meet with success 

and that the new church would be acknowledged by the Christian world.71 

' 
On May 10, jkdam repeated its information that the National Assembly was 

going to prepare a law concerning the foundation of a Turkish Church. 72 The draft of 

the law was prepared by Baha Bey who had been for a long time the. director of 

religious affairs in the :Ministry of Justice (Adliye Nezareti·Mezahip Miidiir/iigu) in 

Constantinople and he was requested by . the Ankara Government to deal with the 

issue as an expert.73 On June 1, the francophone Constantinopolitan newspaper, Le 

Bosphore, published the draft together with the announcement of the :Minister of 

Justice Hafiz Mehmee4 regarding the issue. The draft eloquently presented the aim of 

the Government as an attempt to abandon the traditional ecclesiastical and religious 

privilege system, ·since the Orthodox Christians·of Anatolia, as Turks .had no need for 

such a special system of privilege. According to the sketch of the la~ the head of the 

chur~h (reis- i rohani) would be elected by the Gov:ernment from among three 

candidates who would meet the conditions determined by · the Government. The 
' ·. .. '. . \ 

~vernment would also elect the bishops among the :candidates and wo~9 have the 

responsibility of c~celling the appointment of prelates who acted against the interests 

of the nation . and the state. The ·prelates·· would have, no· judicial privileges. The 

authorities of the religious coiDID1ttee of the church· would be confined to religious 
• • • l 

71 "Anadolu Ortodokslanrun Milli Kilise Davast", tkdam, 7 May 1921/1337 .. 

12 1kdam,.Io May 1337/1921. 

73 Alkan, p. 73. Baha Bey also served as an expert re~ding the Patriarchate·in the LauSanne Peace 
Conference. According to Rtza Nur he was an <?_utdated (mostrallk) and reactioruuy man, defending the 
old millet and privilege system. Rtza Nur, Hayat ve Hatm;ztzm vol II, (istanbul: i~et ;y aym.J.an, 1992), 
pp. 271:-2. . . . 

.· . • ~· oc-~--..:. _:~---~," 
74 (Hafiz) Mehmet Bey was born in 1874 in_ Trabzon, Siirmene. He studied law in istanbul and became 
a judge.· In 1912 he was elected deputy of Trabzon. In September 1920 he participated to the Congress 
oftlie Eastern People in Bakou. In 1921 he join~ the Grand National Assembly. He 5erved as Minister 
of Justice and as Minister oflnterior for short periods~ He joined the Second Group in the Assembly. In 

• .. 
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affairs only. ·Hafiz Mehmet, the Minister of Justice, referred to the causes of the 

foundation of the Russian, Bul_garian and Serbian churches, which sought to gain their 

independence from the Patriarchate as an act of reaction to the ,Patriarchate's policies 

of assimilation and Hellenization. Thus, it was natural that the Orthodox Christians of 

Anatolia would also imitate these examples and found their own national church. As 

the Bulgarians and Serbs reacted to the Hellenic Patriarchate ~d sought to perform 

their religious services in their own· language, so the Orthodox flock of Anatolia, 

whose native language was Turkish, had the right to do the sa.p1e. 15 
• 

The nationalization of the Orthodox Church · 

The examples of the Balkan national churches and espeCicilly that of the 

Bulgarian Exarchate became crucial in the controversy about the Turkish national 

church. Indeed, the attempt to form an independent !Turkish Orthodox Church riiust be 
. ~ ~"' 

seen in relation to the general transition from· the ecumenical cominunity ·.of 
' . . " . ~ 

Orthodoxy and mille_ts defined .. in religious terms· to the world •. of culturally 

_.homogenised nations in the Balkan Peninsula. Before ·the "age ·of nation~_sms" the 

Orthodox· Christian population of the ·Balkans was·. unified politically· under Ottoman • 
. -

. . . . 

sovereignity and. culturally under the Orthodox Church with. its center in· . 
. . ' - •' ' . ' . '. 

Constantinople. The growth of national .ideals in the 19th century brought· about a 

conflict betWeen ."the imagined conimunity of religion and the imagined community . 
. .J -.;- < 

ofnation." The Ecumenical Patri~chate as an Ottoman institution was basically a" 

supranational organization. However, in the i 9th century the separatist tendencies. and 

the "nationalization" of the churches, as previously· mentioned, provoked ·national 
. . . .~ . . . ..~ 

1926, he was ~ccused of participating in the suicide ofMustafa Kemal in izmir and bunged. TUrk 
Par/amento Tarihi, p. 939-40. · · · 

., 
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conflicts within the Orthodox Church. The various ~ationalist movements and newly 

founded nation states in the Balkan Peninsula sought to solidify their. newly acquired 

status through the proclamation of the independence of their ~ational churches. The 

Orthodox Churches in Greece (1833), Romania (1865), Bulgaria (1870) and Albania 

(1922-37) declared their independence or autocephality uniliterally and this brought 

about many ecclesiastical and canonical controversies. Especially in the Bulgarian 

case, the ecclesiastical debate coincided with the violent conflicts over. Macedonia 

between Greeks and Bulgarians. The issue came to an end only in 19:45 when the 

Patriarchate approved the independence of the Bulgarian Church.76 

The . Patriarchate reacted to this ·new. situation . and to these policies and 

ideologies by condemiiing nationalism with acts and pronouncements of its Holy 

Synod. The most ardent manifestation of this opposition was shown against the 

Bulgarian "schism".77 In August 1872 the .. Ecumenical Patriarch· together with· the 

Patri.archs of Jerusalem, Alexandria and Antioch as well as with the Archbishop of 
) 

Cyprus convened a synod in which they . declared the · Bulgarian Exarchate 
- . ,._, \. . ·,· .· " . \ 

"schismatic" and condemned nationalism (phyletismos): "The question of what b~sis 
~.... . 

racism -that is, dis~riminating on the basis of different racial origins· and language and 

·the claiming o( exercising of exclusive rights by ._p~rson~ or ·groups of persons. 

exclusively of one country or group- can have in secular states lies beyond the scope 

75 Jaeschke, ;,Die Tiirkisch-Orthodoxe Kirche", Der Islam 39, 1964, pp. 105-6; also Alexandris, "H · 
Ax61tapa Llrr~toupy(~ .. ~", pp. 177-8. ·. · ·· · · ·. · · · · · · · · · 

76 
• .Kitromilides, "Inlagined Communities and the origins of the national question in the Balkans", 

European HistoryQuarter/y 19, no. 2, Sage Pl,l.blicatioits, London, 1989, pp. 177-180. The Church of 
Serbia because of its long tradition and older religious institutitions acceded autocephaly ip.l849 in a 
canonical proceduie, i.e. by the approval of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. · 

. . -----; 
77 For the ecclesiastical conflict between the Ecumenical Patriarchal and the Bulgarian Exarch~tec-see 
Evangelos Kofos, "Attempts At Mending The Greek-Bulgarian Ecclesiast!_cal Schism (1875-1902)", 
Balkan Studies; vol. 25, .1984. Christos D. Kai-daras, To OzKOvpsvzKo Jld:rpzap'x,eio KaZ o Mbrpo-ro~; 
EJ.A.r[vzupoq U'fl; MaiCE&via~; 8paK1!{; - Hrreipov (The Ecumenical Patriarchate and the Unredeemed •. 

· Greeks of Macedonia Thrace- Epirus), (Athens: EmK:mp(m"t1:a, ·1996). 
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of our inquiry. But in the Christian Churcl), . which is a spiritual cornmuruon, 

predestined· by its Leader and Founder to contain all nations in one brotherhood in 

Christ, racism is alien and quite . unthinkable. Indeed, if it is taken to mean the 

formation of special racial churches, each accepting all the members of its particular 

race, excluding all aliens and governed exclusively" by pastors of its own race, as its 

adherents demand, racism is unheard of and unprecedented.;. All the Christian 

churches founded in the early years of the faith were local and contained ·the 

Christians of a specific town or a specific locality, without racial distinction. They 

were thus usually named after the town or the country, not after the ethnic origin of 

their people. ( ... ) We renounce, censure and condemn· racism, that is, racial 

discrimination, ethnic fe~ds, hatreds and dissensions within the Church of Christ, as 

contrary to the teaching of the Gospel and the holy canons of our blessed fathers 

which support the holy Church and the entire Christian world, embellish it and lead it 

to divine godliness."78 

However, despite this condemnation of "phyletism"; the Patriarchate too, 

could not ~rn its back to the challenge of mitionalism. In the struggle· ~th th~ . 
. ' ' ~ ' 

' ' 

Bulgarian Exarchate for the control over the dioceses.·in Macedonia and· Thrace, the 

Patriarchate · found itself allying with the Greek Kingdo~ which was also feeling 

threatened by Pan-Slavist expansion; According to article 10 of theferman of 1870 

which recognized.the Exarchate, the residents of any locality, two-thirds of the total 

population of which would choose the Exarchate could adhere to it In· order to obtain 

the. control of the dioceses the prelates.· sought the support of the Greek or Bulgarian 

governments ·respectively .. In this particular issue, Greek. ~nd Patriarchal interests 

coincided and the Patriarchal prelate~ took increasingly national stands. The. borders __ .. 

• ,.. · 
18 Kitromilides, "Imagined Communities ... ", pp. 181-2. 
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betweeri the Greek and the Bulgarian national identity in Macedonia ,and Thrace_ 

identified With the administrative borders of' the Patriarchate and the Exarchate. 79 . • 

Increasingly the metropolitans went under the control of the Greek consulates. ; 

The reports of the latters became important in promoting or in removing the.former. 

Also the Greek governments financed directly the prelates that were supposed to be 

ardent nationalists. Although the Patriarchate sought to resist to the intervensions of 

the Greek governments in time the interests ·of the two intersected; More9ver th~ . 

prelates sought to guarantee the support of the. Greek gove~ent in their rivalries. 80 · · · 

A new generation of bishops, such as Chrysostom . of Drama and Germanos of 

Kastoria who were ardent supporters of Greek nation~sm, began to predominate in 

the Phanar, and in time dismissed the tniditional policy. of' accomodatign with the 

Ottoman State. Thus the process of nationalization of even the "ecumenical" centre of 

the Orthodoxy, "the imagined community of Orthoqox.Christianity, which since the 
, ' r\ 

conquest had determined the common. identity of the Orthodox Christian subject~. of 

the sultan, was destroyed. It.was gradually replaced by the ~ew· sense of community . · 

cultivated by the national states,". which,. after administratively and': lingyistically .. 
- . ' ' .; ·, ' 

·. homogenizing their societies, found in religion a powerful additional support forJheir 
~ . . . . . -. ' ' 

·· national unity and external aspirations."81 : 

The Greek language was an important, factor .that eased this ~etamorphosis. of . . . . . . . . . 

the religious imagined .community to the national one.· According 'to. Bc:medict. · 
• .J. '. .. <. " • '· •••• 

·. . 

Anderson the religious imagined community is constituted around a sacred,language ; 

79 
The following words of Patriarch Joachim ill are indicative: "It is a necessity to clarify what we 

mean for Macedonian Hellenism. If we mean only the pure.Greeks we have lost. As the situation is ·· 
this the Hellenism of Macedo ilia should include all those who reinain. faithfull to the. Orthodox . , · 
Ch~ch." Kardaras, p. 216~ · · · · ' ·,,~-· "-=-:") 

80 
Anagnostopoulou, MzKpa Auia 1~ ai. -··1919 Oz EA.At[vopOooo~ Koz~o~ (Asia Mi~or 19th 

Centuty-1919 The Greek-Orthodox Communities), (Athens: EllT)VlmrpaJ!Jtata, 1997), pp. 429-32. 

81 
Kitromilides, "Imagined Communities ... ", pp. 182-4. 

' . 
\ 
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or a "truth-language" that is distinct J from the vernacular, as the Latin of Catholic 

Christendom. However for Anderson the case of the Greek language was somehow 

peculiar since it was continued to be spoken. 82 According to Matalas, ·this dual 

structure of the Greek language made . possible the adoption of the sacred language 

also as national language. In that respect the modem Greek national identity was not 

obliged to conflict with the pre-national Orthodox identity. In contrast it. was possible 

for the Greek national identity to present itself as the continuation and completion of 

the latter. 83 

Another important aspect was that the newly founded national churches were 

strictly related to and dependent on their national states. From that standpoint, when 
' . 

we compare the case of the ''Turkish Orthodox Church", to_the general atmosphere of 

the period, Papa Eftim was not alone in acting in accordance with the government's 

/ orientation. Moreover, the establishment of a national church without Jhe traditional 

privileges was not an exceptional case in the wider region. "One of the first moves· 

that each government made was to. attempt to separate' its ecclesiastical organization· 

from the Constantinople Patria,;chate. Although it was ObVious that the churches could 

not remain under the jurisdiction of a hierarchy closely associated with the Ottom_an 

Empire, the-move also was to the benefit of the state. What' occurred at this point was . 
,· ~ 

not a separation of church and state, ·as happened in liberal Western _Europe, but the· 

subordination of the religious to the secular authorities. The government took over 

those aspects· of-life ·that had formerly been under ~et jurisdiction, including not . . 

only matters such as education and social welfare, but also to an extent the moral 

guidance of the population. ( ... ) The new national churches were to be run by synods 

82 
Anderson. Haya/i Cemaatler Milliyett;iligln Kokenleri ve Yayilmasz. (ismnbul: Metis Yaynilan. 

1993), pp. 26-33. . . . . 
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whose members were often political appointees; their main concerns were often not to · 

center on purely ecclesiastical problems."84 

The question is to what . extent this Rrocess of the "nationalization of the 

Orthodox Church" inspired the attempt to found a national Turkish church. There are 

some indications that the ecclesiastical schism in ·Macedonia had its repercursions in 

the minds of the Ottomans. The Young Turk newspaper (!smanli,_ published in . 

Geneva, published an anonymous letter on the 1st ofJanuary.1898. Its author _who 

was said to be from Albania, complained that, the Ottomans. did not counter properly 

Bulgarian and Greek national aims. Among the methods that the writer proposed was 

the foundation of a national Ottoman: chln-ch in whic~ the religious services would be 

performed in Turkish. Osmanlz rejected this proposal with the argument that it had no ·· 

intention to interfere in anybody' s language or nationality. 85 

. . . 

Another anonymous letter adressed to Sultan Abdiilhamid" date~ 20 November 

1903 . with the symbolic signature of "a Turk" is· also.· interesting -in this respect. The 

anonymous author adressed the Sultan on nthe issue ofthe creation of a Turkish 

church. The letter reminded that behind the ecclesiastical conflict. in Mace4onia,; one 
:·· 

. could see. the struggl:e between the Greeks and Bulgarians .• This was an indication that 

in order to achieve national unity, religious unity- was.-also· necessary. The Gre~k 

· Church, by including the Albanians, the Arab Christians and the Turkish Christians in 

83 Matalas, 'E8vor; Kill Op8o&J9a (NatiQn and Orthodoxy), (Herakleion: Ilavemanurta~ EJCooa~ 
Hpax1£iou, 2002), p. 19. · .. . . · 

84 JelaVich, History of the Ba/kansvol. I, (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ~rsity Press, 1983), p. 237. See 
also Kitromilides: "Politically, ihe issue of ecclesiastical independednce turned into a confrontation 
betweeen the proponents of a nationalized state church reproducing Protestant models, ·and the zealots 
of the ecumenicity' of a supranational Orthodox. ecclesiastical connilunity." This process of th!?.'-- _ 
nationalization of the church of Athens "culminated despite _the re-establishment of canonical-~:~
conimunion between Constantinople and Athens in 1850, with the eventual_ total conversion of the 
Church of Greece to the secular values of Greek nationalism and itS transformation into an official arm · 
of the· civil state." Kitromilides, "Imagined Co11lll!unitis ... ", p. '166. : ~ · · .~ ., · 

-~ 85 ~erifMardin, Jon Turlderin Siyasi Fikirleri 1895-1908; {istanbul: ileti~imYaymlan, 1994); p. 157 .. 
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its flock was trying to Hellenize them. The same was done by the Armenians, 

Bulgarians etc. But it was a fact that except ·for the coastal· regions of Anatolia the 

majority of Christians of Anatolia were Turkish-speaking. ·. Turkish presence in 

Anatolia was not_ a recent phenomena, it dated back.to·three thousand years, which 

proved that the Christians of Anatolia had Turkish origins. But because they were 

under the control of the Greek and Armenian churches there was a constant effort to , . . 

Hellenize or Armenize them. There were also Christian Turks in the Balkans .. To the 

anonymous author, it was of vital importance to admit· that these . people were of · 

Turkish origin and to counter the~ propaganda made by the ·Greek, Armenian, 
. . 

Bulgarian· etc. churches. He also supported the idea th~t in the 'Arab lands· an Arabic 

and in the Balkans an Albanian church should. be established .. And most important of . 

all, the foundation of a Turkish national church was a necessity. 86 

It seems that the Government of Ankara •was. not. only informed on the 

ecclesiastical affairs of the Balkans, but that it _also sought to use these. conflicts in 
. . 

favour of its own aims. Thus the , deputy of Bolu Ceva! Abbas87 who was in Sofia 

informed his government that the Bulgarians .were pleased with the • news ~pout th~ 

foundation of a Tur~sh Church since something like that would eventually weaken 

the position. of the Phanar. On the other hand, the Bulgari~s were suspicious of the 
' ·. .. - ;·: . . . .. ·. .: . ,,_ 

consequences that such an action could have. among ·the Turkish~(;hrisrlans of the 

Balkan· Peninsula. These, according always ·to ·cevat Abbas, were the •. Gagauz. and 
• .J -

· 
86 Biilent Atalay, "Tiirk Ortodokslan'mn Kendi_Kiliselerini Kunltak_i~ Verdiklerl Miicad~le", Tiirk 
Kiiltarii, No 462, November 2001, pp. 676-80 · · · · · 

.. 
87 Mehmet Cevat Abbas Bey (Giirer)~asbom·in 1887 in Ni~. He studied in the Askeri Madiof 
Manastir and then in the Harbiye Mektebi of Manasttr where he joined _the cgmmittee of Union and . 
Progress. In 1916 he became captain and aide of the.Commander of the 16 . Army Corps Mustafa.-

.. Kemal Pa~. In May 1919 he came to Anatolia together with Mustafa Kemal.-He was appointed as···· 
General Secretary (BG§katip) of the Heyet-i Temsiliye after the Congress of Siv~. He was elected 
deputy of Bolu in the elections for the Ottoman Parliament. After the ~cupation of Istanbul he came to 
Ankara and joined the Grand Assembly. On the 20th ofOctober 1920 he was sent to Sophia with 
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Sorgu~ Christian Turks who numbered more than 600,000: The Bulgariansfeared that 

such a church could and would exercise ecclesiastical jurisdiction over these people. 88 

Arnold Toynbee also observed that nationalism had brought about an 

important crisis in the Orthodox Church by the. early 20th century. ''The. alnlost 

complete triumph of political nationalism in the remnants of the Ottoman Empire 

between 1912 and 1920 portends the final extinction of an ec<;:lesiastic~ ins~itutitiori 

which,· however accomodating, is in the last resort incompatible With the .national 

principle." Toynbee was sure that the 9rthodox Christian inhabitants of the !lewly -

after I 912- acquired provinces in the Balkans by Greece, provinces which formerly 

belonged to. the Ottoman Empire, were bound to be tr~sferred from· the ecclesiastical 

jurisdiction of the Patriarchate· to that ·of the autocephalous church at· Athens. And 

this because "the traditional relations of Church and State in the Near Eastern world · 

require that the boundaries of ecclesiastical and political jurisdiction shall :coill~ide. 
,. . ' ':· 

When !pis inevitable event occurs ( ... )the Oecumenical Patriarch wi11 be left with no 

flock except the· Gree~-speaking Orthodox population. of Constantinople-· ~d its ( · 

immediate neighbourhood and the minorities ill Anatolia. It is therefore, t~ be 

expected that the Patriarchate wi11 fight even· harder to_ retaifl the Anatolians than t~e 

Bulganan~."89 · · 

It would be proper to have aglance at the reactions of the Pa~riarchateto the: 

coming news regarding the ''Turkish Orthodox Church". Th_e reactions of the Phanar 

was expressed in an editorial full of irony of Ekklisiastiki Alithia, the' official weekly 
'· . . . ·.. -

. journal of the Patriarchate, on the 15th of May I9il. Accorditlg to Ekklisiastiki 

special mision. He stayed there uritillate 1921. In February 1922 he rejoined the Assembly. He was a ,<~ · 

· parliatpent until1939. He died on the 4th of July 1943 in Yal?va· Turk Par/amento Tarihi, pp. 191-2: ·-:--c:~ 
88 ~ pp. 64-7. 

89 'T' 
~ J.Oynbee, p. 195. 
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Alithia the National Assembly m Ankara, having ,solved every problem, had 

eventually touched upon the ecclesiastical problems of the Christians. The Assembly 

had already replaced the raso with the stamboulin and the kalimmaho with the black 

fes. The journal was sure that this reform movement of Ankara would not stop there 

and it was waiting for new decisions and attempts at solving other religious and 

ecclesiastical matters, such as fasts, liturgies, divorces, the marriage of clerics etc. 90 

Another editorial on the issue was published on the 22nd of May 1921. It explained 

that the authorities. of Ankara were seeking to "strang}~" the Christians of Asia Minor 

and that the Phanar would accept the news for an independent church only if it was 

about a comedy. But unfortunately, it went ton, the reality w~. closer to tragedy, and 

the protection of the Christians of Asia Minor was not a political but a humanitarian 

issue.91 

On the 15th of May 1921 Hakimiyet-i Mi/liye;amiounced that the Patriarchate 
. ' . ' .. . . ' 

was in a mood of panic and that the Holy Synod had been summoned to discuss the 
' . '. ' ~ 

issue, but that no decision had been taken.nAccordingto Sada-yz Hak {izmir) of the . 
• ' ·~ • • • • •• • 1 • ' • • 

21st of May, the Patriarchate had decided to protest .against the: "foundation of a 
. . . ' ·.- . . ' ',.../·· ' 

· Patriarch~te in Ankara" before Europe, America and ihe Society ofNations.93 Its main 
• ( . ' . ' '+ 

point of criticism was that a political and a non-Christi~ er~~ation.i.e., the Grand 

National Assembly, was acting like an ecclesiastical synod. The ·interference of the · 

. Ankara Goyemmen! with Christian ecclesiastical and religious· affairs was regarded. as 

a scandal by the Patriarchate. To ~ounter this kind of criticism the Turkish officials 
- . ~ . 

and . the press, as we have earlier seen, used the examples ·of other Balkan cases. In 

89 
"0 N€0<; M6ax.O<;", ElCidTimaanK:Jl AA.~9eta, 15 May 1921, vol. 19. · 

91 
"0 Ku!CAO<;", ElCidTimaanK:Jl AA.~eaa, 22~y1921, ~ol. 20 ... 

92 
"Fener Patrikhanesinin Tel~1", Haklmiyet~i Milliye, 15 May ·1921, no .. 185 . 

. ·.· 
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accordance with these examples, they could claim for instance, that the interference of 

the Sublime Porte on the 1;3ulgarian case was affirmed by the Patriarchate itsel£ 

"Turkish atrocities" and the Turkish Orthodox 

The person who formulated the idea about the formation of an independent 

Turkish church and proposed Papa Eftim to take its leadership is a matter of 

controversy. Raphtopoulos stated that it was SerefBey who proposed for the first time 

to Eftim the foundation of a Turkish Church totally independent from the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate.
94 

According to Fotiadis, it"was Keskinli Rlza Bey who with.the approval 

of Mustafa Kemal P~a proposed to Papa Eftim to declar~ the foundation' of a Turkish 

Orthodox Church and to b~ome its archpriest (bci§Papaz).95 According to Minaidis 

however, it was the French who proposed the foundation of a national church. The 

idea was propagated by the Catholic priests who wen~ among the depu~ation ofM. 

Franklin-:Bouillon.
96 

Eftim, however, claims that the initiative for the. creation of a 

"new independent" Orthodox Church" was. taken by <!he Christian. communities 

themselves and that he was called upon by the government ("by the recommegdation 

of some "elders"-"biiyiikler") to implement. this decision.97 ·According to Ergene, 

Papa Eftim had started to struggle for the honour of the .Turkish nation even before 

... 

93 Ankan, p. 114. 

94 
Raphtopoulos, p. 74; also Mavropoulos, p. 271. · 

-
95Fotladis, pp. 18-9. ' ... 

. .. 
~~· i--·--- / 96 

Minaidis, p. 343. M Franklin-Bouillon was. the president of the French Senate foreign relations -
committee. He came to Ankara in June 1921 on an unuofficial mission. The mission of Bouillon open 
the way for the French-Turkish agreement (the Treaty of Ankara) of October 1921. . 

97 Pa})a Eftim, Papa Eflim Efondi 'nin Or/odoks ... , p. 19 · 

/·-:-. 
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Mustafa Kemal arrived to Anatolia. Hence, his" actions were m no way the 

consequence of some influence and encouragement. 98 

Whatever really happened and whoever imposed or inspired to Eftim this idea, 

it is clear that from the point of view of the nationalists the foundation of a Turkish 

Church was important, first of all for external consumption. To understand this we 

. need. to open a parenthesis here and explore west~rn and especi~ly Greek propaganda 

as well as the efforts made from the Turkish side in order to counter this propaganda. 

After the World War, Turkey found herself in .a difficult position in front of 

the western public opinion. She was held responsible for the Armenian massacres and · 

the deportations of Ottoman Greeks. Moreover, the dissolution of the multiethnic . . 

empires and the national s~lf-determination.were regarded as the basic prin~iples that 

would guarantee peace in post-war ~urope. ·According to th~ famous· principles of 

. American President Woodrow Wtlson, the satisfactionofthe legitimate ~ghts ofth~ · 

nations was crucial for determining the peace terms. 99 Thus it was considered that one 
' . 

of the primary duties of ~he victorious Entente was· to ·save the. Christian ~bjects of. c. 

the Ottoman Empire. Naturally, Greek territorial claims.iri Asia Minor largel~}ested .· 
·.' 

upon this assumption.10? 

.· Venizelos' Greece .. undertook a vast. propagandi( campaign to support the 
. .· . . ~ . ' 

Greek territorial claims at the Peace Conference. of Piuis. ·In relation to the Greek .. 

claims on.A.Sia Minor it was crucial to show tha( these claims were historically and 

· demographically legitimate; that Asia Minor · was. historically Greek and that the 
,,, . 

. ' 

majority or at least an important part of its p~pulation was Greek. The Turkish 

~Ergene,introduction~ · 
. r'·.r-- . 

··-" 
99 Ko~tantinos Svolopoulos, H E»..JrvzldJ E~wrepzldJ Ilo.AmldJ 1900-1945 (The reek Foreign Policy):~-- . 
(Athens: Bt~lt01toleiov 'tl'Jc; E<rrlac;, 1994), pp. 139-41. · · · •. · 
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presence in Asia Minor was presented as a superficial and accidental phenomenon. 

The civilization of Asia Minor was essentially Greek and the Turkish occupation had. 

brought nothing to it except catastrophes. 101 In accordance with this, it was _also 

important to demonstrate that while the ~urks were deteriorating in economic, social, 

political and demographic terms, Greeks were in complete advance in Asia Minor. In 

contrast with the Turks, Greeks were _prosperous, progressive and ·strong. It was 

underlined that a greater Greece might play a civilizing . role in Asia Minor: 

"Hellenism is today to be considered as the greatest factor of civilisation in this part 

ofthe world, the outpost of the world."102 Whereas the· Greeks were a c~vilizingfactor 

in Asia Minor, the Turks had contributed. only to the devastation ofthe country. It was 

underlined that Greek Asia Minor had played an_ important role in shaping Western 

civilization and throughout centuries the Greeks had defended t!rls civilization against 

103 . .· . . . .. .· 
the barbarians. The Greek propaganda campaign also concentrated on the theme 

'· 

that the backward Turkish race could not rule Greeks and Christians in general. The 
' ' . '\ - ' -

Turks were unable to make any progress in trade, industry, culture and arts: Their ' 
" . 

only abillty was to be warriors.104 An i~dic<!tion of this ,?ultural backwardness w~s the' 

· .. ·. ·'. 

100 The Greek claimS were laid down before the Paris Peace Conference by the official memorandUm-of 
, Venizelos in 30 December 1918. See Svolopoulos, p. 142.· · : . . - ... 

101 According to Evangelldis the Turks had co~e to Anatolia as nomads-and had r~mained ~d'had 
lived in their tents for seven centuries as foreigners, like in a militaty camp ready to leave the country 
ariytiffie. M Evangelidis, Y1COJIV'lfla ;repi -rmv Ollcau;)pa-rmv 1Cru 7ra0f/f10.-rmv -rmv emubv -rov 1Co).mupov 
lYfllcpar; Aaiar; Kru 8pb.IC1/r; (Memorandum on the rights and sufferings of the hearths of civilization of · 

- Asia Minor and Thrace), (Athens: 1918), p. 109. · 

102 Zerv~s, Hellenism in Pontos, (Athens: Printing Office ·'liestia"; 1920), p. 4. "Wonderful indeed is 
the vitality of this race which has survived the persecutions of centuries of Turkish rule, and which is 
even now the most advanced in civilisation of all ihe other races in European or Asiatic Turkey. But for · 
. these persecutions it is permissible to think that the numerical superiority of the Greeks oyer the Turks 
and all the other races in those regions would be to-day far greater than it i~, and that the resulting· gain 
to the cause of humanity and civilisation would have been very considerable." The Liberation of the ,,::: 
Greek People in Turkey, The London Committee of Unredeemed Greeks, (Manchester and London: ~..: : 
Norbury, Natzio & Co. Ltd~ 1919), p. 9.· · · 

103 Eva-~gelidis, pp.11~8. 
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persecutions,· deportations and the massacres the Cluistians of Asia Minor ·had 

suffered,' especially during the World wtfr. It was underlined that the Christians of 

Anatolia, despite the armistice, were still in danger since the Turkish people were 

determined to extinguish them. 105 Under such circumstances, the need for action was 

urgent. 106 For those purposes amass of books, pamphlets, ethnological maps,articles 

in newspapers and journals were published. 107 

Religion was an important element in the Greek propaganda for her territorial·. 

claims. Especially in England, there was a continuous effort to gain the support of the 

Christian public opinion and of the Anglican Church. For this purjJose, on 26 

November 1918, the London Anglican and Eastern Asso~iation organized a prayerfor .· 

the salvation of the Eastern Christians from the Muslim yoke m the cathedral of Saint 

104 An illustrative example of this view is the title of a chapter of Evangelidis' book: "The Turk, 
daemon of catastrophe unable to progress" (0 To1:1rkos daimon _katastrophis anilainos pros proo,dou). 
Evangelidis, p. 100. · ', 

· 
105 ''The Turks who, as soon as the Russians withdrew [from Pontos], resumed with redoubled rage the . 
extermination of the Greeks, as a long matured plan to follow that of the Armenians at .the instigation 
of the Germans and in accordance with the German scheme for clearing western Asia Minor of the ·. ·· 
Greeks and Armenians. After the Russian retreat, the persecution was c3rried out with increased fury t 
by the very Turks who had received protection and all sorts of benefits at the hands of the Greeks. 
·during the RUssian occupation. This· is a patent example of Turkish'" mentality and Turkish Jx?Iicy ·and 
·affords of itself a reply to those political men and journalists. in Western Europe who thin!( that· it is 
possible for Christians to ~njoy peace and security of life and property under Turkish rule." Zervos1 p. 
11. . .. 

106 The Londo~ C~minittee of Unredeemed G~k.S issued.an-~pperu in 1919 andunderlinedthe 
·urgency of an intervention on behalf of the Greek J)opillation of Asia Minor: "Le~ it be noted that not 
·even the signing of the Armistice has arrested the himd of the Turk: A telegram published in the Tinies 
of the 10~ December 1918, characterise ·'the situation in Asia Minor as precarious.for the peaceful 
Greek element The .rurks, grown bold again afte~ _their defeat, are persecuting and maltreating the 

· Greeks. • Let us in conclusion quote the closing words of the Morning Post's special correspondent at 
Constantinople, whose long telegram wa_spublished on December ll th, 1918: 'To Sum_ up, four hundred 
and fifty thoilsand Greeks are known to have been deported and are dead; one htindred and fifty 
thousand were placed in labour battalions and are dead; two hundred and fifty thousand fled from Asia 
Minor and Thrace to Geece;· and three hundred and fifty thousand were deported after the Balkan War . 
and before the Great War. And these tragic events, in spite of the Armistice, are still happening'( ... ) It 
·is inconceivable that the end of the great war, which was fought and won for the cause .. of freedom and 
the principle of natioitalities, should leave such a very large number of intelligent, industrious, CUltured, 

. and freedom-loving Christians under the brutal power ofth~ Turk." The Liberation, pp. 9-10. "":-:: 
~ .. ·,,--~....::.._____-./ 

107 Kitsikis, Yunan Pro~agandasi, {istanbul: Me!dan N~~yat); also Sv~lopou!os, pp.142-50. Ki~ilds 
informs that on the 24 of January 1919 a certam Conumttee of Anatolia was formed.~The comnuttee · 

-~ had seven members. One of them was Sophoklis Houdaverdioglou-Theodotos, who went to Paris and 
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Paul. On 23 Janua~ 1919 the Societe pour /'union des Eglises Chretiennes organized 

a demonstration for the rights of the Christians of Asia Minor. The fate of Saint 

·sophia was also a matter of discussion and concern, and led to the foundation of the 

Saint Sophia Redemption Committee. ,The Committee was founded with the 

encouragement of the Archbishop of Canterbury R T. Davison; it was very active and 

organized demonstrations and conferences. The secretary of the Committee, J. A · 

Douglas printed a pamphlet called ''The Redemption of Saint Sophia" and held two 

conferences on the issue. Also on the 12th of March 1920 he held a conference in the 

cathedral of Southwark, which was published and distributed as a pamphlet with the 

title ''Death's Ride in Anatolia". 108 

The Patriarchate also tried to influence the western public· opinion throughout 

this period. A delegati9n of the Patriarchate consisting of the /oculn.tenens Dorotheos, 

the Metropolitan of Trabzon Chrysanthos and the ·Patriarchal·Counsellor Alexander 

Pappas arrived in Paris early in March 1919 to attend the Peace Conference. On 20 
") ' --. 

March, the delegation rubmitted a, memorandum. The· aim of the· delegation was 

explained by Dorotheos to the French press in the following words ''to draw. the 
·~ ~-"i 

attention of the Peace <;:;onference to the sufferings inflicted by the Turks on the Greek 
. ' . 

populations ·hJ. the .Turkish Empire."109
_ Dorotheos also sought the support of the 

-' . ~ ·(. ; . : 

Anglicm Church and he tried to promote the union of the .churches.· Such a union with . 

the Anglican Church would hav~ important ~political implications and .would 
. .. ~ - ' . 

< 

guarantee British rupport~ 110 Dorotheos corresponded with the Angli~ Chl1rch from 
I . . . 

. ' 

'London between March and April 1919 to inform_ the western public ·opinion on the conditions of the 
Orthodox population in the interior Asia Minor and to gain support. s~ Kitsikis, p. 31~.. r ,_ 

108 Kitsikis, pp. 348-56. · · . . · ·. -- · · 
-. _,.. ·. . 

· .. 
109 Alexandris, "The Constantinopolitan Greek Factor ... ", p. 149 .. 

110 In fact the union with the Anglican Church was not a newissue. The rebtions,and the .talks on 
ecclesiastic union between the Orthodox and· ATiglican churches had begun in the 1870's., The 
Patriarchate's aim was to gain the support of the Angican cb.tirch during the Bulgarian conflict. 

·. . -------- ··-·---·---· -· -· - ., . .. ______ _ 
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1918 to 1921·, and the negotiations for the union with the .Anglican Church continued 

in the 1920's. 
111 

Alexandris quotes a characteristic appeal which demonstrates the 

·political· benefits that Dorotheos had in mind from this relation: "We pray you to. 

fortify in energetic fashion the Government of Britain... in their efforts to drive out 

the Turks (from istanbul). By this complete and final expulsion, though byno other 

means, can the resurrection of Christianity in the Near East and the restoration of the · 

Church of St. Sophia be secured."112 

On the 1st ofMarch 1921, a Patriarchal delegation consiSting ofDorotheos and 

the Patriarchal Counsellors Angelos Joannidis and Paul Karatheodoris and Dorotheos' 

secretary Germanos Athanasiadis arrived in London ·to watch the conference,, which 

met on February-March t921 and had as .objec~ the modification of the Treaty of 

Sevres. With the help of the Archbishop of Canterbury the delegation met the King on 

11 March 1921. Dorotheos also had a private tatk with Lord Curzon; The contacts·did . 

not meet with success and more i.nlportantly,-Dorotheos died on 18 M¥ch from·· a 

----------------------------~--------------------------~-----·' 
According to Matalas these talks were related With a reorientation .of Greek Orthodoxy agallist the 
"pan-Slavic" threat and the attempt to identify the- interests of Greek Orthodoxy with those of the · 
western world. Paraskevas Matalas, pp. 313-6. · 

111 The Christian East in 19.2i was very optimisti~ abo~t the union: "It would be difficult to conceive a 
more psychological moment than the present in which to open negotiations for union with the Eastern
Orthodox. Everything iS propitious. Canterbury has never had a quarrel with Constantinople. Before 
1914 the relations of the two Churches were most cordial. In the past five years they have become veiy 
close. The War Alliance With Great Britain has created a favourable disposition towards the English 
Church among. the mass of Greeks, Russians, Seibs and Roumans. Personal contact has produced . 
friendships and even spritiual intimacies between the rulers as well as between the rank and file of the · .. 
two Churches. The hearts of the Orthodox nations have been won by the practical sympathy and 
support of the Anglican clergy and laity, and especi~y by the generouS and fearless courage with 
which, in the simple name of humanity, the Archbishop of Canterbury, 'as spokesman ofall the . 
Anglicdan Churchers, has again and again stepped forward splendicily and effectively to stand between· 
the Christian remnant of Asia Minor and Kemalist cruelty, or to stem the brutal Bolshevik persecution · 
of the Russian clergy. Moreover, apart from the mutual attraction of the two Churches, the quasi
political attack upon Eastern-Orthodoxy, now said to developed all along the line by ~O!JUUl 
propaganda, gives them a strong impulse of common interest towards each other." "The E.C.U. 
Declaration", The Christian East, July 1922, vol. ill, no. 2, p. 49. · · · · · -~:: ~~ 

•.._.~_.:-__ _,;: ___ __./ 

112 Ale~dris "The Constantinopolitan G~k Factor ... ~, p. 151. Accordingcto the Greek Foreign · 
Minister Politls, the struggle carried/out by the~ Archbishop of Canterburly, "for the complete · 

~dissolution of Turkish rule in Constantinople, excites the admiration andgratitude of the entire body of ·· 
the Hellenic Church." Cited in Sonyel, p. 367. · -~- '· · 

.. " ... -·-·---'-~-'------·~- ..... 
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heart failure: In ~lace of Dorotheos th~ Metropolitan of_Kaisareia Nikolaos, who had 

ordaineCl Eftim, became locum tenens of the Patriarchal throne in his place. 113 

To inform the Western public opinion of the conditions of the Greeks of Asia 

Minor, the Ecumenical Patriarchate had. published many books and pamphlets. The 

most influential among them was the Black Book (iMavri Vivlos). The first Black 

Book was published in April 1919 ·and described "the sufferings and the· persecutions 

endured by the Greek people of Turkey from the time of the Balkan. VI ar to the day of . . 

the Armistice."114 In 1920, a second Black Book was published covering the period 

from the armistice to the end of 1920.115 The second book's central.argument was 

that the conditions of the Christians of Asia Minor had not changed -since the 

Armistice. "After the co~clusion of the Armistice, the Christian world of the Orient 

had believed that its sufferings were at an end, that the tyrant's hands and feet were at· 

last fettered for ever, that the murderous dagger and ,~he horrid seimitar of the crimfual 

had been put into the scabbard, that Christian life, ho~our and propertY had been 
_., -_, '-., 

secured, in a word that a breeze of real liberty would 'caress. every brow. But it was 
. . . - : . .'. ~ 

mistaken! 'It had forgotten for a moment that the . mode of life and the generai 

character of a nation,. f<?rmed arid crystallized through several centuries, cannot' be 
• ! 

. 
113 Alexandris, "The Coristantinopolitan Greek Fact~~->. p. 156-7aiso 1-J"aruik:is,p. 4s. 

114 The Black Book was prepared by a commission o( the Patriarchal Central Conimittee for the . · 
Deported Greek Populations (Patriarhiki Kentriki Epitropi iper ton Metatopisthendon Ellinikon 
PlithiSTilon) whicll was formed on the 14th of November 1918, for the repatriation of the·cieix>rted 
Greek-Orthodox populations during the Great War. It was based on the reportS of the Metropolitans 
about the sufferings of the Orthodox Christians in their di~;: The book was translated into English , 
and French and it was distributed in Europe, America and Japan. H Jlepiea1rpu; Kaz EyKO:r:aaraau; ra.lV · 
sv TowJCia JlpoarpiYyruv rov Evpru1taiKoiJ Jlo).Spov 1~18-1921 (The aire and Settlement of the. 
Refugees of the European War in Turkey), _(Constantinople: Tmtoypwpeio K. Moocpi&m Km· I. 
AA.eupoxo6A.ou, 1921), pp. 11-5. . ·~ : < ,_ . 

115 For the claims and views of the Patriarchate ~garding the situation of the Greeks in Asia Minor see::~ . 
also Memoires Du Patriareat Ecumenique Relatifs a Ia Situation Des Cbretiens D' Anatolie, BulletinPu--~ 
Bureau de Ia Presse Patriarcal Au Sujet de Ia Meme Question; Constantinople 1922. Statistique des 
Expulsions des Populations Greques de Ia Turquie Durant les Guerres Batkamque5 et Europeenne, 

. Patriarcat oecumenique~. Constantinople 1920. Also see Les Persecutions Des Chreti.ens, I' 
· Archeveque-Metropolitain de Smyrne Mgr. Chrysostomos, 1919;~ · 

~ I 
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changed so abrup~ly. The Turkish nation had again remained the same what it was 

before the Armistice, and what it shall yet continue to be for a long time. The proof of . 

this assertion lies in the horrible atrocities which the Turks whether private citizens or 

government officials, have committed from the time of the Annistice to this day, by 

plundering, torturing, mutilating, burning alive and massacring women and children 

and aged people, and changing into wast cemeteries communities of Christians which 

but yesterday were flourishing and prosperous. And they committed these criminal · 

acts respecting neither their signature on the document of the Annistice, nor the 

presence of the Allied troops, and the universal outcry of the whole civilized world 

against them."116 

According to the Black Book, the conditions in the interior of Anatolia were 
. . . 

even worse: "Especially, by taking· in consideration the fact· that owiflg . to the 

interruption of communications with the interior o~ Asia Minor, the Bishops. and 

· Communities under the Kemalist authorities could not inform the Patriarchate of the 

sufferings of the Chris#ans, the r~eader _will doubtless justify. the anxiety of our.· 

· Nation~ Central Authority, in its fears for. the_ worst ~ver the fate of the .. Christians 

still living in Anatolia.-"117 All these leads to the sirilple conclusion· ''tha.t the Turkish. 
~ ' ' "' ' ' " . . 

people, inspired as. it is by such savage instincts and having a <:;haracter well known:to 

all, can_ not by any means open to itselfthe ;oad to" adyancement, and can ?IUCh Ies.s . 

be a_teacher and leader to others."1i8 

116 The Black Book, p. L 

117 "The condition of the Christians living outside the Greek zone of occupation is continuaily critical 
owing the oppressive measures of all kinds taken against them by tye 'nationalist organization". The 
Black Book, p. 91. According to the statistics of the Patriarchate, whicl!were published in the-Black· 
Boo~ 343 Orthodox Christians had beCn killed by the Turkish nationalist forces or the brigands and the 
chetes in the dioceses of Kesareia, Ik:oniori and Angora: The Black_ Book,p.113. · · .. ,_,_. "'~ 

118 The Black Book, pp~ 1-2. ''The na!ionaiist movement ~f¥oustafa _!(emal has inspired to the Turks . 
hate and fanatism against everything that is Christian and Greek especialy, so these poor people fearing . 
to be one day massacred escape danger by emigrating other countries." The Black Book, p. 78. The . . 

'. ! 
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In conclusion, it was crucial . for the Turkish side, both for istanbul ·and 

Ankara, ·to counter the propaganda that oppression was being exercised on the . 

Christians and to show that there was no minorit)l or ethnic problem in Turkey.· The · · 

istanbul Government and the liberals propagated the idea that the excesses and 

violations of the Great War were the acts of just a tiny minority, ·i.e. of the Committee. 

·of Union Progress, not of the whole nation. 119 The Keinalists also, sought on the one· 

hand, to disconnect themselves from the Committee of Union and Progress and, on 

the other, to demonstrate. that in fact the Muslim population was living in absolute 

harmony With the non-Muslim minorities and that there was no unrest in the interior · 

Anatolia. According to Mustafa Kemal, writing in 1927, "an essential part of the plan 

which our united enemies were endeavouring to carry through consisted in showing to 

the world by material proofs and facts that unrest was prevailing in the interior of the 

country and that the Christian elements were the object .or'constant attacks, pr~tendirig 

that all. this was the work of national forces."120 -On the 26th of May )921/kdam 
. ~ . ' 

Locum Tenens of the Patri~chal throne': Nicolaos adressed to the Soclety of Nations o~ 13/26 (: 
.November 1921: "Excellence, Quelque lourd qu'ait ete le joug turc au cours des siecles, janiais les · 
cbretiens .de Turquie n'ont ere exposes a de plus grands ~gers, a plus de souffranceSCI\le sous k 
regime insurrectionnel de Moustafa Kemal. Les procedes dont'use ce regime a l'egard des populations 

· cbretiennes qu'il fait egorger ~distinction d' age ou de sexe et dont les teires sont changees en 
deserts ne remoignent que continuent depuis !'armistice l'cieavre enterprise pendant la guerre de 
turciser· le pays en y supprimant les ele~nts ethniques appartenant· aux •. diverse5 .. confessions 
chretiennes si importants aussi bien par leur nombre que par leur superiorire intellectuelle et sociale. . 
On en tend leur faire payer les · voeux dont ils accompagnaient les Allies pendant .Ia: lutte . et les . 
acclamations·aveclesquelles ils les ont accueillis apres Ia victoire.Les Turcs d'aujourd'hriitenteiit de 
reatiser par les devastations. les masacres et les conversions forcees, le programe nationaliste que leurs . 
ancetres du XVI sieclen'ont pas ose executer. Leur.andace augmente a mesure que le territoirequ'is 
occupent dimmue et leur parti pris d'y accumuler des . ruiiies avant d'et:re refol!les plus loin encore 

·. devient d'autant plus inquietant que leur menta:lite de barbaresvoit un encouragerilel\t dans l'impuriire 
dont ilsjouissent depuis !'armistice." Memoires Du Patriarcat Ecumenique Re/atifs a Ia Situation Des 
Chretiens d'Anato/ie, Bulletin Du Bureau de Ia Presse.PatriarCal Au Sujet de Ia Meme Question, 
(Constantinople: 1922), pp. ·1-2 .. · · · 

i 19 "Nous protestons energiquement contre ces agissements au nom du nullheureux .petyJle tllre, qui est 
innocent· de laguerre dans Iaquelle une bande de criminels seuls,·proteges de l'Ailemagne a<eiitraine 
son pays et qui est demeure, au cours meme du conflit, fidele a ses sentiments traditionnels quec~~~~ · 
beaucoup ont payes meme de leur vie." Les Turcs et Les Revendications Greques, (Paris : lmprimef!e'-- ~ · 
A G. L' Hoir. 1919), p. 5. . . . ,- . . 

.•-

120 Atatiirk, A Speech delivered by Mustafa KemalAtatiirk 1927, (Istanbul: Ministry of Ed~tion 
Printing Plant, 1963), p. ·267. · 

::... ·.-
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announced that Mustafa Kemal was doing in Anatolia the opposite of what the Greeks 

did. The· paper infonned· that Mustafa Kemal had ordered the local authorities to 

protect the Christians in C_?ntrast to the Greeks who were constantly oppressing the 

Muslim population in the occupied zone. According always to llcdam, Mustafa Kemal 

also threatened· the local officials, that the kaymakams and mutasarnft who, contrary 

to the orders, would exercise pressure on the Christians ~ould be dismissed. 121 

It was also important to demonstrate that the Christians of Anatolia were 

supporting the national movement and taking actiyely part in it. Thus,· Mustafa Kemal 

on 22 and 26 October 1919 revealed to ikdam that the different elements in Anatolia 

lived in total peace and harmony. Moreover, he stated that the Christian population of 
' . 

Anat!Jlia supported the national movement. According to him; the Christians of 

Haymana, Amasya, . To !cit and of several other places. had declared this .. with the 
. . ·~· ' 

telegrams they had sent to the Ministry. of Interior as. well as to the representatives of 
the foreign powers. 122 Kara V aslf Bey, a member of Heyet-i Temsi/iye, announced. on 

·.• ". ) . "' -

the 30th ofOctober 1919.that the Christians of ~tolia were hi favour ofthe national 

movement. 123 
· 

·,:;.: 

For the Turkish side, the traditional Ottom~ policy towards the non-Muslim 
I •. • • 

. ~ ·.. . n •• • 

minorities was characterized by absol~te tolerance: Th~ n~n-Muslim mmorities had 

enjoyed the rights of their Muslim compatriots and, moreover, tliey }J.ad. enjoyed 

121 "Mustafa Kemaf;Pa$3. ve Anadolu Htristiyaruan", ikdam. 26 May 1921. MustaraKemal in his 
interviews with foreign journalists always underlined the tolerant vision of his go\rerpment regarding 
the non-muslims: "I am only carrying on our traditional tolerance to all religions The Roman Catholics 
and all Christians, as well as the Jews, have always bad full religious:freed<>m in our.countiy. ( ... )You 
are free to go anywhere you ·like in'Anatolia; talk to the Greeks, talk to the Annenians .. Ifthere is any . 
cause of complaint, we will see that it is removed at once. We want the Christians to be happy in our 
countiy. We have given them full religious liberty, and equal rights with Moslems: cal). we d~~re?" 
Grace Ellison,. An Englishwoman in Angora, (New York 1923), p. 245. · -~. · · ·. · . 

( 

. . ' 
-'S-""':....._~·-----, 

122 See (iOkbilgin, pp. 99-lOO.For the manifestation of support of the notables and muhtars ofth.e---~ 
Orthodox villages in Develi to the nationalist forces against the French and ,Armenians see Mehmet 
Dzdenrii,Milli!Ji1cadele_'de Develi, (Ankara: 1973},"p. 94. " · .·- · · · 
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special privileges. ~n fact the so-called minority problem in Turkey had arose mainly 

due to foreign political inte~ention and provocations. 124 The western literature on the 

"Turkish atrocities" was one-sided and full of biases and exaggerations. 125 The . 

creation of a Turkish Orthodox Church must be seen in this context since Papa Eftim's 

movement served certain propaganda goals of the Ankara Government. 126 There is a . 

consensus among the nationalist Turkish literature on' the issue. For Ekincikli, 'the .· 

activities of the Turkish Orthodox contributed to counter the propaganda of the 

Entente powers regarding the "protection of the rights of the min~rities". 127 According 

123 See Jaeschke, Turk Kurtulu~ SavG§Z Kronolojisi (30 Ekim 19i8-ll Ekim 1922), (Ankara: Tiiik 
Tarih Kununu Yaymlan, 1989), p. 74. ' •· · 

124 "L'attestation de l'bistoire dimontre ainsi inco!ltestablement que les droits des minorites qu'on 
cherche a assurer au vingtieme siecle sous la garantie de 1a Societe des Nations se trouvaient etre 
spontanement accordes aux elements non-musulmans de l'Enipire Ottoman.( .. ;) Ces evenenients tirent 
en premier lieu leur origine des provocations exterieures · qui avaient paur objectif de · preparer 
l'ecroulement d'un grand empire que les attaques incessantes de voisins malveillants avaient deja · 
sensiblement affaibli." Les Droits des Minorites en Turquie, Bureau cie Presse de la Delegation Turque, 
Lausanne : lmprimerie Henri Held, 1922), p. 5. . · . '· · . · . . .. . · 

125 "Malgre cet etat de . chases, qui . correspond indiscutablem~nt a b realite, 'la fuusse ~ce 
enracinee en Europe, d'apres laquelle les chretiens root prives de tout droit et se trouvent dans l'etat 
desesclaves a l'epoque romaine, subsiste,encore. Rien,n'est pllis faux. :cette coneeption donna . 
naissance a !'intervention europeenne en Turquie, en faveur des minorites chretiennes et au detriment c 

de ·la papulation musulmane. Ces interventions soot· souvent injystifieeset se produisent dans un: 
sentiment, on est oblige dele dire, purement religieux et contraijepaurtant a !'esprit du christianisme. n 
s'agit souvent de proteger les exigences.injustes de ces minorires, afin qu'elles puiSsent opprimer, · 
ecraserla malhenreuse majorite non chretienne. (~ .. )La protection'et les interventions de l'Europe ont 
gate ces chretiens de 1' Orient a tel paint que, meme apres avoir acqUis leur independan~. ils continuent · 
a se plaindre." Les Minorites en Turquie, Turc-Yourdou de Lausanne, 4usanne: Dr.' A Bovard- · 

· Giddey lmprimeur, 1920), p.5. · · · · · 

· 
126 The ·..Y~kish ·Christians" can ~ compared to the attit\ldes of the Je\\'ish conimunity duri~g th~e 

. years. Jews had always supported' the Ottoman sovereigniiy in the regions where they lived. As they 
preferred the Ottoman· rule in Salonica to the Greeks, 'they also supported the Turkish side during the 
Greek-Turkish confrontation in Asia Minor. Especially the chief rabbi (hahambG§Z) Haim Nahum 
manifested openly his support and adherence to the Turks and made coptacts in .the name of the 
national government in the United· States and. Europe eVen after his resignation. Thns, like the 

. movement of Papa Eftim, they contnbuted to the Turkish propaganda campaign before the western 
pawers. Sometimes this supPort eXhibited together: The. head of the Jewish community of Ankara 
YusufRuso and the head of the "Turkish Orthodox Christians" in Ankara Papa Apostol by adressing a 
joint anouncement rejected the claims of the American Near East Relie~ that the minorities i~ f!Jikey 
were \mder pressure. Zeki Saiilian, Kurtulu~ SavG§Z Gilnlaga IV, (Ankara~ Tiirk Tarih Kununu, 1996), ·. 
p. 450. Eftim compares the attitude of the Jews and the Patriarchate. According to him the Jews were"'':-::~ 
lucky, since their religious center, the archrabbie, was wise enough to maintain good relations witli.tlle~:
Turks:' .. Hakamete kar§l ftrasetle hareket' ederek mil/eli ve ifkkliSiayz muhi!c_ bir gazap cereyamna 
kaptznnamak ir;in HahambG§Z kadar alai sahibi degil mi§"siniz." Papa Eftim:; Papa Eflim Eftndi 'nin • 

~ Ortodoks ... , p. 28. · · · -~·.. . · 

... -... · .. : ...... ---.,...--;;;._ __ 
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. . . . 

to Atalay too; the importance of Papa Eftim lays in the _propaganda against those 

voices talking about the "ma~sacres of Anatolian Christians".128 
· 

The newspapers of the era wer:e filled with of news presenting the satisfaction 

of the Christians with the Ankara Government and the condemnation of the news 

about the "Turkish atrocities" in Anatolia. For example, on 16 June 1921 Hakimiyet-i 

Milliye published a telegram which was sent to the_ "Foreign .Ministries of the 

European and American states" by Papa NJ.kola as the representative of the Turkish 

Orthodox of Konya. The telegram underlined that the Orthodox Christians of Konya 

had been living for seven centuries under Turkish sovereignty in total peace, harffiony 

and happiness, and that the government had never intervened in the religious and. 
. ~ . . 

social affairs of the Christi~. Thus, the community was denotincing the claims laid 

dovin_ by the Patriarchate, Greece and some European states .that the Christians ·of· 

Anatolia were subjected to_ Turkish brutality. The aim: of 5uch claims was, according 

to the telegram, to spoil the peaceful and harmonious relations between Muslims and 
'""l ' • -' 

Christians .. It indicated -also that if they had been unsatisfied: with ·the ·Turkish 

Government they would have gone to another countrY before· the .World War or. even 
. . ' ~ . . ,. . -. 

now, since the government would no( prevent such . an action. ·The . community 
., . 

declared that they had never complained or. applied either to ili,e Patriarchate, to the 
':• ~: -. '.-• C ' • ' •• ', 0 ••,' ;, r ,- ' 

' . ' ' ~ .· 

. Gieek or to any European 'state and that nobody except the GOvermm:int :of Turkey h~d 
- '· "' .• - - . . _. . " · . .r 

the right .to'repre~ent the Christians ofAnatoli~: 129 r_ · · ; 

On the 13th ofJanuary 1922, Hakimiyet-iMilliye publlshed ~telegram under 

· the title of the ''Turkish 'Orthodox community of Sam5un" and si~ed by Papa Atanas. 
~ - . . ' . . ~ . . . . . 

127 Ekin ild' .173 .. c . l,p.. . 

128 Atalay, Fener Rum Ortodoks Patrikhanest 'nin Siy~Faaliy~tleri (1908 -}923), (istlnbul: Tarih 

ve Tabiat Vakft, 2001), p. 191. · · 

129 "Ortodokslar Memnuniyetlerini ilan Ediyorlar", Haidnuyet-i Mmiy~. 16 June 19:il .. 
' . 

--- ·---;:----,----..:_____:·':;_· -- I 
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The telegram daifioled that there was no minority in Anatolia under the name of Rum 
. . . 

but only 'Christian Turks. It also declared that the. Orthodox Church of Samsun·had 

decided that the authority of protecting the rights (miidafa-i hukuk selahiyeti) ofthe 

Christian Turks rested with the Grand ,National Assembly ·of Turkey. It also 

underlined that they had no relation with Greece and its instrument, the Patriarchate, 

and that they r~garded them as enemies. The telegram concluded with. the 

anouncement that the Orthodox Christians of Samsun appointed Papa Eftim Efendi 

for the establishment of their spiritual center (merc~-i rohanimizintesisi): 130 

The election of Meletios 

Although the Turkish press continued to be . involved · in . the . issue, the 

Government took no official action tintil the end of 1921. :As aresult, the British 

commissioner in Costantinople Sir Horace Rumbold informed the Foreign.Office·ori 

22 November that nothing had been heard about the ''Kemalist plan". t() .. create. a 
~ . . 

Patriarchate in Anatolia. 1~ 1 It was only after the election'ofMeletios Metaxakis132 to 
··. ( 

the Ecumenical throne on. the 8th of December 1921, 133;that the Ankara Gove~ent :~ 
- "~_.... 

. . ' ' 

130 "Tiirk Ortodokslar", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 13 Kanunusam 1922.: 

. 131 AI~xandris, "H Ax~a t.\l]~Ou~ .. ", p.l7S. It~ that theBritlSh thought ~t kkara Was . 

going extremely slow with the issue and that it would not take any definite decision regarding tlie 
ecclesiastical organization since its only aim Was to use the "Turkish Orthodox". movement for its own 
political purposes. For instance, G. W. Rende! from the Foreign Office reported' in September 1922: 
"The Turks ire not likely to allow the new 'Turkish Christian Church' to develop into a serious body, 
even if this were possible. It is obvious that they are merely using it as a means, to an end, and. for 
purposes of propaganda." Cited in Sony~l, p. 381. · 

132 Emmrumil Metaxakis was born in 1871 in Cret~. In 1891 he ~e a clerical and ad~ed the name 
Meletios. ·He studied in· the Theological School· of Jerusalem. ·He became general ·.secretary of the 
Patriarchate of Jerusalem in 1903. In 1910 he became Metropolitan of Kitiou of Cyprus and after in 
1918 Metropolitan of Athens. In November 1920 when. Venizeloswas overthrown and the ~sts 
took power, he was forced to resign since he was known to be from the Venizelist fraction and went to 
America. In November 25 he was elected Ecumenical Patriarchate After the TreatyofLausanne, on the ""·::::; . 
lOth of July 1923 he went to Mount Anthos from where he declared his resignation in September.'He~---~ 
was elected Patriarch of Alexandreia in 1926 where be died in 1935. Valsamis, pp. 132-6. ·. · . 

-". .'--

-~ 133-For the detais of the election see Echos d • Ori~t; No: 125, Janvier-Mars 1922; ·also EICIChtazaOTZ'Kil 
Alqesza, 25 November 1921, no. 47-8. 
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concentrated ·seriously on the issue. The election of Meletios put rui end to the long 

period of vacancy of the ~atriarchal throne. We have already seen that after the 

resignation of Germanos, Greece did not wantthe election of anew Patriarch; fearing 
. . . 

that such an action would reinforce the position of the Ottoman· Government. 

Following the elections of November 1920, which ·put an end to Venizelos' 

government, Athens continued to press for the poStponement . of the Patriarchal 

elections. This time,· Athens feared that the election would bring a Venizelist Pa!riarch 

since in ~onstantinople Venizelism was still domh,tant. However, there was a growing 

dissatisfaction in Constantinople with Greek policies regarding· the issue, since. many • 

people believed that under such difficult circumstances,, a strong personality· in the 

Patriarchal throne was necessary. Especially after the Battle of ·the Salciuy~ the call 

for the · election of . a Patriarch prevailed. Despite the · objections . of Athens, the 

Venizelist organization Amina (Defence) and this time_ even Venizelos himselfurged . 

for the election of a Patriarch and especially for, the. election of Meletios Metaxakis. · 
. . 

The-Ankara Government reacted immediately to the el~ction of Meletios and " 

' 
. declared that it did not recognize the· election since· according to. the existihg _l~JVS and· 

. . 

regulations it was impossible to elect as Patriarch SO!fieone who was not an Ottoman 
. . . 

subject. It declared· that all the documents :which would: be 
1 
sent by the Patriarchate · .. · 

would be considered null and void. It also prohibited to hymn the name of the new. 

Patriarch m the Jiturgies. 134 The Government f~rbade . any relatiori of the Turkish · 

Orthodox conimunities with the Ecumenical Patriarchate as a "betrayal . of the 
'-.!,-

fatherland". 135 The Government of istanbul as. well announced,. through a declaration ·. 

of the General Press Bureau (Matbuat Umum Mudijrlugu), t~at it did not recognize 
.SV:...__-

the Patriarchal election and it declared that since the Patriarchal election had· bee11.-~· 
,(··-

~ 134 Mavropoulos, p. 275; Echos d' Orient, No: 125)anvier-Mars 1~22, p.106 

'~ 
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held in an illegal _manner, the election waS null and void, and it would not give any 

effect to' documents coming _from the Patriarchate. 136 

The British High Commissioner Sir Horace Rumbold reported to Curzon that 

this decision of the Government would not bring any essential change in the situation 

of the relations between the Porte and the Patriarchate, since the latter had long before 

'broken off relations with the former. The oflly change·was thatit made the rupture . . 

become definite. 137 Echos d' Orient, after informing that the Ottoman Government' 

did not approve the election of Meletios, underlined that this situation would ·cause 

trouble for the Patriarchate, since the war would not last forever and the Patriarchate 

would therefore have to reach an agreement with the_ government. 138 The issue 

became more complicated when the Constantinist government of Athens also declared 

that it did not recognize the election. 

According to Raphtopoulos, the election of Meletios as Patriar~h was a big 

mistake: The enthronement of Meletios, in whom the Turks saw a political persona, 
~ . . . . . 

an enemy; and not a moderate person, made the situation of the Gieeks ofAsia Minor, 

worse. 139 It is obvious that Papa -Eftim- made 'immediate use of the' election of 
; . I ,>__./ ' ' 

·~· 

Meletios and of the general attitude of the Patriarchate: In a long pamphlet ·he· Wt-ote 
. I ~ ' :_ 

after his arrival in istanbul in 1923, Eftim presentee). .a, detailed critique of the 

. Patriarchate's p~licy and, of its actions during this ·period. Accord0g to Eftim, the.· 

·. Orthodox Christi(Uls were brought unde~ th6 Turkish rule by the will. of God and for 
" . . 

135 Jaeschke, "Die Tiirkisch-Orthodoxe ... ", p. 11 f. 

136 Sanhan, p. 189 and 197. 

137 Sonyel, pp. 377-8. 

138 Echos d' Orient, no. 125, Janvier-Mars 1922, p. 106. 

139 RaphtopoUlo~, pp. 77-8. 

.. -

.c-... , ::· 
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500 years the Christians had lived in peace and harmony with their Turkish 

compatriots. To prove thi_s, he quoted Saint Paulos. who made clear that every 

government was founded by the will of God .and that therefor,e to obey the 

government was a reli~ous duty. For him,· the gr:eat fault ofthe -:Patriarchate was that 

it saw in the defeat of the Ottomans in the World War the total dissolution of Turkish ' . 

·sovereignity in Asia Minor. The "great heroes" of the· Patriarchate . believed that 

Turkey would disappear in 24 hours and that perhaps the Phanar would become the 

center of the new political establishment. E:ftim seems to have been-very critical-of the 

abolition of the traditional conciliatory- policy: As ·we have· already mentioned, after 

the abdication of Germanos, the new Holy Synod had int~rrupted its relations with the -
. ' 

Ottoman Government. For Eftim, this line of action, which even Venizelos had 
' ' 

criticized, meant the betrayal of the Christian flock. The dissolution .of the Ottoman 

Government did not mean -the dissolution of the Turkish race. ·. Since the·- TurkS 

constituted the majority, it would have been wise to keep harmonious relations With-
~ . . 

them. In contrast, the_ Patriarchate, with its pompous acts,· such ·as· sendirig the •Jocu~ _ ,· · 

' ·. 

tenens Dorotheos to the Peace Conference· or declaring its independence fh::>m: the 
"~---' ' . 

Ottoman Government,. worsened the situation of the ·Christians. Thus, the ChristianS 
• • I ~ • ' 

_ were now s~en by the Turks as traitors. Moreover, tile high r.anking prelates in Po~tos · 

had provoked the local _Christians and caused the .total extinction of the ·existing 

communities. Fo~.:c example, the Metropolitan' of Amaseia: Karavangelos ·had_ created · 
' . :,.. ,• " . . ~ . . . .· ,' \ . 

' . 

-armed bands and thus provoked a Turkish r~ction.~Pap~ Eftim concluded that the line 
• • .. • '· 1 ' ' • • .• '. ' 

of action he adopted iii Anatolia, namely the traditional conciliatory_ policy. towards . , 

the government, was the only way to save the Christi~s froll_l total extermination. i40 

- - - - - - - . - - -- - ._ - •.c- -_ -_ -- - , - -
140 Papa Eftim,j'apa Eftim Efendi 'nin Ortodoks ... , pp. 3~11; The pamphlet appeare<falso ~n Greek: 

~ Ekklisis Pros ton Orthodoxon Laon kai Apologia tou Papa Euthim._Gothard Jacshke also believes that 
ii the Greeks of Pontos had acted "wise" like the Karamanh and had avoid the "suicida!" policy of the 

\ . ' 
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It is interesting to note that in this pamhlet no claims were made on the origins of 

Anatolian Christians. Eftim's discourse . appears to be in conformity with the 

traditional Phanariotic policy, which can be characterized • as conciliation with and 

pacification of the government. The words of E_ftim refering to· the· idea that Turkish 

rule was ordained by the will of God echoes the famous Didaskalia Patriki (1798) of 

the Patriarch Anthimos of Jerusalem or Ecumenical P~triarch Gregorios V; in wliich 

Ottoman rule is presented as being approved by the will of God and any attempt 

against it rejected as evil. According to the Dick:zskalia Patriki~ the Ottoman Empire 

was set up by God to protect and save Orthodox Christianity from the contamination 

of the heresies of the Latins.141 

Minorities 

In a declaration published after the election of Meletios, Papa Eftim attacked 
. . 

·the Ecumenical Patriarchate and denounced .the claims that the· Christians in· Anatolia 

were u~der pressure. .According ~to hiill, . ·the . Patriarchate. · rriixed · religion and t . 

nationality and sought to propagate Greek nationalism ·to the Anatolian christians: 
. ' _,-../,. 

who were in fact Turks. The aim of the Patriarc~ate was, according to Eftim~ to. 

Patriarchate, they would had been saved See Jacsnke, Kurtulu§ Sava§l i/e j/gili jngi/iz Belgelerl, 
. (Ankara: TUrk Tarih Kurwitu, 1991, p. 59. . . " 

141 F~r th~ Didaskalia Palriki, see Clogg, Richard ~'The ;IJhidhaskaliaPatriki' (1798): an Orthodox. 
Reaction to French Revolutioruuy Propaganda". Middle Eastern Studies 5, London, 1969, pp. 87-115. 
"See how clearly our Lord, boundless in mercy and all-wise, has undertaken to.iuard once more the 
. unsullied Holy and Orthodox faith of us, the pious, and to save ai1 mankind He raiSed out of nothing , 
this powerful empire of the Ottomans, in the place of our Roman Empire which had begun, in a certain 
way, to cause to deviate from the beliefs of the Orthodox faith, and He raised up the empire of the . 
Ottomans higher than any other kingdom so as to show without doUbt that it came about by divine will, 
and not by the power 9f man ( ... ) The all-:-mighty Lord, then, has placed over us this higlt kingdo,f!!, 'for 
there is no power but of God', so as to be to the people of the West a bridle, to us to the people of the 
East a means of salvation. For this reason He puts in to the heart of the Sultan of these Ottomans an.-.:::~ 
inclination to keep fuie the religious beliefs of our Orthodox faith and, as a work of supererogatioi( to"--:~" 
protect them ... " (p. 104 ). Forty years later. Papa Eftim would continue to express his believe that the 
Byzantine Empire had collapsed because the ~lief and the immorality of it had caused the Divine 

~ rage. See Papa Eftim, Turk Ortodokslan Ruhani Reisi Papa Eftim 'in. Kzbns Haklandaki Giirii§leri, 
(istanbul: 1958), p. 2. · · · · · · · 
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pretend being· the ~rotector of Anatolian Christians according to the minority la~. He 

underlined the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians in · an interesting . way: He 

contrasted the attitude of the Anatolian Christians towards women .. to the one of 

Greeks. The fact that the Anatolian women were veiled and seclu<ied from men was a 

proof of their belonging to the Turkish race. Eftim ·also declared that neither the 

Patriarchate, nor any European state had the right to represent the Turkish Orthodox 

Christians. The only legitimate representative was the elected. Turkish Government.· . ·· 

Since there was no minority in Turkey, but only Muslim and Christian Turks, there 
' . :.' 

was neither a need for a minority right or law nor for the intervention of the Society of 

Nations or ofEuropean states.142 

Eftim claims that, immediately after- the Patriarchal election, he informed the 

Christian communities on the formation ofan independent church, .and an of.them 

replied that they approved his iniative and that they recognized him, by the circulru:s 
' " . ' ' . ' . 

(mazbata) they sent to Ankara, as their general-representative (umumi murf:Zhhas) with 
.~\ ' ' ., . " 

the Ankara Government.143 Mavropoulos also claims' that after :the:PatJ:i8:fch~ 

elections, Eftim declared himself as -the General Representative of. the Turkish ·F 

Orthodox Christians (T.iirk prtodoksHlristiyanlimnm Vekil.:.i Umumisi) and called all 
• I ' • 

the communities to send representatives toKayserifor a congress.
144 

. ' ' ' --:- . ~. t . 

. •·.; 

On 27 ·December, Anadolu Ajansz published the official annouJ!cement of the 
• , ' ' • ~ '• .i • • ' • . . 

Minister of Justi_9e Refik ~evket (ince)145 concerning .the fomiation of a Turkish. 

142 "Ortodoks Kiliselerine bir Tamim", Hakimiyet~i Milliye, 30 Te~rinisani 1921. 

143 Papa Eftini, Papa Eftim Efondi 'nin Ortodoks ... , p. 19~ 
. . . 

1M . Mavropoulos, p. 276. 

·; 

~'"---

145 M~run<:t Refik ~evket Bey (ince) was born in Midilli in 1885. He studied in the Law School if:! -C.__=-~ 
Thessalotiiki. Immediately after the occupation of izmir _he joi~;<f the nationa,I111ovement. He joined . 
the Grand National Assembly as deputy of Sarulu!:n. On the 21 of S~p~ember he ~e the. head of 

~ Kastamonu jstik/iil Mahlcemesi. On the 19th of May 1921 he became Minister of Justice. He restgned on 
the 8th of July 1922. After the war he was reelected as deputy ofManisa many times. In 1945 hejoined 

.:"!o 
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Church. The ·Mi~ster indicated that this attempt was in accordance with the principle 

of religious fre.edom and also underlined that there was no matter of racial distinction 

between the Anatolian Muslims and Christians. 146 On the same day, Hakimiyet-r 

Milliye informed that the general representative of the Anatolian Ortohodox 

Christians Papa Eftim · applied to the Ministry of Justice and conveyed the wishes of 

the Christians for the foundation of an independent ·and absolutely non-political . 

church. Accordingly~ Papa Eftim stated that the government should act immediately 

since the Christians were facing difficulties in performing their religious duties. ·The · 

newspaper also mentioned that the Ministry of · Justice took under serious 

consid~ration the applications of the Anatolian Orthodo~ Christians, prepared a law 

and presented it to the Council of Ministers.147 The press also published many 

telegrams from the Orthodox Christian communities which vested Papa Eftim with 

the authority of founding a new church as well as representing their rights. The 

·telegrams stressed that the Christians of Anatolia did not recognize ·any· other · 

authoritythan the Grand· Assembly. -They also rejected the claimsfor minority rights ; 

( ekalliyet hukuku) since they were pure Turks and had no' relation to Greeks 9_~ to the . 
.. • 

Patriarchate of Constantinople.148 

On the 28th of December 1921 Hakimiyet-i Milliye published an interview 

·with the Minister of Justice Refik ~evket Bey. The ~minister confirmed that the 

Council of.Ministers had a sketch of law regarding the issue and he emphasized that 

the Democrat Party. He became Minister of National Defence and State Minister after 1950. He died 
on the 24th of Apri11955. Tiirk Par/amen to Tarihi ... , pp. 837-8. · · ' · 

146 Alexandris, "H Ax67tetpa druuoupyi~ .. ", p. 180. 

147 "Anadoluda Ttirk Ortodoks Patrikhanesi", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 27 December 1921; see .!11§9.:::.: 
"Rumlann Anadoluda Bir Patrikleri Olacak'', ikdam, 30 December 1337/1921. · 

148 For the telegrams from <;orum, K.ayseri, Kermir, Yozgat, Ispartii and Ankara see Hakimiyet-i 
Milliye, 27 December 1921, ikdam, 30 December 1337/1921. For the telegram of the Orthodox 
~ommunity ofTrabzon published in istikbal, see Qlpa, p. 40. · 
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as soon as the Assembly would accept the law the new Patriarchate would be 

founded. To the question concerning the meaning and aim of such an action he replied 

that the main objection were: 

1- the freedom of religion (hiirriyet-i mezhebiye) 

2- the wishes of the Turkish Ortohodox for emancipation from the political 

intrigues of the Patriarchate and; 

.3- the need to counter the claims of the Europeans that there were minonties·in 
'; ' ' 

Anatolia. 

To the question of whether this aCtion wo~d solye the minority problem, he 

answered that these claims would certainly __ continue. But he underlffied ,t__hat since 

those who were presented as Greeks insisted on their Turkishness and continued to 

reject any foreign intervention, any claims about miriorities would be meaningless: 
·, ; n, 

Refik . ~evket Bey . also underfuied that the fou~dation of such a P~triarc~!lte was . not 

contrary to·the canons of Christianity. He indicated the examples of the Romanians,. 

Bulgarians and Serbians who naturally 'did not los~ their religio~ when th~y fgun~ed ·. 

their own national church.· According to Refik ~evket, the worst the Patriarchate of 
. . ' . ' '. . . . ,., 

Phanar could do would be to excommunicat~ the. Atlatolian , Christians, an act, which. . . . . . . . . 

would only harm the Christianity. The minister also underlined that the majority of - . 

the Orthodox. Christian communities in Turkey, including' their metropolitans, priests 

. .·. . . ..·. 149 . 
and notables were in favor of the foundation of such a Patriarchate. · 

··At the same date Hakimiyet-i Milliye presented the information. that Papa. 
. . 

Eftim had transmitted about his interview with the represen~ative of the NeW-York 

<. 

Times Clair Price. Eftim, had underlined during this inteview that the Christians' Q.f c..:=:: 

. ·-· .. ,.. -~~ ... -~"'- ·- ·-.---·-· 
. --~·- ·r 
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Anatolia were of Turkish origin. He explained to Price thai, although the Patriarchate 

of istanbul had united the Orthodox Christians, when it started · to interfere· with 

politics, the Bulgarians and other Balkan nations had left· the Patriarchate. Their 

situation, according to Eftim, was very similar, since their opposition to the.· 
. . , 

Patriarchate was of political ·and not religious nature. He stated that the political 

intrigues of the Patriarchate had distracted it from i~. religious-duties. Since •.the. 

Ortohodox Christians of Anatolia had no hope left in the Patriarchate, anymore 'they _ · 

sought to found a new church. The Orthodox Christians of istanbul claimedto ·be 
. 

Greeks whereas they were claiming that they were Turks and this was the mafu 

difference. Papa Eftim also }:nsisted that the whole issue was not the consequence of a 

political intervention. On the contrary, the movement had emerged before the· national 

government had been formed. 150 

On 30 December, Alqam informed about circ~ting nimors that·Papa·Eftim 

had beeri elected Patriarch by the Council ofMiriisters;151 There \Vere .a1so ~~s 
___ _;;;_ __________ ~------:---'-------.,---:---'---:-:----:--:--- t .. 
149 "Anadolu Patrikhanesi ve Adliye Vekaleti", Hakimiyet-i Milliye,.28 DectEber 1921. ·see~<
"Adliye Vekilinin Beyanat1", Tevhid-i Efkfu"~ 8 'Janruiry 1338/~F~· _· . . · , .~. .· ·. · 

150 "Papa Eftim Efendi Ne Diyor?'', Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 28. December 1921; Clair Price firs( 
encountered with Papa Eftim during his stay in Ankara when Eftim and Celal Nuri Bey visited· him. 
Price quotes the following dialogue: · 

· Self (to Papa Eftim): Are you a Turk? ... 
Djelal Noury (smiling): He is of the Turkish race. 
Self (to Papa Eftim): Are you of Turkish blood? . • . . .. , . , . 
Djelal Noury (smiling cordially): The Turkish Orthodox Qlurch was his Own idea He' orgimi:led it . himself ' . . , - , . 

. Self (to Papa Eftim): Do you speak Turkish? _ . ~ 
· Djelal Noury (still smiling cordially): He wants to go to the League ofNations at Geneva. He asks do 

you think he ought to go? · ' · · • ., . 
Self (to Papa Eftim): Are you a Turk? . . 
Djelal Noury (smiling still more cordially): He asks whether you may be a Protestant. He says if you . 
are, you and he are the same for neither of you recognize the Pope." · · .. . · · · ·. • · · . . · · · 
After this "carefully staged interview", when people asked his impressions about Efthn he ~ed . 
that he "had formed the highest Opportunity of his charepone but had had no opportunity to form any 
opinion of Eftim himself:" During the next day E~ this time alone, vis~t~ Price and ~ey ha~. ~"'':3 ·. 
interview or two hours. "As he went out, he stopped m the door-way and this lS what he satd: 'This lS · 

our country and the Turks are our own people. How can we f?rsake our co~try ,when ·it. needs us?''. · 
See Price, The R(!birth ofTurkey, 1923, pp. 151-2.~ · ' · ~ .. · · · .. · -·. . 

. . . ' . . ~ 

151 Sanhan, p. 211. In fact the press, foreign or Turkish; many times referred to Papa Eftim as· the 
strongest candidate for 'the new Patriarchal throne. Later he: stated that he could had been _easily 

. ··-· ...... -------::---o-'---..----......... , .... , 
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that the Bolsheviks had taken part in the foundation of the new church and that they 

had agreed also to place the Orthodox Church in Russia under the authorijy of the · 

new Patriarchate(!). According to the British high commissioner in istanbul Horace: 

Rumbold, this was extremely unlikely and there were no· reliable news regarding· the 

establishment of a separnte church in Anatolia 152 According to Le Bosphore of the 
' ' . 
' . 

3rd of January 1922, the Council of Ministers had ~ugurated rthe' talks on the., 

foundation of the national church. Although Echo de .I 'Islam declared on 24 Febiuary · · 

that these ta1ks ended, Jaescbke informs that such'a session on the discussion about 

the foundation of the Turkish Orthodox Church does not exist in the proceedings of · 

the National Grand Assembly~153 

According to Echos d' Orient the Ecumenical Patriarchate founded a 

committee on.13 January to investigate.the issue and to inform the Holy Synod; The 

' ( . ' 

committee consisted of the Metropolitan of <;atalca and tWo lay advisors.· According 

to the newspaper, although the Patriarchate seemed to despise the attempt, the coming 
> ' ' ' '. '" ' •• 

news about fue Turkish ~burch were·. stressing it~ Echos :d' Orl~~t iili,o noted that, c· 
•, 

although many things were said about the . foundatimr ~f an· independent·. Orthodox . 
.. ,' ' 

Church in 1921, there~ no official acti~n taken. However, theJotrrrud. underlined.'. 

that if the Greek-Turkish conflict would· not . be solved· p'eacefuny. the ·. prnn woulcl 

possibly be put into action: It· also informed that th:re were ne~ that the. Ministerof 
·/ 

Justice in Atlkara hlld prepared a draft law regarding the issue~ 154 

Patriarch when he was in Arultolia, but since he was a m'aci~ man he did not act this way. See, Papa : · .. 
Eftim, Atenagoras'm Organz E/e.fteri Foni Gazetesine Cevabzm ve Fener Patrikhanesi ile Rumlugzm,; 
j£YilzU, (istanbul: Ata'nm Yurdu Yaymlart, 1959), pp. 6-7. ·. .. . , <'~ 

152 Sonyel, p. 381. 

153 Ja~ ''Die Tiirkisch-Orthodoxe ... ", p; 111. 

l 54 Echos d' Orient, no. 125, Janvier-Mars 1922, pp. 110-1. ) 

' ,, ' .. ·'"·---'----
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Eftim 's tour in Cappadocia 

In January 1922, Papa Eftim visited the Cappadocian Orthodox communities 

and propagated that they would be in absolute security only if they would cut off the 

relations with the Ecumenical Patriarchate. 155 During this tour Papa Eftim met With·. 

the local clergy and the notables and got personally 'involv~d in the affairs of th~ . 

communities, seeking to gain their support .. He also tried to obtain financial support 

from the communities for the foundation of the new church.·In Nev~ehir, he managed 

to reconcile the local Christians with the Muslirrls and to diminish the suspicions of 

the authorities toward~ the Christians.156 In incesu he disniissed theloc.al pnest who, ·· 

in his opinion, was propagating hate and suspicion towards the Musurris~157~:'-ccording 

to Serafeim N. Rizos from Sinasos158
, when Eftim arrived to Urgiip (Prokopi)159,;the · 

155 Eftim was very critiCal towards those prelates who had left their dioceses in order to found asylum 
. in Constantinople. For Eftim. these prelates had betrayed their flock. ilias M Kesano:Poulos from the. 
Orthodox community of Ankara, heard Papa Eftim himself preaching in Turkish..~ anathemized· ~-. 
especially the bishop of Ankara who had left Ankara. Kesanopoulos remembers that Papa Eftim' Used,; . , 
the wordS "siJ..tirdiler gittiler" for these prelates. Raphtopoulos, pp. 231-3. ·. · · ,"': 

156 Ergerie, pp. 17-8. Sophronia Georgiado~ from N~~hir reme~Jr5 that they had l~~dtfutt ~a~_· 
Eftim was making a tour to the villages and was helping the people. She says that they were waiting for 
him "like a God". At that time 50 men from the local ·community ru!d been sent to exile. Two days after ... 
his arrival Eftim managed to bring back the exiled people. "For us Papa Eftim was a very good maii". . 
Nev~hirKII 146. ·· · : , ·.· ·. <•i. · 

~. ' . 
. ' . . . ' 

157 Ergene, pp. 19-21. . . : . . . 

. . - _.· . . . . . :_" . , . .. . ;, . . ""' : .• \'· -· .--~-: -;._. . : . 
ISS Serafeim N; Rizos was from the family of Rizos that.wa5' among the notables of Sinasos. His 
grandfatherSerafeim·Rizos (1799-1879) wasa tradesman_ and had largely supported the educational .. 
activities of his community (I. Sarantidis Archelaos. characterises him: as'':':the .father ,,of, the_. 
community"). His father ·was Nikolaqs S. Rizos (1838-1~93) the author of the .well known book. 
"Kappadoldka': which inaguarated the studieS on Cappadocia. Serafeim N. Rizos was born in1882; He '-" 
studied at the Theological School ofKayseri, at the Megali tou Genous Sholl in Constantinople _and in ... · 
the lycee .. of Galatasaray. From the beginning of the First World War up to the time o~ fu.e population 
exchange ·he served as a teacher. in ·his community. Since _he was an important member· of the 
·community of Sinasos he represented it in the congress of the Turkish _Orthodox ChUrc:h. • After· the ·· 

. population exchange he settled in Nea Sinanos and cooperated with the Centre, for Asia Minor Studies. . :. 
His many works remain unpublished. He died in 1969. See Stavros Anestidis, ''H Oucoyeveta Pls()l)""'=::, 
(The Family ofRizos), in H Evvoooq 'Ct[q Kamra.&Jldaq (Siiiasos of Cappadocia), E<p-ra HJ-1£~ 27 May 
2001, p. 16. . . . ~ ·. . ....... •' .. .. 

159 According to Evthimios Sofoulis from Urgiip, when Eftim reached ihe village, he summoned the 
council of elders and claimed that he was a schoolmate ofMustafa Kemal in Constantinople and thariks 

' ' ' ' ~ -· 
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council of the ·eider of Sinasos decided to invite him to_ their village. They had· heard 

that Eftirri was collecting money for the foundation of a Turkish Patriar~hate. In order 
. . . 

to avoid any problems, ·they decided to give him 300 liias. The community s€mt · 

Serafeim Rizos to meet with Eftim and deliver him the sum. 160 in. Urgiip, Serafeim 

had the chance to listen to Eftim in the church. Papa Eftim called upon the people to -
. . 

emancipate from the Phanar161 and he strongly expressed his belief that very soon 

Mustafa Kemal would crush the Greeks ("Ytmanli Palikarya"). He also-declared tha.t 

the Turkish Orthodox Christians decided to denounce the Ecumenical Patriarchate and 

to found their own Turkish Patriarchate in Ankara. He invited them to participate in 

the congress which would be held in the monastery of Zin9idere. S~rafeim Riios also · 

mentions that after E:fiim's speech he asked Eftim privately whether he reatiy_ believed 

those things he had just said. Papa Eftim's answer was very intereSting: "the aim is to 

pass the bridge" (Maksat, Serafim Ejendi, kopriiyii ge9elim).162 

According to Raphtopoulos, Eftim rea~hed Kayseri on the 22nd of January 

1922 with many companions and the Christian community there welcomed him with a . i 

great ceremony. 163 According to Ergene, Eftiin man~ged to'""persuade the autholjjies.to 

disengage some thirty· local Christians. and. · managed to get back . from exile in 

Erzurum some - 1500 Christians. · Ergene indicates: that:-- Jhese . accomplishinents 
' _,. .- ' •, 

to this connection he managed to save the_ community of Keskin from fue deportations. E. Sofoulls, 
Keskinmaden 1, D/338-41. · . · · ~ · . · · · · 

160 Among the community documents ofProkopi in the Centre for Asia' Minor Stuclles, there is one m 
_which the prominent tradesman ofProkopi Haci Eftim Isaakidis gives an order to his agency inKayseri 
to pay 300 liras to Papa Eftim. According to Kouroupou~Balta, the document must be dated after 1921. 
1\-t Kouroupou-E. Balta, E)~vopOboo~st; KozvoUf<Et; 'fllq Kamra&Jdat; I. llspzrpefJEl.a llpoKomov 
(Greek-orthOdox Communities of Cappadocia I. 'fhe Region of Prokopi), (Athens: Centre for Asia 
Minor Studies, 2001), p. 69. .--~ <;-'--

--~' 

161 According to Serafeim Rizos, Papa Eftim used the word "ibne/er' to descn'be the prelates of the "'::::, · 
Patriarchate. · ~~ ·:"----- -· 

. . 

162 ~eim Rizos, H :Euvao-6<;. Ot AliaKW.Ot·M~ (§inasos Our Teachers), manilScript no. 445, pp: 56-
~67. 
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increased his popu~arity among the local Christians. 164 He also gave his word that he. 

would bring ~ack from exile every Christian and that no more deportations would 

take place. 165 \-Vhile he w_as in Kayseri, Eftim delivered in the ecclesiastical assembly : 

the bill of the Government regarding the foundation of the Turkish Orthodox Church. 

The bill ensured that the new church would be ind~pendent and would include 

the bishopries of istanbul (Constantinople), izmir (Smyrna), Ankara (Angira), iznik 

(Nicea), izmit (Nicomedia), Ala~ehir (Philadelphia), Vize (Vtzii), ·Bursa (Prousa), 

c;e~me (Krini), Diyarbekir (Amedia), Ku~adast. (Ephesos), Kapuda~ (Kizikos), 

Trabzon (Trapezunda), Mardin, Murefte (Miriophito), Corlu (Tiroloi), Aydm 

(ilioupoli), Edirne (Andrianoupoli), Eregli (Heraklio ), ~sya (Amasia), UskUdar · 

(Hrisoupoli), Antalya (Attalia), Enez (Enou), GUzelhisar, Edremit, Tire. (Thira), 

c;atalca (Metro), Halep -(Alepo ), Kars, Kenya {ikonio ), GUm~hane (Argiroupoli), 

Kilitli, Ntksar (Neokaisaria), and Tekfurdag (Redestos). The ecclesiastical center·-of 

the new church would be in Kayseri. It was made clear by the draft law that the newly 

founded church would be under the supervision of the' governinenL The .· supreme . ( . 

spiritual -leader would be elected from aniong three . candidates . proposed EY. the 

government. The . candidates should be Turkish· citizens arid should have served the 

·last five years in the above mentioned dioceses .. The bishops also should be Turkish 

citizens and should be able to write and r~d in Turkish'. Thos~ bish~ps who would . 

betray the ~tate and who would take part in- politics ':Vould be. dismissed fro~· the · 
" 

office by the government. Also,-the clerics would be J?,dged in ordinary courts and . , 

would have no privileg~s at all. The rights and duties of the Holy Synod would 

163 Raphtopoulos, p. 86. 

f:;'o ______ _ 

164 Ergene, pp. 23-4. Thomas Milkoglou from Kayseri remembers that Papa Eftim ."~d saved mariy~--: 
people". Kaisareia, KI147. · .c-- · · ·. · 

165 Raphtopoulos, pp. 100~1.. 
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concern only· religious and ecclesiastical affairs. Eftim asked the community in 

Kayseri to submit to him their opinions about the bill within twenty days. 166 

The justification (esbab-z mucibe) of the draft law, which had been prepared 

by Baha Bey, stressed the assumption that the Patriarchate sought to Hellenize the 

Bulgarian, Serbian and Turkish Orthodox Christians. In . the past, when the rights of 

the nations (lmkuk-u milliye) were not known, those people had not been able to react 

this policy. Only when they saw that their national existence was in· danger did, they 

stand against it. The Bulgarian national church was an eloquent example of· this 

process. According always to the ']u_stification", the Turkishness of the Turkish

speaking Christians of Anatolia was beyond doubt. The,se people had immigrated · 

before the spread of Islam from the east to the west and had become Chri§tian _and 

remained :under the jurisdiction of the Greek Orthodox Church. Their language, 

traditions and way of life were a strong indication of this fact. However,_during the 

last two · centuries these people were exposed by, the Patriarchate to a process of · 
' - . . 

Hellenization. This was also due to, the Government's negligence and the belated · 

development· of national feelings in the country. It.was underlined that the Clgistian 

Turks were forc~d to ·learn Greek language, literature, history,. and art in church 

·· · scools. The Turkish Christians were forced to acquire Greek -culture and many of 
" ·-· . . 

. . . 

them artificially became Greeks. Nevertheless, very recently, the Turkish Christians, .. 

· no longer able_ to stand these conditions, applied ~o the Grand ASsembly and to the· 

Ministry of Justice, demanding their seperation from the Greek Church, and thus 

acquired · ecclesiastical independence. The Government took under senous 

"'-:.. __ _ 
. --~ 
¥~~:"--~--:--.J 

.c--- .. 

1~ Raphtopoulos, pp. 88-97; also Alkan, pp. 75-7. 
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consideration· the issue of the emancipation of the Christian Turks from the yoke of 

the Patriarchate and prepared this law. 167 

The three prelates 

Eftim returned to Ankara in February, 168 where he met with the Minister of 

Justice Refik $evket Bey and informed him about the situation. The Minister 

anounced . that the Government did not want to interfere in the ecclesiastical · and 

religious affairs· of the Christians. He also declared that .the Orthodox Christians of 

Anatolia could found their church wherever they_ wanted?69 Eftim also gave an 

interview to the correspondent of Tevhid-i Ejkdr and announced that; in the name of 

the Turkish Orthodox of Anatolia, he did· not recognize the election of. Meletios 

Metaxakis to the Patriarchal throne. He explained that he officially represented 

( vekalet-i umumiye) the Turkish Ortohodox for the foundation of a new Pa~riarchate in · 

Kayseri. He also explained that he had informed the Orthodox comniunities durlng his 

visits of the draft law on the new Patriarchate. Eftim informed the correspondent that . , 

the Greek language was abolished from the community schools and that;these 

schools would be united with the Turkish ones:170 

167 A1kan, pp. 78-80. 

168 Tevhid-i Efkar informed on 1 February that thearrival of Papa Eftim to Ankara after his visits to 
Nigde and Kaysen was expected The paper also informed that the elections for the Patriarchal throne 
of the Orthodox of Anatolia had begun. "Anadolu'da Patrik intihab1 Ba!iladl", Tevhid-i Efuir, .1 
Febrwuy 1338/1922. · "· · · · · 

169 "Tii.rk Ortoooks Patrikliginin T~kili", ileri, 2 February 1338/1922. According to Schlildin, for 
Refik ~evket Bey, the existence of Orthodox Christians, who were ethnically TurkS was a historical 
fact. However for him, the issue of the ecclesiastical independence of the Anatolian'Orthodox-was 
purely a religious issue and should not bother the government and the Grana National Assembly. Refik 
~evket also claimed to Schliklin that the government was totally impartial and did not make a,ny_ "':_, 
propaganda on the issue and made clear that the establishment ofa Turkish Patriarchate was possible
only on the condition that all communities ·would agree upon it. Schliklin, Angora .. :. L 'au be de Ia 
Turquie Nouvelle (1919-1922), (Paris: Berger:-Levrault Editeurs, 1922), pp. 180-2 ... 

~7~ "Papa Eftim Efendi'nin Muhabirimize Beyanatl", Tevhid-i Efkai, 13 February 1338~1922. 

__ .,,; 
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Late in February, Papa Eftim once again applied to·the Ministry of Justice. He 

demanded from the Minister the immediate foundation of the church. He also 

requested that the government announce the names of the three candidates for the 

election of the spiritual leader of the Turkish Orthodox Chrisrlans. 171 He also laid • 

down that the election would take place as soon as the draft law on the Patriarchate 

would be prepared. Sevket ince assured that the draft was under preparatio~ and that 

everything, including the patriarchal election, could be arranged clfter that. According 

to jkdam, Eftim had informed his community of the draft proposal. The new church 

would be called Archbishopric (BG§Piskoposluk) and not Patriarchate, the religious 

services would be held in Turkish and the ecclesia~cal authority o'rthe churcllwould 

include the whole of Turkey within the borders laid down in the national pact (misak-z 
- --

. . - . 

milli dahilinde biitiin Tiirkiye). 172 On the same issue, j[eri clahned that Eftim 

requested from the minister the postponement of the< publication of the.draft. 173 
· In 

Ankara, · Eftim organized an office for 'conducting the affairs that concerned the 

Christians.174 

In fact, it was not possible for Papa Eftim aloneto- establish an· autocephalous · 
'>-~:~; " 

church. According to 'the·· ecclesiastical canons and regulations, the' approval -~d · 

participation of some high ranking- prelates w,as necessaiy., Eftim claims that after. 

winning · over the consensus of the Orthodox coirilnunities,· · he · informed the 

Government that for the foundation of a new church the will of three bishops was a 

171 "Papa Eftim Efendi'nin Adliye Vekaletine istidasi", Tevhid-i Eflclr, 2! February 1338/1922;-The 
paper also informed that a building had been prepared for the new Patriarchal seat. , _. . ,,::----

. -. .,, . .------,-~.-
172 "Patriklik mi Yoksa B~iskoposluk niu? "; ikdam, 22 February 1922 .. 

' ' .· ,c-----" 
173 ''Papa EftimEfen~ Adliye VekaletindenRieast", ileri,28°Februaly 1338/1922. -

1 ~4 Raphtopoulos, p. 87; also Alexandris, "H A1t6xepa LlllJllOupyt~.~.", p. 181. 

· .. 
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sine qua non ·and that immediately, Gervasios of Sivas, Meletios of Patara and the_ 

Metropolitan ofKonya were invited to Ankara. 175 

However, according to Raphtopoulos, it was Baha·Bey, the expert and advisor 

of the Ankara Government on religious and ecclesiastical affairs: who informed .the - . 

government that the foundation of a national church requir~d the support of some pigh 

ranking prelates. Baha was informed about the example ·of ~e Bulgarian E_xarchate _ 

which was founded after the iniative of Bulgarian prelates. For him, onlywith the 

, . ordination of new bishops without the approval of Phanar, would the relations with 

the Patriarchate stop and the Turkish nation~ church emerge. Thus the ~ara, 

Government on January 1922, ordered the local authorities to send .the prelates to. 

Kay~eri. 176 E:ftim also tele~~phed to Prokopios, Meletios and Ge~asios -and, inVited 
. . ' . 

them to Kayseri. As the general representative of :fue _ Orthodox Christians, he . 

ordained- Prokopios Metropolitan of Chaldea, Meletios·M~tropoliian of Kays~ri aild--. ' ... . 

Gervasios Metropolitan of Ankara.177 

Dupng the 'Greek=· Turkish conflict, the _ pr~lates ;.,ho _.had -~emaine~ ·• out~ide.~. \ t. 

Constantinople and the Greek occupation zone f~~ed the suspicio~ ~f th~ _r~rkish:~ • .::--
-authorities. Many 9f them were deported or put in jail.178 In 1919, in the n.on~occupied . · 

' '. ' ~ ' , . '. :, .• r' " ' ' " , 

. . . ·. . -'· ' ,., ' . :•;-·._·:,·,179 ::··_\: 
territories of Asia Minor, there were the. Metropolitan of.Konya .. Prokopios -:,the · . 

. -

·Metropolitan of Rodopolis Kirillos, the Metropolitan of Chaldea Lavferitios ·and. tlie·:- -
• " -' • 1 • • • '~ .'.·~ ~ 

m Papa E~, Papa Eftim Efendi 'ninOrtodoks ... , p. l9. _ 

I76 Raphtopoulos, p. 82; also Mavropoulos, pp. 276-7. 

m Raphtop6Uios, p. 84. 

I 78 "H Kpcroy{J 'ttl~ OouVll<; ", EKJ<N[azaan'Ki/ A.h78eza, 19 June 1921, no. 24._: 

- c 

I 79 Prokopios Lazaridis was born in 1859 in the village ~fDenei~ Kon~. He studied in tl:J~ "'-':::-
Theological School of Chalki. He became archdeacon in the Patriarchate and afterwards he served in· -
the archbishopry of Nicaea and Nicomedia. In 1894 he ~e prelatic p_tincipal, (arhieratiko~ . 
proistamenos) in the district ofVlanga in Costantinople. In 1894 he_becaine responsable (Patriarhikos -':: 
~Eksarchos) of the monasteries in Macedonia of Hagia AnaStasia and of Tlieotokou Kossi.finissas.' In 

' ( -. ·, . - . J. • - . - ~,~ 
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Bishops (Episkopos) of Apolloniada Ioakeim, of Zilon Efthimios, the Bishop of 

P M I . 180 . . .· 181 . 
atara e et1os and Stvas Gervas10s . Two of them, the Bishop .of Apolloniada 

Ioakeim fearing from the men of Topal Osman, and the Metropolitan of Cha.Idea · 

Lavrentios went to Co~Stantinople and remained there. The Kemalists, after crushing 

the revolt of Mehmet Deliba~ in Konya; arrested. th-e Metropolitan of Konya 

Prokopios claiming that he had participated in it.182 He was judged and· sentenced to · 

. exile by the martial court (28 October-6 November 1920) and was sentto Erzurum in 

November.183 On the road to Kayseri Prokopios was robbed. He reached Sivas via 

Nigde - incesu - Kayseri - Sarumsakh ...:: Sultanhan,- Gomerek, where tne American 

Red Cross and the priest_ ~f the Armenian Catholic Church .came to his help. He . 

finally reached Erzurum via Su~el:iir and ErZincan. 1~4 He stayed for nine months in a 

1899 he was elected Metropolitan of Dirrahion and Elvasan and in 1906 Metropolit ofPhiladelphia .. In · 
1911 he became Metropolitan oflconium. Raphtopopulos, pp. 1-3 L 

ISO Meletios Hristidis was born in 1880 in !sparta. He studied in the Theological School of cluinci. In 
1905 he became Exarchos in Mersin and in 1910 assistant Episkopos of the Metro:Politan ofPisidia and 
later assistant Episkopos in the diocese of Herakleia. He also served iri ,Uzunkopru as prelatic 
representative (archieratikos dntiprosopos). In 1919 he came back to Antalya and in 1920 he was ( 
exiled to Malatya. ·Later the Ankara Government sent him to Kayseri ~d he got involve4 to the issue ·· 
of the Turkish Orthodox Church. After the population exchange he went to Greece where he cqntinued · 
to serve the Orthodox Church. He died in 1967. ibi~ pp. 250-63;',. ·. · - , 

· 181 · Gervasios Soumelidis ~as born in the Pontic village· of Kromni in '1882. He stUdied . in • the_ 
Theological Schools of Kayseri and later of Chalki. In 1907 he became prelatic church warden 
(arhieratikos epitropos)-in the diocese of Didimotikhon. In 1914 he was captured by the Bulgarians 
and sent to Bulgaria. After he got released, he came to Constantinople and became Episkopos of 
Sevasteia. In 1920 he was sent on exile in Karahisar-i $arki (Nikopolis). Then he was called toKayseri · 
to join the process of fo1mding a Turkish Church. In the population exchangehe was ordered to collect 

· and transfer the local ecclesiastical relics. Gervasios left-Kayseri .in October 1923 and became . 
arhieratikos proistamenos in the refugee district of Pireus, Kokkinia. In 1934 he ~e Metropolitan. 
of Grevena. Gervasios died on the 16 of April1944. ibid, pp. 266-71. ' 

182 There are signs that Prokopios was in connection with the Greekofncials in Smyiua.Acc~rding to 
·his cousin Athanasios Lazaridis, who was a Greek officer in Smyrna, Prokopios visited the city in June 
-1919 where he came in touch with Stergiadis, whoJl! he informed about the Italian forces. ibid, pp. 201-

2. r:·t----

183 See Ahmet U.;ar, Milli Milcadele'den 12 Mart'a Konya'da SiyaSi Silrgiin/er,, {istanbul: Tez 
Yaynllan, 2001), pp. 86-7. y_, .. _. ____ _ 

. . 7 -- rd . 
184 In a report on the condition of the Greeks in Anatolia, issued by the Holy Synod on the 23 of 
~October 1921, it was reported that Prokopios was iii exile in Erzurum while Gervasios' situation was 
unknown. '"EtcOc~ m::pi 1:rov Xptanavci:lv Ell1lvrov ev Ava:co'J..~", ElCKbTazaanl<if AA.fJOma, 23 October 
1921, vol. 42. · 
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khan because there were no other Orthodox Christian in the city except a man called 

Y eorgios Hatzimanos from Stromni9a in Macedonia, who had also been exiled to 
' ' 

Erzurum. By the time new exiles and refugees came to the city, the number of 

-
Christians increased and Procopios helped them in their religious services; 185 

While Procopios was in exile, the Bishop of Siv.as Gervasios was in Karahisar-

1 ~arki (Nicopolis), the Bishop of Patara Meletios in Antalya and the Metropolitan of 

Rodoupolis Kirillos in Ma9ka. The Bishop of Zilon Efthimios who was assisting· the 

Metropolitan of Amasya was arrested on the 4th of February 1921 with the claim that 

he was helping the Pontes separatist movement. Efthimios died in prison.186 

In 19.19, the Bishop of Patara Meletios. was· assisting in Antaly; the 

Metropolitan of Pisidia Gerasimos who was in Constantinople. Meletios was ~harged 

of being in connection with the Greek officials in Constantinople and Sm~a and 
,·. r 

also ·with the Metropolitan of izmir Chrysostomos. ·He ·was sent before the jstikliil 

Mahkemesi and sent to exile. On 9 January 1921 ·he was sent from Antalya to the 

prison of Burdur. It was ·planned to 'sent him from Burdur. to the. Turkish village ·of t 
• ' • ¥ • 

- <,'--' •• 

Tefenni but due to his bad health the plan was cancell~?· When he was on the road to 

Rhodes and Italy, Bekir Sami Bey was infoirned on the situation of Meletios and_ 

ordered the officials.to release him. From then. on and until 18 May; Meletios staye~ 

. at the house of the priest .Konstantinos Ioakimiadis ... When the, deportation of··· 
'•. 

Christians, between the age of 20-60, ofisparta, Burdur;· Makri anq Konya to the, 
' ' 

' 

interior of Asia Minor was ordered, Meletios reached Aksaray on:25 June 1921. Then,. ··~ 

he came to Gerveli where he stayed until) 5 October 1921. Then, via Kayseri and 

· · ' · • ·_ - .- ~ r·~"• 

Sivas, he reached Malatya. Meanwhile, the Metropolitan of Izmir, with the mediatiOn 
.;~_,-~-~:.s 

185 Raphtopoulos, pp. 43-50. 

~186 M~vropoulos,· J>p. 268-70; also Stefan~s Yerasimos,. "Ponrus M~elesi (1919-1923)", in' S .. 
Yerasimos,MilliyetlerveSmzrlar, {istanbul: Ileti~im Yaymlan, 1994), p. 417. : . 
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of the Greek Red Cross and Red Crescent, applied to the Ministry of Interior of the 

Ankara 'Government in order to get infonnation about the . fate of Meletios. · The 

Ministry ordered the Mutasamf of Malatya to detennine the . conditions of Meletios. 

Meletios was then infonned that he was free to communicate with the Christians of . 

Malatya and to perfonn his religious duties. Thus, Meieti~s commanded the liturgies · 

of Christmas and new year. 187 

It was the Bishop ofPatara Meletios, in exile in Malatya from January 1921, 

who reached Kayseri first. 188 Prokopios tried to delay his arrival to Kayseri as much 

as possible. He stayed for a month in Sivas on his way from Erzurum and asked the 
. . ' 

Government the permission to visit Ankara and to m~et personally with the authorities 

to discuss the issue. The Government not only accepted the demand but also helped 

him to reach Ankara. In Ankara, Prokopios met with Eftim and asked him to cease his 

harsh attacks against the Patriarchate. 189 Raphtopoulos·~laims that Prokopios met ~th 

Mustafa :kemal in Ankara. According to the same' source, Prokopios told M. Kerilal 
. . . 

not to involve him in this· issue because he was very old. However Mustafa K~mal ( 

insisted that he should take action and thus serve his flock:190 
'c< 

. ' 

187 Mavropoulos, pp. 272-3. 

· 188 Raphtopoulos, p. 99; "Meletyos Ordumuzun Zaferi i<;in Dua Ediyor", TeVhid-i Efkar, 25 May 1922.. ,...< 
~--~-, 

~~-~ .. .:--- .....:___~ _ _/ 

189 According to Ergene it was Eftim who arranged the appointmen~ of Prokopios with the :rur~h -
authorities. Ergene, p. 30. Mavropoulos claims that when Papa Eftim~came before Prokoptos mth . 
civilian gannent, Prokopios did not accept him unless he would be properly dressed Mavropoulos, p. 
~279.. . ~ 

r. 

'; 
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Eftim in action 

In the meantime, on the 1st of March 1922; Papa Eftim closed down 68 

community schools and forced the Christian children to continue to Turkish ones. 191 

He declared that the high ranking prelates. of the church· should know • Turkish, be 

Turkish subjects and have served for the past five yearS in. Turkey, and not have been 

involved in politics. He also prohibited the priests to circulate · in public in their 

religious outfit. 192 

Papa Eftim also sought support for the Turkish Orthodox movement from the 

·western churches. He tried to communicate with the Vatican and Arthur BoutWo.od 

mediated between Eftim and the Anglic~ Church. 1~3 Boutwood, ~· the nam~~f:the · · 

Anglican Church, addressed six questions to Papa. Eftim with the mediatioi]. of the 
. . . 

Ministry of Justice. The questions were: 1) The number of chur~hes· and bishops·of 
( . ,. 

the Turkish Church and whether the bishops . and the priests had been properly 

. ordained.' 2) What· were the considerations' of the new church regarding· the 

bishoprics? 3) _Wh~n did ·Keskin become a seat of bishopric? 4) Whether, the ~ew .' 
·.' 

church would implement reforms in eccl~siasrlcal and, religious affairs,. ·5) How~wowd 

190 Raphtopoulos, pp: '101-4. 

· 191 Price, p. '185. In fact ~e co~unity schools of the regio~· Iuid not ftiribticined re~~l~ fro~;l~lf 
. However there were some schools which continued to function untilJ923. Acco~g to the report of 

the village council of Zincidere the incomeS of the schools between December 1922 and February 1923 · 
. were 23,725 kuru§, while the expenditures were 23,502 kuru§. The community in the report was 

referred as ."Turkish 'orthodox". See Emmanouil Tsalikoglou, .iEU.qvzKa ·E1C7Caz0evrf!pza KaZ• · 

EU.qvop86oo~oz "K.ozv~ T71~ Ilepupepeza~ KazaapEia~ (Greek Schools. ancl Greek-Orthodox'· 
Communities of the Region of Kayseri), (Athens: Centre for Asia Mino~ Studies, 1976),: p: ,45.: .. · 
According to the Patriarchate it was the Turkish government that closed the community 5chools and . . ' ~ 
prolubited the education of Greek. Accordingly the government had even forbidden conversation in · 
Greek. Les Atrocites Kemalistes dans /es rerions du-Pont. et dans le reste de/ l'Anatolie,. 
(Constantinople: Patriarcat Oecumenique, 1922), p:74. 
192 . ,. . . .. . .. · . . •. ~. . . ·.· : .•• -~ .• :;;·.: <,;r-; . . . . 

- Alexandris, "rt A1t67tstpa ~TtJltoUpyiat; .•. ", pp; ,181-2. Eftim himself used secular garments and ~ · 
weared the kalpak of the nationalists. Ergene, pp. 31-:2; also ~erafeim Rizos, p. 64. ikdam on the 20lh :-: '5 
of May 1921 quoted te Greek newspaper of Constantinople Proodos, !hat .the Orthodox priests in> 
Anatolia from then on would wear stamboulin and long black fes. See Ikdam,c20 May _1921 Friday.: 
According to Rizos, Eftim was claiming that his kalpak was a present from Mustafa Kemal himself. . ... 

) 
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the liturgy be translated to Turkish? 6) ·whether the church would include Christians. 

from outside Turkey and from .istanbul. Papa Eftim's answers were published ill. 
. . . 

Hakimiyet-i /vfil/iye. According to Eftim there were 200 churches apart from the 

monasteries and the village churches in Anatblia. In addition, except for those.bishops 

who had joined the Greeks and had escaped from Anatolia, there were four bishops · 

under the jurisdiction of the Turkish Orthodox Church. The priests" and bishops had 

been properly ordained. The "Eastern Orthodox Church" ($ark Ortodoks Kilisesi) 

would have a Saint Synod consisting of 12 bishops and the people would elect an 

archbishop. He also underlined that Keskin was not a Metropolitan seat and that the 
. -

seat of the archbishopric would be in Kayseri. Reform for the new church would 

mean the retreat to the word of the Bible (jncil-i Serif'in ahkdmzna riicu ~ylemek) and 
'· . 

the abandonment of those practices that did not conform to.this. E:ftim: also explained 

' r 

that the Turkish liturgy had been translated from the book called "OfiO!m~~-whichwas 

prepared by the Patriarchate of Phanar .. Finally,, he ·concluded that the church would 

include all Christians of Turkish origin-within.the borders of the Nationat Pact(misak-
. <~ 

·- ' 
z mil/f) and that istanbul would . be under the supe~sion of Anatolia. Eftim/ also . 

informed the newspaper' that there was no post of Patriarch in Christendom ·and for_ 

that reason there w~uld be no such title. He. underlined that the new church would __ · . 

develop in accordance to the spirit of the people. 
194 

; 

The ·Reverend Dr. A. Wigram submitted a report on the_ issue to ·the 
'· 

Archbishop of Canterbury on the .1Oth of May 1922, in which he 5uggest~d. caution. It -" 

was obvi~us that the "Turkish Church" was. a s~btle . inst~ment . of Kemalist - . 

- propaganda. "Ifyo~r Grace should recognize the new body,· you are giving just cau~~. _ 
' ' • ' ' : . . ;; • !;"'\'-----.. 

~-, 

"-"1.<-c--~---' 

--~~--~----------~----~~--~~--~~ 
193 Alexandris, "H Ax6wpa 61]~1oupyiru; ... ", p. 182: ~ur ~outv~Ood ~-a_:_ speciali~. in eastern 
ecclesiastical affairs and between 1921 and 1924 was m Asia Minor. Arthat tune he was m constant 
~communication with the Archbishop of Canterbury. -
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on offence to Constantinople. On the other hand ... if 'yoi.1 refuse Papa Eftim's 

overtures too brusquely, it is not at all unlikely that the unfortunate man may· be 

shot... My advice then... is that your Grace 'play for time'; _Ask through' Mr. 
J - . 

Boutwood for further information. If 'Angora were ·to be reconciled with 

Constantinople, the whole base of the position of the -Turkish Church would be 

altered ... The Christians, who are not of Greek blood, ate not satisfied With the purely 

Greek Government of the Orthodox Church, or with the use of it as an instrument for 

pan-Hellenic propaganda. "195 

Hakluyt Egerton, from The ChriStian East, received· a letter from Papa Eftim 

and he informed the Archbishop of Cant~rbury at Eftim's request.-196 Egerton wrote· 

that he had sent a letter to Papa Eftim but that he had not yet received a reply;:He also 

informed them that a member of the Kemalist authority told to him that the Vatican 

was actively in communication with the new church.197 According_ to' the Christfan 

East, the'aim of the Vatican was the destruction of the solidarity among the:Orih()dox 
. ' .. ,. '· 

Christians~ and "the persiiasion or compulsion of local congiegatiOOs;'· and even 
~-. . . ~ 

autocephalous Churches, to become Uniate." Th~ journal underlined 'thaf:'tlie 
~~~ . . 

conditions in Turkey arid Russia provided "this Uniate policy with a favourable field . 
' . '· -

194 "Anadoll.l Patrikligi", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 21 Februazy 1922. · 

195 Sonyel, pp. 380-1. 
.I ···,'• 

196 Egerton quotes two paragraphs from' this letter: · · · ·.. ·_ · .. , "· · . · . · - '-: · · · ·· · · . ·-~ 
"I. There exist in Asia Minor 200 Turkish Orthodox ChurcheS (parish churches are not included in this . 
number). The priests who perforin their spiri~ duties· number 500. The bishops; who fled -
succumbing to the aims of the Greeks and the Phanar Patriarchate- were not members ?! !}le Turkish 
Orthodox Church. Four priests, endowed with the power of canonically ordaining the bishops;--are 
performing the Episcopal duties. These bishops having been canonically ordain~ the.Patriarchate in .-.:::::._. 
Constantinople does not enjoy any spiritual inf,Iuence over them. Henceforth, biShops; to be elected~-'---_) 
from among the priests, will be ordained by the Turkish Orthodox Church. . ~ .-..._ . · · ·· . . 
II. The new Church will fall back upon.the teachings of the Bible, and.the bad preCedents that have. . 
~nothing to do with Christianity will be cancelled." ·-. 

1 ~.Hakluyt Egerton, "The,'Turkish' Orthodox Church", Th; Christian East, July 1922, vol. ill n~. 2. 
r:., 
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and with abundant, if strange and contrasted, instruments. " 198 The -Patriarchate. 

however, ,according to Hakimiyet-i Milliye, disapproved these actions with telegrams 

to the Christian world and declared that the Christians in Anatolia were in danger. 199 

It seems that Papa Eftim ha? become very popular in Ank~a. In addition to 

those many interviews made with him, another indication of his influence. was the 

public speech he made during the celebrations for the anniversary.ofthe 2nd victory of 

inonu?00 The gathering had taken place in front of the Grand National Asse~bly and 

according to Jean Schlicklin; there were some 50,000 people. Eftim declared. that 

those nations who pretended to be civilized· sought to diminish the Turkish nation and 

for this purpose used the Patriarchate and the Government ofDamat Ferit Pasha~He 

thanked God for having saved the Turkish nation from the Patriarchate, Damat-·ferit 

and every other despotic power. Eftim also stated that he saved many inriocent people 
' ' . . " 

/ 

from the precipice of the Patriarchate and put out the light of the Phanar. He explained 

that Anatolia had given him the power, which . no Patriarchate bad exercised. He 

expressed his wish to fulfil this duty in ;accordance with· the inte~ests of.the Turkish · . 

nation. He underlined that the enemies ·had underestim~~~d ·their power,· but. that-the . 
. . . . . 

nation had won this battle' not with the power of guns, butwith justice, honesty and 

198 ~'The E.C.U. Declaration", The Christian East, July 19l2, vot ill, no. i. p. 49. Although the :Uniate · 
Churches do not differ in religious methods and procedures, they accept the Papal overlordship. It 
seems that the Catholic clerics in Anatolia were critical towards the Greek-Orthodox and Armenian 
churches. The words of the head of the Armenian Catholic community of Ankara Father Babadjanian 
to Grace Ellison are indicative: "Tell the Holy Father.:. that we are perfectly happy with the Turks ... 
We have been told by the Grand National Assembly ~t we shall have exactly the Same rightS as the · 

_Moslems -no more, no less. What more can we expect or desire? Tell His Holiness to infOI}Il Europe . 
and America,., that it is useless to try and protect disloyal Christian minorities here ... We know very
well, and events have proved it, that so long as we remain loyal ~o the Turkish ~e~en~ all will be 
well. All. the trouble that has come to us has ~n from the disloyalty and politicalmtrtgues of the . 

i Orthodox Armenians and Greeks, and, above all from outsid propa~da.· Ellison, ~['· 2~6~7 ~ · 
f - -

: 199~"Patrikhanenin tel~t", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 3 Aprll'1922 . 

. 200 "Anadoluda vahdet-i milliyeyi gosteren bir levha", ileri, 13 Aprill338/1922. 

~-' 
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honour. He also stated that God was with their right cause and that the Turkish nation 

had proved its right to independence.201 

Such was the influence of Eftim and his movement that it even inspired other 

non-Muslims to act in a similar way. The Armenian community of Ankara declared 

that they would supported the attempt of the Anatolian Orthodox Christians to found a 

.Turkish national church. They also, according to Neri, stated that the success of Papa 

Eftim and the support he had received encouraged them to act in the same way. They 

underlined that the Gregorian population of Anatolia had in fact no relation with the 

Armenians. They also quoted RI.za Nur who had stated that the majority of those who 

were · called Armenians in Anatolia were from the Turkish race. Accordingly, the 

language that the Anatolian Gregorian Christians used in and outside the church was 

Turkish. Their traditions and life style did not differ from those of Muslims. Moreover 

they had no problems with the Muslims until the committees encouraged by Russia 

spread J;latred between Christians and Muslims. For the community of Ankara; 

religion and nationality were different things in this age~ofnations (inil/iyet asn). The 
! ·- ~' ·~ ( 

English people, despite the fact that they were from different religions, were· united as . :~ 
"-' 

members of the Englisp. nation. So the Anatolians as well, being from one language 

. and race, ought to~be united regardless of their religious ~ations. Thepaper also 
. -

. informed that the Gregorian Christians of Aflkara as well sought to establish their OWif: 

Turkish church following- the example of the Orthodox, and that they believed that · 
J . 

201 "Papa Eftim Efendi 'nin VatUIPerveran~ Bir Nutku", Vakit, 23 April1338/1922. See also Schlicklin, 
· pp. 175-7. "Je vois bien aujourd'hui que, grace aDieu, je n'ai pas a rougir de ce que j'ai fait Je vois 

avec une grande' satisfaction que Dieu a permis Ia constitution du Gouvemement national que j'avais 
tant souhaite et qu' il a delivre la nation turque du pouvoir despotique et des vexations que lui faisait 
subir le gouvernement de Damad Ferid et de ceux qui avaient ete empoisonnes par Ie patriarcat du 
Phanar. Ces gens qui etaient irremediablement corrompus ont trouve les cMtiments qu'ils a~ai~nt bien "":
merites.Quant aux innocents qui restaient en Anatolie, le Bon Dieu m'a prete son secours etj'ru pu leur 
faire entendre Ia verite. Je suis parvenu a combler les abimes creuses par le patriarcat du Phanar, je 1 'ai
ebranle dans ses racines etj'ai eteient sa Iurtriere. Je I'ai Iaisse dans ses tenebres et dans son cachot. 
Aujourd'hui, J'Anatolie m'a accorde les pouvoirs:que jamais elle n'aVait donnes au patriarcat du 

I 
-I 
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this line of action would eventually bring national unity (vahdet-i milliye) to 

Anatolia; 202 

Meanwhile the opponents of the Kemalists sometimes satirized Papa Eftim. 

For instance, the journal Aydede of Constantinople announced that there were 

rumours according to which the nominee to the Patriarchal throne ·of Anatolia Papa· 

Eftim would go to Diyarbak:rr to take lessons of Turkish philology from Ziya Gokalp · 

for two months. 
203 

A later example of this is the satirical poem of Halid Nthad 

(Boztepe, 1880-1949) Kaside-i Vatan ·written in 1923. In this poem Halid Nihad 

criticized the policies of the Ankara Government, like the declaration of the republic, . 

and the transformation of Ankara into a capital city. He also satirized manY, figures of 

the era, such as Halide Edip, Yunus Nadi, Yakup Kadri, Falih Rrlki, Yusuf Akyura 

etc. He also referred to Papa Eftim, saying that his passionate speeches would not .be 

enough to build churches in Ankara_2°4 

According to Ahmed Emin in Vakit an important product of the riational 

struggle was the movement of the Turkish Orthodox. For him, it was natural ~hat 

many people who were distant from Anatolia should think that this movement was 
',,y_,-' 

' . 

controlled and directed by the Turkish Government. However, he underlined_ that the . 

government in Anatolia had never encouraged this movement and instead it had used: 
• ' -· • • ~ • • I" 

its influence 'to delay the foundation of a Turkish church. The reaso~ for that. was to:~ 
. . 

make 'it clear that the Turkish government did not intervene in thereligious _life and 
- . _; . . ' . ~ ' 

Phanar. Et moi aussi, je me suis charge d~ ~e~er ~ bien.cette saint~ tache;, Je me suis resigne:a 
travailler de toutes mes forces en vue de la realisation de notre cause nattonale. . . . · 

202 "Tiirk Gregoryen Cemaati", ileri,J2 Aprill338/1922. 

203 "Ders Almacak!", Aydede, 16 February 1922, no. 14. 

204 "Papa Eftim ne kadar vecd ile nutuk etse dahi 
OlamazAnkara {fehrinde ki/isa-yi vatan 
TDrkiJ incitmedi ev/ad-z Ben~i jsrail ·· 
Bence yaptzrmalzdzr onlara havra-yz vatan." 

I 
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organization of ·the Christians. Also, always according to Ahmed Emin, the 

government wanted to observe the · natural development of this spontaneou~ 

movement in order to see if the whole issue was rotten and artificial or not. If this 

were the case, the movement would have already disappeared. However, Ahmed 

Emin stated, the movement of the Turkish Orthodox had passed this test and it had· 

proved that it rested ori real needs and strong principles. Instead of weakening, the 

movement had been strengthened . and broadened its influence. Ahmed Emin also 

mentioned his interview with Papa Eftim. According to him, Eftim was a v_ery. smart 

and sincere man. Eftim had explained to him that the Anatolian Christians had always , 

performed their religious services in Turkish. 205But the Patriarcha~e had always 

treated them as foreigners and had not offered the opportunity of promotion in the 

ecclesiastical hierarchy to them. Thus, the immediate result of the foundation of an 

Anatolian church would be that the Anatolian Christians would acquire. their own 

religious organization and perform their religious duties more passionately. Ahmed 

See MuStafa Apaydm, Halid Nihad Boztepe'nin Ankara Yararum Hicveden Kaside-i Vatan Adl1 $iiri. 
. ., . l . ' .. • - ~ 

205 According to Richard Clogg, the liturgical language ~f the Anatolian Turkish-Speaking Orthodox 
remained Greek Even where a community was totally Turcophone, the liturgical language wa.S Greek, 
even the priest could only chant the text without understanding its meaning. Throughout Anatolia the 
Gospel and Epistle were read in Turkish as well as Greek The priest or local schooolmaster -sometimes 
was explaining or translating the passages read in Greek Although there were' many foreign travellers 
who mentioned that the worship was perfonnoo in Turkish, according to Clogg it is probable that these 
foreign observers· could have difficulties in distinguishing those passages .. that 'were indeed read in 
Turkish aild those in Greek parrotted by priests who had no knowledge of their meaning. For Clogg, 
although some parts of the liturgy undoubtedly were celebrated in Turkish it is unlikely that the liturgy 
totilly·was celebrated in Turkish. It is important that although some of the service books like the 
Psalter and the Gospels were translated into Karamanlidika, there did not exist a book, printed or not, 
reproducing the whole liturgy in Turkish. There was also the belief that the translation into Turkish the 
deepest mysteries of Orthodoxy was a blasphemy. A passage in the anonymous Apanthisma tis 
Hristianikis Pisteos yani·Galzan imam Mesihi is an example for this belief: 'If you ask why these 
morning and evening prayers are written solely in Greek, you should know that the mysteries and rites . 
of our religion may not be translated into Turkish ... these prayers are written in Greek only, so that the 
Christian who reads them does not blaspheme against God"'. Clogg,, "Anadolu Hrristiyrui 
Kannda!llartmlZ ... ", pp. 71-3. The contemporary observer Arnold J. Toynbee also rejects th~ th~§.~ that 
the Christians of Anatolia "have always read the Bible and perfonned the Orthodox,ntual:m the 
Turkish language." According to him, on the contrary, they generally employed Greek for liturgical 
purposes like their Greek-speaking co-religionists "and_ the TurkisnBible in Greek characters was ( 
Protestant gift from the American missionaries, at which Orthodox prelates at first look askance. , 

· Toynbee, p.194. · 

------'--------...,....----·--~-·-......._.......,..~ 



Emin was sure that with the foundation of the Patriarchate in Kayseri in the monastery 

of Zincidere, something that as 'E:ftim had informed him would take place soon; those 

·who had disregarded it would understand how serious and essential the movement 

was.2o6 

On 21 May 1922 the publisher of jkdam Abmet Cevdet Bey wrote a long · 

article on the topic. He underlined that the line of action of the Patriarchate was in fact 

against the legality of Christendom itself and that it harmed mostly the Christians. It 

was the political aspirations and intrigues of the Patriarchate that had made the 

Muslims suspicious of the. Christians anli had created hostilities. According to Ahmed 

Cevdet Bey, the privileged status of the Patriarchate, which was respected by the / 

Ottomans, required the obedience and loyalty of the Patriarchate towards the 

Government. Ahmed Cevdet Bey stressed that it was the Phanar that had destroyed 

this coexistence. By favouring Athens and Venizelos openly, the Patriar.chate had 

violated its official position and betrayed its flock. The only condition for · the 

Patriarchate to restore its former position was to denounce openly its previous 

illegitimate decisions and to dismiss all secular o~ religious officials who had acted iil . 

this way. It was. against this state of affairs that the Anatolian Orthodox had reacted. 

Since 'they had realized that the line of action of the Patriarchate would haiin their 

religious and social conditions, they sought to folll.ld a new Patriarchate, which would 

. not serve foreign interests. This attitude obviously would guarantee them a strong 
J 

position in Anatolia. The Muslims would trust the Christians and these element~

would/ be bound with ties of sincere citizenship. A real brotherhood (uhuvvet-i 

hakikiye) would prevail and the s~spicions that were based on r:eligio~~-di:tferences 

would disappear. Ahmed Cevdet Bey also compared the movement of t~~_Tl]!kish 

206 Ahmet Emin/'Anadolu Ortodokslan", Vakit, 22 Febriiaty 1922. · 

--·-----~~--:----,.,:..--~ 



Orthodox with the ecclesiastical and religious reform movement of the West. 

Accordingly, in the West, the Christians had sought to prevent the misuse of religious 

authority and the interference of clerics in politics, and had thus established free 

churches (serbest kiliseler). It was clear that the Patriarchate needed such an intense 

reform movement. 207 

Meanwhile, on the 6th ofMay 1922, the ex-director of the Harput branch ofthe 

American Near East Relief08 F. D. Yowell, claimed in the Times that the Christians 

in Anatolia, and especially in Pontes were being oppressed.209 On 15 May, the British 

ambassador in Washington proposed the US Government to found a joint committee 

to inspect the situation of the non-Muslims of Anatolia. The Americans and the 

French agreed for the creation of an Entente committee that would inspect both the 

condition of the Muslims in the Greek zone and of the non-Muslims in the Turkish 

zone. 
210 

These developments caused a new flow of telegrams from the Christian 
' 

cqmmunities of Anatolia condemning claims of atrocities?11 The Orthodox Christians 

2
(]7 Ahmet Cevdet, "Anadoluda Ortodoks Patrikligi", ikdam, 21 May 1338/1922, no. 8688, The 

newspaper of izmir Sada-yz Hak quoted on 28 May the article published in the Greek newSpaper 
Kozmos that countered the claims of Ahmet Cevdet Ankan, p. 114. · 

208 For the activities of the Near East Relief in Anatolia between 1919 and 1922 see James L. Barton, 
StoryofNear EastRelief(1915-1930)An Interpretation, (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1930), 
pp. 138-160. 

209 The claims on the Turkish atrocities were mainly concerning the Pontos issue. Upon the military 
measures taken against the Pontic movement the Patriarchate and the- Greek Government made 
intensive applications and protests in the face of the Western Powers and the League of Nations. See 
for example, Evvo1mldf 'ExBemc; raw L1u.vypc.Ov JCG.l Erpayc.Ov -rov JI6v-rov 1914-1922 (Concise Report on 
the Deportations and Massacres ofPontos), (Constantinople: Tmco~ II.Ayyel..i&ru, 1922). 

210 Sanhan, p. 436. On the news regarding the formation of the committee the Ecumemcal Patriarchate 
published a detailed survey about the current situation ofthe Orthodox communities in Anatolia in 
order to demonstrate the sufferings of the Christians and to help the work of the committee. (Les 
atrocites Icemalistes dans les regions du Pont et dans le reste de 1' Anatolie, Patriarcat Oecumenique, 
Constantinople 1922). The book includid a detailed list of the executions, deportations and other 
oppressive practices of the overnment towards the Orthodox of ¢-e interior. According-the book the 
condition of the Orthodox Christians of the diocese of Kayseri were more humain relatively to Pontos 
and other regions. Les atrocites Kemalistes ... , p. 73. ,,-

211 The issue caused harsh dicussio~ in the Grand Assembly. On the 18th of June 1922, many deputies -
criticized the Minister of Interior Fethi Bey because he had let many Greek notables from Pontos to go 
to istanbul. According to them, those Greeks had propagated against the Ankara Government and 



in Kayseri together with Meletios gathered and denied these claims, saying that their 

own existence was 8;. proof that Yowell's claims were groundless. They also stated 

that the deportations were for their own safety and underlined that they were born and 

lived as Turks and that they wanted to die as Turks. Meleti()S also sent a telegram to 

Mustafa Kemal Pa~a and thanked him in the name of the Christians for their peaceful 

and safe existence.212 

Papa Eftim also denounced the claims about atrocities?13 the Orthodox 

community of incesu sent a telegram and protested against the claims as well. 214 The 

deputy of the Metropolitan of Antalya, Baba Hrisantos, in the name of the Orthodox 

of Antalya, sent a telegram to the officials, to the press and to the foreign 

representatives, denouncing the cla.iiP..s that Turks were oppressing the Anatolian 

Christians. He also stressed that the only legitimate representative of their rights was 

the Government of Ankara. Hakimiyet-i Milliye published the official answer of the 

Mghan consul Ahmed Khan to this telegram. Ahmed Khan expressed his .satisfaction 

with the telegram of Hrisantos and underlined that the ·issue of the Investigation 

Committee was promoted by the Western powers in order to secure their own , 

interests. He also. urged the people of Anatoli~ Muslim or Christian, to unite and 

initiated the foreign-propaganda campaign against Turkey. Fethi Bey was criticized that he had not 
understood the conditions of this propaganda war. See TB:MM Gizli Celse Z<ibttlan, vol. 3, p. 377-83. 
On the l81

h of June, the deputies this time attacked the Foreign Minister YusufKemal Bey that he did -
not take the necessary measures against the foreign propaganda~ See TBMM Gizli Celse Zabttlan, vol. 
3, pp. 452-48l:'These discussions are very interesting, since they illustrate how the nationalists were 
aware of contemporary propaganda affairs. The deficiencies of the Turkish propaganda were criticized 
many times by the press and generally it Was admitted that the Greek propaganda machinery was more 
effective than the Turkish one. See Yahya Akyiiz, Tiirk Kurtulu§ Sava§l ve Franszz Kamuoyu (1919-
1922), (Ankara: Tiirk Tarih Kurumu Yaymlan, 1975), pp. 20-31. For the official announcement of the 
Anatolian Agency regarding the claims of _the Times see "Anadolu Hrristiyanlan", Alcyun, 18 May 
1338/1922. 

212 ikdam. 25 May 1922, no. 9049; "Meletyos Ordumuzun Zaferi i9in Dua Ediyor", Tevhid-i E~!. 25 
May 1922; "Ekalliyetler Ne Diyor?", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 2 June 1922. -· ·- ·~---

213 "HlristiyaDiara Mezalim Yaptldtgt Yalandtr", Tevhid-i Efkar, 25 May 1922. 

214 "EkalliyetlerNe Diyor?", Hakimiyet-i MiUiye, 2 June 1922. 



. 
counter together Western propaganda.Z15 Hakimiyet-i Milliye on May 5 published the 

declarations of Gervasios and of the representatives of the Armenian, Syrian Catholic, 

Armenian Catholic and Jewish communities disclaiming the assertions that the 

minorities in Turkey were oppressed216 and on May 11 it published the declarations of 

the representatives of the Orthodox communities of Samsun and Safranbolu.Z17 

istikbal on May 28 published the telegram of the Orthodox of Ma9ka protesting the 

claims ofYowel1?18 

The Turkish Orthodox Ecclesiastical Congress 

The Metropolitan ofKonya Prokopios continued trying to delay the procedure 

and his arrival to Kayseri. His aim was to prevent a definite break with the 

Patriarchate. However, Papa Eftim took the initative of quickening the procedures and 

in the summer of 1922, a transitory executive commission was summoned in Kayseri, 

in the moD;astery ofloannis Prodromes of Zincidere.Z19 Its president was the Bishop of 

Patara Meletios and it also included Philip Efendi from Antalya as its vice president 

(reis vekili) and Pulluoglu Istamat Zihni as its general secretary (katib-i umumi). The 

commission f~rn;ted a congress, which, according to Raphtopoulos, consisted of 80 

215 "Afgan Seful Hazretlerinden Baba Hrisantos'a", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 20 June 1922. 

216 "Huistiyanlar Ne Diyor?", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 5 June 1922. 

211 "Huistiyanlar Ne Diyor?", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 11 Jun~ 1922. See also ''Rumlar ve Ermeniler 
Nefret Ediyoruz Diyorlar, Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 31 May 1922. 

218 <;apa, p. 38. 

219 The monastery ofloannis Prodromos in Zincidere (Flaviana) was built by the Metropolit ofKayseri 
Neophytos in 1728. The monastery in the second half of the 19th century had became one of the major 
educational and cultural centres of Asia Minor. The complex of the monastery included a primary 
school, a girls's school, two orphanages and most important the 'rheological School of Zincidere (i en 
Kaisareia Rodokanakeios ieratiki Scholl). This school was founded in 1882 with the sponsorshie~fthe 
merchant Theodoros Emmanuil Rodokanakios living in Marseille. The monastery also had the~ big 
church of Hagi.os Ioannis o Prodromes and two chapels of Hagios Cbaralambos and Hagi.os 
Pantaleimon. There were also offices of the Metropolitan seat, a dining hall, a dormitory and some 200 

---~----"T-0"--· --·"···.--- -
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notables of Kayseri, 16 clerics and 8 others who were in exile in Kayseri?20 

According to Mavropoulos, the congress consisted of 40 men. The majority were 

people from different communities of Asia 1-'finor who had been sent into exile. 221 

Hakimiyet-i Milliye informed its readers about the congress _on 25 June. 222 

One of the delegates who joined the council was Serafeim N. Rizos from 

Sinasos. He and Evstathios Evlavios were the two delegates of Sinasos. They were 

called to Kayseri for the congress. Rizos and Evlavios met in Zincidere with Nlkolaos 

Romanidis from Aravisos and Prodromes Kenan from Nevsehir and the four decided 

to support Papa Eftim, since it seemed to them that the whole movement aimed to get 

through these difficult times.223 

The congress prepared and accepted regulations for its functioning and gave 

the Mutasarrif of Kayseri Muammer Bey a copy of the regulations and informed him 

rooms. See Ioannis Joannidis, Kaisareia Mitropolitleri ve Malumat-z Afiltenevva, (Dersaadet: 
Alexandros Nomismatidis Matbaast, 1896), pp. 12-5 and 56-61. 

220 Raphtopoulos gives some names from the members of the council (p. 119-20): Bodosaki Efendi 
Terzioglu (Silifke), Kozma Boyacioglu (Kayseri), Theodoros Durmusoglu (Kayseri), Gavril 
Anastasiadis Haci Aga {Kayseri), Philippos Nikolai dis (!sparta), IstaJ:illlt Zihni, Kostis Sahinidis/Fehmi, 
Georgios Biberoglu (Antalya), Georgios Kirmizioglu (Antalya), Simeon Bacoglu (Amasya) · and 
Neofitos Ayanoglu. · 

221 Mavropoulos, pp. 279-80. 

222 "Anadolu'da.Tfirk Ortodoks Kongresi", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 25 June 1922. The exact elite of the 
inauguration of the congress is a matter of controversy. According to the information that we derive 
from' the Turkish newspapers it is the 19th of June (see Sanhan, p. 484). Meanwhile according to 
Raphtopoulos and Mavropoulos the congess summoned in May. Alexandris based on the records of the 

· Greek Foreign Office claims that the congress was formed on May 28. Indeed; ikdam on May 25 
informed his readers about a meeting in Kayseri ·of the "general representatives of the Turkish 
Orthodox community" ("Umum Tiirk Ortodoks cemaati murahhaslan Kayseri 'de bir i9tima 
aktetmi§/er: .. ") However, the official ne~spaper of the congressAnado/uda Ortodoks.luk Sadasz dates 
the first session of the congress on July 16: "3 ve 16 Temmuz 1922 Pazar giinii sabah saatiki 
raddelerinde Zincidere Manastzn 'nda Tiir!dye Biiyiik Millet Meclisi 'ne Tabi Umum Anadolu Tiirk 
Ortodokslan KongreSi 'nin Birinci i9timaz Umumisi aktolunmu.~tur." Onder, Kayseri Baszn Tarihi, 
(Ankara: 1972), pp. 45-6. 

223 Serafeim Rizos, p. 72:.80. Rizos refers to some other persons· who particip~ted to 'the congress: 
Filippaki lawyer from Antalya,. a lawyer from Bodrum whose name he does not remember (Istamat 
Zihni), lawyer Yanni Hristoforidis from Silli, lawyer· Georgakis Ourailoglou, Hatziaga from '!(ayseri. 
According to Rizos there were many other from Talas, Kayseri, Germere, Incesu, Tavlusun, Nigde, -
Konya etc. who he did not know. In another manuscript Rizos gives also the name of Papatheodoro 

.· .. ' ·.··•···• ·-----· -,----: 



on the issue. According to the first article of the regulations, the aim of the council 

was to emancipate the Anatolian Orthodox Christians from the yoke of the 

Patriarchate of Constantinople and to inform the Western public opinion on the real 

conditions of the Anatolian Orthodox communities. The second article stated that the 

head of the council was Meletios, and the third that the decisions of the council would 

be published in the press. The fourth article pointed out that each community would 

pay 1-5 liras per month. According to the fifth article, each month the balance sheet 

would be controlled by the General Trustee (Papa Eftim). The sixth and last article 

declared that the property of the council would pass to the Turkish Orthodox Church 

immediately after its foundation. 224 

On July 16, the congress officially announced that since the Patriarchate in 

Phanar had been transformed into a political organ, the Turkish Orthodox Christians 

have decided to cut every ecclesiastical and religious relation with it and declared its 

decision to found an independent Turkish Orthodox Church in Anatolia. The congress 

--
called the governme~t to take immediate action for the foundation of the new church. 

It also took the decision to translate the _ecclesiastical books into Turkish225
, to publlsh , 

a weekly newspaper, Anadolu'da OrtodokslukSadasi and to invite Prokopios and 
' . ' ' I 

Gervasios to Kayseri. 226 

from Bursa~ See Serafeim Rizos, Kappadokiki Dimokratia-Kapadokya Cumhuriyeti; KMS manuscript -
426, Cappadocia 93, p. 6a-7a. 

224 Mavropoulos, p. 280. 

225 "Tiirk Ortodokslannm Miihim Kararlan", ikdam, 16 August 1338/1922. The Government proposed
that the linfrgicallanguage must be Turkish. But the council insisted that the Orthodox community had 
no enough philologists to conclude such an enormous work and it explained that at the moment, only 
the Bible could be read in Turkish. See Alexandris, 1983, p. 185. Beginning from the 5th issue 
Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadast published in its second page the 1f<Ulslation of'the Bible. Patriarch 
Meletios reacted to this news and declared that the Ortohodox Christians of Anatolia were forced by 
the government of Ankara to adopt Turkish in the liturgies. Jaeschke, ''DieTiirkisch-Orthodoxe .. :;·~ p. 
113. -

226 Raphtopoulos, p. 106-9 and Alexandris, 1983, p. 183-5. Raphtopoulos and Alexandris refer to this 
newspaper as Turk Ortodoksluk Sadasi. 

----------·--~---~-



The first issue of Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz was published on July 22.227 

The fact that it was not published in Karamanlidika but in Ottoman was not a matter 

of coincidence. Eftim and his supporters must have thought that a newspaper in Greek 

script would cause suspicion. The newspaper was published !n Kayseri, in the printing 

house of the Liva of Kayseri . Its offices were located in the monastery of Zincidere. 

The publisher of the newspaper. was Pulluoglu istamat Zihni228
, while the editor:-in-

chief was the lawyer Antalyah <;ekeoglu Philip. At the beginning, the newspaper was 

distributed for free (meccanen), but from the 11th issue on, it was sold for five kuru~ 

(jiyatz be~ kuro~ur). Its last issue appeared on the 8th of April1923.229 

The newspaper published the decision taken by the council concerning the 

denouncement of the Patriarchate. The decision underlined that the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate had become an instrument in the hands of the Greek state and that it 

drove the Turkish Orthodox Christians to a catastrophe. In reaction, the 

227 The Soviet journalist K Yust, who was in Anatolia between 1920-2 to examine the "Kemalist 
press", informs that according to the latest nev.'S (April 1922) Papa Eftim \'the Anatolian Rum 
oportunist who is known as Papa Eftim") was preparing a newspaper similar to the Faros tis Anatolis. 
According to Yust, Eftim had been seeking the material support of the Anatolian Christians. See K 
Yust, p. 186. 

228 Pulluoglu/Puloglu istamat Zihni (Ozdamar) was bom~in 1879 in Bodrum. He was ~-~ember of the 
court of Denizli when he joined the Turkish Orthodox movement He became the general secretary 
(Umumf Katip) of the Turkish Orthodox Congress. He was exempted from the COmPulsory population 
exchange with Papa Eftim. In the 1930's he was appointed by the government as trustee (tek miitevelli) 
to the Hospital of Ba.bkh. In 1935 he became deputy of E~ehir and until 1946 he remained as a 
deputy. 

229 Salih Ozkan. "Anadolu'da Ortodoksluk Sadast Gazetesi", Ill. Kayseri ve Yoresi 'Tarih Sempozyumu 
Bildirileri, (Kayseri: Erciyes Universitesi Kayseri ve Yoresi Tarih ~rmalan Merkezi, 2000), pp. 
363-78~ Onder, pp. 45-:8. Both authors confuse the dates of the appearence of the newspaper since it 
used the old Orthodox calehdar. During the Turkish-Greek War, there were other Greek newspapers 
that continued to be published in Anatolia. Diogenis that was published in Samsun was one of the~Il: It 
closed down in April 1921 when its redactors were deported The paper was published in 
Karamanlidika and "it was used as a propaganda mean against Greece by the Turkish authorities." 
According to Yust it published editorial articles with titles like "The duty of the Rums is to help 
motherland Turkey against the. tyrannical Greeks" or "We must show our punch to A~~!l_s". It called 
many times the wealthy community members to support the Red Crescent and the Turkish army. Faros 
Tis Anatolis that was published in Trabzon also was a "docile weapon in the hands ~~ Turkish 
authorities". According to K. Yust, Faros Tis Anatolis was an oppurtinist paper, which firsnmpported 
the Committee of Progress and Uniori and later was controlled by the Kemalists. It was critical towards -
the Greek army and Pontist movement. Another newspaper of Trabzon was Epochi, which was a more 



representatives of the Turkish Ortodox had decided to denounce the Patriarchate and 

declared that they would found an independent and non-political church in 

Anatolia.230 

According to Anadolu 'da Ortodoksluk Sadasz, the reason for the foundation of 

a new church and the breaking off with the Patriarchate was due to the Patriarchate's 

own line of action. During the last century the Ecumenical Patriarchate had mixed 

religious affairs with politics. Especially in the last years the Patriarchate had acted 

along with the enemies of the Turkish nation, and had been transformed into a 

political center, which tried to absorb the Anatolian Turkish Orthodox. Thus, it was a 

natural and rightful reaction of the Turkish Christians to oppose the political 

. aspirations of the Phanar.231 

In Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz, Meletios announced that he was appointed 

as Metropolitan of Kayseri by the grace of God and the will of the Government. He 

called upon the Orthodox to obey and respect the government and he recommended 

that the priests continue to pray regulary for the Head of the Grand Assembly Mustafa 

Kemal P~a, for the success of the Grand Assembly and for the victory of the· army.232 

nationalist paper. It dosed in 192 L Two of its redactors and two other correspondents were judged and 
hunged in Amasy!l. SeeK. Yust, 1995, pp. 185-9. 

230 "Kayseri Kilise Konferanstrun Birinci i¢mariun Birinci Karan", Anadoluda Ortodoksluk. Sadast, 
29 July 1922. The newspaper also announced some of the names of the representatives who signed this 
decision: The vice president <;ekeoglu Filip (Antalya), general secretary Bodri.uni Pulluoglu istamat -
Zihni (Zonguldak), Kostaki Fehmi (Keskinmaden), Durm~glu Todori (Kayseri), Bacoglu Simeonaki 
(Konya), isakidis oglu Yovan (Silifke), Boyac10glu Kozma (Develi), Hact Pavli (Hamidbiinyan), 
Konstantioglu Hact Yani · (Fethiye), Rizo (Sinason), Kasifalaoglu Miltiyadi (Samsun), isakoglu 
Vasilaki (Nigde), Yosifaki (Kastamomi), Miltiyadi Palidi (Trabzon), Yorgi Taruiiloglu (Alaiye),. 
Yovanaki (Tosya), Hact Gavril (incesu), Garboglu Vasilaki (~ehir), Niyofidos Ayanoglu (Talas), 
Derkemecioglu Vasilaki (Tavlasun), Karolioglu Anargiros (Nev~ehir), Hact Eftimoglu {Urgiip), 
Ustiinoglu Mihail (Endiirliik), Boriorlogan (Karahisar-1 ~arki), Yovanaki (Sill), Mihalaki 
<;omlek<;:ioglu (inebolu), Bodosaki Kefencioglu (Giimfujhanik6y), Papa Dimitri (Arapsun). Although 
the newspaper announced that it would continue to publish the names of the otlier members of the 
council, such a publication never appeared 

231 "Anadoluda Ortodoksluk. Sadast", Anadoluda Ortodoksluk. Sadast, 29 July 1922 .. 

232 "Kayseri Metropolidi Meletios Efendi Hazretlerinin Beyarutamesi", Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadast, 
29 July 1922. 



Prokopios and Gervasios who were in Ankara, strongly reacted to the news 

regarding the congress. They declared that this congress had no right to decide on its 

own on ecclesiastical matters and that its actions were therefore totally anticanonical. 

After this reaction, the congress postponed its works and~ invited again the two 

prelates to Kayseri to join the process.233 The Ankara Government forced Prokopios 

and Gervasios to go to Kayseri. According to Ergene, the Minister of Justice asked 

from the two prelates to go immediately to Kayseri in order to participate in the 

congress. Prokopios refused the proposal since the ecclesiastical issues were under the 

authority of the clergy and hence there was no need for such a congress. But when the 

Ministry of Interior pressed them to go to Kayseri, they could no longer resist.234 On 

the 30th of June, Hakimiyet-i Milliye congratulated Papa Eftim for his contributions on 

the separation of the Orthodox of Anatolia from the Patriarchate and warned the 

prelates not to delay anymore this issue?35 

. Thus, the two prelates reached the monastery of Zincidere and met there with 

Meletios. 236 According to Ergen, Papa Eftim, in order to impress Prokopios and 

Gervasios, arranged a great ceremony for their a.JT:ival?37 In Zincidere, Prokopios, 

with the help of M~letios and Gervasios, sought again to delay as much as possible 

the foundation of an independent church. But they faced the growing dissatisfaction 

of the local community and of the exiled Christians who were concentrated in 

Kayseri.cThese believed that ifthey would not-act in accordance to the wishes ofthe 
~-

Ankara Government the pressure of the government would increase and the 

233 Raphtopoulos, pp. 109-10; see also Ergene, p. 29. 

234 ibid, pp. 33-5. 

235 Alexandris, "H A1t67retpn Llll~toupyeiru; ... ", p. 186. 

236 Raphtopoulos, pp. ll0-13. 

• 
237 Ergene, p. 30 and 38-41. 
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deportations would start again. Thus, The Metropolitan of Kenya Prokopios and the 

Bishops of Patara Meletios and of Sivas Gervasios were faced a hard dilemma: to 

oppose the Ankara Government and put at risk the Christian communities and 

themselves or to accept the proposal and betray the Patriarc~ate. They were also in a 

difficult position also because they could not get in direct contact with the Phanar so 

as to receive information and instructions from their ecclesiastical superiors?38 

Meanwhile, the Patriarchate declared in a circular that the Orthodox prelates in 

Anatolia were oppressed by the authorities and that they were forced to announce 

publicly their support to the Turkish government. Accordingly Gervasios was shaved 

and tortured by the men of Topal Osman Aga; Prokopios was exiled to Erzurum and 

Sivas; and -Meletios was exiled and tortured as well. According to Phanar, these facts 

were reminders of the condition of the religious freedom in Turkey?39 Papa E:ftim 

disclaimed with a circular the Patriarchate's arguments that the prelates in Anatolia 

were oppressed. The three prelates had been properly treated by the government and 

they were free to perform their religious and ecclesiastical duties. Gervasios had 
'" c 

become metropolitan. Prokopios was exiled becau~e of the events in Kenya. but he 

was treated in conformity to his position and had· come back. Finally, Meletios' visit 
' . 

to Malatya had_ nothing to do with official pressure and he was also back to his 

position.240 In Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz Meletios disavowed the claims that he 

was in jail and stated that he was treatedwith the respect due to his position.
241 

~ 

_ The three prelates in Zincidere asked Ankara to inform them about its exact _ 

plans, i.e. the regulations which Baha Bey had prepared for the Turkish Church, in 

238 Raphtopoulos; also Mavropoulos, p. 277. 

239 "Meletios Riiesa-i Ruhaniyeyi itham Ediyor", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 25 June 1922. 

240 "Fener Patrikhanesi Bunlara Ne Diyecek?, Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 2 July 1922 and "Baba Eftim'in 
YeniBirBeyannamesi", Vakit, lOJuly 1338/1922. 
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order to buy some additional time. They also wanted to study the regulations of other 

autocephalous churches. Papa Eftim himself went to Ankara to inform the 

government of the prelates' plans?42 While Eftim was in Ankara, an official from the 

Department of Religious Affairs of the Ministry of Justice met~ in Moutalaski with the 

prelates and gave them a regulation for the foundation of the Turkish Church. The 

official stressed that the Government was anxious regarding the foundation of the 

church and that further delay would harm the Christians themselves. He also asked the 

prelates to ordain a new bishop vvithout the approval of the Phanar so as to prove the 

independence of the new church. Back in Kayseri, the prelates studied the proposal. 

The regulations was clear in that the new church would not enjoy any privileges like 

those of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. The Turkish Orthodox Church would be under 

the contr~l of the Ministry of Justice.243 Prokopios and Gervasios were against the 

proposal, whereas Papa Eftim, the congress, and even Meletios were urging for the 

acceptance ofthe Government's proposal.244 

On the 26th of.August 1922, Ana4olu 'cia Ortodoksluk Sadasz. informed that 

Papa Eftim had been elected as Megas Oikonomos ~th special authority concerning 

the relations betwee~ Ankara and the Christian communities.245 On 18 August 1922, 

Hakimiyet-i Milliye informed that the congress of the Turkish Orthodox in Kayseri 

241 Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadas1, 19 August 1922. 

242 Mavropoulos, p. l84. 

243 According to Mavropoulos, Baha Bey who had prepared the regulation had followed the example of 
the Church of Greece, which also was under state supervision. Mavropoulos, p. 285. In fact the 
argument that the Greek example had paved the way for state supervision over the church, had been 
used largely during the ecclesiastical conflict with the Bulgarian Exarchate. It was underlined that the 
example of the unilateral autocephality of the Greek Church had given motives to theBulgarians. See 
Matalas, 2002. · • • ·--

244 Ergene refers to the tension between Meletios and Gervasios wi~ Prokopios and explains ~how 
Eftim managed to "persuade" the prelates under the threat of exploding the whole monastexy With a 

bomb. Ergene, pp. 42-9. 

245 Alexandris, 1983, p. 188; also Ergene, p. 49. 
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had decided to anounce that those prelates who had left their flock and joined the 

Phanar had no right to continue to use their titles. Since the Christians of Anatolia had 

cut off their relations with the Patriarchate of Phanar, they did not acknowledge those 

who were acting in the name of the Phanar as their spiritual leader. The congress 

demanded from these prelates to use before their titles the word ''former". Since these 

prelates had no right to represent the Anatolian Christians, the congress also 

demanded, "in the name of Christianity" that these prelates did not act in their name. 

These prelates were the Metropolitans of Kayseri Nikolaos, of Chaelcedon Grigorios, 

of 1znik V asilios, of izmit Alexandros, of Antalya Y erasimos, of Amasya Y ermanos, 

of Trabzon Chrisanthos, of Ankara Gervasios, of Niksar Polikarpos and of 

Gumu~hane Lavrentios. According to Hakimiyet-i Milliye, the congress also declared 

that for those dioceses (devair.;.i rohaniyeler) where the Orthodox people had not. 

elected their metropolitan yet, the congress would appoint temporarily an appropriate 

cleric. Moreover, the newspaper anounced that the congress had called all the priests 

to prepare a budget and a balance sheet in order to . arrange the revenues.· and 

expenditures of their churches and prevent . misuses. 246 It seems that. thes~ 

developments made the Ankara Government soften its pressure on this particular 

issue.247 

On 13 August, Meletios and istamat Zihni, in the name of the ''Independen~ 

Church Co_!lgress of all the Anatolian Turkish Orthodox" (Umum Anadolu Tiirk 

Ortodoks Miistakil Kilise Kongresi), ·sent a. telegram to the General Townshend248 

declaring that ~they were absolutely sa!isfied with the government and that the claims 

~ . 
240 "Tiirk Ortodokslan ~ B~mda", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 18 August1338/1922 ~also ikd:ll:n, 27 August 

. 1338/1922. ,,-

247 Raphtopoulos, p. 120. 



for atrocities and opression were groundless.Z49 On 29 August, jlaJam published an 

interview with Papa Eftim
250

. According to the paper, Eftim stated that faith was not a 

dividing line within a nation. He also underlined that they rejected the title of 

"minority" since they formed an integral part of the Turkish nation. The Christians of 

Anatolia were living in peace and all the claims about atrocities were misleading. 

Eftim claimed that he was preparing to go to Europe to explain the truth that the 

Christians of Anatolia were protected by the government of the National Assembly.Z51 

It seems that the tension between Prokopios and Eftim remained. The former 

did not approve of the new title of the latter and asked him to apologize for financial 

matters, especially for the sum Eftim had collected from the Orthodox communities. 

252 
According to Ergene, from the beginning of the congress Prokopios had not been 

in favor of Eftim's title as general representative of the Orthodox communities in 

Anatolia. However, the pressure of the members of the congress and the 

representatives of the communities forced Prokopios to give up.Z53 

Prokopios . also sought to find a proper way for the relations with the 

' 
Ecumenical Patriarchate. He accepted to disavqw Patriarch Meletios, but not the 

Patriarchate as ~ whole. The reason for the disavowal of the person of the Patriarch 

was the involvement of Meletios Metaxakis in politics and the fact that he was not an 

Ottoman subject and that therefore his election was not in corifo~tyto the existing 

· 
248 General Townshend visited Ankara on the 27th of July 1922 and met with Mustafa Kemal in Konya. 
His visit To Anatolia was not approved by the British Government and had no official character. 

· 
249 "Tiirk Ortodoksla1mm Telgraft", Vakit, 15 August 1338/1922 . . 
250 The title ofEftim is referred as "Baba". Many newspapers used Baba instead.ofPapa, while it seems 
that Mustafa Kemal as well call Eftim "Baba". · · ' '-

251 "Baba Eftim Efendi", ikdam, 29 August 1338/1922. 

252 Alexandris, ''H An61retpa ~llJ.llOUpyi~ ... ", p. 188. 

253 Ergene, pp. 41~2. 
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1 t . 254 Th d' . regu a tons. us, accor mg to th1s formula, the Cappadocian Orthodox Christians 

although denouncing Meletios, would remain within the ecclesiastical boundaries of 

the Patriarchate of Constantinople. However, Ankara did not approve of the plans of 

Prokopios and increased its pressure for the total application of its program for the 

foundation of the Turkish Church. This program included the election of new bishops 

independently from the Patriarchate, the introduction of Turkish in religious services 

and schools, the abolition of the old privilege system and the practice of the state law 

in the personal relations, i.e. weddings, divorces etc. These were presented to the 

council by the vice Minister of Justice Tevfik Bey who came to Kayseri. Tevfik also 

gave them an eight day extension to accept the plan. 255 

The former Minister of Justice and deputy of Saruhan. Refik ~evket Bey 

informed the government with a memorandum dated 26th of July. The memorandum 

is illustrative of the aims of the Government on the issue. ~evket underlined that if the 

Patriarchate would continue to have any authority on the Christians of Anatolia, 

western powers would continue to intervene in the internal affairs of the country. 

However, according to Refik ~evket, on~ ·of tb,e ··main principles of the national 

movement was the rejection of such a minority problem. From this point of view, 
~ 

Refik ~evket underlined that the foundation of a Turkish Orthodox Patriarchate would 

decrease the power of the Phanar and at. the same time would demonstrate that there . . 

was no minority issue in Anatolia. Refik ~evket also informed that the Anglican and 

Catholic Churches were sympathetic towards the attempt. He explained that he acted 

in his period of ministry in accordance to the information provided by Baha Bey. The 

254 Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz on 9 September published an open letter to the Patriarch Meletios 
· written by istamat Zihni. Zihni questioned Meletios how he acts in the name of ~e Anatolian 
Christians, since he had never been asked from them to represent them. He also underlmed that the 
election and enthronement of Meletios were contraiy to the ecclesiastic and public laws and asked to -
Meletios how he dare to occupy illegally the Patriarchal throne. istunat Zihni, "Fener'de Patriklik 
Makanunm Gastbt>MeletyosEfendi Cenaplanna", Anadolu'daOrtodoksluk.Sadast, 9 September 1922. 
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law and regulation prepared by Baha were still at the ministry. He admitted that his 

resignation prevented the foundation of the Turkish Church· however he insisted on 
, ' 

the issue's urgent nature and underlined his belief that the issue should be terminated 

before the peace process would began. 256 

Papa Eftim, like Refik Sevket Bey, was in favour of a total break with the 

Patriarchate. To him, only the nations who were united could protect themselves from 

different threats. Therefore, the enemies of a nation sought to create divisions in it. It 

was for this purpose that Venizelos and Meletios had sought to separate the Christian 

Turks from the unity of the Turkish nation. However, the fact was that the Orthodox 

Christians living in every place of Anatolia, according to their race, customs and 

feelings were Turks. Their only difference from their Muslim compatriots was theii 

religion. Their songs, quatrains, musical instruments were the same. Thus, the claims 

of the Patriarchate that the Christians of Anatolia were under its supervision were 

ridiculous. The Turkish Orthodox population united had disclaimed the propaganda of 

the enemies and especially of the Patriarchate and they found peace and tranquillity 

not in foreign propaganda but in the unity of the T~kish nation?57 

The cruci~ part of the Government plan regarding the Turkish Church was the 

election of ne}V bishops without the approval of the Phanar. The Ankara Government 

regarded such an action as an indication of the will of the· Anatolian Orthodox_ 
. ' 

Christians to· break all ties with the Patriarchate. The Government also implied that it 

wished the election of Eftim as the third Bishop (Episkopos) in Cappadocia?58, 

255 
Alexandris, "H A1t67tetpa ..111J.1toupyi~ .. /', p. 189. 

256 Alkan, pp. 72-3. ''-

257 
"Umum Anadolu Tiirk Ortodokslan Murahhas-1 Umumileri Papa Eftim Efendi Hazretleri'rtil! 'Tiirk 

Ortodoks Kilisesi' Unvanlt ikinci Kitapta Miinderic Beyannameleri", Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadast, 
21 October 1922, no. 11. 

258 Raphtopoulos, pp. 149-50. 
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However, the prelates were still resisting. Prokopios insisted that the issue had 

important theological and ecclesiastical implications and therefore he wanted two 

months to study the issue in detail. 259 But this line of action faced the reaction of the 

members of the local Orthodox community who were fearing possible retaliations that 

could take place if they would not accept the plan of Ankara. The mutasarrif of 

Kayseri Muammer Bey
260

, summoned the notables of Kayseri and also the members 

of the congress and infonned them that if they did not accept the terms of the 

Government they would face difficulties. Thus, they increased their pressure on 

Prokopios. First of all, th~y sought to get the prelates to Kayseri from the monastery 

of Zincidere where they could control their actions. They prevented Meletios, who 

had come to Kayseri for a religious festival, to return to Zincidere. Later, Prokopios 

came to Kayseri due to health problems and the notables prevented his departure as 

well. Lastly, they invited Gervasios to come to Kayseri. Although Gervasios did not 

accept at first, he later changed his attitude since it was impossible to resist.261 

Demonstrations als<? took place in front of the ArchbishoJ:?ry. Such.was the pressure 

that Prokopios left the Archbishopry_·and found _asylum in the house of Bodosakf 

259 AI dris "H "-' "· ' " 190 exan , ~ l"\.IL<metpa uTtJ.1101:lP'f1.(!4; ••• , p. • 

260 Muammer Bey was born in 1874 in istanbul. He started his~eer in the public administration.as 
kaymakam of Kangal in 1902. He served as kaymakam in Niksar, Aziziye and Vodina. He was a 
member of the Committee of Union and Progress. In 1909 he became the mutasamfofKayseri. Two· 
years later Muammer Bey was appointed to Adana as governor. He became·gopvemor ofKonya in 
1912 and ofSi:Vas in 1913; After the armistice, he was arrested with the charge that he had joined to the 
Armenian massacre and he was exiled to Malta. In September 1919 Muamriter Bay. managed to escape 
from the island and in April 1922 he once again became the mutasarnf of Kayser!.. In 1923 he was 
elected deputy of Sivas. Muammer Bey died in 1928 from tuberculosis. See Ziibeyir Kars, "Kayseri 
Mutasarnfi, Adana, Konya ve Sivas Valisi Ahmet Muammer Bey'in Kayseri'nin <;ag~l~masma 
Katlalan", IlL Kayseri ve Yoresi Tarih Sempozyumu Bildirileri, (Kayseri: Erciyes Universitesi Kayseri 
ve Yoresi Tarih Ara$mnalan Merkezi, 2000), pp. 269-97. It seems that Muammar Bey had actively 
involved with the foundation of the Turkish Church. His picture was published in Anadolu 'da 

. Ortodoksluk Sadasz on the 26th of August 1922 with the subtitle: "Kongremizin Hamisi Muh{f!_rem 
Mutasam.fimzz Muammer Beyefendi Hazretleri". AcCording to Thomas Milkoglou from Kay5eri, 
althouglt Muammer Bey hated the Armenians he was good towards tlte Orthodox. Milkoglou mentions 
that Muammer Bey had saved the local OrtlJ.odox \'mas esose"). Exodos vol. 2, p. 40. 

261 Mavropoulos, pp. 285-6. 
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T erz10glu. Meanwhile, the Turkish army won a decisive victory on the western 

front against the Greeks. The news of the victory must have led Prokopios to lose any 

hope of the cancellation or at least of the postponement of the foundation of the 

church.263 

Finally, Prokopios could not resist anymore and the congress declared the 

foundation of the Turkish Orthodox Patriarchate on the 4th of October 1922. The 

congress elected <;eneoglu Filip, Boyactoglu Kozma, Kostaki, F ehmi, Y orgi 

Orologas, Teofilos, Ayanoglu Totor, <;omlekc;ioglu Mihalaki and Bulluoglu istamat 

Zihni to form toget~er with Prokopios, Meletios and Gervasios the Constant Mixed 

Council (daimf meclis-i muhtelite). Prokopios was elected locum tenens of the 

Patriarchal throne (pcitrik kaymakamz) until the conditions become suitable for the 

Patriarchal elections. 264 Moreover the congress entitled Papa Eftim as "Nfegas 

262 
Raphtopoulos, pp. 150-5. Bodosaki Terzioglu was the father of V. Raphtopoulos and he was a 

prominent figure of the Orthodox community ofKonya. He was public treasurer between 1877-1895. 
From 1895 on he served as translator in the Russian Consulate ofKonya. When the war·begun he had 
been exiled as war prisoner to Kayseri. After the war he returned to Konya, from where he was once 
more sent to Kayseri. There he joined the council as representative of Si.Jifke. He became the head of 
the population exchange comission in Konya. ;Raphtopoulos, p. 156-8. It is indicative that his son uses, 
the Greek version of his surname. · ' 

263 According to Ana.doluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz, the Orth~ox community ofKayseri summoned in the 
church to celebrate the victory of the Turkish aimy. Mutasarnf Muammer Bey andlvfiralay Abdullah 
Bey also participated to the meeting. istamat Zihni made a speech in the church and called the people 
to pray for the fiimi victory of the Turkish armies over the Greeks ("alfak Yunan siinileri"). Then, the 
people prayed for Mustafa Kemal Pa~ the members of the Grand National Assenbly. and the 
victorious army. Mutasamf Muammer Bey spoke also and.he expressed his gratefullness to see the 
Muslim Turks praying in the mosques and the Christian Turks in the churchs forthe same purpose, for 
the happiness of the nation. "Biiyiik Zaferimiz Tiirk Ortodoks Kiliselerinde Meserretlerle Kutlandl", 
Anadoluda Oriodoksluk Sadast, 23 September 1922. The paper also announced that the congress of the 
Turkish Orthodox had decided to send a declaration to the Foreign Offices of the American and 
European states with the mediation of" the Matbuat ve jstihbarat Miidiiriyet-i Umuiniyesi. "Sekizinci 
i91ima-i Umumt"", Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadas1, 23 September 1922. Misak-zlvfilli on 18 September 
informed that the victory of the Turkish army was celebrated in the Turkish Orthodox Churches. See 
Jaeschke, 1989, p. 195. For the congragt!lation telegrant of the Turkish Ortohodox community of 
Antalya to the Grand Assembly see TBMM Zabzt Ceridesi, Cilt: 22 Devre: 1, TBMM Matbaasi, Ankara 
1958, p. 483. ~ ~ r·t·--

264 Ergene, pp. 24-6; Jaeschke, "Die Tiirkisch- Orthodoxe.,.. ", pp. 112-4; Sarihan, p. 692; Ek.i.llCikli, 
pp. 187-8. The date of the foundation ofthe Turkish Orthodox Church is referred in many sources as 
September 21, which I think is according to the old Orthodox calendar. Alexandris based on the • 
records of the Greek Foreign Office claim.S that Prokopios approved on the 18th of January 1923 the 
declaration of the autocephality of the Turkish Orthodox Fatriarchate and that the congress elected him 

. -- ~·.- ~------- -~--------... .,....... .. ---.., 



Oikonomos"?
65 ,Prokopi~s also ordained the reverend father of the Monastery of 

Taxiarchon Konstantinos
266 

as the Episkopos of Ankara. 267 The ecclesiastical formula 

with which the prelates ordained Konstantinos was that under war conditions when 
' 

Christian communities were isolated from their ecclesiastical centre such an 

appointment of bishops without the approval of the Patriarchate was not anti-

canonical, since it was a need for the Christian flock. 268 

It is important to note that Prokopios did not accept Papa Eft~ to become a 

bishop. Moreover, when the three prelates returned to Zincidere they cut every 

connection with Papa Eftim, declaring that they did not need anymore his 

assistance. 
269 

According to Mavropoulos, the role of the three prelates w!is crucial in 

preventing Papa Eftim's plans. They tried to prevent the foundation of a Turkish 

Church by delaying it in conformity to the traditional Phanariotic policy. The mistake 

of Papa Eftim, for Mavropoulos, was that he overestimated his power and ignored the 

abilities of the prelates. He thought that these would be forced by the authorities to 

come to terms with him and serve as his puppets.270 In contrast, Ergene claims that the 

propaganda of the Phanar caused the Government become suspicious of the newly 
l ' - • ~' 

founded Patriarchate in Kayseri. There were rumours that the aim of Papa Eftim was 

to reestablish the Patriarchate, which the Government wanted to ruin, in Kayseri. 

Metropolitan of Kayseri, Gervasios Metropolitan of Pontos and Meletios Metropolitan of Konya See 
Alexandris, "H A1t67retpa. AllJ.ltoupyim; ... "p. 191. · 

265 Jaeschke, "Die Tiirkisch- Orthodoxe ... ", p. 113. 

266 Konstantinos Papadopoulos ·was born in Kayseri in 1854. He studied in the Holy Monastery of 
Taxiarchon and in the Theological School in Zincidere. He was a teacher since IS93 when he became a 
cleric. ·He was the reverend father of the monastery of Taxiarchon when he became Episkopos of 
Ankara. After the population exchange he moved to Greece. The Patriarchate accepted his bishopry but 
it changed it from Ankara to Amphipoleos. He died in Pireas in 1933. Raphtopoulos, p. 277-;9_. 

261 ibid, pp. 167-9. According to Raphtopoulos the liturgy of the ordination was made on Decem,~r .18: 
268 Mavropoulos, p. 288. -

269 Alexandris, "H A1t6xctpa. AttJ.ltoupyim; .. .'', p. 191. 

-------·-·-
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These rumours forCed Ellim to go to Ankara and to leave the church in "incapable 
h d " 

271 
A d" E h ft" . an ~ . ccor mg to rcan, w en E 1m left Kaysen for Ankara, the newly 

erstablished church threatened to be re-dominated by the Phanar. 272 

After the foundation of the new church and the ordination ofKonstantinos, the 

pressure exercised by the Government ceased. In addition, after the fall of the western 

front, the issue of the Turkish Church lost its actual importance and the interest of the 

Government concentrated on the Peace Conference; thus, the council withered 

away. 273 

Meanwhile? the congress sought to reorganize the communal organization. On 

11 November, Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasr expressed the need for founding a 

printing house in order to continue the publication of the newspaper. 274 The congress 

also sought to support the orphanage of the Zincidere Monastery by asking the 

communities for donations. 
275 

The Turkish Orthodox Congress also decided· to found 

a Turkish Orthodox Theological School (Tiirk Ortodokslarr Ruhban Mektebi) in the 

Monastery of Zincidere in order to educate prelates who would "enlighten .the • 

Anatolian Turkish Orthodox''. The aim of the s~hool was defined as ~o educate 

prelates who would be able to preach and inteq)ret the Bible in Turkish. Therefore, 

Turkish philol<:gy would have a central role in the program of the school. It was 

aimed at gradually turkifying the language of education. The schooL would be free and 

270 
Mavropoillos: p. 267 and 271. 

271 
Ergene, p. 55. 

272 
Ercan, p. 422; also ~ahin, p. 192. 

273 

Raphtopolllos, p. 191; also Alexandris "H A1t6mpa LlllJ.Uoupyiro; .. :", p. 192. 
274 

Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasi, 11 November 1922. 

"" Kouroupou and Balta refer to the circular of the Turkish Orthodox 'Congress to. the OrtltOOo~ 
community of Urgiip, dated on 8 September 1922 and signed by Meletios and Istamat Zthni. I<ouroupou- Balta, p. 69. 



' 
boarding. The program of the school would be in conformity with the European 

Theology Schools. Those who would graduate first would be sent to European 

Universities in order to further continue their studies. According to the congress with 

the foundation of such a school, the Anatolian Turkish Orthodox would be 

44444emancipated from illiterate priests and would acquire civilized, wise and 

learned preachers and priests. 276 

Patriarch Meletios IV declared at that time (Times, 7 Februar}' 1923) that the 

Patriarchate was un~g to take immediate disciplinary action as it was fearing that 

the prelates might have been coerced into schismatical behavior by the Ankara 

Government. He explained that the Patriarchate was_ willing to meet the issue by 

establishing a speci~ ecclesiastical province in which the liturgical language would 

be the Turkish; This province would be autonomous but subject to. the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate. 
277 

The new ecclesiastical order, according to Meletios, would be based 

on the model of the Albanian Church,. which was an autonomous Albanophone 

church. However . Meletios underlined that the autonomous Cappadocian church 

would not be autocephalous,. i.e. it would obey its center, the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate. 278 

276 
Ziibeyir Kars, "Kayseri E~tim Tarihi iizerine Bir Deneme", l Kayseri ve Yoresi Tarih Sempozyumu 

Bildirileri, (Kayseri: Erciyes Universitesi Kayseri ve Yoresi Tarih Ara~an Merkezi, 1998), p. 
188-9. - . 

277 Psomiades, The Eastern Question The Last Phase, (Thessaloniki: Institute for Balkan Studies, 
1%8), p. 91. 

278 Alexandris, "H A1t6xetpa. AllJ.llOUpyias;. .. "p. 192. The disorder in the Albanian dioceses was another 
problem which the Patriarchate faced during this period. When in 1921 Albania became independent, 
the issue of the Albanian Church arosed. There was already a movement for ecclesiastical 
independence from the Ecumenical Patriarchate. Its main figure was Fan Noli, who was a priest in the 
Albanian diaspora in Amerca. Fan Noli from 1908 had started t~translate the'liturgical.~ks ~d to 
preech in Albanian. However, at first the Albanian Orthodox sought to reach an understal).ding ~__!h. ~e 
Patriarchate. The Patriarchate also seemed wishful! to declare the autonomy of the 1~ .ch~h m 
Albania. However radicals, such as Fan Noli, Vasilios Markos and Evangelos Tsamtsis, who sought 
total· independency from the Patriarchate prevailed and in Sq>tember 1922 a c?uncil decla_red the -
unilateral autocephality of the Albanian Church. The main ~ent of the Patriarchate ag:u~ the 
autocephality of the Albanian Church was that the autocephal1ty of a church was poSSible only if the 

··---~-~---- ·---



The Metropolitan of Kizikos Kallinikos in his pamphlet on the privileges of 

the Ecumenical Patriarchate (Ta Dikaia tou Oikoumenikou Patriarheiou en Tourlda-

1922), also stated that the Orthodox Church was the only obstacle against the 

Panturkist and Panislamist policies of the Young Turks aiining at exterminating the 

Christians of Turkey because the church linked the Christians with their religious and 

national past and traditions. The new example of this policy, according to Ka.ilin.ik.os, 

was the creation of a Turkish church which would eventually lead to the 

disappearence of the Christian population of Asia Minor. It was also interesting that 

Kallinikos referred to Papa E:ftim not as a traitor but as a ''terrified victim". 279 

It seems that the Patriarchate facing such a sensitive political condition sought 

to find a way of compliance. For the contemporary observer Arnold Toynbee, a 

conciliatory and "expectant" attitude was necessary for both the Patriarchate and the 

Ankara Government, since "it is certain that the Patriarchate cannot coerce them into 

preserving nor the Angora Government into abandoning their old ecclesiastical . 

affiliations against their own wishes. At this stage ·it is impossible . to say whether 

common-sense and ties of neighbourhood or sentimentality and ·contrariness will 

prevail with theni. But pressure from either of the interested parties will only drive 
~ 

them into the arms of the other. Both the Patriarchate and the Angora Government 

will therefore be wise to maintain a passive and ·'expectant' attitude, for each has 

great interests at stake -the Patriarchate, possibly, its existence, and the Nationalists 

country was an Orthodox Christian one. Thus, from this point of view in Albania and Turkey where the ' 
Orthodox population constituted a minority the autocephality was not possible. Thus, the Patriarchate 
proposed to recognize the autonomy of the regional Albanian Church. The problem. was solved only in 
April1937,when the Patriarchate recognized the autocephality of the Albanian Church: See Apostolos 

. Glavinas, H Op9oo<>91 AmOKtcpa.).:q Em11<rla. Tile; A).f3a.via.c; (The Orthodox Autocephalous Church of 
Albania), Thessaloniki 1985, pp. 13-73. Toynbee also contrasted Fan Noli and Papa Eftim and stated 
that only time would prove if the Turkish Orthodox movement was genuine like the Albanfan one. _ 
Toynbee, p. 195. ·' 

279 Kallinikos, Ta~ L1lKaZa -rov Ot7<0VfJEVlK06 Ila-rpzapxefov sv TovpKia MsAi:raz (The Rights of the 
Ecmnenical Patrlarchate in Turkey), (Constantinople: 1922), pp. 111-3, 130. 
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the crowning of their endeavours, for a Turkish nation cannot live and flourish in 

Anatolia until the Christian minorities as well as the Muslim majority in the country 

have given it their voluntary allegiance."280 

However, according to Mavropoulos, the Patriarch Meletios was not 

sympathetic to the actions of the prelates. According to Mavropoulos, the policy of 

the Patriarchate had disastrous implications on the Orthodox Christians of the regions 

that were controlled by Turkish forces. For Mavropoulos, Prokopios was also very 

dissatisfied with the Phanar, which continued showing no interest in their difficult 

position. 281 

The new Bishop of Ankara Konstantinos left Kayseri for Ankai-a in January 

1923.
282 

Prokopios and Gervasios went back to Zincidere. Prokopios died on May 30 

1923. His funeral took place in the Cathedral ofHagios Nikolaos in Kayseri.283 

Propaganda 

It is not easy to evaluate on how succesful the advent of creating a Turkish 

- ' 
Orthodox Church was in ·the sphere ·of propaganda The claims on the origins of 

Anatolian Christians and the news about the creation of a Turkish Church in Anatolia 

reached to some extent the western public sphere, 284 
. but were mostly viewed with 

280 Toynbee, p.··176. 

281 
Mavropoulos, p. 293. He also claims that the last words ofProkopios were "mas adikisan" meaning 

thePbanar. 

282 Raphtopoulas, p. 277. 

283 
Alexandris, ''H Aro:S7tslpa ~TJJ.ltoU~ .•• ", p. 193; Jaeschke, Tilrk KurtulU§ S~O§l 'Kronolojisi II, 

p. 31. Mavropoulos writes that Prokopios died on May 12/25, ibid, pp. 292-3. ~-· 
·~· c-

284 
"A Moslem document lies before- me, which describes the movement as a movement among the 

Karamanlis. Is is said that these are sprea4_ over a large part of Asia :Minor, and they -or a similar 
people- are to be found in Thrace and Constantinople also. According to Moslem informers they are the 
descendants of heathen Turks who served in the Byzantine armies and were baptized -and provided 
with a Turkish Bible and Liturgy- by the Greek Church. It is thought that they mnnber about half a 



suspicion and sometimes with irony by Western observers. J. Lacombe, writing in the 

Echos D 'Orief!l, interpreted the claims on the origins of the Anatolian Christians as a 

"sensational invention". He stated that there was also the antithesis that many 

Muslims of Anatolia were in fact Christians who had been forced to convert. He also 

admitted that genuine or not, the whole issue was to the benefit of Ankara. 285 

For The Christian East, which represented the views of the Anglican Church, 

the movement of Papa Eftim was erected and used by the Kemalists and in this 

respect it was similar to the "Living Church" of the Bolsheviks?86 The aim of the 

· Kemalists was to prevent any Western intervention on behalf of the Christians of Asia 

Minor: ''The politjcal objective of this action is clear, being to dissever as much of 

Asia Minor as possible from t~e Constantinople Patriarchate, and to place the future 

of the Christians of the hinterland in the hands of a nominee of Mustapha Kemal. If 

that can be done, and the Sevres Treaty is revised according to the Kemalist 

programme, there can be no claim for European protection of the Christian 

minority."287 Hakluyt Egerton, from The Christian East repeated the reports of The 

Morning Post "that the Kemalist nominee to ·the Archbishopric of Caes~ea ... · was 

million. They have broken away from the Patriarch because the Patriarchate is Greek, and they propose 
to establish a new Patriarchate at Caesarea." The Christian Ea$t, vol. Ill, no. 2, July 1922, p. 93. 

285 "On vient meme de rilie une decouverte sensationnelle a propos des chretiens de langue turque en 
Anatolie (il est vfai qu' en Orient i1 faut s' attendre a toutes les surprises). Uncertain papas Efttyme, de 
Keskine, un des plus fervents partisans du patriarcat anatolien et probablement un des candidats . 
eventuels, a ·decouvert que les orthodoxes turcophones sont. de meme race que les conquerants. Tis · 
seraient venus un siecle avant les Seldjoucides et auraient embrasse le christianisme sous 1' injoction 
des empereurs byzantinS ( ... ) Jusqu'a present, on etait plutot porte a prendre le contrepied de cette 
theorie et a affinner que la majorite des musulmans de 1' Asie Mineure sont les descendants des 
chretiens qui ont.embrasse la religion de Mahomet de gre ou de force.( ... ) Cet etat d'esppt,_qu'il soit 
spontane ou inspire, profite au.x kemalistes." Echos d' Orient, no. 125, Janvier-Mars 1922, p. 111. '"'-

286 ''The Oecumenical Patriarchate", The Christian East, February 1924, vol. V, no. 1, p. U~s: ~'The 
whole affair bears a suspicious resemblance to the recent mushroom growth in Russia, self-styled "The 
Living Church" and bolstered up by Soviet violence." p. 165. 

287 "The 'Turkish' National Church", The Christian East, March 1923, vol. IV, no. 1, p. 28. 



only installed after being three years in prison" and, "that the nominee to the Angora 

See accepted office only after being several times beaten. "288 

J. A. Douglas, writing in the same journal, was also very critical about the 
/ 

news that the Karamanlz Christians had established a national church: "To-day, 

. Kemal rejoices to assure us, that sad fantasy is dissipated. Like men who awake from 

an evil dream, the Orthodox of his dominion have been sti~ed ·by the stimulus of his 

beneficent rule to rediscover their true nationality and proper position in the scheme 

of the things. Thus they hate the ·very name of Greek, realize the infamy of their 

intriguing p~ests and Bishops, revile their Patriarch, admit that their relatives who 

have been done to death with indescribable outrage and torture suffered a righteous 

punishment for their sins against their Nation, abominate Great Britain and the Allies, 

-
and long to expiate their crimes by a proper traditional helotage to the pleasures and 

·profit of their . Moslem brother Turks and masters. Therefore they have fashioned 

themselves -:-let it be carefully noted, altogether of ~heir own free· will- into an 

independent autocephalous and purely Turkish Church. If they cannot get Bishops in 

any other way, they will become· Uniate. No one· shall stop them from renouncing 

once and for all. any connection with· that abonimable, rebellious, Oecumenical 

Patriarchate which has dared to claim tru1t a Christian man has a right to be free or a 

. " 

Chris:tian girl a right to weep on being taken into a Moslem harem. Fpr their part; they -

a~e proud to_) be the rayah, the c~ttle of the Khalif'and his Moslem subjects! They 

·. · desire passionately to feed them With their flesh and to clothe them with their wool. If 

their property, their' service, their womenkind are required by them, they rejoice to be 

the ministers of their pleasure or their need." .. 
f '--

,, .. , -- - ' 

288 
Hak.Iuyt Egerton, ''The 'Turkish' Orthodox Church", The Christian East, Julyl922, vol.lll, no. 2. 



For Douglas, since the traditional means of massacre and deportation did not 

seem convenient at that moment, the establishment of a national church .seemed to be 

a proper way of diminishing the millet system. ''The scheme of his (Kemal's) Turkish 

Church will be worked as follows: He will solemnly assure the Peace Conference that 

he has no objection to the existence of native Christians in Turkey. On the contrary, 

he rejo.ices in it -provided they be good Turkish compatriots. The one thing he will 

not tolerate is the Oecumenical or Armenian Patriarchate. These criminally welcomed 
'· 

the Allies to Constantinople and betrayed Turkey to them. (.,.) As for their people, 

those who wish to purge themselves of their guilt will do so by repudiating them 

utterly. Let them enrol t.lJ.emselves in the Turkish National Church. That .will be the 

acid test of their repentance." According to Douglas even if the· Turks will grant 

amnesty to the Christians and subscribe guarantees for their protection it is most 

probable that "a Turkish accident would wipe them out". Therefore the remaining 

Greeks and Armenians of Turkey should escape and the Patriarchate should take 

refuge in Mount Athos or in another safe place. If this does not happen Papa Eftim 

''will in that case. take posession of the Phanar, and usurp the jurisdicti_on ·of the 

Thione of St .. Chrysostom and St. Gregory. New Rome will be destitute of Christians, . 

except for those. Greeks and Armenians who may trust to escape the risk of remaining · 
. . 

. ·. by renouncing the Church of their fathers and accepting him as their Patriarch. As 
. . 

. Iriembe;s ofthe.Turkish National Church, ho~ever, they will be Turks, and, according 

to international law, their fate Will be no proper concern of anyone except their' new . 

. . 
289 Douglas "The Turkish National Churches", The Christian East, vol lli no 3, October 1922, p. 125-
9. As a cl~ example of the Turkish intentions and plans, Douglas quotes an article ("Papa Eftei!l and 
the Greeks of Constantinople") from the London Muslim Sand~rd: ~t~st despatches from ~e Near 
East bring the welcome news that they have broken all the relauons mth the self-made _Archbishop of 
. Greek Church in Constantinople, Meletios V, and have sent a long prayer to Papa Eftem, head of the 
Turkish Nationru Church in Anatolyia, for affiliation to his fold In order to remove all doubts about 

····--· ---



Arnold Toynbee also questionned the sincerity and spontaneity of the 

affiliation of Anatolian Orthodox Christians to the Turkish nationalist cause. 

Although he admitted that this line of action was advantageous for them since it was 

"evident to any outside observer that their very existence depends on a good 

understanding with their Moslem neighbours, with whom they do possess the 

important link of a common vernacular language", as we have seen before, he was 

curious if the whole movement owed anything to official pressure. · 290 Arnold 

Toynbee also, together with A Boutwood and H. Pirie Gordon presented a report to 

the Foreign Office and the Anglican Church on the issue on 10 May 1922 and 

underlined that the Orthodox Christians of Anatolia were joining the Turkish 

Orthodox movement to avoid the deport.ations. 291 

There were however some contemporary observers who saw in the Turkish 

Orthodox movement great potential. For example, for the American journalist Clair 

Price, Papa Eftim should ''be approached with all caution for he may yet develop into 

a phase of the new .Turkey more important for Christendom than Kemal himself" 

Accordi.Dg to Price, the importanc~ of Eftim' s movement ~'lies in the, fact that he has 

destroyed the old .basis of Christian solidarity and has opened up the possibility of a 

quite ne~ basis. ·The old solidarity, whether rightly or wrongly, has levied a fearfull 

. their intentions they have despatched a copy of the prayer to the Government or' the Grand National 
Assembly ofT~key, in which they particularly point out that they sever their connection for ever from 
the religioris or secular heads of the Greek State. ( ... ) It cannot be denied that Greeks' share in the guilt 
of the Allied enormities in Constantinople, contrary· to the Articles of the Armistice, is easily the 
largest, yhose of the Annenians and other Levantine half-castes who infest Constantinople, coming~ 
the second worst, and there could be no better expiation of their crimes than an immediatedisavowal of 
their relations with the self-stYled priests and patriarchs of the Greek Church .. But if they are merely 
thinking to escape the penalty of their past misdeeds by making this profession and donning a fez, to 
throw up bOth at the first favourable opportunity, then we will advise the authoriqes oftheNationalist 
Government to beware of these jackals. Turks. have suffered long ·and cruelly chiefly oWing to the 
treacheries of their non-Muslim fellow-subjects, and no crocodile tears should now be permitted to.bl~ 
the only way of dealing with these pests/' See Douglas, pp. 130. · ·,· · 

.. 290 
Toynbee, pp. 192-3. 

291 AI' 'dri "H A·-· A ' " 178 . exan S, J"JL01tCtptl uttJ.UOUpytat;... , p. · 



toll upon Turks, Greeks and Armenians alike during these last few years. But it is just 

possible that Papa Eftim has given us the prospect of a new solidarity upon a purely 

religious basis. It is a prospect to be approached with all reserve, for it suggests a new 

Western attitude toward the Near and Middle East whose benefits both to 

Christendom and to Islam may prove to be incalculable. Time will develope Papa 

Eftim's full significance. Unless hostility to the Turk is an article of the Christian 

creed, his is the most meaningful figure in Turkey. today." The decision to give up 

their schools and send their children to the gove~ent's schools, to give up their 

right to administer Orthodox civil law and put the personal affairs of the Orthodox 

under the jurisdiction of Turkish courts under the Ministry of Justice were, for Price, 

in conformity with the spirit of the Young Turks' revolution of 1908 which sought to 

give all races an equal position· as Ottoman citizens. Thus, as Kemal was fighting 

against the Muslim reaction, Eftim also was struggling against the Orthodox reaction, 

namely the Patriarchate, "the stronghold of Easternism". Price was sure of Eftim's 

sincerity in his adherence to the Turkish nationalist cause. "I have no means of 

knowing who put this strangely Western idea into Papa Eftim's head_ originally. 

Certainly it was not that stronghold of Easternism, the Oecumenical Patriarchate . 

. ·. · Where~er it did come from, I believe there is not the slightest question of the sincerity · 

~ . 

with which Papa Eftim holds it today. His is the almost fanatic~ sincerity of a 

. · .. minority whi~h feels itself misunderstood. "292 

· According to Jean Schliklin, Eftim was a person in the service of the 

Christians of Asia Minor. For Schliklin, the Christians of Asia Minor were living in 

harmony with their Muslim compatriots and had no problems with t\le _tolerant 

Turkish government, until some of them sought to oppose the government:· ~hese 

292 Price, pp. 147-53. 

··~--· 
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people caused many problems to their coreligioners and this was bound to create a 

reaction -among the Christians. Papa Eftim was for Schliklin the embodiment of this 

reaction. 
293 

Eftim was claiming that the Orthodox living in Asia Minor were pure 

Turks, that they had come ton Asia Minor even before the Seljuks. According to 

Eftim, the fact that they were Orthodox in religion did not mean that they were also 

Greeks .. For Eftim, when the Phanar became a center of political conspiracy the Serbs 

and Bulgarians reacted to the Patriarchate. The time had come for the Orthodox Turks 

who had also opposed the Patriarchate and sought to gain their . ecclesiastical 

independence. The Patriarchate, for Eftim, was a Greek institution and for that reason 

the Orthodox Turks sought to establish their own Patriarchate?94 

For Paul Gentizon, who had came as the representative of Le Temps in Turkey 

in 1922, Papa Eftim's manifestations of Turkish nationalism were genuine. Being a 

member of a Christian community living for centuries in Asia Minor side by side with 

the 'J.'urks, Eftim had come to the point of sharing the same national feelings and, 

· aspirations as them. 29~ 

The exchan_ge of populations and the "exOdus" 

. At the e.nd of the Greek-Turkish war, a population exchange between Gfeece 

~d Turkey was felt as necessary by both sides. As the news· of the Conference 

_reached Turkey, the Orthodox Christians started. fearing that they_ would also be 
. . 

included in the compulsory population exchange. 296 The general secretary of the 

293 Schliklin, pp. 173-5. 

294 ibid, pp.l77-9. 

295 Paul Gentizon, Mustafa Kemal ve Uyanan Dogu, {istanbul: Bilgi Yaymevi, 1994), p. 208. 
--. 

· 296 Anastasia-Manousaki underlines that roumors were circulating among the Orthodox Christians long 
before the official decision was announced to them. Sophia Anastasia-Manousaki, Mvqpeq 



congress, istamat Zihni, expressed his conviction that the Turkish Orthodox would 

not be exchanged. He underlined that the Anatolian Christians could not be compared 

to the Ottoman subject Greeks. First of all, long before the Peace Conference in 

Lausanne, they had reacted to the Greek occupation and to ¢e Patriarchate. Secondly, 

they were from the Turkish race and from the point of view of language and culture, 

they were Turks. According always to istamat Zihni, they did not have any relation 

with the minorities. The Turkish Christians, he underlined, chose to live in their 

motherland with their Muslim compatriots, and for these people, it was impossible to 

leave their motherland and go to totally foreign and different lands. istamat Zihni was 

sure that the Goverment would take these facts under serious consideration .. The 

Turkish Orthodox were tied materially and spiritually to the Turkish nation. For that 

reason he was hoping that those who did not belong to and betrayed the Turkish 

.nation would go, while the Turkish Orthodox would remain in Turkey. 297 

It seems that the rumours that the population exchange would be compulsory 

and that it would include the Anatolian Orthodox continued to circulate and istamat 

Zihni was obliged to write again in Anadoluda O~todoksluk Sadasz .that the· Turkish , 

Orthodox preferr~d to live in their homeland with their Muslim Turks brothers." He 

· was sure thaL the Christians who would remain in Turkey, should be loyal to the 

· country, should think and feel in the same way as Muslim Turks. He assured that the 

Turkish Orthodox would never threat~n the Turkish motherland. He reminded his 

people that if they remained faithful to these principles and loyal to . the Government 

Kamcaomdar; (Memoires of Cappadocia), (Athens: Centre for Asia Minor Studies, 2002), pp. 279;~80. 
· See also Exodos vol. II. · ··: · · ··· - ·· 

· m lstamat Zihni, "Anadoluda halis ve.hakiki Tiirk Ortodoksu olaiak ~ isteyen milletda~lanma", 
Anadoluda OrtodokSluk SadaSt, 11 November 1922 

:·---------··- . ' 

·t 



and attached to Turkishness (Tiirk/iik), they would live in peace and comfort in the 

country. 298 

In fact, it appeared for a while that the Turkish speaking Orthodox Christians 

were to be exempted from the compulsory population exchange agreement. On 12 

December 1922, Lord Curzon, the British foreign secretary, declared atLausanne that 

the exchange of populations would result in the almost complete disappearence of the 

Greeks from Asia Minor, ''though there will, I suppose, remain the reconciled 

Ottoman Greeks numbered at about 50,000 persons." The next day, Ismet Pa~a 

explained that the Orthodox TurkS had "never asked for treatment differing in any 

respect from that enjoyed by their Muslim compatriots, and it is most improbable that 

they would ever make such a request. Venizelos also agreed with Lord Curzon and 

ismet Pa~a that "50,000 Turkish-speaking persons of the Orthodox faith would stay 

(in Asia :Minor) in any case."299 

. However, the Convention on the compulsory· exchange of populations . 

eventually included the Orthodox . Christians of· Anatolia. The exchange was based 

-
upon religious affiliation rather than upon raCial or. linguistic considenitions. 300 The 

' - ~- ' 

first article of.the Gonvention laid this principle openly: "As from 1st May 1923, there 

·shall.take place.a compulsory exchange of Turkish nationals of the .Greek Orthodox . · 

·. 
298 

istamat Zihni, "Anadoluda mecburi miibadelenin Tiirk Ortod~kslara ~iilii var nuchr?", Anadoluda 
Ortodoksluk Sadast, 11 February 1923. 

. ·' 
299 

ismet P~: "Quant au.'< Turcs orthodoxes, ils n'ont jamais demande a etre, en quoi que ce soit, 
I' objet d'un traitement distinct de celui dontjouissent leurs compatriotes musulmans et il n'y a aucune 
probabilite qu'ils formulent jamais une demande pareille." Venizelos: "50,000 Orthodoxes 
turcophones resteraient en tout cas." Psomiades, 1968, p. 92; Clogg, "Anadolu Huistiyan 

Kanndru;lannuz ... ", p. 65 and Jaeschke, "Die Tiirkisch-Orthoooxe, .. ", pp. 114-5 . 

. 
300 

"At first sight this exchange seems a clear indication of the prevrue~ce on both sides of nationalistic 
. and patriotic ideas, and of the desire to give greater unity and cohesion to the nation and the fatherlaJ1d 
Yet <in closer examination of what actUally took place, it begins to appear that other ideas and other
loyalties were still. at work. ( ... ) What. took place· was not an exchange of 9reek Orthodox Christians 
and Ottoman Muslims. A Western observer, accustomed to a different syStem of social and national 
classification, might even conclude that this was no repatriation at all, but two deportations into exile-



religion established in Turkish territory and of Greek nationals of the Moslem religion 

established in Greek territory. These persons shall not return to live in Turkey or 

Greece respectively without the authorisation of the Turkish or the Greek Government 

respectively. "30 1 

Although religion was seen as a safe criterion in determining those who would 

be included in the population exchange, the · interpretation of_ the term "the Greek 

Orthodox religion" gave rise to new controversies that eventually led to the· official 

recognition of the ecclesiastical borders of the Phanar as the borders of Greekness. 

When the case of the Christian Arabs of Cilicia was discussed in the Mixed Council,. 

the Turkish delegation stated that the term comprised all Orthodox . Christians. 

Accordingly Serbs, Russians, Rumanians and Christian ·Arabs who were Turkish 

citizens would be included in the population exchange. The Greek delegation opposed 

this proposal and stated that the term meant those who were Orthodox as well as 

Greek. The Mixed Commission decided in December 1927 that the term "Greek 

Orthodox religion" co~prises those who were tied to·the Ecumenical Patriarchate and 

that the term could not be applied to the Patriarch8;tes other than Phanar (Antioch, 

Jerusalem and Alex~dria) and to the autocephalous and independent churches (the 

. Church of Cyprus, the Rumanian Church, the Serbian church, the Montenegrin 

· Church, the ·Russian Church, the .Albanian Church,.the Bulgarian_ Exarchate. etc.). 
. . 

Being a in ember of the Orthodox Church of Constantinople was seen as an indication 
~ 

· of having a Greek consciousness. Thus, the Protestant and Catholic Greeks, by not 

recognizing the Phanar as their religious centre, were not regarded as forming a part· 

of Christian Turks to Greece; and of Muslim Greeks to Turkey." Lewis, The Eme~gence 'o/Modem 
. Turkey, (London: Oxford University Press, 1961), pp. 348-9. 

301 Giorgos Kritikos, "Motives For The Compulsory Exchange", 1e).:ri~ Ktvrpov MzKpaazanKrhv 
E1rov&bv, vol. 13, 1999-2000, p. 211; see also J. A Petropoulos, 'The Compulsory Exchange of 



of the national entity. The Catholic and Protestant Greeks of Turkey were not only 

excluded from the population exchange, but they were also refused to be included to 

Greekness.
302 

It is important to note that the "Turkish Orthodox Church" was not 

referred among the independent churches. Even the Turkish side did not claim the 

existence of this church as an. exception to the exchange. The Turkish side preferred 

the inclusion of the Anatolian Christians in the exchange and therefore did not claim 

the existence of the Turkish Orthodox Church as the ecclesiastic centre of a non-

Greek Orthodox population. Thus, since the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians 

were regarded as being tied to the Ecumenical Patriarchate they were supposed to 

have acquired Greek consciousness.303 . 

Papa Eftim and his collaborators tried, unsuccesfully, until· September not to 

be included in the population exchange, at -least for the Orthodox ·.Christians of 

Kayseri and Konya, but with no success. 304 According to Iakovidis :Minas from Axos; 

Populations: Greek-Turkish Peacemaking 1922-1930", Byzantine and Modem Greek Studies 2, 1976, 
pp. 137-8. .. . 

302 Stephen P. Ladas, The Exchange of Minorities Bulgaria,· Greece and Turkey, (Ne:w~ York: The 
Macmillan Company, 1932), pp. 377-84. - · 

. . . . . . ' . " 

303 During the cliscussi~ns m the Grand Assembly on March 2 ·1923 about the peace terms, the deputy 
· of Bolu Tunah Hilmi Bey asked Rlza Nur Bey whether the Turkish OrthOdox would be included to the 

· .. population exchange. Rlza Nur Bey replied that since there was no a spesific note regarding the 
· Turkish Orthodox in the agreement, the Turkish side was totally free to act in whichever way it wants .. 

\'jsterseniz miibadele edersinz, istemezseniz size tabidir"). See TB.NJM Gizli Celse Zabzt/an Cilt:-4, p. ' 
12. 

. .'. . . 
. ···.·: 

304 Alexandris, "H A1t67tapa ~llJllOUpyt~ ..• ", p. 196. In an interwiev made by Eftim' s second son, 
Sel~ Erenerol, he told that when his father asked ismet about the e."<change terms, ismet's ans-wer. 
was that since it would be difficul~ to cOiitrol Christian minorities spreaded in Anatolia they should be, 

.. concentrated in a vilayet, in istanbul. (Diyanet, November 1995, no. 59, p. 10-16) According ~o Aktar, 
the Kemalists sought to gather all remaining non-Muslims after the Treacy of Lausanne, in Istanbul. 
The transplantation of the Anatolian Armenians and the Jews ofThrace to istanbul in the Re~lican 
era was examples ,of this policy. See Ayhan Aktar, Varlik Vergisi ve TUrkle~e Pplitikal~-l. lleti~im 
Y aytnlan, istanbul 2001, p. 88-9. Sel~ Erenerol in the same inteview explained also that with this . 
decision they themselves gave to the Greeks "real Turks", and in return got gypsies. Oran claims that. 
Papa Eftim told that Atatiirk sent the Anatolian Christian Turks a~ brought Gre~'s and of iSl:l!lds' ·· 

·. Muslim non-Turks. See Baslan Oran,AtatiirkMilliye!filigi Resmi Jdeoloji fJz~Bir Jnceleme, (Ankara: 
· Dost Kitabevi, 1988), p. 131. According to the members of the community of Sazaltza (f~~la)_ the 
. Muslim residents of their village told them while they were leaving: "We sent Turks and receiVed 

gavurs". Exodos vol. IT, p. 236. It seems that the local Muslims were generally against the exodus of· 



Papa Eftim tried to convince the Orthodox communities to remain in Turkey. But 

there was a widespread suspicion that the Turks would massacre the Christians.305 

Fotiadis also claims that Papa Eftim tried to persuade the Orthodox to remain in their 

homeland but that the latter chose to ernigrate.306 Ac~cording ·to Evstathios 

Hacievthimis from Urgiip, Papa Eftim was imposing to call themselves "Turkish 

Orthodox" in order not to be included to the population exchange. Eftim went to 
. ' 

Urgiip and tried to convince the local people, and he also took some 300 liras for the. 

expenditures of his trip. According to the same source, there was a small group that 

shared Papa Eftim's views.307 Eftim expressed his bitterness, claiming that the 

exclusion of the . Greeks of istanbul from the population exchange and the inclusion 

of the loyal Orthodox of Anatolia was incomprehensibile?08 The news for the . 

compulsory exchange reached many Cappadocian communities late iri 1923. The 

"exodus" of the Orthodox Christians from the interior of Asia Minor was carried out 

peacefully, in contrast to .those of western Anatolia who found themselves in the 

middle of the Turki~h offensive in the early weeks . of the autunm of 1922. The. 

. . . . . 309 
uprooting oftheKaramanlz was completed in 1924. 

the Christians and that they were also suspicious the newcomer Muslims from Greece. See Exodus vol. 
U. . 

. . 
305 Iakovidis Minas, Auropzoyparpia Ilcm; 'E(71ad. ro tJpapa Mar; (Autobiograbhy How I lived Our 
Drama), KMS manuscript 404, Cappadocia 83, p. 9. According to Eleni Paulidou, the exile women of 
Simav asked Eftim what to do. Papa Eftim replied them that he was going to stay with his community, ·· 
but he advised the women to leave. Exodos vol. ll, p. 422. 

306 Fotiadis, pp. 106-8. Hactefendi, a M?Slim friend of Serafeim Rizos from Sinasos~ told him that if 
they would have follow Papa Eftim this might not happen. Exodos vol. ll, p. 300. · .· . 

307 ibid, p. 283. According to Evdoxia Ioannidou from Skobi near Kayseri, the council of the village 
. sent to Mustafa Kemal a telegram asking t~ exclude them from the population exchange. Ioannidou 
·claims that Mustafa Kemal answered that this was not possible since there was an agreement. ibid, p. 
108. -~ . < c-•. 

308 "Papa Eftim Efendi 'nin Beyanau", tkdam, 26 September 133 9/1923. 

309 See Exodus vol II. It is very difficult to determine how many_Ortho~ox Christians were living in 
Cappadocia in the beginnings of 1920's and how many people found refug~ in-Greece .. In the 
Lausanne Peace Conference every side spoke about fifty thousand people. There ts always a difficulty 



According to Jaeschke, the decisive factor that eventually made the Turkish 

side decide to include the Karamanlt in the compulsory exchange agreement, was the 

decision held in the Peace Conference for the maintenance of the Patriarchate in 

Constantinople?
10 

Although there was a growing belief t4at the Turkish-speaking 

Orthodox Christians were actually Turks, the government was suspicious of the 

clerics. For example, the priest of the Ankara community <;opuroglu istatyos, was 

sentenced to exile to Erzurum by the Independence Court because he was making 

propaganda for the Pontic cause?11 Thus, since the Patriarchate would remain in 

Turkey, the remaining Christians would always be a subject of Greek propaganda 

promoted by the Patriarchate and its prelates.312 

. 
310 The Turkish delegation at the Peace Conference requested officially the removal of the Patriarchate . 
from Turkey: The delegation stated that the Patriarchate had adopted a very hostile attitude towards. 
·Turkey during the last war and actually had become a political organisation. Moreover the delegation 
underlined that Turkey with the abolishment of the Caliphate and the establishment of the republic had 

. supressed the priviliges that had been granted during the Ottoman era to the non-muslim communities 
and to their religious centers. However the Turkish request was unanimouslY rejected. This opposition 
made ismet Pa~ on the lOth of January 1923 to gave·a verbal promise that his goverrimenfwould- · 
retain the Patriarchate in the case that it would confine its activities within the limits of ecclesiastical 
and religious affairs. Psomiades, 1961, p. 47-9. According to Peker, during the peace negotiations in 
Lausanne, Papa Eftim had presented a ~eport on the Patriarchate to the Government_ Nureddin Peker, 
"TUrk Dostu Degil, TiirkOglu Tiirk Papa Eftim'in Arkasmdan", Tarih Konu~yor vol. 8, no. 52, May 
1968, p. 3691. . ' 

. · 311 Jaeschke, "Die Tiirkisch-drthodoxe ... ", pp. 114-7; see also Fernan, 1967, p. 108:. 

312 Jaeschke, ''Die Tiirkisch-Orthodoxe ... ", pp. 116-8. Despite the population exchange the 
·distrustfulness towards the Patriarchate and the belief that it 'Vas a machinery of propaganda i~-the 

· hands of the Greek state· continued to exist. A. Riistem Bey in 1925 stated that the only waY,· to put an 
· end to the political intrigues of the Patriarchate was to ~nish .it .fn>m Turkis~soil. "The enti~ 

orientation of Greek foreign policy demonstrates that Greek tmpenahsm has not disarmed, at least m 
·relation to Construitinople and the narrow strech of territory which still separate~ it from t~e Kin?d?m 
of Hellas. And that the maintenance of Constantinople as . the seat of the Patriarchate,_ m unwilhng 



Despite the beliefs on the origins of the Karamanh and their positive attitude 

towards the Government of Ankara during the Greek-Turkish war, the nationalists 

were· very suspicious towards Christian minorities.313 We already saw that they 

regarded the non-Muslim minorities as a pretext for the intervention of foreign 

powers.
314 

According to Tuozzi, the Italian agent in Ankara, the nationalists "regarded 

the minorities as having been the cause of unending trouble in the past, and have 

decided that the best way to prevent the recurrence of this trouble is to put an end to 

the existence of the minorities. "3 15 The nationalists also admitted this. The· diplomatic 

representative of the Government ·of the Grand Assembly Hamid Bey, who was 

empowered by the . government to conduct the negoti~tions on the population 

exchange, underlined that the Turkish sovereignty had always been infringed upon by 

foreign interference based on humanitarian interventions for the protection of 

Christian minorities in Turkey. He also stressed that this would not be acceptable 
. ,, . 

anyn:ore since his· government had no intention of accepting any foreign intervention 

response by Turkey to the passionate insistence of Greece supported by the Allies arid the United States 
at LaUsanne, was intended to serve the cause of Hellenic expansion, is irresistibly suggested by the , 
circumstances. Manifestly, the underlying motive of the effort to ensure the survival of the Patriarchlite 
in Constaritinople was the intention to use this institution, in the future as in the past, as a bulwark of 
·Hellenic influence in the heart of the coveted place itself as an agent of the policy pursued by the Greek 
Government at the' exi:Jense of Turkey." A Riistem, "The Future of the Oec:Umenical Patriarchate", 
Foreign Affairs 3, 1925, p. 607. 

313 Ari interesting exampie of this suspicion towards th~ non~Mtislims is exluoited in the manuscript · . 
. "Kappadokiki Dimokratia - Kapadokya Cumhuriyeti" of Serafeim N. Rizos in which he explains how ·. 
the members of the Orthodox community of Sinasos were accused of participatiilg in the "Committee 
of the· Cappadocian Republic". However, the story has a happy end and despite the interrogations and 

. the. trial. of. a perion from the community in istikliil Mahkemesi,. the community was .finally found • 
innocent Rizos clearly illustrates the continous fear of the Christians of being deported Serafeim N . 

. Rizos, Kappadokiki Dimokratia -Kapadokya Cumhuriyeti, manuscript 426, Cappadoeia 93 . 
. 314 Halide Edip, in a letter to Mustafa Kemal during the war clearly illustrates this suspicion towards 
the Christians: "Whatever. the (peace) terms may be, the Christian minorities will. still remain. They 
will enjoy the privileges of Ottoman subjects, and, relying on foreign countries -on some European 
powers, they will always make trouble. This will continually provide a pretext for foreign interference, 
and year by year we shall lose a certain degree of our independen~in favor of these minorities.". A ·. 
Speech, p. 77. According to Eroz, if Papa Eftim would had start this movement before the Great War, 

. the. Christian Turks would had fight against the enemy together with their Muslim co-natio~s, }iiid 
this would had prevent the suspicion of the Muslims towards the Christians and the eventual popul_ation 
exchange. See Mehmet Er0z, Hzristiyanla§an Tilrkler, (Ankara: Tiirk Kiiltiiriinii ~a Enstitiisii, 
19~3), p. 48 ... ·. . . . 



• 316 • 
tn the matter. For Ismet Pa~a, "the best way -for a minority in Turkey- to enjoy all 

the rights· of a Turkish citizen was to have no compromising relations with a foreign 

country and to keep aloof from all foreigners."317 

The Turkish side insisted that the minority problem ~had arose from foreign 

intervention to Turkey and a new settlement on the issue could be reached only with 

the exclusion of further possibilities of "foreign provocations". The population 

exchange between Turkey and Greece was important from this point of View. In other 

words, for the Turkish side, it was a . way of preventing . foreign intervention by 

excluding people who were seen as attached to another country. And those non

Muslims who would remain in Turkey would not lose their privileges and would 

enjoy the rights of the Turkish citizens. 318 Although Papa Eftim had declared many 

times that Turkish Orthodox Christians should not be treated as a minority since they · 

were Turks, the Karamanlz also shared the suspicion of the Turkish nationalists 

towards the non-Musiims?19 Richard Clogg believes that ''the Turkish Orthodox 

315 Kritikos, p. 219. 

316 ibid, p. 220~ . 

311 ibid, p. 221. ' . 
· 
318 "Pour resumer, Ia Delegation de Ia Grande Assemblee Natlonale de Turquie est d' avis:. 
1- Que !'amelioration du sort des minorites de Turquie depend avant tout de !'exclusion de toute 

espece d'intervention etrangere et de possibilite de provocation venant du dehors. 
2- ·Que ce but ne peut etre atteint qu'en procedant avant tout a un echange~de population tul'ques et 

· grecques de certaines regions de Ia Turquie et de la Grece. . -· 
3- _·Que les meilleures garanties pour la securite etle libre developpement des minorites restees en 

··.·.dehors de !'application des mesures d' echange reciproque, 5eraient celles fournies, tant parIes ;ois 
du pays, que la politique liberale de Ia Turquie a 1' egard de toute communaute don't les membres 
ne se sont pas departis de leur devoir de citoyen turc." Les Droits des Minorites : .. , p. 24. 

319 It seems that even m the case of a Greek victory it was quite sure that the Karamanlt would emigrate 
from their lands. In the Paris Peace Conference Venizelos had claimed that some 800.000Greeks 

· would remaiti in: Asia Minor outside the Greek zone. For Venizelos the peace treaty must include a 
.. voluntary and mutual migration· of Greeks from outside the Greek t~?rritory and Turks frpm within the 

Greek zone). Venizelos' aim with this population exchange was to create quite homogenous and thus 
defensible Greek territory in Asia Minor. According to Llewellyn Smith although Ve~~lof1lad 
insisted that such an exchange would be voluntary (he repeated this proposal in a letter to Lloyd 
George on 27 October 1919) he was determined that nothing should preve~t such an exchange. 
Llewelyn Smith, Ionian Vision: Greece in ASia Minor, 1919-1922, (London: Hurst & Company, 1998), 

.· p. 71 and 115., · · 



solution, if promoted mor~ sensitively, might conceivably have provided an answer to 

the problem ofKaramanlides.'.J20 

According to many Greek authors, the theories about the Turkish origin of the 

Anatolian Christians were buried with the treaty of the compulsory population 

exchange. By including the _ Karamanlz Christians in the compulsory population 

exchange the Turkish representatives admitted that even they themselves had not 

believed in these arguments. \Vith the agreement, it was as if the · Turkish side 

admitted the Greek origin of the Turkish-speaking Orthodox people of Anatolia. 321 

For Psomiades, the Karamanlides were easily assimilated in Greece because they 

considered themselves as Greeks.322 

Papa Eftim and-his family were exempted from the compulsory exchange of 

population by a decision of the Council ofMinisters in regard ofhis "services" to the 

national stuggle.323 The reason of the decision not to include. Papa Eftim in- the 

pop~ation exchange, was perhaps due to Ankara's need to control or balance the 

power of the Patriarchate since it was to remain in Constantinople._Nevertheless, since 
• >c 0 

the population exchange had deprived the newly founded Turkish Orthodox Church , 
. . 

from popular support, Papa Eftim concentrated his efforts on the Ecumenical 
' . 

Patriarchate anq_pn the Greek minority _that remained in istanbul. . 

32° Clogg, "Anadolu Huistiyan Kanndru;larumz ... ", p. 83. · 

321 Tsalikoglou, 1970, p. 28-9; also Alexaildris, "H A1t6w.pa tlqJltoupyiac; ... ", p. 196. 

322 Psomiades, The Eastern Question ... , p. 92. According to Cappadocian Tsalikoglou, they ~ev~r 
believed Eftim' s words. If the Cappadocians would have preferred to be Turks they would remam m 
their homeland and retain their properties. However, they choose to live even poorly in Greece as 
Greeks, since they never perceived -of themselves as Seljuks but as. Greeks. See·E. I. Tsalikoglou, 
Auroftzoyparpia Kat Juropt1cai Avapvi[aez~ B 'Mepo~ (Autobiography and Historical Memoires), KMS 

·manuscript 184, Cilicia 3B, pp. 425, 429-30. ,· ·- - -
. . . . 

323 The words of Mustafa Kemal on the -gravestone of Papa Eftim in the orthodox cemetery of ~i~li is 
_an indication of the importance of his services: "Father Eftim have served this cotmtry as much as an 
anny'' (Baba Ejlim bu memlekete bir ordu kadar hizmet etmi§tir). 



EFTThl IN iSTANBUL 

The activity of Eftim in istanbul after the population exchange is beyond the 

scope of this inquiry. In fact this period constitutes a part of the history of the Greek 

minority of istanbul and of the Patriarchate i~ the republican era. However in order to 

give a fuller picture, we will shortly mention this period. From 1923 until the 1930's, 

Papa Eftim sought to gain control over the Patriarchate. Initially it seemed that he was 

going to succeed. However, with the improvement of Greek-Turkish relations, the 

Patriarchate managed to counter effectively this threat and Papa Eftim gradually lost 

his importance in the ecclesiastic and communal affairs of the Greek . minority of 

istanbul. 

After the ·Greek defeat in Anatolia; there was a growing dissatisfaction with 

the policies of Patriarch· Meletios in Constantinople. Many people regarded the anti-

Turk attitude of Meletios as imprudent, since now that the Ankara Government was 

. victorious there was a fear of Turkish retaliation. Thus the anti-Meletios faction 

intensified their campaign for his resignation. They. also hoped that such a campaign 

would enjoy the encouragement and the support of the Turkish authorities. The.most 

outspoken member of this fa~tion was Daniianos Daniianidis, a trustee (epitrop~s) of 

. the Galata district and the gen~ral secretary of the Panagia .Kaphatiani church in 

Galata.' Dami_anidis was a militant Royalist and for that reason he was an enemy of the 
' ' ' 

Venizelist faction of Constantinople to which Patriarch . Meletios · belonged. 324 

Damianidis enjoyed the support of some dissatisfied prelates in the Phan~25 ·and 

according to Mavropoulos, he also asked the support o~the Turkish aut~qrities and 

324 Mavropoulos, Ilarplapl}Kai Ee)J~To OtKOVJlSVLKOV Ilarptapxsiov area 1878-1949 ~trlarchal 
Notes The Ecumenical Patriarchate fromJ878 to 1949), (Athens: __ 1960), pp. 186:-7. 



took their consent.
326 

On the 1st of June 1923, a crowd led by Damianos Damianidis 

attacked the Phanar ·and demanded the immediate abdication of Meletios. Upon his 

refusal he was beaten and injured. The Turkish police did not intervene, claiming that 

the dispute was an internal affair of the Orthodox community. Meletios was only 

rescued with the intervention of an Allied police force. 327 

After those events, the pressure on Meletios to abdicate intensified and even 

Venizelos urged him to resign as soon as possible. His abdication was regarded as 

necessary for the rehabilitation of the Patriarchate in Turkey. Meletios announced his 

departure from Constantinople on 27 June. However, instead of resigning, he declared 

his wish to go abroad for reasons of health and appointed the Metropolitan of Kayseri 

Nicolaos as locum tenens. He eventually left Turkey on the lOth ofJuly.328 

Despite the departure of Meletios, Damianidis continued his campaign, which 

was supported by Papa Eftim, against the Phanar .. It seems that Eftim was in contact 

with. Damianidis and· according to Alexandris, "the whole movement ·of Damianidis, · 

.· who was also of Kmqmanlz origin, can be seen as an attempt to publicize in istanbul 

the concept of a nationalist Turkish Orthodox ch~rch.''329 According to Echos d' 

325 
Alexandris, The Greek Minorityofhtanbul and Greek-Turkish Relatio~ 1918-1974, (Athens: 

Center for Asia Minor Studies, 1983), pp. 145-6. · · · · · · 

326 
MaVropoulos,p. 188 . 

.. 
327 

For the details of the everits see Echos d' Orient, Juillet-Septembre 1923, no. 131, p. 368-70; also 
Paul Gentizon, "La Grande Pitie du Phanar', L 'Illustration, 21 Fevner 1925, no. 4277, p. 177. 

328 
Alexandris, The Greek Minority ... , pp. 148-9; Harty Psomiades, "The Ecumenical Patriarchate 

Under the Turkish Republic: The First Ten Years", Balkan Studies 2, 1961, p. 55. 

·. 
3~9 Alexandris;· The Greek Minority ... , p. 152. The followers of Eftim at the ~gtnning"sought to 

· establish ties with the Karamanlz communities in istanbul, especially in Samatya and Kumkapt. 
However they met with limited success, since the Ka_ramanlz Christians of the city ha~ ben'largely · 
assimilated into the body of the Greek community of lstanb~. Ak§am on 18 Septe~r informed that 
many Constantinopolitan Greeks sent a letter to Eftim declanng that they oppose Meletios and.~t they 

.. acknowledge him as their patriarch. The letter was also sent to the Grand Assembly. Istanbul 
Rumlan", ~am,18 September 1338/1922. ·· · 



' 
Orient, Darnianidis was being encouraged by the government in order to gain support 

in istanbul for the Anatoli~ Turkish Orthodox Church.330 

Papa Eftim came to istanbul on September 21, accompanied by Saffet 

(Ankan) who was an inspector of the department of public order and took up 

residence at the T okathyan Hotel in Pera. According to Ergene, the Prime Minister 

Fethi Bey had asked him in the name of his government to go to istanbul and 

announce the demands of Ankara to the Patriarchate and to impose on it the will of 

the government.
331 

He got in touch with the Phanar and met with the locum tenens 

Nicholaos on 26 September. During this meeting Eftim claimed that the aim of his 

visit was to restore the Orthodox Church to its fonner·place of honour. He proposed 

the election of a patriarch agreeable ·to Ankara, Most important, he asked the 

immediate resignation of Meletios and the dismissal of six . members of the Holy 

Synod whose dioceses were outside Turkey_332 

. Although the Phanar initially gave a cordial welcome to Eftim, · it soon 
• .. 

changed its attitude, claiming that Eftim was not sent .officially by Ankara to 
- ' ( 

istanbul. 
333 

On· 28 September, the. Holy Synod broke off every relation with. Papa 
. . . ~-

._ Eftim. On 2 Octo9er, Eftiiil; accompanied by the Turkish police and some of his 

supporters, seized the Holy Synod . and presented an ultimatum, giving them ten 
. ·. . . . ' . . - '· . 

·minutes to declare Meletios deposed. The declaration was voted and. six of the eight 

330 
Echos d' Orient, Juillet~Septembre 19~3, no.131, p. 370. · · 

331 
Ergene, lstik/dl Harbinde Tilrk Ortodokslart, (istanb?~: LP. N~ri)-at Servisi, 1951), pp. 59-60 . 

. According to Eftim, wnting in 1959, he was sent ~o Istanbul by the government to prevent the 
·"massacre" of the Greek minority when the Turkish army reached the city. It was thought that if in the 
head of the Patriarchate was Papa Eftim, the temperament of the Turkish people w,ould ~~e. See 
Papa Eftim, Atenagoras 'm Orgam E/efleri Foni Gazetesine Cevabzm ve Fener Patrikhanesi ile 
Rumlugun lfYilzil, (istanbul: Ata'mn Yurdu Yaymlan, 1959), p. 13. _ · _ -,·, -~~· 

-
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members of the Holy Synod whose sees were outside Turkey were expelled from the 

Patriarchate. Then, Papa Eftim declared that he would remain at the Phanar until 

seven members nominated by him were admitted to the Holy Synod and a new 

Patriarch agreeable to Ankara was elected. Except the election of a new Patriarch his 

demands were met and he. returned to Ankara as the "official representative" of the 

Ecumenical Patriarchate. 334 

However, the government refused to accept Eftim as an official representative 

of the Patriarchate, since the Phanar, as a purely religious institution, had no right of 

formal representation in Ankara. Moreover, the government disapproved ot: and 

expressed its displeasure with Eftim's violent actions.335 

On 12 October Meletios announced his resignation. On 6 December 1923, the 

Metropolitan of Chaelcedon Grigorios336 was elected Patriarch . and despite the 

opposition of Papa Eftim, he was enthroned as Grigorios VII on 13 December. For . 

Eftim, the Greek state had intervened in the election, and the elected ~atriarch was an 

agent of the Greek .. foreign office .. Before the enthronement of Grigorios, on 7 
' . ·( 

December, . Eftim occupied once. again the Phanar and declared . that as "general 

representative of aU the Orthodoxcommunities" he had taken over the Holy Synod 

.· .· and would continue to occupy the once again Phanar until a new election took ·· 

. 
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place.
337 

But two days later, the police expelled Papa Eftim and his supporters from 

the Patriarchate. It seems that Eftim's excesses were regarded by the Government as 

actions, which would make an unfavourable impression on the world opinion. Thus 

the Minister of Justice declared in the Grand National Assembly that the Patriarchate 

was a religious institution and that the election of Gregorios had the approval of the 

Turkish Government. Moreover Mustafa Kemal sent a telegram to the newly elected 

patriarch thanking him for his favourable sentiments towards the Republic. 338 

After his second unsuccessful attempt to take over the Patriarchate, Eftim 

understood that such action would not be tolerated by the government. According to 

Ergene, the Minister of Justice himself told Eftim that the government could not do 

anything officially. However he expressed that they would support him unofficially in 

. his efforts to pacifY the intrigues of the Patriarchate.339 Thus on 12 February 1924, 

Papa Eftim occupied the Church of Pap.agia .Kaphatiani in Galata and later he 

transferred the Turkish Orthodox Church there. Although the Patriarchate reacted to 
. ·. \ 

these actions and asked the intervention of the authorities, the officials announced that 

they would not interfere with the issue, since it was an intercommunal issue of the 

Orthodox. 
340 

Papa Eftim also took over the Christ Church of Galata in May 1926 and 

he als~ intervened in the election of the administration of the communal property 
: . . 

. (mutevelliheyeti) of Pera and with the help of the police his ~o followers were_, 

. electei:l.341 Also, in 1935, Eftim's collaborator istamat Zihni Ozdamar (Pulluoglu)was 

337 Psomiades, The E~tern Question ... , p. 96; Alexandris, The GreekMinority ... , pp. 155-6; Ergene, pp. 
91-8. 

338 Aiexandris, .The Greek }.;Jinority ... , p. 156. 

339 Ergene, pP. 85-6. 

340 Alexandris The Greek Minority ... , p. 157. 
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appointed by the government as sole trustee (tek miitevelli) of the Bahkh Hospital 

untill937. 

Between 1923 and 1924, the future of the Patriarchate remained in complete 

uncertainty, and for a while it appeared that the Patriarchate would be reconstituted in 

such a fashion that its composition and direction would be identical with Eftim's · · 

Turkish Orthodox Church. 
342 

But it seems that the Turkish Government changed its 

attitude towards the Patriarchate. As the British ambassador in Turkey Sir Ronald 

Linsday observed in 1925: "Angora no longer wants to uproot the Patriarchate 

altogether. It has been realised that its continuance here may provide Turkish policy 

with certain levers which could be lost if the institution was completely suppressed. 

The present intention of Angora is, therefore, to keep the Patriarchate here, but in 

such a reduced state that it would be mockery of its fonner self and a ready tool in 

· Turkish hands."
343 

From 1925 on, the Greek-Turkish relations normalized .. In 1928, 

Venizelos returned to power in Greece and he sought to improve the relations with 

Turkey. This proce~s culminated with the Greek-Turkish Treaty of Friendship of 31 

October 1930 and the Patriarchate was allowed t9 operate on a freer basis. In May 

.1931 Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk himself assured Venizelos .that he would keep Papa , . 

This new situation limited seriously the impact of Papa ·Eftim. Already, after 
. . 

1925 he had bee~ alienated from the Greek community of istanbuL Unable to obtain 

the support of the government, ·he entered after 1930 a perio'd of obscurity which 

lasted until the second half of the 1950's when the Cyprus issue made the position of 

. the Patriarchate diffictilt. According to Psomiades, it was_ certain that Pap~ g_ftim "was 

342 Psomiades, The Eastern Question ... , p. 94. 

343 Alexandris, The Greek minority ... , p. 346. 



merely another pawn in the hands of the Turkish diplomats at Lausanne and after. As 

soon as the major differences between Greece and Turkey were resolved, the project 

for a Turkish Orthodox Church sank into oblivion and Papa Efthim was no longer 

posed as a threat to P~anar.':a45 

344 
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THE "CHRISTIAN TURKS" 

In the first chapter, we examined in detail the attempt of founding a Turkish national 

church. Apparently, such an attempt was closely related to-the political needs ofboth 

the nationalists and the Anatolian Orthodox Christians. As we have seen, the former· 

sought to counter western propaganda on the "Turkish atrocities" and to guarantee the 

support of the Anatolian Christians, while the latter sought to defend their existence in 

Anatolia in a time of political and social instability and turmoil. \Ve aJso saw that the 

foundation of a Turkish church went hand in hand with the assumption that the 

Turkish-speaking Christians of Anatolia were essentially Turks. In this chapter we are 

going to detect the elaboration of this assumption that was formed in a time when the 

Turkish national identity was under construction. Naturally, the thesis regarding the 

· Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians was an integral part of this ·constructive 

process. Therefore, it would be misleading to regard this thesis as a mere tactical. 

manoeuvre of the .Kemalists in order to legitimise the. founding of the Turkish 

Orthodox Church. In fact, the debate on the origiR of the Anatolian Christians was 
. ' 

directly. related. to. the efforts of defining the Turkish nation and its homeland. We will 

see that the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians was an important argument in 

defining Anatolia as the Turkish fatherland and in countering- th~ threat of other. 

nations' claims on it. However, in order to shed light to this argument, we·must first 
' ' ' 

ask two important questions. The first one is closely related to the ·place and the 

meaning of Cappadocia and the Karamanlz. Christians in the formation of the Greek 

nationalist discourse. The second one ·deals . with the e~ent to which. the . Orthodox 

. Christians perceived themselves as Greeks. 



Until the second half of the 19th century, Cappadocia was mainly known in 

Greece as an important historical centre of Orthodox Christendom. This was the land 

where the Orthodox faith had found its more able adherents, most importantly Saint 

Basil. References in the Greek written sources of the period that describe Cappadocia · 

as part of the Greek world are very limited. For example in the Geographia Neoteriki 

(1791) of Daniel Filippidis and Grigorios Konstantas, Cappadocia is referred to as a 

part of Greece. In Dimitrios Vizantios' famous theatrical work Vavi/onia {1836) 

where he illustrates the diversity of the Greek world by putting together people from 

different parts of it; Savvas Hac1 Muratis from Kayseri, is among the .Greeks who 

celebrate the victory over ibrahim's forces. Hac1 Savvas introduces himself as coming. 

from the land of Saint Basil. 
346 

It seems that Cappadocia was not a totally foreign. 

·region for the newly emerging secular Greek-speaking intelligentsia. Nevertheless, 

and although an increasing interest· for the region was manifest among European . 
. . . . 

geographers ' and travellers, the philologists and historians of the newly emerged 
' ( 

.. Greek. State lacked such a kind. of interest. The M~ropolitan of Konya, Kirillos, who 

later became Ecu~enical Patriarch, was the first to deal with Cappadocia in the .19th · 

· ~entury.He published a historical description of his dioceseinJ815.347 A ~~rk of .. 

exceptio~al importance is, at the same period, the work ofHatzllordanis from Incesu., 
~ . . . . . . ... 

· .After serving in the army of the Greek Kingdom for nine years, Iordanis returned in 

1848 to his homeland. Meanwhile, he wrote .two essays, in 1842 and 1843, on the · 
.; 

topography. and history ofhis homeland. He notes that his aim for writing themwas.to 

t·l--

• 
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honour his fatherland' and to prove its Greek origin.348 Despite these few examples, 

we must wait until the second half of the 19th century for a more coherent, synthetical 

and serious study of the region. 

Until the secon~ half of the 19th century the Orthodox Church was the main 

social and cultural actor in the interior of Asia Minor. The Orthodox clergy, long , · 

before the foundation of the Greek Kingdom, had been working in order to strengthen 

the Christian religious feelings in the region. Under the threat of assiinilation by .the 

surrounding Muslim majority and the increasing efforts of the missionaries · to 

proselytise the local people, the Orthodox Church sought to defend the religious 

integrity of its flock. During this period, many religious books had been writteri or 

translated into Turkish with Greek script to counter the efforts of the missionaries. 

The Metropolitan of Kayseri Paisios in 1839 ordered the local clergy to prevent 

parents from giving ·"Turcoman, Persian or other barbarian nation's names" .to their 

chil~ren. 349 The church also made·. efforts to maintain. the .liturgical use of Greek 

·among the Orthodo~ communities in Asia Minor. For instance during the Patriarchate 

of Jeremias Ill (1716-26; 1732-33) arrangements_were made for young Orthodox 

. Christians from ~ayseri to study in istanbul so that they would be able to read . the 

·Holy Scriptures and the liturgical books?
50 

· 

In those ways, the church sought to vitalise. the cultural life of the region and ·· 
. . 

inte~sively cultivated the religious· feeling against linguistic· Turkification ·and· the .· 

· missionaries?51 . The Orthodox clerics were giving great emphasis to educational 

348 See K. K. Papoulides, "Manuscripts 167 and 168 from the Russian Archaelogical Institute in 
Constantinople", Balkan Studies 20, 1979, pp. 133-40. .. • . · , .- • · 

· . 349 Petropoulou, "0 E~EllttVtaJ.l&;- E~apxaiaJ.l&; -rrov OvoJ.16:trov atllV Kmma&>Kltt -rov OEK<no cvaro 
· mrova", Lle.hio KtvrpovMll<pamanKmv Erro1Mmv, vol. 7, 1988-1989, pp. 168-9. · .... ~-

~~ _..-----· ~,..-' 

3so Clogg, "Anadolu Hrristiyan Kannda~lannuz ... ", p. 72 .. 
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• .. 351 The . role of the Orthodox Church in ~ducational and cultural ~ctiVities of the Cappadocian 
.communities is illustrated in the important contributions of the three metropolitans ofKayseri in the. 
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activities as the primary mean to counter these threats. But as was the case in the 

Balkans,. from the second half of the 19th century, the Church was obliged to 

rearticulate its· discourse and its views vis .a vis the Greek state and its national 

ideology and thus to propagate ·the Greek letters and education in order to counter 

these threats. 
352 

Therefore, it would be misleading to think that the Orthodox Church . 

and clergy were replaced by the Greek State and a nationalist lay intelligentsia. The 

Orthodox Church continued to play an important role in the sociat and cultural 

spheres. . 

In order to understand the place of Cappadocia in the Greek national 

consciousness we have to focus on the literature on Cappadocia.ofthe second half of •. 

· . the century. This corpus of work was produced by· a group of local literate laymen 

who started to appear in the context of the secularisation of the cultural sphere in the 

19th century. Among this group were those who eventually made their career in 

. Gret:ce, like the historian PavlosKarolidis and the linguist DimitriosMavrofydis. But · 
' ' .. 

the majority were m~n who, after studying in Athens or Constantinople, returned. to. 

their homeland, such as Serapheim Rizos, Anastas~os Angelidis, Anastasios Levidis~ ~ 

Philippos Aristovoulos, Archangelos Gavriel etc. The latter wrote generally in Greek 
' ~ . . ·, 

and rarely · in Turkish. Their literary work was in confonillty . with .the ·intellectual: · 
. . 

trends of Greece:. folklore, ethnography, local history and archaeology .. Thus, i~ the . 

second half of the century, there emerged a literature on Cappadocia that concentrated · 
.· . ~ . -

on the restoration ofhistorical continuity and the link with antiquity.353 

19th century. These metropolitants who c~n~buted greatly to the developm~nt o~ ;c!t!catio~ i_n 
Cappadociawere Paisios (1832-1871), Evstathios Kleovoulos (1871-1876) ~d Ioanms Anastasiadis 
(1878-1903). The three men were "enlightened" clerics who gave great emphas_1~ to the d~el~p~ent ()f 
education. and they were dedicated to" the ideals of the cultural and spmtual .revttahsau_on -of 
Cappadocia. Petropoulou, "Cultural and Intellectual Life in 19th Century.Qlppadociaa Sketch", p.43. 

· ... 352 ibid, p. 43-4. 



Apart from their ~literary output, there were also other activities undertaken by 

the educated people in the interior Anatolia, activities that demonstrate the shift in the 

definition of their collective self-awareness. An increased interest in coin collections, 

folk tales, fables and folk songs, ancient inscriptions was giving the pace. Some 

among the educated ones formed personal libraries and wrote articles for newspapers · 

and journals concerning the origin of their village name, seeing in it an ancient or 

Byzantine root. They were many who changed their own names, which . had 

previously Turkish endings. to names inspired by ancient Greek history or 

mythology. 354 

N. Rizos' Kappadokika (1856) was a book of great importance in introducing 

' 

Cappadocia to the Greek-speaking public. It was the first of a series of ethnological 

and linguistic works written by authors of Cappadocian origin. Rizos was from 

. Sinasos, which was among the Greek speaking communities of the region. In fact, 

.·until . the 19th century, the whole region was known as totally Turcophone and . the 

importance of the ~ook was that it was the first to show that in certain places of 

· Cappadocia . Greek was . spoken. Rizos. also quoted two folk songs in Greek; the first . . . . . .. " .. 
. . . . ~' . . . 

published folk spp_gs from Cappadocia. He stated that the traditions ofCappadocians 
' . 

were. based on those. of the ancient Greeks~ According ai~ays. to Rizos, the people of 

the Greek-speaking villages Aksos, Limnos andDilos were rrom the Greek isles that 
. .' ' . . . . --

beared the same naine. For him a commander of Mithridatos, a certain Arkhelaos had • 
. . ..) ' . . . . . . . . ' 

.. 
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· . 354 ibid, p.47. The trend towards ancient names was not anew phenomenon: Infact itcame~from 
Reinaissance Europe. The westernized Greek elites started to acquire ancient ~es bef~re .the ~ott in ~ 

· ·. 1821; i.e .. during the. "Greek Enlightment" .-With this act they sought to underline therr ·link wtth the 



brought them to the r~gion. In conformity with the general mood of the era:, he 

equated the learning of Greek with the acquisition of civilization. This book marked 

the . beginning of a new period regarding the literature on Cappadocia. Its basic 

feature, which in the years to come will become the mait)stream,. was the effort to 

prove the essential Hellenic character of the region. 355 

An interesting discussion that took place in 1863 in the salons of the Hellenic 

Literary Society of Constantinople (Ellinikos Philologikos Sillogos 

Konstantinoupoleos) is indicativ~ of the contemporary assumptions on Cappadocia. 

The discussion was on A D. ·Mordtmann's research, Die · Troglodyten von 

Kappadokien (1861). The debate had raised the problem of what the. language_ of 

. Cappadocian Christian communities had been before Turkish. For Mordtmann and .··· 

many others like T exier, the contemporary Cappadocians had nothing to do with· 

. Greeks; they belonged to the Irano-arrnenic race and there had been no period of 

Hellenization in language or in culture between· the ancient · Cappadocian and 
. ~ . . 

contemporary Tur~sh periods. Of course these arguments raised many objecti()ns:· 
- ' .. ' ' \, 

Despite some simplistic arguments.· on "ancient. Greek colonies" in · Cap~adocia,:the 
. . .~-----· . ,. 

main argument 9f Greek intellectuals was based on the assumption that the 

Cappadocians -were Hellenised during the Hellenistic period. The still existing Greek-
. . ,, . . . . 

. speaking communities. of Cappadoda were regarded as a clear -indication and pr~o( : 
. ·. - . . . . . 

· that ·a 'cultural Hellenization took place and that it was f~llowed by a process of .. , 
. ~ .._) . : ' . . . . ~ . - . ' . 

forgetting or not using the Greek language after the Turkish conquest. 356 · 
. . . ... . 

Socrates Krinopoulos' . ethnological and philological essay.· on his Greek

. speaking homeland (Fertek) is a t)rpical . instance. 9f · the thesis of- cultl1ral 

aricient world and the enlightened Europe.· Also by rejecting their Christi}Ul names they countered the 
. Orthodox Church. · · . ·._ · · 

355 
Anagnostakis and Balta, pp .. 21-3; also Karathariasis, pp: 14-5. 



Hellenization. According to him, the ancient Cappadocian language was replaced · 

gradually by Greek after the cqnquests of Alexander the Great. For a long period, both 

languages were spoken in the region and for that reason the people were called semi

barbarians or bilinguals (mixovarvaroi - diglossoi). However, after the spread of 

Christianity Greek prevailed not only in the urban centres but also in the rural areas: · 

Between the 4th and 5th century Greek became the one and only language of the 

region. However, the Turkish migrations and invasions reversed this situation and 

Greek started to decline. The brutality of the invasion and conquest, the long period of 

coexistence with the Turks and the absence of proper schools caused the gradual 

disappearance of Greek. 357 

Indeed, the Greek authors, when explaining the dominance of Turkish in the 

interior Asia Minor, were invoking the harsh and brutal . character ·of the Turkish 

invasion. ioak:eim Valavanis for instance, in his Mikrasiatika (Athens 1891) quoted 

the.Anatolian beliefs on the loss of the Greek language. According to the latter, when 

the Turks invaded Asia Minorthey threatened the local population With cutting: off · 

their tongues if they would speak Greek. So, the Greeks were forced to dismiss their 
- ' '"'~ _;' . 

mother language .and to adopt Turkish .. Greek was saved and retained only in the 

· .. liturgical services. For Valavanis, although the Turkish-speaking .Greeks did not 
. . . 

. understand anything .. in religious services, they continued going regu~arly"to church in .. 

order to he~ their past lost language? 58 

The Greek dialects of Cappadocia were considered as important because it was 

supposed that they' had retained remnants of ancient and Medieval Greek. Because of 

356 
ibid, p. 25-7; also Karathanasis, p. 16-7. 
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· Krinopoulos, Ta rPeprai~a Yno EOvoA.oyzKfrv Kaz rPzA.o).oyzKfrv.· Jl.nolf/11 Etera(opsva (An 
Ethnological and Philological Research on Fertek), (Athens: 1889), pp. 9-17. 
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the isolation of the locai Orthodox communities after the Turkish conquest, it was 

considered that the communities had retained a purer form of. Greek with certain 

characteristics of older forms. This "purity" of Cappadocian and also Pontic dialects 

were signs of the linguistic and therefore national continuif¥ ·of the Anatolian Greeks. 

In fact, as in the debate on Fallmerayer's thesis, ethnological studies on the traditions,. · 

rituals, language, folk songs and dances of the people were regarded as important· as 

long as they could be related to the ancient Greek world. Greek ethnology had been 

born out of the reaction to the theories of Falhnerayer on the origins of the Greeks. 

According to Jacop Philipp Fallmerayer, the Greeks living in contemporary Greece 

were in no way descendants of the ancient Greeks as they were claiming~ :£n fact, they 

represented a mixture of Slavic and Albanic people who had migrated and invaded · 
. . 

Greece in the :Middle Ages. Fallmerayer's influential work (Geschichte der Halbinsel 

Morea Wtihrend des Mittelalters -1830) was actually an attack to the foundations of 

. '·' 

the .Modem Greek state that defined itself as the heir of the ancient Greece. 359 The aim 

of Greek ethnology :was therefore to prove that the traces of the. ancient Greek world 

. . 

.. were ever alive, that between the .cultural forms of modem and ancient Greeks there 

.· ·· existed a direct ~ontinuity-relation. The main-~. of the ethnological work was to 

demonstrate the continuity between the old and. the contemporary; in other \Vo;ds the . ·.· · · · 

. continuity of the Greek national spirit. Therefore, the daily lifeo~ (J:reeks (especially 
, . . ' ' . ' • , . . .· , ' •C 

of the ''pure" _rural communities) was important for ethnologists since it demonstrated 
. . ••• j, 

· similarities with the ancient world. 3-
60 

. 
359

. For the debate on F allmerayer see: Elli Skopetea, F al/merayer Ts-;ybnp.ara rov AvrinrCL1.ov L1eo~, . 
(Athens: 1999) and also Georgios Veloudis, 0 Jacop Philipp Fa/lnierayer Kru Tf F..f:vsa77.~o,v__~lKob 
Iuropu;pov (Fallmerayer and the Genesis of Grek Historicism), (Athens : E.M.N.E.-MVIl!!OJV, 1982). 
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;

60 
Kiryalddu-Nestoros H esmpia Uf~ EJ.ATfVlKf[t; Aaoyparpiat;. KpqnKf[ AvcUVa77 (The Theory of_Greek 

. Laography. A Critical' Analyis), (Athens: E'tatpsia L1tOUOOw Nsoelll]VlKOu IIoA.ma~oo Ka1 revudt~ 
IImoeiac; 1977), pp, 24-5; Herzfeld, Ours Once More: Folk/o~e,-/~eologyand_the Making ofM_odem 

. Greece, (New York: Pella, 1986), pp. 79-80. The Hellemc Llt~rary. SOCiety o~ Constantmople 
organized from th~ 1870's a competition on the ethnological and philological colleCtions on language 



For instance, acc'arding to Krinopoulos the games of Fertek had remained the 

same from the Homeric period. After explaining the traditions about weddings, births, 

funerals and festivals, he concludes with the following question: "Don't we find these 

rituals and traditions also in Theophrastos, Aristoteles, Plutarkhos and Theokritos?':J61 
. - ' 

Rizos Elephteriadis, who in 1879 published Sinasos, itoi meleti epi ton ithon kai ton· · 

ethimon avtis, was also enthusiastic to claim that in Sinasos appear scenes of the 

Homeric period. He was the second, after N. Rizos, who had published Cappadocian 

folk· songs. For Elephtheriadis, some songs of Sinasos, from a philological point of 

view, were very close to the clephtic songs of the Epirus and to the tragedies of 

Euripides or.Sophokles.
362 

In the book published by the istanbul branch of the school 

board { ephoria) of Nev~ehir for its centenary. celebrations in 1920, there is the same 

assumption that the customs of Cappadocians were very similar to those of the ancient 

times and also to those which were still practised in the Greek-speaking world: This 

s~arity, according to the book, was a proof of the racial unity of the local people .· 

with the ancient an~ modern Gt:eeks. For instance, the superstition of distributing33 

kurn§ after the death of someone as "custom mo:qey'' was probably taken from the . 
. . ~ 

.. , __ .... 

· .. Greek myth on :C~aron. Or the practices and rituals of the night. before the Theofania 

.•festival was akin to the ancient Greek festival called ''Pianepsi".363 
.. ·. . . . . 

and local rituals and traditions of the Greek Orthodox communities of the Empire. the competition was 
called "Living Monuments" (Zonta Mnimeia) meaning that the linguistic forms and local traditions of 
the communities of Asia Minor were deeply connected with the antiquity _and Greek history. The 
competition was an institution which .served the I~ dialects and rituals t? be in~luded and . 

. reinterpreted . within the national culture. See Haris ,Exertzoglou, E8vzJC11 Taurourra. ar1fV 
Kwvuravrzvovrcohf rov 19" Aubva. 0 EJ.ltrvzmr; tPzJ.oJ..oyucbr; .Ev...U.Oyor; Kmvuravnvovrcokmr; 1861-
1912 (National Identity in Constantinople in the 19th c. The Hellenic Literary Society. of 

· Constantinople), (Athens: E!COOas~ NscpS}.TJ,-1996), pp. 121-31. 
. . ' . 

361 Kri.tlopaulos, p.29 and 32. 
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3~2 RizosEiephteriadis, Evvaa6r; frro~ M~ erci truv HOwv Kat EOi~mv Avnir; (A StudY. on -the 
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V alavanis supported the assumption. that the Greek spoken by the few 

communities of Anatolia (one of them was Aravanion, the birthplace of Valavanis) 

had retained some traces of the ancient Greek. For hiiD, it was important that the 

Greeks who had had no way except adopting the language of the conqueror, sought to · 

distort it sometimes by using Greek roots or sometimes by using Greek prefixes. For , 

example instead of"yaptznrzm" or "kestiririm~', they said 'yaptirdizo" or "kestirdizo". 

According to V alavanis these were forms of resistance to the cultural dominance of. 

the conqueror. V alavanis also interpreted the Karamanlz script as a way of reacting to 

Turkish domination. 364 

With the publication of the medieval epic poem ''Digenis Acritas~'. in 187 5 by 

· C. Sathas and E. Legiand and also with the publication of many acritic songs, the 

ethnological and philological focus moved to the Middle Ages and geographically to 

Cappadocia and to the region near Ephratios ... It. was Athanasios. Papadopoulos~ 

Kerameus who indicated that the acritic songs were not· Pontic ~in· origin but. 

Cappadocian and naturally had nothing to do with the SlavS.365 In this way,Kerameus 

managed to unite the trends of. Greek anti-Falhn.erayerian ethnography with .. ·the 

' 

studies of mediev~ Asia Nfinor. For him the acritic epic had been .born in Cappadocia 

Cappadocian fullera1y rituals see also Papadopoulos, 0 Ymwov,l.o~ EAlt!vurJ.L6~ TTJ~ AozanK17~ EUaoo~ 
·· 0 EJ.J.r[yUJJ.Lo~ TTJ~ AozanK17~ FJ.).aoor; E~Ko~ Kaz !AaJaozK~ Egua(oJ.LsvoF (The Uru:edeei?ed Greeks , 
of Asiatic Hellas. An ethnic and linguistic research), (Athens: Bt~l..trnu.oAeiov Icoav. N. Itotp11, 1919), 
p. 131. . 

364 
Valavanis, pp. 28-9 and 66. Greek authors generally regarded ~e usa~e of .Greek alphabet by the · 

Turkish-speaking Orthodox of Cappadocia as a way of preservmg th~lf ~tiona! cui~. See for 
example Papadopoulos, p. 69. Hudaverdoglou-Th:odot~s to explain this, ~es the example o~ the 
Greeks of Syria and Palaistine who after the Arab mvastons not only lost thetr languag~ but,~·~~~· 

. · their alphabet and practised the church services in Arabic. Thus, they lost any connection mth tlietr 
national·· language and national culture. Houdaverdoglou-Theodotos~~· "1 . Tourkophonos Elliniki 
Philo/ogia'?, Epe~s Etaireia Vizantinon Spoudon, Etos Z, Athens 1930, p. 301. 

. · 
365 Karathanasis, p. 17; also Anagnostakis-Balta, pp. 33-6. 



from where it had been transferred to Trabzon and the Crimea and only then was it. 

translated into Slavic. 366 

The studies on Cappadocia increased further with the foundation of the 

Society of those from Asia Minor "Anatoli" (Sillogos Mikrasiaton Anatoli) in 1891 

and the publication of the journal Xenophanis (1896) in which many studies on, , 

Cappadocia were published. Already Papadopoulos-Kerameus in his speech in· the 

anniversary ceremony of the Literary Society of Constanti~ople in i 882, underlined 

that the ethnological material from the Epirus, Thessaly and Thrace were enough to . 

counter Fallmerayerian thesis, whereas those from the interior of Asia Ivfinor were 

still missing. This ·invitation had its repercussions, since in the catalogues of the 

· Society of 1884 there were seven studies for Asia Minor of which four were about 

Cappadocia. 367 

It seems that at the beginning of the 20th century Cappadocia had ·become a 

part of Greek national consciousness. In 1906, during the ceremonies and festivities 

for the Olympic ~es, a musical program consisting of Cappadocian songs amaied 

the Athenians.· Again in 1906, the "father'' of Greek ethnology Nicholaos Politi~( in 
',,, .. 

his major work ttlllderlined that the origin of the ~tic epos w~ Cappadocia, in ASia . 

Minor; '~eland which today hopefully waits the nation". He concluded that the . 
- . . . ' . . ' . . . . "' ~ ' . ' : 

. · 'borders of Hellas had to be identified with the place where the acritic poem was_ 

· .·· Jt is important that in this whole effort and process of ethnological research f~r, 

. providing proofs of the Hellenic character of Cappadocia, the Turcophone ·Orthodox 

population was to be only receivers. Naturally, they wer~ unable to' provide-material 

366 ibid. pp. 40~ 1. 

367 fuid. pp. 36~ 7. 



to that purpose. In contr~st with the Greek-speaking population ofCappadocia, whose. 

culture was regarded as part of the Greek national identity, the. oral· tradition (folk 

songs, tales etc.) of the Turcophones was regarded as signs of submission to a foreign 

power. The Turcophones were seen as people whom the Greek intelligentsia should 

enlighten and force into a process of civilization. Until the late 19th century the local· · 

cultural output of the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians remained mainly intact. 

In the cases when it was studied, their. oral tradition was disregarded, since it had 

nothing to do with what was being defined as Greekness. In the demonstration of their 

local culture, those parts that were supposed to be part of the general ·Orthodox . 

tradition were underlined, whereas. the ones that were believed to be results: of the 

Muslim-Turkish influence were left out. 369 

The hellenization of Cappadocia 

The new · awareness· of Cappadocian Hellenism had its counterpart ·in •. the 

increasing· efforts to spread Greek letters and culture in the region. During the i 9th 
. -,- " 

century the economic, social and political developments enabled the inhabitants of the 

region to increase. their connections with the other parts of the Ottoman Empire. From 

. the beginning of the 19th century co~;iderable effort was undertaken by the centres of .. 
' . . ' '- . .. 

the Greek Orthodox community to strengthen their ties With tliis region: This ~effoit __ · 

went ·. hand jn hand with attempts for. incUlcating· in the. Cappadocian. Orthodox: 

. ·· communities, an awareness that they were part of the greater national· community ?f 
- - . - . - ~ 

Greeks. ·In this effort educational activities played a major · role. Education was 

considered to be the·. instrument to spread ·the nationa! consciousness through· the 

.intermediary of the Greek language. Especially after the establishment of the·9feek 

. 
368 Karathanasis, pp. 18-9; also Anagnostakis-Balta, pp. 47~8. 



state· and from the second half of the 19th century efforts were made. to Hellenize. the 

Anatolian Turcophone Orthodox communities. Schools, .. educational and literary 

societies, libraries and clubs with the support of the Greek state were engaged in these 

efforts to inculcate the T urcophone "unredeemed Greeks:' of Anatolia a sense of 

Greek national identity. 

In this process the role played by those who emigrated from.Cappadocia to the 

western commercial cities was of extreme importance. The rapid social and economic 

transformation of the port cities in the 19th.-century created a vast need for manpower. 

Like other Greek -Orthodox populations from different regions, the Karamanlz 

Christians migrated to these urban . centres from the second half of the J 9th century. 

These immigrants founded guilds, associations and societies and reproduced their 

· . "cornrnu~ities" in the places where they migrated. "The· ~orrner inhabitants of a 

. -village would gather together in the same district, go to the same church, maybe even .. 

b~d one of their own, have their own priest and a certain place in the market, 

reproducing the archetypal pattern of life in their homeland.'.J70 ·When the immigrants. 

. were returning to their homeland, they were . in9ulcating in their· compatriots ~the 

values and ideas tpat were the product of the urban centres' culture. As for those who 

never went back and their number was gradually increasing, stayed in touch with their · 
. . . . - ~ \. . . .- \ 

. . -
.· ... fatherland. Through their associations in istanbu~ these migrants: ~oncentrated on the_ 

. . 

sociai 'and C1Jltural improvement of their local community mainly by supporting the · .. 

establishment and maintenance of schools. 371 In this way they contributed to the. 

urbanization and ''Hellenization" of their communities by using the community as a 

mechanism of spreading Greek education. The phenome~on of migration, ,in_ the short . · 

~~ibid, p. 49 and 55. 

~70Petropoulou, "Cultural and Intellectual Life ... " , p. 40. 



. . 

run, enabled the local Orthodox communities to beco~e more prosperous and, as a 

result, to meet with "modem, social activities. However· on the long run those 

communities lost their connection with their geographical environment· and became 

dependent to Constantinople. Most of the Cappadocian coill1Ilunities Witnessed in the 

second half of the 19th century an educational· development and an increase in the · · 

number of schools which in some cases seems contrary t~ the economic state ofthe 

local community and can only be explained by the role played by the ~gra~ts.372 . 

In fact, a Karamanlz community in istanbul existed already from the 15th 

· century. After the migrations of the·l9th century the Karamanli population of the city 

increased. Many Karamanlz moved to the districts where Greeks were.living;. This .. ·· 

movement augmented the interconnections between the Karamanlz inhabitants of the 

city and the local Greeks. There were many richKaramanlz.families, mainly occupied . 

· · in the trade of food and clothing, such as Si~marioglu, Siniosoglu, Portokaloglu, 
: . . . 

Seferoglu and the famous Bodosaki Athanasiadis. More important;· the· Karamcmlz, 
- "--, .. 

who had the advantage of being bilingual increasingly acted as mediators between ihe 
' ( _, 

. 

Ottoman Government and the Greek. community: People such. ·as Konstantinos 

Vayannis, Konstantinos Adosidis Pa~a, Aristidis Y organcoglu Pa~a became very . 

influential in the Ottoman administration. It · was · also iniportant that niany of the 
. . ~ . 

· · .. Greek deputies in the Ottoman Parliament after 1908 were Kaiamanlz in origin: We_ 
. . .• . 

. can ·therefor.e ·say that by the second .half of the. century there emerge? a strong 

Karamanlz community in istanbul that played a major role in the process of 

. 
371 ibid, pp. 40-2. 
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incorporating the Turcophone Orthodox communities into the Greek national 

"d . 373 1 entity. . 

It is not easy to know to what extent the Turcophone Orthodox Christians 

perceived themselves as Greek. According to Ioakeim V alavanis, the Orthodox of the 

interior of Anatolia was completely ignorant of the name of the race to which he/she 

belonged. "For if today you ask a Christian, even one speaking a corrupted Greek: 

'What are you?' 'A Christian', he will unhesitatingly reply. 'All right, but other 

. people are Christians, the Armenians, the Franks, the Russians .. .' 'I don't know', he 

will answer, 'yes these people believe in Christ but I'm a Christian' he·will reply to 

you impatiently''. 
374 

This dialogue,. according to V alavanis, indicates . 4ow much 

related was nationality and religion for the Anatolian people. The wishes and dreams 

of the Anatolian Greeks were not about Greece, Athens or Parthenon but they were 

· related to Byzantium and Hagia Sophia. For example, • the Anatolian Greeks were 

superstitious about Tuesday. Tuesday was believed to ·be an ~ucky day. On 

Tuesdays, as well as .in May no weddings were carried out. Although they could not 

explain the reason for this beliet: according to Valavanis it was sure that this. was . 

related to the common belief of the Greeks about this day and month. They see them 

· as inauspicious because these were the day and the month of the fall of 
. . . ' . ' . " . . 

· Constantinople: 375 Krinopoulos aiso referred to the Anatolian Christian mothers who 

3
;

3 Alexandris, "H .Ax61tetpa .6.ruuoupyi04; ToupKope~oo91c;; EKKl~<ri04; <n:Tf Kamra.&nda. 1921.;192~" 
(The attempt to found a Turkish Orthodox Church m Ca~dooa), L1eA.?~ Ktvrpov MlKpamar11cwv 

· .Ercovowv, vol. 4; Athens 1983, pp. 162-4; see also Clogg, 'Anadolu HmsUyan Kann~~apllllZ: the. 
Turkish-speaking Greeks of Asia Minor", Neohel/enism, ed John Burk~ and S_tathis ~untl~tt, 
(Canberra: Humanities Research Centre, Monograph 5, Canberra Australtan Nattonal U~':~~% 
1992), p. 69 . 

. · 374 Valavanis, p. 30. 

375 ibid, pp; 30-1. 



even though sing only' Turkish songs to their children, they call them ''Aya Sofya 'rim 

biilb11lii". 376 

For V alavanis, one should not blame the Greeks of interior Asia Minor for 

their ignorance of their national identity, since they were isolated in a region distanced 

from ·Greece and the civilized world. Nevertheles~, he underlines that the Greeks of · , 

Asia Minor still posses a sense of the glorious past of their nation. Popular myths and 

legends about Byzantium and Constantinople were widespread. Because of this sense 

of a glori£ed and distinct past, they distinguish themselves from Annenians•·and they 

regard themselves superior to the latter and Jews. Thus, he concludes by calling the 

Greeks to help their compatriots of the interior Asia Minor to establish schools and to 

create an educational system, which will cultivate the national consciousness.377 

Many observers ~ad witnessed the apathy ab~ut Greek national feelings arid 

aspirations among the Orthodox Christians of Anatolia. The Reverend Henry Tozer in· 
. ' . 

1879 tom:ed 'Anatolia where he met with the Orthodox communities of Cappadocia 

and Pontus. Although among them pro-Russian feelings were pronounced, he did ~~t 

record any trace of attachment to the Greek Kingdom; In June 1901' and in; October · 
\ . :...._ __ ,.. . 

1902 the Consul General of Greece in Smyrna S. Antonopoulos toured western arid 

·-
central Asia Minor and "he was repeatediy dismayed by the absence offeelllgs of 

attachment to Greece and by the political unawareness and ambivalence ~f local .-
. ' . . 

Greeks,' es~ecially the community leaders With ~hom he came into contact. "3?8 .. 

It is interesting that i~ the Karamanlz literature the Turcopho~e Orthodox ar~ . 

seldomly referred as Rum far. They were mostly referred as Christians; Orthodox. 

376 
Krinopoulos, p. 27. 
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Christians, Anatolian Christians, Orthodox Christians of Anatolia etc. (Anadolu 

Hzristiyan karmda§larzmzz, Anadoludan olan Ortodoks dindar Hzristiyan/ar, ', 

Anadolulu Ortodoks Hrristiyanlar, Yunani lisani!Rumi lisemznz bilmeyen Anadoludaki 

· Hzristiyanlar or as Anadolular). From an analysis of the introductions of the 

Karamanlz books, Evangelia Balta concludes that the dominant factor in shaping the 

collective identity of the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians . was religion. The · 

usage of the term "millet' was based on religion, i.e. a religious community. Also the 

term ''vatan" was used only to describe the birthplace, fatherland in the strict sense.379 

The translation of Aristotle's Physiognomonica into Turkish by Anastasios 

Karakioulaphis of Kayseri (1819) was one of the very rare examples of an awareness 

of the ancient Greek heritage in the Karamanli literature. The aim of Karakioulaphis . 

was to offer a small gift to the "heteroglot sons" of the "most beloved Motherland, 

· Greece". 380 

R. M. Dawkins published a ballad · on the Patriarch Grigorios · V m 
. . 

karamanlidilai, from a collection of folk songs made by A M. Levidis. · It was about 

the execution ofPatriarch Grigorios inc1821 m reprisal for the outbreak of the Greek 
~--~-· 

revolt. However, a~cording to Dawkins "there -~~ no suggestio~ of national _freedom ·.· 

. for Greece and the Greeks" in the ballad and it is basically the Jews and Armenians . 

. who are held responsible for the Patriarch's. fate .. The Sultan is ref~rred to as_ 

''padi~~hzmzz" and although the execution is seen as a terribie event; it is also 

· . accepted as a part of the holy and imm~table order of things. 381 It is also interesting 

that the Karamanl; had a sense of distinctness as it is revealed in this literature. Thus, 

,·. r--r--

_379 Balta, "Ot Ilp6W}'ot trov KapaJ.uxvA.ftotKC.OV ~t~A.irov j'ta ntV Me1.Etq tTl~ ESvtKft~ 'Euvcio11<Jl1~ ~rov .. 
· · . ToupK6cprovrov ffi119uaJ.l(Ov tTl~ Mucp<lc; Aaiar;" (fhe rreraces o! the. Karama~1 books forth~~ ~.!U~ gf 

the national consciousness oftheTurcophone populations of Asia Minor), MWJp.mv 11, 1987, pp. 228-
32; also Clagg. "Anadolu Huistiyan Kannda~larumz ... ", p. 78. ·· · 

38° Clagg. "AnadolulfuiStlyan Kann~lannuz ... ", p. 75. 



when the writers or translators identified. the Turcophone Orthodox· a.s . Rum, they 

usually used Anadolu as an adjective (Anadolu Rum/arz, Anado/ulu Rumlar etci82 · •, 

It is not until the beginning of the 20th century that this situation started to 

change and the cases manifesting .an affiliation with the G~eek nation increased. For. 

instance, I. Joannidis in 1913 calls his compatriots to pay more attention to. the. · 

. . . 
national education (terbiye-i milliye) to which he refers as Greek national formation 

(Elliniki Ethniki Morfosis). He explains and underlines the role . of the Greek 

civilization (Medeniyet-i Yunaniye) in shaping world history and concludes that they · 

must be proud of it. He also refers-to the Greek language (Ellinika) as their national 

language (lisan-z milli). Thus, Joannidis not only stresses his affiliation ~? the .Greek 

Nation, but also uses the term "millef' as the synonym of nation. 383. The centennial of 

the schools of Nev~ehir, which ~as published in 1920 in _istanbul while the Greek 
.· . ' . . . 

army was advancing in Asia Minor, concludes with the hope and belief; that tlie 

difficult days of the Young Turk era had eventually came to an end and that a new era 

wasbeginning: "the dawn of freedom enlightens the horizon of Anatolia'~}84 ·· 

For Kitromilides the introduction of Gree~ nationalism among the'. Orthodox~ 

. commuruties of Cappadocia reversed the well-advanced process of integration. of the. 

Turkish-speaking Christians to the dominant Muslim_ society. In the 1870's when the _ .· 

. . foundation and spread of Modern Greek schools bad beguri, "not tin1y had the · 

· languag~ · ceased to be a barrier, but also popUlar religion with its_._ traditional _ 
. - ' - . 

syncretism provided an element of psychological integration at' th~ basis of Christia9- . 
. . . .· . . . c;,.' 

381 ibid, p. 78 .. 

382 Balta, p. 232. 

383 I. Joannidis, "Terbiye-i Milliye", in imerologion Astir 1914, pp. 17-8. •. . --, . 
• ">.":;--..--,-~__.. 

384 "Maetteessiifyeniden tulu eden ~-1 htirriyet ve ~ll~tin !~yas1 hususunda ufukta beliren ~~er. -_ 
memleketimizi heniiz en merdud zulmiin kelepc;e ve zmCirlen debagh buluyor. ( ... ) ~afak-I hurnyet 



However, it is not clear whether the process of Hellenization among , the 

Karamanlz met with absolute success. According to Dawkins for example, despite th~ 

efforts made by the schools and the societies, in many places of Cappadocia, Turkish .· 

was still threatening the Greek language altogether. He cites many. examples of this: . 

"Two other villages have quite recently given up Greek in favour of Turkish; these are 

' 

Andaval, not far from Semendere and near the road from Nigde to Misti, and Liffina · 

or Limnos a little way east of Axo. Andaval is a. village of some 2000 inhabitants, all 

Christian; Karolidhis says that Gre~k was recently· spoken but had then (1884) almost 

di~ppeared. Limna)s recorded by Rizos (1856) as a Greek speaking village, but the 
( 

language isnow said to be understood by a few o~d.people only." Or inUluaga9 "the' 

'· 

Greek is in an e:xtremely corrupt condition, and is bound shortly to disappear as a 

. vernacular in. favour of Turkish. I have even heard women talking Turkish to their 
. . ·-

children, a sure sign rir the approaching minctioii of ~e Greek dia!Oct. '~387 According 
. . 

. to the Gree}c consulate in Konya in 1916, the Orthodox Christians of Cappadocia were 

ignorant, vulgar and rude. They were in a state of natiou'al · degeneratio~ sine~ 

Anatolin ufkunu tenvir ve zu1m i~de kemal-i sabr-u metanetle bekleyen kar~lerimizin kalplerinde 
en tatlu;arpmular basil ediyor ... " Nev~hir Mekteplerinin,pp. 75-7. ~· . , ~- · 

. ·· • 385 Kitromilides, "Greek Irredentism in Asia Minor and Cyprus", A!iddle Eastern Studies 26, .no: 1, . 
1990, PP• 5-6. ' •,• c-•-- ·' 

· 386 Alexmt<lris, "H Ax61t£lpa L.\tuuoupyi~ .. ", p. 167 .. · 

. • 387 tiawkins, M~qem Greek in Asia Minor. (Cambridge: l~H6), p.11 and 18. 



although they had ilieek origins they were like the Turks. 388 Joannis Joannidis in the 
.. ' ' 

preface of the Imerologion 1914 of the Society of Papa Georgios .of Nev~hir, 

questions how many members of the community know sufficiently Greek. For him 

the number of those who do not know any Greek is s:till very high. He is. also 

pessimistic whether those who graduate from the community schools could preserve. 

the Greek they had learned. For those reasons he concludes that the publishing 

activities in Turkish had to be continued for some time.389 In 1920, th~ authors of the 

centennial.of the schools of Nev~ehir confess~d that Turkish was still the language 

used among the people. But they were hopeful that in the future with the help of the 

local schools, Greek would prevail in the houses at least. 390 

Krinopoulos is also among those who believe that there was a danger of the · 

total abolition of Greek in central Asia .Minor; for. example, he mentions that. many. 
' . . . . 

national folk songs had been replaced by Turkish ones .. Also Protestant missionaries 

were another cause of danger for the national identity of local Greeks, The 

proselytising activities of the Protestant missionaries were ·generally regarded as a 
. ·c-

threat. to the national identity of the Greeks. S4lce the Greek:ness <?f the· J'urhlsll~ 

speaking OrthodoxChristians was derived from their attachment to the Gfeek~ 

Orthodox Church, any change in their religi~us affiliation would also lead :to their .. ·· 
. . .· . . . . . . 

· .. departure . fro~. the· .. Greek . national body.· .According. to · Kririopoulos, in ·order • t?. 

counter those threats and devei~p . the . national consciousn~ss ·of the Turcophone 
.. ~. - . ·. . . ' 

O~hodox, schools should be founded and ethnological and philological workS o~ 

Cappadocian Greeks should be supported.391 

: ·
388 Anagnostopoulou, p. 543. 

·Js9 Asfu imerologion 1914, p.l5. 
. . . ... . . 

· · 
390 Nev~ehir Mekteplerinin ... ,1920, pp. 106-7. 



On the contrary, there were also some favourable statements and observations 

about the success of educational institutions and consequently about the "r~ . 

acquisition" of Greek among the Turcophones of Asia Minor. For instance, Poole 

states "even the elite of the Greek society of Broussa thirty" years ago had lost the use 

of their mother-tongue, replacing it by broken Turkish. Since then, the introduction of · 

schools has been the means of restoring the use of their own language to the great 

majority of the people". Even "the inhabitants of the surrounding villages, in all of 

which Greek schools have now been established, have learnt their national 

language". 
392 

According to Ramsay the Greeks of Kayseri, Nigde and Bor had forgot 

Greek "until the revification of the western spirit in the last generation. produced a · · 

revival ofthe language".
393 

Frederick Burnaby who visited Yozgat in 1876 observed 

that the Greeks· and Armenians of the city were Turkish-speaking. However,·thanks to 

the newly established schools the Greeks were learning the ''language, of their 

ancestors" and "the present generation of children can most of theiD: speak· as well as · 

write, in the language of their ancestors.'.394 . 

For Kontogiannis also, · writing iri 19.18, Turks were declining • both 
~----/ 

demographically . and socio-economically and Greek language was becoming 

predominant ·in all Asia Minor. In fact, this was a common theme of· the Greek 
·~ . 

propaganda of these years. While he focuses on ·Western Anatolia (the vilayets of 
. . . 

Ayd~ and Bursa), he gives the examples ofNazilli,. Ala§ehir, Manisa and Akhisai 

that were Turkish-speaking in the· past, but eventually "regained the language of th~ir 

· 
391 Krinopoulos., pp .. 15-7. . . 

f' , __ _ 

392 
Poole, The People of Turkey: Twenty Years 'Residence Amongihe Bulgarians, Greeks, Alba!!J~ns, 

Turks and Armenians, vol. 2, ed. by (London: John Murray, 1878), p. 188. •. . .. ;_.~ ~-:.' 

3
93 .Ramsay, Impressions of Turkey During T~elve Years' _Wanderings, (London: Hodder and. -

. Stoughton, 1897), p. 240. · 

3
94 Burnaby, On Horseback Through Asi~ Minor, New Yor~: Oxford University Press, 1996, pp. 104:5. 



ancestors"?
95 

Accorcling to Kontogiannis, the claim that the spread of the Greek 

language in Asia Minor was due to the Greek propaganda was false. For him, the '" 

Turcophones of Asia .Minor sought to learn "the language of their forefathers" by 

themselves, because they saw Turkish as a sign of their subversion to the Turks and of 

degradation. In contrast, the spread of Greek was a sign of the national affiliation of· 

the Asia .Minor Greeks. He quotes Deschamps who visited !sparta . and met the 

indigenous Greek population, who told him that they felt ashamed of not knowing 

Greek and of speaking only Turkish. He also quotes Perrot who visited· Kiitahya in 

1861 and met with the 90rbaci of the town, a certain Tsouloglou. Accordingto Perrot, 

Tsouloglou was completely unaware that a Greek Kingdom existed and_ knew only 

Turkish like his compatriots; However, there was a Greek school in the village with a 

teacher from Bursa. The most important is that the son ofTsouloglou who was able_ to 

speak some Greek, was preparing to go to izmir in order to contin~e his studies. 

According always to Kontogiannis, the fact that Tsouloglou's comm~ had a Greek 

school- and that Tsouloglou himself: a prominent figure of his community, who did 
. : \ 

not know anything about Greece, sent his sdn to . study and learn Greek in Sinyina, 
' ' ' . "'~J- ' 

. ··, .. '· . . .. 

was a clear indication that the spread of Greek had. nothing to do with Greek 
.- - -

- propaganda. Such a phenomenon could only be explained. by the passion of Greeks to .-
. . . ·: . . . . . '• 

. . h'. . all 396 . acqmre t err nation anguage. 
. . ' .· .. . 

. _-._ ~- In- conclusion, we can say that de~pite substantial efforts for the_ cultural 

hellenization of the Turkish-speaking Orthodox Christians, Greek language did ~ot 

prevail. Even at the beginning of the 20th century, the Greek Kingdom was still too 

. · distant to the .· Orthodox communities of Cappadocie1;. In fact, .. the ecclesiastical 

395 Kontogiannis, H_E)J.qvzKOUlf; raw vopdw Ilpoix117~ "0.: Epvpv17f;·(fhe Greekness of the vilayets -
Bursa and izmir), (Athens: Vicliopoleion Ioannou N. Stden, 1919), pp. 124-5, 127, 131 and 136 , 

_ 396 ibid,pp. 159-6L. 



hierarchy and even Russia as the protector power of the· Orthodox Christians, and not 

. · Greece, remained as central reference points for the Orthodox of the interior. 397 . ·~ 

However, the important thing is that in the second half of the 19th century there 
' 

emerged in Anatolia a local intelligentsia with Greek national consciousness, which 

joined the efforts of Hellenization voluntarily. Moreover, the local clergy, the notables · · 

and the prominent figures of the community in. the urban centres who played a 

determinant role in communal affairs, were all integrated to the national discourse. 

Therefore, on the eve of the armistice, the Orthodox communities of the interior ·of 

Anatolia and especially their secular or religious notables. had acquired a sense of . 

national identity that would become decisive in shaping the fate· of t,he Turkish 

Orthodox Church. 

The Turkish heartland 

· The Turks, on the other hand, incorporated the Karamanh . among their · 

conational relatively very late and this was deeply ·related to the, occtirrence of a· 

crucial shift in the meaning of Anatolia The concept of Anatolia as the' Turkish 

heartland is relativelynew. Nannk: Kemal was th~ first to introduce and popularise the 

concept of motherland .(vatan), but what he perceived as motherland was. the whole 

Ottoman country and not specifically 'Anatolia. The· spread of separatist nationalism~ . 
. ' 

. · and the loss of vast areas of the empire and· particularly the loss of the Balkans, 

together with the fear of further disintegration, brought together a new and different 
. . . . ~ 

. approach regarding Asia Minor. The stress that Anatolia was essentially Turkish and .· 

did not belong to .any other .·nation became import~t. According . to--Kushner, 

· · · "Ana~olia had come, by the end of the Hamidian period, to be closely identified ~ilia 

397 Anagnostopoulou, p. 498. 



concept of a Turkish homeland."398 However, despite the increasing interest on. 

Anatolia, its acceptance as the homeland of the Turks became possible only after the . · 

Great War, when the Pan-Islamist and Pan-Turkist aspirations concluded with total 

disillusionment. Even in June 1918, at the General Congress of the Tzirk Ocagz, the 

proposal to limit the· concern of the society to Anatolia and exclude the affairs of the· , 

"outside Turks" at least for a while met with opposition and was rejected. 399 Anatolia 

as the homeland of the Turks was so new that it even lacked a name. The Young 

Turks used "Tiirkistan", and Mehmed Emin "Tiirkeli''. It was during the Young Turk . 

period that the name "Tiirkiye" became popular. But it was adopted officially only_ by 

the Kemalists in the constitution of-1921. However, the name was so alien and bizarre 

. that for a while the authorities hesitated between different spellings of it. 400 

The acceptance of Anatolia as the Turkish heartland was related to the. efforts 

of proving its historical. Turkishness. Many works on Turkish history :dated· the· 

migration of the Turkish populations in Anatolia to very. early times? concluding that ·. 

the Turks must have settled in Asia Mfuor since then. Therefon~, Anatolla was not an 
. . . ( 

· area recently populated by Turks; but· had deep rooted historical tieswith,them..·For. · 
- . ~~ -

example, the linguistic findings of Arminius V amb6-y, writing hi jkdam ("Anado,Zu ve . 

· Tiirklerin · Kulem'-i . Temekkanii", 20 June 1900), that. there existed ·Turkish words .. 

Written in Anatolia already in the fifth century, have ·led him to believe that Turkish, 
·' . 

immigration" in·· Asia Minor took place much .. earlier than what was commonly · 

398 
Kushner; The Rise of Turkish Nationalism 1876-1908,(London: Frank Cass & Co. Ltcl, 197~p. 

54. . . . .,. ,...' .. ~.:::j 

399 Fiisun Ustel, ''Tiirk Milliyet9iliginde Anadolu Metaforu", Tarih ve Top/um, yol 19, no. 109, 1993, 
~5~ . . . 

400 Lewis, The Emergence of Modem Turkey, (London: Oxford University Press, 1961), pP. 347-8. ' 



believed. Therefore, the Seljuks could not have been the first Turkish people who 

settled in Asia Minor.401 

The claims on the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians emerged in this 

context. $emseddin Sami in his Kamils-ill-A 'lam declares that according to.·their race, 

besides the Christian population of the commercial ports like izmir and the islands' 

surrounding Asia Minor, the Christians of Anatolia ·have Turkish origin and· belonged 

to the great family of Western Turks.402 However, for him, "it is a pity that,. since 

some of them belong to the Armenian Church and some to the Greek Church, they 

forget that their forefathers had no -relations with either the Greeks· or the Armenians . , . 

particularly the former,. and they are tempted to be caught up by the cause of 

Hellenism or Armenianism.',4Q3 Sami underlines the role played ·by the Greek school 

and societies in hellenizing these people: "Recently in these past few years, with the 

· ·encouragement of so-called scientific societies,. they (the ·Christians) have been 

abandoning the official language of state, and have begun h~afnini . Greek and . 

Armenian. This had .led to the strange spectacle of fathers ~ho do not' speClk a word of 
.. . ( 

Greek or Arlllenian but who have ~ons who do not understand a word ofT~rkish!''..w4 
- . . ~/ . . 

··An ~icle from tkdam dating from 20 March 1899 claimed the T\lrlashness of 
: ' . ~ . 

the Anatolian Christians: "It is almost proven that the more than half' a· millicm . · . 

Orthodox population which lives. in Anatolia, having absolutely· no relationship· '\llith. · · 
,, .- . 

401 Kushner, p. 53. 

402 ·''It can be said that Anatolia is entirely a land of Turks, and. the ~ajority ~f its popUlation. are 
Muslims. Even most of the Christians are ethnic Turks (Hzristiyanlann lasm-J azamz dahi yine ·Turk 
cinsine mensubdurlar). In the aforesaid Anatolian peninsula, with the exception of a few Christians in. 
the ports, the only difference between the Muslim Turks and their .. Chri·sti·an com~?iot;; (v~tandfl§_la'"!) •
is religion. It would therefore be quite correct to call these ~atter. C}l:istian Turks . Cit~ m ~n~~· 

·. "From Ottoman to Turk: Self-Image and Social Engmeenng m Turkey", Making lvfaJor!!zes 
· Constituting the Nation in Japan, Korea, China, Malaysia, Fiji, Turkey and the UnitedStat?_s, Dru C. 

Gladney ( ed ), ·(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), p. 218. -
' 

403 . . .· . 
Kushner, 'p. 52. 

- ·404 Seroseddin Sami cited in Deringil, pp. 218-9. 



the Greeks, and speaking nothing but Turkish, have arisen from the mixtur~ ·of the c 

ancient ~abitant; of Anatolia with the Turkmens... They should. therefore ~ot be 

regarded as Greeks. Just as every Muslim is not a Turk, an. Orthodox Christian is not 

necessarily a Greek. Faith stands on belief, and nationality pn language.'7405 Also ~he 

Greek schools were attacked for ignoring Turkish, thus trying to . make many.: · 

"Christian Turks"' forget their mother tongue~ 406 Huseyin Cahid also dealt with ·the 

issue in Tanin, and called the Karamanlz to left the Patriarchat~. The Greek 
. . 

newspaper Konstantinopolis accused Huseyin Cahid of provocation. Accordingly the·. 

aim of Cahid was to raise a conflict.between the Karamanlz and their Greek-speaking · 

conational ... However, the answer to this provocation should . haye been ~e 

strengthening of the ties between the national centre, i.e. the Patriarchate and_ the · 

nation.'107 

An interesting reference to the debate. on the origins of the Anatolian 

Christians is made in the "Sa/namedmerologion" of 1914 published in Turkish:with ·. 
. ·.' . ·- '• 

Greek .script by the Society of Papa Georgios of·Nev~e!ftr (Nev§e~irlilerin "Papa 

Georgio.S" Cemiyeti). In the article by Diniosthe~s Danielidiscalled "A letter from' 
- .. .· . . . . ' ; ·. . . 

···my father" (Babamm Bir Mektubu), yve read the letter of a father to his son who is a· 
• 0 • ' • • •,"• • o •' •'> ·,· ' E 

. · student in istanbul. The father advises his son, who wishes to spend his sumii1er 
. ·-. . . . . ~ . . . '. 

· 
405 Kushner, p. 53. The diversity of the Orthodox population of Asia :Min:or ~dfue differences between . 
those who live in the west and the others who live iii the east have been observed by many travellers. ,· . 
For example, W. M. Ramsay indicates that it would be vain and self-contradictory to try to descdbe the 
general type and national characteristics of the Greeks in Turkey. "Those who are called Greeks are a . 
religion, not a nation. They have nothing in common except the creed and ceremonial of the Orthod.ox 
Church. They have not the tie of common blood, but are the direct descendants of the· most diverse 
races, Cappadocians, Pisidians, !saurians, Pamphylians, men ofPontus, and so on. Their outward look 
and their superficial character (for I do not pretend to have seen more deeply) are often ~edl~. 
divergent. They are divided by difference of language: some use Greek alone, .. qtany are bilingual. 
Dawkins, 1897, p. 240. · · · · .. · . · · · · ",_ .·.··· · 

. .. 

406Kushner, pp. 93-4. 

407 "Ot KapaJ.lavJ.tl~ Km o Elll]VtGJ.l~'' (Karamanh and the Hellen&ni), K~vur~vo61Coh[r;, 20 ·. 
Jtine 1909, no. 97. Cited in Tatat Tekin, "Grek A!fabesiyle Tiir~", Tarih ve Toplum, V()l. 3, March 
1984,p. 23. 
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holiday in Romania, to come and travel in Asia Minor so· as to learn about his own 

homeland and help his own people. So the son decides to travel in Anatolia. When· he 

reaches Konya, he meets the governor of the city. While they talk on the 'socio-

economic problems of the region, the governor says that he is pleased with the local· 

people, since ,,oth Muslim Turks and Christian Turks" are hardworking. The son · 

asks the governor who are these "Christian Turks" and the governor replies that they 

. . 
are the local Christians who do not differ in anything, and especially in language~ · 

from their Muslim compatriots. The son replies that he is also part of these people and 

that he is not a Turk but a Rum. He explains that they are descendants of Alexander 

the Great and the B:Yzantines. After the Turkish ~gration some of them lost their 

language, but these are only a small part. The ones who lost their nativelanguage 

were . from the cities but most of the . rural communities retained their language and 

'.·whether ·Turkish-speaking or not they retained:their religion and ·nationality: The 

artiCle concludes by saying that every nation that loses its own ·language ceases ·to · 

exist, and therefore it is a duty to seek to regain the national language. 408 :The~ 

probably fictitious dialogue, which was published in Karamanlidika ~d therefore . 
·," .. 

. certainly had a' wider circulation among the Karamanlz, illustrates that the debate on 

. the origins of Anatolian Christians wasnot unknown to the local. intelligentsia of · 
. _.. . .... 

Anatolian origin and· that they were anxious to reply to and counter it. ' 

The nMuslim Greeks" 

Despite these earlier referenc_es, the assumption that the Christians of Anatolia · 

had a Turkish origin· became widespread after the Great War, when the Turkish 

· 
408 Astir, ·1914, pp. 53-63 . 

.. 



the Christians of Anatolia were Turks was directly related with the claims ofrival 

nationali~ms over Asia Minor. In order to legitimize their territorial claims in the eyes 

of the western public opinion the Greek and Armenians ;elied on two arguments~ The . 
. . 

first one was demography, namely that they constituted a substantial portion of the 

total population. The second one was about the ''historical rights", i.e. that a certain · 

region historically belonged to a certain group. Thus, it became crucial to demonstrate 

. which group was in fact the autochthonous people of Anatolia or which was the group 

that had shaped the history of it. The Greeks had an important advantage regarding 

this issue. The ancient Greek colonies and the Byzantine Empire were seen· as proofs. 

of the historical Greekness of Anatolia. In contrast the Turks were:--regarded as . 

occupants since their presence in Anatolia relatively to the Greek. and· the Armenian 

one was very new. Even if it was accepted that the Turks were the majority in 

! Anatolia, it was the brutality of the conquest that· had changed radically the 

demographical condition. Therefore, . for the Greek authors of ,the ~propaganda 

·. literature even the Turkishness of the Anatolian Muslims was disputable. In fact,. even. 
- ' . '. ·, . ' ' ' .. . ( 

in places where the Muslims seemed to forin the majority many Muslims ·were of·.· 
: > ' ,., __ / ' • 

• c . 

Greek-Christian origin. 

An indicative example of this assumptionis the work of K~1lstantinos .G. ·· 
' ' . . - . . . . - ' . . . 

Lame~as, the General Secretary of the Committee of the. Unred~emed ilieeks. In his __ . 

book. published in 1918, he claimed that the number of the Turks_ who had invaded · 
• J • • • • : • •• • •• • •• •• ·' • ' •• 

Asia Minor was actually some 50,000. Therefor~,the cont~lllporary number of t~e 
' ' 

Muslim Turks in Asia Minor was basically an unnatural phenomenon reached only 

. with means such as: forced Islamization, dev~rme, deportations and~riuissa~es. It was . -. 
. ., 

. . . -: . -~-::::::_-

natural that there was a large population that officially was counted among'the Turks,· 

. but was·essentiallyGreek in origin, and more importarit m~; ofthem hadr7tainedto 



a certain degree their Greek character. Lameras gives a detailed· account of these 

people: , 

The Sannoi-Tsanoi ..... : ...................... ·-·················· 305,000 

The Yoriik (Tahtact, <;epni,.<;omakh) ............... 1,150,000 

·The Klzllba~ ···························.································· 350,000 

People from Pontos (Ot: Tonya, Matzouka, 

Kromni, Stavri) .................................................. 150,000 

According to Lameras the number of these p~ople amounts to),935,000. 

Lameras in order to prove the Greekness of these people exemplifies their traditions, . 

names and religious affiliation, their attitude towards Turks and Greeks. But most . 

importantly, he resorts to the testimony of Western scholars and travellers: He quotes 

J. Perrot Who says that the Yorlik women looked like Greek women and that. the 

villages of the Yorlik were called by the Turks as''funaizkoy'' (Greek villaget09;.·E . 
. ( 

Recl\ls claiming that the Mesohaldeans were . descendants of the Greeks ~hichwere' 
< • • • • • 

mixed with.~he Laz; V. Cuinet who claims that.the.Kzzllba§ ar~ Christians pretending. 
. . . 

being Turks410 and also that the. people of Kromniare descend~ts of the thdusand 

(mirion of Xenophon) etc. According always to Lameras, i4ese ·people's. belief_ 
. . . ., 

.409. Although Kontogiannis does not refer tothe Greekness of ;6ri1ksorKzzzl,bO§, he ~~indicates that 
the villages of Yorilk in Karya are identified by the Turks as"Yunankoy" (Greek villages)~ 
Kontogiannis, H Fewyparpia rT[r; ... , p. 59: · · 

. 410 The ethnic origins of the Tiirkmen tribes andof the Alevi were also concerns of the Turkish 
nationalists. From 1913, the Committee of Union and Progress organized ethnological researches 
concerning the different groups living in Anatolia. The Tiirkmen and Alevi tribes and £Otnmunities . 

. were among the important subjects of these researches. Baha Sait Bey played an important iole .in these 
ethnological researches. He worked between 1915 and 1916 on the Alevi and B~ and~pe 
underlined that the Alevi were Turks who had retained the ancient forms of Turkish ciilt\lre-and 
religion ... Baha Sait himself claims.that he started working on the Al~vi~of Anatolia when he was . ~ . 
informed that in the statistics of the Protestant missionaries they were regarded as former Christians 
who had been converted. See Baha Sait Bey, lttihat-Terakki 'ninA levi lik BektaflikArO§tzrmasz~ Nejat 

. - - . ·< . . _, 

.~ 



systems, language, traditions, character and feelings were essentially Greek, ~nd they 

saw the diss·olution of the Turkish yoke as their eventual emancipation;4~ 1 ·· 

A. Papadopoulos, the author of the "0 Ypodoulos Ellinismos tis Asiatikis 

Ellados' repeats that the Turks have gained the majority- in Asia Minor only by 

·violent means. Therefore, it was sure that among those who were counted as Turks, · 
' . 

many we:e Greeks. These were mainly concentrated in the western, north western and 

northern coastal areas. He especially focuses on Pontes, where· he claims that the 

majority of the Muslims are es~entially Greeks. He gives the examples of the Greek- · 

speaking Muslim cominunities in Tanya and Of, and refers to the rituals, traditions;: 

and physiognomy and, most importantly, to the fact that many Muslim communities 

in the region retain an idiomatic Greek. He refers to Greek village names such as 

Alithios, Gorgora, Mesohori, Saraho, Okelos, Zesino etc. and also to Greek family 

.. names such as Papazoglu, Mandanis, Mercanis,. Ke§i§oglu etc" The important ~g. 

for him is that. these people themselves admit that they have Greek .origins. He also 
" . 

• c 

cites_ the example of the crypto-Christians, who although officially were regarded, as 
. . . .. .. ( " . 

. Muslims, they ·had essentially retained their forefather's religi()n and' performed ·their. 
~" . ·. " ·~/. ,· . 

religious seryices ·secretly. 412 For Papad~poulos,, the Turkish-speaking Christians and ·. 

the Greek-speiling·Muslims of the. "Asiatic .Hellas". were ·an· Greeks:.According_·_to . 
: . . . .· ' . . . . . . . ' .~. 

hi~ .the basi~ criterion in determining the ethnic origin ~fa- populatioil were its __ 
~ .. ,. . . 

· rituals, traditions, the characteristics of daily life, arid not language or religion. The 

Birdogan (ed.), {istanbul: Berlin Yayml~. ·1994), pp. 7-12.· Also Fuat Diindar; '·i~t ve Terakki'nin' . ··. 
Etnisite Ara~rmalan", Toplumsal Tarih, no. 91, July 2001, pp. 43-50: .. · _.· ·. : .... · .•·.·· .•. 

411 K. G. Lameras, To Mllcpa(Jiamcov IJpoPAr!Jla (The Asia Minor Question)~ (~en5:1918), pp. 30-
41. . . . . . . o·- . 

' . ' .. . .. ' ·. ~~ . 
412 A A Papadopoulos, o Y~ro&v.Wq EM.I{vzapoq Tr{q A(Jian1C1]q EU.aooq 0 EJJ..:iv!apoq Tr{q A~anx7?q · 
EUaaoq EBvllcoq Kaz F)..ma(JIKbq E~era(opsvoq (The Unredeemed Greeks of Astatic Hellas. An ~thnic 

· and linguistic research), (Athens: Bt~lt07tCil1Eiov Iroav. N. :Etoeptt, 191~); · p. 36-50. ~ccording ~o 
Kontogiannis the Greekness of the inhabitants of Of was out of question. He also ~proves· his . 

~r, . 

"'"' ·. 

. ,'., 

·"'-... 



latter .changed relatively easy, but in contrast the fo~er remairied. Therefore, he 

· · underlines, although the Greeks of the interior Asia Minor have lost their national '~ · 

language they have retained their national characteristics; and although. the Pontic 

Greek-speaking Muslims have lost the religion of their -forefathers, . they retain. 

nevertheless their national traditions and habits.413 . 

The head of the Asia Minor Society "Anatoli" and of the Common Committee . 

of the Unredeemed Greeks Margaritis Evangelidis is also among the Greek authors 

who relied on the assumption that many Anatolian Muslims had Greek . origins. He_. 

adopts the Sa.I_?e assumption that the Turks who invaded Asia Minqr were ·few, and 

that the Turkification of· Anatolia became possible_ only with. forced Islamization. 

Therefore, he concludes, the Turks of Asia Minor have 80'Yo Greek blood. 414 

Kontogiannis also claimed that only a minority· of the Muslim population 

living in Anatolia was the direct ancestor of the Seljuks and of the Ottomans." A great 

number of Turks in the eastern regions had. Annenian origins, whil~ in the .west~m 

regions they had Greek ones. The latter were still preservmg Greek traditions; they 
• •• v 

were wo~shiping Orthodox saints 'and had Greek physiognomy and type:.~~5 He gi~es 

the example, of the Muslims ofDenizli who admit that some 250 years ago they were 
. . 

. forced to con~ert under :fierc~ pressureand become Muslim. He also quotes Philip~on 
. . 

who describes the Turks of Caria and Lykia as having . a "Greek.type". For Philipson_ 

argument on the basis of the language (whi~h is purer than the other Pontic), the names of the villages· . 
and the family names. Kontogiannis, H Fwyparpia Ufq ..• , p. 60. · · . • . . . 

" . 

.. 
413 Papadopoulos, pp. 137-8. ·"'::c. 

. ·. . . . .... _ .. .-----~~---.). . 
4 14 Evangelidis, Y1!DJIVT/f.La 7tepi raw 011cruropO.rrov 7COl 1!d.B1]~0.rrov rrov eonwv rov ~o~_nu~ov Mucp~q .· 
Aaiaq ·KU.l 8p0.1C1]q (Memorandum on the ~ghts and suffenngs _of the hearths of ctvilization of Asta 
Minor and Thrace), (Athens: 1918), pp. 25·7. · · · · · · ·· ·· 

. . . -
·- . . --- . 

. · 415 Kontogianriis, H .EJ.hivrtco'fT[q rrov ... , p. 13-4; als~ Kontogiannis, H reroyparpia T1[q ••• , P: 56-7. 
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the region is full of Greek place names and this is a clear indication that the Muslims 

of the region were originally Greek, who were forced to embrace Islam.416 

For Zervos, a large percentage of the Muslim .population of Pontos ·"is· .of . 

Greek origin, having turned Moslems to save their lives. A notew~rthy example of 

this is offered "by the Stavriotes, called Klosti in the Pontic idiom, from "klotho'', to ' 

spin, to become renegade. Most of them were Islamised by force .during the .1 th 

century, and after the Crimean War, part of them returned to the old faith. ,But.there 

are still thousands and tens of thousands of Musulmans in the Pontos Regions, who 

are sure to return to the faith of their forefathers and to their national ideals as soon·as 

liberty is bestowed on their country in whatever fonn/.417 

The assumption that many Anatolian Muslims were of.Gfeek origin had two 

implications regarding Asia Minor. First, that Anatolia historically belonged to 

Greeks, and second that the number of the Turks in Anatolia was !lluch ·lesser than. 

what it was generally assumed. So it was natural that· these claims were to . be· totally' · 

rejected by the Turkish side. For instance, according to a pamphlet of the .'.~o- · . 
. . ' .~ . ~ 

Entente Turkish Congress" these claims were clls~ssed as mere phant~sies.~18 · .. 

In fact,' the claims on the ethnic origin of the population of Asia Minor • were· 
. . . --

··not an exceptional case ·regarding·· exclusively. the Greek-Turkish c~nfrontation. For.·. 
:. . . . ·. . ' ·. ; 

· instance~ in Cilicia, local· Turkish and Armenian roinmunities were ·seeking to.· prove'··. 
. . - . ·. . 

· their s~periority in the region, by using demographic and hist()rical: arguments. An .. 
; . . . . . ~ ') . . ' . . 

anonym~us pamphlet called "A Summary of the .History of the Vilayet of Adana" ' 

416 
H EM.JrvzKOTTf~ raw ... , p. 138 and 84-5: also Kontogiannis, H Fsroypar:pia TTl~···· ~ .. 57. ··. 

, . . . . • . :· . .·. ~ t:·f"--

417 Zervos, p. 10. 

. :......·~,..:...-~..:~ . .:._; 418 
"Toutcs les convoitises grecques qui sont de nature a entraver notre vie ~tionale eta. nous reduire ~ 

. uD. esclavage politique et economique sont inspirees de la pom~use ~se ~~elleruque: '/ megalz • 
idea'. Dans I' ivresse que suscite Ia realisation de leur programme tmperialiste, les panhellenes · 
poussent leur inconscience jusqu'a pretendre a prouver que 'I~ turcs ne sont que des Grecs, 



(Addna Vilayetinin Tarihinin Bir Ozeti- 1919) was .claiming tlutt the Heteanswho 

settled i.p Cilicia between the 15th and 20th centuries BC from philological and 

ethnographic points of view were the ancestors of the present· day Turks. Furthennore, 

Armenians and Greek-Orthodox of the region were Turcophones and their traditions 

were very similar to the ones of the Turks. Therefore, the people of Cilicia, Muslim or 

not, had the same origin and they all shared a common culture which was essenti~y 

Turkish.
419 

Acc<?rding to Gokbilgin, during the electionS of 1919, an Armenian 

newspaper of istanbul claimed that there existed only 50,000 Turks in ·Adana in 

comparison to the 100,000 Armenians. Moreover, there were some 50-60,000 

nomadic people in the vi/ayet who were neither ¥uslim nor Christian· and most 

important they were historically attached to the Armenian culture. 420 

· Turanians and mercenaries 

. Despite those references to the debate. about ethnic origms, it was ,the case' of 

the Turkish-speaking Anatolian Orthodox Christians. that gained. further inlpiications. 

· We have already seen that even ·before the armistice, there were · alre~dy certain 
.,<·,. . 

~guments on theit Turkishness. Moreover, the political conditions of t~e period an~ 
. ·. ' . : ' .... ' ,,. """' 

the foundatia'n ..• of the Orthodox Church. led . many Turkish authors t() concentnite . . . . . . . •, . . . . . 

furthermi the. issue.· In the lines, which will follow, we are:goingto .fo~us·o~··the : . 

. · · T~rldsh authors who dealt with the issue and we will discuss the ~gilments laid dowri 
• ' . ' ·: ··, -; ' -,<; • -, •• • j •• 

. ' 

by them in the broader context of the Turkish nationalism. 

musulmans' (sic)" Les Turcs et Les Revendications Greques, (Paris: ImpriiDerle!; SJ. L'Hoir, 191?), 
p. 15. . ' . ,. ' .· ' '.:· ' ' ' ' .. ~ ~~- ' ' ' . 

4t
9 

Kaplan, "Ortadogu'ya Tutulan FraDSJZ Aynalan: Enneni ve Tiirk Belgele.!in~e Kilikya:'.~i~ 
Hatzrladzklanyla ve . Unuttuk/anyla Tiirkiye 'nin Toplumsa/ Hafizasz, e~ E~ra ()zyiirek, (istanbul. 
ileti~im Yaymlan, 2001), pp. 41-4. ·· · · · ' · 

•. 
420 

Gokbilgin, Mil/f Milcadele BQ§larken vol. n, (Ankara: Tiirldye ~ Bankast Yaytnlan, 1965), pp. 82~ ~ . 
3. . . 



·Obviously one of the most influential studies of the period on the "Christian 

Turks" w~s that of Cami Bey421
• Cami published a series of articles in Smyrna in 

1918, concerning the "Christian Turks" of Anatolia.. Later, these articles were . 

republished in the Constantinopolitan newspaper Soz . and. in 1922 ·th , 
. . , WI some 

supplementary material, they were published as a book. The book reappeared in 1932 

with additions and some revisions. 

Cami Bey, like ~emseddin Sami, repeats and stresses the distinc~ion between 

Karamanlz Orthodox Christians and the· ones who live in the Balkans or the western 

coasts of ~atolia. Those who live in the interior speak Turkish, and their Tu~kish is 

purer than the one spoken by the Muslim Turks. They pray in-Turkish and although · 

they have Christian names, they have preserved their Turkish family' names 

( <;akrrogullan, <;marogullan, Aslanogullan etc.), something that the· Muslim ·Turks 

, have lost. 
422 

Their customs, family lives and manners were the same a5 those· of the 

.Muslim Turks. The patriarchal social ·organisation .of -the Muslim. Turk peaSants; 
. ~ . '.., . . . 

·inherited from their-· nomadic-pastoral past; was ·common•- to these· Christians.423 . 

421 Abdiilkadir Canll Bey (Baykurt) was born in 1877 in istanbul. He studied in theHarbiyeMektebi.In· . 
. · .. 1908, he was elected as deputy of Fizan. Cami was among the founders of the left wing of the 

· .. ·.·Committee· of Union and Progress, "Hizb-i Terakki". He was obliged to resign from the, Committee 
· because of his disagreement with the leadership. In 1912, he was elected once more deputy ofFizan: · 
He founded the ".Nfilli Me§rUtiyet Flrkast" but when the party dissolved in- a short period, he left -

· politics. After the armistice he organized the izmir Miidafa-i Hukuk Ceiniyeti and Redd-i 1/hak _. · · 
Cemiyeti. He was _also among the founders of Su/h ve Se~amet Flrkasz and.Nfil/fAhrar Flrkasz. He was . 
elected deputy of Aydm in 1919. After the occupation of IstanbUl on 16 ~larch 1920 he went toAnkara . 
and joined the Grand National Assembly. For a short time between March and July 1920 he became · 

·Minister oflnterior. In September 1920, he was sent to Rome as the representative of Ankara. When in · 
1921 the Ankara Government called hiin back he refused to obey. After the. war he came back to ' , · 
Turkey but stayed away from politics. In 1945, he started. writing articles to the socialist journals 
Dikmen and Gorii§/er and also to the oppositional newspaper Tan. He published a journal, Yeni Dilnya, 
for only five volumes. His attempt also to found the Tiirldye Emekfi Koylil Sosyalist Partisi failed. 
Carni Bey died on 4 November 1949 in istanbul. Tilrk Parlamento Tarihi t.Jilli Milcade/e<ye_ TBMM I. 

DtJnem 1919-1923, vol. ill, Fahri <;oker (ed.}, (Ankara: TBM?v! Vakft Yaymlan:.199?), pp.127-9. 
. ~--~ 

422 For the Greek side these names were the remriants of a long and violent occuPation: For example:~iri 
the centennary ofNev~hir, quoted before, it is said with gratitude that these names that were remnants 
of the captivity are going to dissapear and in Nev~hir at least these names do 'not appear anymo~. .-. 
Nev~hir Mekteplerinin ... , p. 121. · 
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According always to Cami, the only thing in which Karamanlz differed from their 

Muslim compatriots was their religion. For him, the thesis claiming that these people · 

were Greek in origin but had lost their mother. tongue because of the. Turkish y9ke . 

was groundless. This argument was not reliable since in other . regions, which have . 

also been conquered by the Turks, including for example Morea, the Greeks. were for 

centuries under Turkish sovereignty but retained their language. 424 

Cami underlines the difference between Greek and Rum· the Karamanlz were , . ' . /" 

called Rum (i.e. Byzantine) and not Greek. According to him, it is misleading .to 

regard eveiy Rum as Greek, since Rum is riot a national term but a religious one. The ·. 

Byzantine Empire, like the Ottoman one, was not base,<l on national or racial terms. In 

the same way that such a thing as the Ottoman race did not exist,: a Byzantine .or a· 

Rum race or nationality did not exist either. In both empires, the political unity 

· between the various people from different ethnic. background 'Was .achieved .i~, 

religious and not national terms. The comparison between the Byz!:!Iltines and the 
... , . . ·• ,, . •'' 

Ottomans was important for Cami, since it was this factor. of religious affili~tion tli~t, ·· 
- . . .,· ·..: 

· determined the social and. political position of different populations. Both empires. did. 
. ' . ·' . '.. ··~J·... : ...... 

n~t seek to assimilate different ethnic groups and the latter did' manage to maintain, 

their language·· and their. specific cultural identity. C~ ... stressed that .the. Turks, not 
. . . ' . 

o~y in th.e Byzantine Empire, but everywhere have maintained their . language. The 
. .. . .. 

. ' . 

. fact:th~t historical and strong languages. such as Greek and Arabic had 11ot.assirnilated · 
. . . .. . ' . ' . '. 

·~, 

the Turkish language was a proof. of its strength. This fact is also evid~nt in the.:c~~ 
. . ·· .. 

of the Christian Turks of Anatolia. 
425 

"t:·r--• • 

423 Cami refers to a Christian from Ala~hir who informed him that in their community they bring.up, · 
horses and that they play horse games and cirit. · . · · · · . · '"·<-:--:; 

424 Cami Osmanlt Olkesinde Htristiyan Tiirkler, istanbul: Sanayiinefise Matbaast, 1932, PP· 5-9. 
. . ' . . - - . 

. . 425. • ·' 
' . tbtd, pp. 9-15. ' 
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. It is important for Cami that the Turkish states have alwaysbeen based on 

national· and not religious association. Therefore, religious differences among Turks 

were a secondary factor in shaping collective self-awareness. He gives the. e~ample of 

the Hazars, in which Jewish, Christian and Muslim Turks were united. by their 

common national conscience (milli vicdan). Turks have always been tolerant 
.. 

regarding religious affairs and they have been cautious not to mix .religion with 

administration and public affairs. Thus, peopie with different beliefs could freely take 

place in the administration. This was also . true of the Ottomans, at least at the 

beginning. The fact that there were many Christians in the Ottoman Empire fighting 

against the Byzantines is a clear indication of this. For instance, Kose Mihal was not · 

of Greek origin but was a Christian Turk and only this explains hlsaffiliation to the 

Ottomans. It :was only later that the Ottomans appropriated the Byzantine and Arabic 

concepts of administration and that religious unity became the. base of the political 
. . ,., ·. 

system of the empire. Then the Christian Turks had then been excludedfrom the·state. 

administration and alienated from the "national familf'. They were excluded from the ; 

~dmjnistration and the army and were put under the supervision of th~_. Orthod~x . • 
. . . -

Patriarchate., Under these conditions, it was almost natural that these people-would 
. . -

· lose gradually· their national consciousness and eventually become hostile toward~ · . 

. · ··their Muslim conational. The Greek propaganda ofthe·-Orthodox clergy .. v,as.dedsiye -· 

in· . thi~ process. However, the enormous • efforts J made by the ~'Panhellenisti~'~- · · ._ 

propaganda did not met with much success. The in!iltration of the Greek language by ' · 

the church and the~ by the schools met with the resistance of the "racial character'' of 
. . . . . . 

the Chri~tiari Turks. Thus, despite this vast propaganda, . the. Turkish' ~language . 
. ~s· 

remained. the mother tongue of these people. Only those who lived in_ the''tirban · 
c.--

centres like istanbul and izmir, where the Christian Turks were merged with the_ local ' . . . . ~ . . 
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Greeks adopted Greek. Marriages with Greeks, and the effort to gain a proper place in . 

the Orthodox community forced these people to .· become · Hellenised. · This 

Hellenisation was all the more important since in the Greek communities of the urbari 

centres being a Karamanlz meant to be peasant. . They ev~n changed their Turkish 

names and appropriated Greek ones. Thus "Y agctoglu became· Ladopulos, 

<;akrroguJ.lan became Ga.l~akis, Boyac10glu· became Vafiadis, and. <;marogullan 

became Platanidis. There were also some who half-translated their names like · 
' 

Aslanidis." In contrast, in Anatolia the Christian Turks did not merge with·the Greeks 

and retained their blood purity and mother tongue.426 

Another evidence of the Tu~kishness of the Karamanlz populati~n was their 

alphabet. In this script no such Greek letters as delta, theta, ksi, psi and omega, whic~ 

did not fit in Turkish, exist. Also, letters, which. did not exist in Greek but did in 
. ~ 

Turkish, had been added. These were b, d, §, k, o and zi. By putting a dot on the pi a b 

was made, a dot on the sigma made §, a dot on the taf made d etc. According to Cami, 

if these people were really Greeks they would not have felt the need to m~e .these 

additions to the .Greek alphabet. We saw that t}le· Greeks used the~same argument 

regarding the script of the Karamanlz, turned upside down. For the Greek author~ this 

. script was a f~rm of the cultural resistance of the Greeks to the Turkish sovereignty. 

Cami further stated that the claim that the Turkish administration forced these people --

to forget the·Greek language was also false since it w~s impossibl~ tothink that such a 

militantly nationalistic administration that would· prevent every foreign· other · 

language, would ever permit to retain a difterent script.
427

. 

In order to explain historically the existence of Christian T~~ks inA.natolia 
. 0.~~~ --, 

Cami focused on the Byzantine period. As we have seen for · Cami the By~tin~ · 
. ~ -- . 

.. 426 ibid, pp. 15-24. . 
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Empire was a mixture of different peoples where Orthodox Christendom ·had a vital 

role in securing the social cohesion. Within this mixture of different peoples Turks 

had an important role. Turkish tribes had invaded and immigrated to Byzantine lands 

several times and they played a key role in the Byzantine aimy. According to Carru, 

the presence of Christian Turks in Anatolia is related to the border defence system of 

the Byzantine Empire. In the 1oth century when Cappadocia and th~. region of the 

Euphrates River became a border zone between the Arabs and the Byzantines, the 

latter settled there Turkish people as peasant warriors (askeri t;iftt;i miista 'mirier) in 

order to protect this zone. The Karamanlz were descendants of these peasant-warriors . 

who accepted Christianity in time. 428 

izzet Ulvi published a series of articles regarding the issue in Hakimiyet-i . 

Milliye.·His contnbution to the debate is important since his views on. the issue were 

somehow different from those of Cami. We saw~ that Cami based his theory on the 

Turkish mercenaries and tribes who had settled in Anatolia during the Byzantine 
. . 

period. However, izzet Ulvi focused on a more distant past. According to hiin, it was ~ 

a pity that many Turks adhered. to the foreign. !beorles that the .Turkish,pres~nce .in· . 

Anatolia was very recent and that there were oclya few real Turks in Anatolia_sin~e . 

. the rest of th~ Muslim population consisted of converted Christians> This, for Ulvi, 

was because the ancient history of Anatolia had been negle~ted. The Turkish national -- . 

history w~s : regarded within the narrow. borders of Ottoma11 history. However,· 
< •• ! '" •. ' • 

according always to Ulvi, the Turkish race ~as present in Anatolia "since the oldest ' 

and unknown times". He quoted M~spero and De Morgan to indicate that the first·.·. 

inhabitants of Anatolia were .from the Turanian race and that the TurJcish presence m 

427 ibid, pp. 24-26. 

428 ibid,pp. 115-23; 

~:....___ 
. . -;-:_;, 

¥,.,·~~---' 

'· . 
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Anatolia went back to at least 4,000 years. Ulvi admitted that neither the Seljuks came' . 

to Anatolia with a huge population nor did they found ·a nation there . from the · 

converted people .. The fact was that the Seljuks took over the administration. ofthe 

already existing Turkish nation in Amitolia. In fact the Seljuks were not the first 

Turkish sovereign in Anatolia. The Hittites429
, Uraitu, Kumans and K.umuks were 

other Turkish governments in the history of Anatolia. Ulvi a.Iso uild~rljned that the 

Greek and Armenian presence in Anatolia'was relatively new. The Greeks had amved 

. in Anatolia 3,500 years ago, at a ~e when the Hittites were weak and they built 

colonies on the western coasts. In time_s when the Turanian people had started loosing 

their power, the Greeks continued to attack and invade Anatoli·a. They also'converted .. 

the autochthonous Turanian people to their religion. The Annenians. did. the· same. . . 

However, the Turks of Anatolia, although forced to change their religion and respect 

the conqueror's faith, did re~ain their national language. · 

What is interesting in ·this argument is to see'how historical ar~e~ts'were' 

used by both sides. We have seen that the Greek historicarn~ative. on Asia Min~r 
'', ~ 

also rested on the assumption that a conqueSt ma;de 'th~ autochthonous people to lose·.. . 

their language andbe· assimilated to some extentby the conquerors. In thlsversion 
. -

' . 

however, the conquerors were the Turks while the Greeks were those who had been· 
. . . 

defeated but they had retained their religion as an indication of their natlomllity. tziet 

Ul~ in order' to prove the .authenticity of the Turkish eXistence !n Anatolia use~ the . 

. ' ' 

429 The Hittites would become the favourite "ancestor" of the Turkish historiography of the 1930's. The 
curiosity about the Hittites· had started from the early 20th centuiy .. The excava~o~ of the-Deutsc~- · .1 
Orient Gesellscaft in Bogazlroy had begun in 1906. However, the language of the Hittites ~ouldreJllaJ!l. 
unknown to such a degree so as not to be possible to classify it. The Turkish historiography would take 
advantage of this blank space and would claim that the Hittites w~ ~~~ who ~d immigrated to 
Anatolia. This was a real blessing for the Turkish historiography, smce 1t made posstble to proove the 

. existence of. the TUrkish people in Anatollli from the very early ages .. See Copeaux, Tarih Ders . . . 
Kitaplanndti (1931-1993) Tark Tarih Tezinden Tark islam Sentezine, (Istanbul: Tarih Vakfi Yurt · 

· Yaymlan, 1998), J)p. 31-2; 
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argument of conquest and turns it upside down by -identifying the Turks· as ··the . 

conquered ones and the Greeks and the Armenians as the conquerors. 430 

· In an article about the Pontes issue, izzet Ulvi referred again to the ancient . 
' . 

presenc~ of the Turks in Anatolia. For him, the historical rights of the Turks in Pontes 

were . not ·restricted to those of the conquest. The Pontes was essentially Turkish; 

Mehmed II did not conquer a Greek land but took back a Turkish one .. Ulvi ·stressed · 

once again that the ancient people of Anatolia were the Turanians .. The . Tlirks in 

Pontes came from the Bozok branch of the proto-Uygurs. The Greeks built colonies 

later in the region and only in the Roman period they settled in the interior· and ... 

assimilated the Turks who accepted Orthodox Christi~ty. But this was. not a smooth 

evolutionary process since th~ Turks did resist to Greek-Roman sovereigt1ty. Ulvi also 

expressed that the original name of the region.was Hunit deriving from the Huns and 

that later it had been translated by the Greeks as Ponit -Pontos,431 

izzet Ulvi also made use of physiognomic ctiteria. ·A Karaman Turk's ·body · 

with .large bones and huge shoulders, his face with thick black eyebrows, a thick . · · · . .· . . ( 

moustache and calm attitude had· no oiffere~ce from an Oghuz · of Tu.r~en. · The 
. c • . • -· ' • 

' . . . ' . -- . 

difference between a Karamanlz and a clamorous and. charlatan r~al Rum, :-was 

apparent. 432 
' 

For izzet Ulvi the Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians was not· oniy.~ ' . . . . . .. •. . 
. '· .· . .·- ... - ---:· .. ·.·• . . ·- -

matter of raci81 origin. He sought to laY down proofs from their social chara~ter,, spirit· 
\,'. ~ 

and culture. According to the information he· proyided, hi~ belief that· the Anatoli~ , 
' . . 

Christians were Turks was a result of his ethnological (halkiyat) research~s. in. 

·~ ~ 

430 izzet Ulvi, "Anadolu' da lhristiyan Tiirkler f', Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 18 Te~Sani 1?2i~t~vi 
also claimed that the Christian Turks asked to the Byzantine emperor to let them pray m Ttl{~~~~ 

·the emperor accepted and thus they gained a somehow cultural autonomy: 

431 izzet Ulvi, "Tiirk Tarihinde Pontus", Hakimiyet-i Milliye, 18 Jimuaxy.i338/1922 · 
-:....-.·. 

· .. 
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Anatolia nine or ten years earlier. The many similarities between the Christians and 

the Muslims that he had observed persuaded him that they had both the same origins. 

The influence of the environment was not enough, according to izzet Ulvi, to expl~in 

this sameness, since the Christians' faces, bodies, tastes, traditions, foods, the forms 

of their thoughts, assumptions and convictions were identical with tho~e . of the · 

Muslims. izzet Ulvi also underlined the importance of the language. He ~tressed that _ 
. . 

the Anatolian Christians do not only speak Turkish but at the same time they crumot 

speak any Greek. Those few, who could speak-it,-did_ so very badly and did not enjoy 

it. izzet Ulvi underlined that although the Turkish-speaking Christians were according 

to their traditions, life style, spirit and character Turks,, they were not aware of it. The 

. . 

Christians of Anatolia had retained their nationality with their language, thus they had 

remained loyal to their Turkishness unconsciously. Ul"Vi also cited examples from the 

Christian popular poets and folk singers. In accordance with the assumption that the 
. . 

popular art and the oral tradition represented the spirit of the natioll, these _examples 

were further proofs of the Turkishness ofthe_Christians.433 
f( 

In fact, the arguments of izzet ulvi on thttancientn~ss ofTurtcls~ presence in 

Anatolia were in absolute conformity with the Turkish Historical Thesis_ (Tiirk Tcmh 

Tez1) of the. 1930's, which had as principal aim to demonstrate that Turkish pres~nce . 
. -

in: Anatolia was very old and that the Turks were . a historlcal nation with a great· . 
.... 

civil~tion that had played a decisive role in the mafug of world hist~ry.43~ We can 

claim that izzet Ulvi's articles werea~ early instance ofthis theory. At the same, 

period, Ziya GOkalp also in Yeni Mec_mua, reckoned the Hittites, the Sumerians and 

432 izzet Ulvi, "Anadolu'da Hrristiyan Tiirkler I", liakimiyet-i Milliye, 18 T~ 1921._ ~-::.'::::: 
-~ ~._ .;-----.:;.~---' 

· 433 izzet Ulvi, "Anadolu'da Huistiyan Tiirkler II-llf', Hakimiyet-i Milliy~, 12 December 1921 and 5 
January 1922. · · · · 
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the Scythians among the ancient Turks; although sometimes he· admitted that the· 

Turkishness of these peoples lacked proper proof.435 Similar views appeared during 

the Greek -Turkish war in a book called Pontus Meselesi, which was published by the 

General Directorship of Press (Matbuat Miidiiriyet-i Umumiyesi) in Ankara · in 

1922.
436 

The book begins with the statement that Greece is deceiving the world public 

opinion by claiming that certain places of Anatolia are historically .. Greek and thus 

seeks to legitimate its assault on Turkey. However, the book, whose author is not 

named; states that Anatolia was Turkish from the ancient times. The assumption that 

dates the Turkish presence in Anatolia from the time of the Seljuks is misleading .. The 
. . 

first residents of the region, namely the Hittites ·and the Sumerians were -ruranians:' 

and the Greek and Armenian presence in Anatolia is relatively recent· Although many 

states have been established in Anatolia, the people of it essentially remained the· 

same. The book repeats the assumption that contrary to the Greeks of the western: 

coast and the Armenians in regions like Van and Bitlis, the Anatolian 'christians are 
ofTurkish origin. They descend ·from the ancient Turks who have been' the Ju:st t~ 

settle' in Anatolia.437 

We find similar views in. Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadasz . where it was 
.·.' .· 

. underlined that the Turkish settlement in ·Anatolia was olde~ than other ·nationali!ies, . · 

and that in fact the Turanians, i.e. the Turks, were the autochthonous popul~tion' of 
~ I • ,- L • • 

/ 

434 See Copeaux; p. 32-53; also Aydm, Modemle§11le ve Milliyet~ilik, (Ankara~ GfindoganYay~; · 
1993), pp. 227-33. . ·~.. . . ' 

435 Urie1 Heyd, Foundati.ons of Turkish Nationalism The Life and Teachings ofZiya Gokalp, (London: ·· 
Luzac & Company Ltd and The Harvill Press Ltd, 1950), pp. 112-3. · .. . . · . 

~ - ' • . • ~-: ~ • t: , _____ 

436 Tun~y, Tiirkiye Cumhuriyeti 'nde Tek-Parti Yonetimirzin Kurulmasz (1923-1931), (Ankua: Yurt · 
Yaymlan, 1981), p. 300; also Aydm, p. 2~9. · · . · ·· · > · · · • · \~,~ "'":':::.,· .. 

437 PontusMeselesi YtlmazKurt(ed) TBMMKiiltiir, SanatveYaymKurulu Yaymlan, Ankara l995, 
p. 3-12. Anadoludd Ortodoksluk Saddsz in its 12th, 13th, and 14th issues published a chapter of the book , 
on the life of the Christians under Turkish administration, which stressed the tolerant governance of the 
Turks towards the non-Muslims. ''Tiirk idaresinde Hui.stiyanlar", Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadas1, 1~ 
November 1922-30 November 1922-7 January 1923. · ·. • · . ·· ···• .·· · · ·•· .... ·· · · · 

. . . ·' . 
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Anatolia. The Turkish Orthodox. residents of Anatolia were descendants of these 

ancient Turks. So the Anatolian Christians had nothing to. do with rni~ority rights or . 

with the population exchange. 438 

The assumption that the Turkish presence in Anatolia goes back to · ancient 

times was represented in other propaganda documents of the era. For instance in the 

pamphlet which was publi~hed by the Association. Nationale Otlof!1ane Pour Ia 

Societe des Nations in 1922, we find a reference to two western scholars' work (the 

first one is Edmond About, the second's name is missing), which are against the 

Greek thesis that the Greeks are the autochthonous people of Asia Minor. The 

reference to About claimed that when the Seljuks came. in Asia Minor they found. 

there a heterogeneous population in which there were also Orthodox Turks who had . 

been serving the Byzantine Empire as mercenaries. The other anonymous quotation 

, demonstrates that the autochthonous population ·of Anatolia • had mostly·· Asiatic 

origins. Although this people became "politically'' Greeks and later' Romans, theY. 

retained their character and morphology. Thus, when the Turks came to Anatolia they· 

actuaily found their race brothers and many am<;mg tho·se who ·are claimed to be 

Greeks have in fact .Asiatic and Turkish blood. 439 

Among 'those who wrote on the issue w~s also Kopiuliizade M~hmetFu~t.440 

Mehmed Fuad asks whether the Karamanlz Christians were Turkified Greeks:who had 
.··· 

'forgotten thek mother tongue or racial Turks who had been as~irnilated by the Greeks. 

He admitted that it was yet impossible to say something definite on the issue, since ; 

438 "AnadoluTiirktiir'', Anadoluda Ortodoksluk Sadast, 7 January 1923 . 

. 439 "Je crois tout a fait qu'une partie ?e ~s e~sseurs out. retrouve, dans la plu~ de~ habi~ts qui_~-:; 
peuplaient Ies colonies grecques de I Aste anteneure, des freres de race.( ... ) La ~recen aura d?n~.pas 
lieu de s' etonner si dans les veines de ses ressortissants, i1 cou1e une forte p~oportion de sang astattque, . -
de sang turc." Aide-Memoire sur /es Droits des Min~rites en Turquie Presente ~. ~epresant~ de~ 

· Membres de Ia Societe des Nations, Association Natioriale Ottomane Pour La. Soetete Des Nations,. c. 

Constantinople 1922, pp. 24-6. . . . · . · . . .. ·. · · · · . 
440Kopriiliizade Mehmet Fuat, "Anadolu'da Htristiyan Turkler", Ikdam._19 June 1338/1922. _ 

r 
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there was not enough ethnographic and historical research and that the research that 

already had done was dogmatic and politically biased. The claim that these people · 

were Greeks who had forgotten their language was groundless since, first of all the 

Greek language was not a primitive one that could be easily forgotten .. In fact, since 

they were ecclesiastically tied to the Patriarchate in istanbul · the Anatolian Christians· · 
' 

had been subjected to Greek propaganda. They were forced to learn .Greek and to 

attend Greek schools. However, despite all this efforts made by the Patriarchate, the . 

most active instrument of Greek propaganda; the Orthodox of Anatolia. did not 

abandon Turkish for Greek. Secondly, although they . were a minority among the 

Muslims, the Turkish-speaking Christians of Anatolia were so deruiely populated that 

they were able to retain their own language. Koprulu also repeats the argument that · 

the Turks· had never forced the people they subjected to quit their .language. If this· 

were the case, there. would be no Greek-speaking Orthodox Christians·in the whole 

region of Anatolia and of the Balkan PeninsUla. All these, according · always to , · 

Mehmet Fuat, shows that the Turkish-speaking Anatolian Orthodox were not Greek. ··· t · 

Kopriiliizade ·disregards the ·argument that, the .Karamcinlz carne fiom:·the · 

Seljuks and became 'christians after their arrival in Anatolia. According to ~ it~ is . 
. . .. 

impossible to admit thatthe Seljuks adopted the religion: of the people they defeated .. 
. ... . . ~-

Although Byzantium and Christianity as a religion indeed influenced the Seljuks, such ·.· . ' 

a massive conversion never took place. According to Kopiulozade, these people . . 

descended from the Christian Turks, who were among the Oghuz Turks who invaded · 

Anatolia. He uses examples from Ebureyhan Biruni and some other Arab authors to . · 
. . . 

de~onstrate that among the Oghuz Turks there were inany Christians .. When . the,~::. 
~~:<--------· J 

tribes of Oghuz Turks invaded Anatolia they found there se~l~d Christian Turks. 
. ' ',- . 

. These were from the Kumans, Pechen;ks and Uz who. had served the Byzantine · 

I 
I 

I 
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. . . 

Empire. The Turkish warriors who were in the anny 'of Romanos Diogenes are an 

indication of the existence of Christian Turks in Byzantium. Thus, for KopriilOzade, 

the Turcophone Anatolian Orthodox Christians had two origins: one part came from 

the Christian Turks (Kuman, Pechenek and Uz) who were already in Byzantium and 

another one derived from the Christian Turks who were among the Seljuks. In that 

way and although KopriilOzade uses the argument of Cami that the~e were already 

Christian Turks in Anatolia when the Seljuks arrived, he also underlines the existence 

of Christians among the Seljuks: 

However, Kopriililzade is very doubtful whether the Anatolian Christians 

regard themselves as Turks. Although he seems to trust the scientific evidence 

provided at least for the moment he writes, which.demonstrates that·the•Turcophone 

Anatoliari Christians belong to the Turkish race, whether these people would feel as 

Turks or not remained a questionable fact. 

As we examined in the first chapter~ in contrast to Kopriiliizade Mehniet Fuat; 

Ahmed Emin was ~e that the movement of the Turkish Orthodox was genuin~. 
. ., 

Emin·pointed that the Christians ofAnatolia belong~d to .the Tirrkish cultlli-e (hars) . . 

. . . . -
' . ' . . 

and were nothing else but Turks. According to him; from a linguistic point of view; . 

the Turkishness ofthese people was beyond any do~bi. Never"before in the.easterri 
' ·. •. . _, -

world did a change of the language of a ce11ain communitY take place to such a· · --
, . 

degree. Moreover, the Turkish of the Christians bore no sign of.infl~ence of either 

·Greek or any other language. From this point of view, the Turkish spoken by the 
. . . ; 

Christians of Anatolia was purer and older even than the Turkish of Muslim Turks, 
.. ' 

whose language have influences from .Arabic and Persian:·clear indications of tht~.:::~:;. 
-... ~_,_- . ..;: ____ , 

were ~he poems of Christian folk poets.441 It is interesting that beth Greek and Turkish 

441 Ahmed Emin, "AMdolu Ortodokslan", Vakit,22 February 1338/1922. 

. . ,_,. 
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authors regarded the Anatolian Christians as their true 'and authentic co-nationals .• On 

the one hand, for the Greeks, the Greek dialects of the interior of Asia· Minor were 

seen as purer fonns of medieval and ancient Greek. On the other, for the Turks the 

Turkish spoken by the Anatolian Christians was also pure from the point of view that 

it remained intact from Arabic or Persian influences. 

Ahmed Cevdet Bey reproduced Kopriiltizade Mehmed Fuad, ~ claiming that 

the Anatolian Christians were descendants of both the Christian Turks who were . 

already in Anatolia when the Seljuks came and the Turks who had . accepted · 

Christianity in Central Asia. Since· the Turks .never showed religious. fanaticism, the 

Christian and Muslli"ll Turks had lived in absolute harmony for centuries. It Wa.s 

foreign diplomacy and intervention, that had created tensions between Christians and 

Muslims in Anatolia. Ahmed Cevdet also blamed the authorities for riot being 
. ' 

. interested in the Christian Turks and for leaving. them of the mercy of foreign 

prop~ganda. For instance, instead of letting Greek teachers and doctors propagate 

Greek ideals to the Christians ~f Anatolia, they could have acted so as to raise 

. teachers and doctors among the Orthodox Christians ~f Anatolia. 442 

- . . . 

In_ the news~per of the Society for the Defence of the Rights ofthe VI1ayet of 

Trabzon (Trabzon-Vilayeti Miidafa-i Hukuk Cemiyeti),jstikbal, ~ere appeare~ also 

some articles claiming that no Greek or rninofity problem existed in the_ vilayet· of 
! 

Trabzon. The focal "Greeks" were Turks who had become Christians.-There·appeared 

also -some letters from local Christians adressed to Ankaia 'claiming ·that they had •-~ 

Turkish origilis and declaring their loyalty to the governrnent.
443 

For example, -the 
. ~ ,_ r·'-_._ . 

paper on the gth of Decemb~ 1921, published a telegr~ signed by Papa Nikola in the:::::, 
. . . . . . - ~ ... ~--~ -----·'--"' 

442 Ahmed C~det, "Anadolu'da Ortodoks-Patrikligi.", ikd3m, ~lMay 1338/1922, no. 8688. 

·" 44J See Yust, Kemalist Anadolu Baszm, Orban Kologlu (ed.), (.Ankaril: CGD Yaytnhin, 19:5),p. 48 .. 
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name of the Orthodox of <;orum. The telegram claimed that the Orthodox of Anatolia · . 

. were from the Turanian people who had settled in the region thousands years ago.444 . 

In Apksoz, which was published in Kastamonu, Ismail Habib (Seviik) dealt 

with the issue in a series of articles (Rum/uk Mese/esi) in which he question~d the· 

Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians. Ismail Habib like his predecessors, points· out.· 

that there are two different Rumluk; that of the coast and that of the interior (sahildeki . 

Rumlar- dahili Rumlar). For him, this difference is apparent in their respectiv~ soCial 

characteristics. Those who live in the coastal areas were akin to Greeks whereas the 
' 

ones who live in the interior of Anatolia were more eastern ($arklz) and therefore. 

similar to Turks. However, Ismail Habib is cautious in admitting ''Eftim's thesis", that 

this difference of character was also a difference of nationality,. that the R~~s of the 

interior were pure Turks. For Ismail Habib, to have the same language or the same 
. . 

traditions is not enough and is not the only determinant of being a Turk. Turki~hnes is . 

not an issue of race, it is an issue of nation, and for that reason loyalty to. the nation is 
. ( 

more important than, for example, a common language. Thus the actual difference .~ . 
' ' . "" . l 

• ' ><__...--"' •• 

between those two Rumluk is not between the "Rums of the Phanar'~ and the '~urkish · 

Rums"; but of''Phanarist Rums" and '~urkistRums".445 . 
. 

Ismail Habib is in the same line as iZzet Ulvi in claiming thatthe origins of 

Turkish Christians went back to the prehistoric times; He quotes De Morgan, Guinyes 
' ' . 

and Maspero t~ prove that a long time ago in Anatolia, ·there existed Turks and 

Turanian peoples ·like the Hittites, Kumuks, Urartu and Kummzs. Therefore, Anatolia · 

was Turkish not only before the Ottomans but also before the Seljuks: . ~~ underlines 
,) . . . f' f--

444 Mesut. Capa, Pontus Meselesi, (Trabzon: SeranderYaymlan, 2001), P· 41..- _ 

~s islnaiJ. Habib, "jld Nev'i Rumluf(', A~z, 27 Novem~r 1921, no: 345,.fn ~Habib Seviik, ·• 
Kurtulu~ Sava§l'nda Yunan/zlar ve Anadolu Rum/an Ozerine Maka/e/er, Mustafa Eski (ed.), (Ankara : 

.. Atatiirk Ara~tmna Merkezi, 1~99), pp. 87-90. 
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that Anatolia was the old and essential motherland of the, Turks and that the Greeks 

. came later to this area. The Karaman/z, that is the Rum of the interior, were the 

descendants of these people of Turkish origin. For him, language was not the only 

. proo~ of their Turkish origin. Their physiognomy and character differed largely from· 

that of the Greeks and that constituted a further proof. . 

Ismail Habib makes a distinction between race and nation; although 'he is sure • 

that the Karamanlz belonged to the Turkish race, he thinks that they still clld not 

belong to the Turkish nation. The fact is that Turkishness and Islam have become 

intennixed (tev 'em olmU§tur). The tWo are deeply interrelated. If not all .Muslims· are 

Turks, at least all Turks are Muslims. He cites the ·examples of Magyars_ and Bulgars .· 

who even if they were Turks had lost their national identity as soon as they accepted 

Christianity. Many peoples who did not belong to the Turkish race by accepting Islam 

also became Turk. That is why people like the Karamanlz who were raCially ~Turks, 

remained separate from the national· body. Thus, he conCludes that the Turkishness ·of 

. .· . . . . . . .· . ' " . : ( 
the· Karamanlz must be considered as mere historical facts. ·Ismail Habib claims that ". 

c. 

language, religion and feelings played a more decisiverolein forging a nati~~ tliari · . 

race. Those who united in language, religion a'nd national feelings belonged t~ ~he ' 
{, .·. 

Turkish nation. Whoever is Muslim, speaks ·turllih, has bee11· raised ··'\-\lith Turkish· 

culture,·.·. and· the same way with the nation in sadness and· disaster~ is. a .real: Turk 
-· / . . . . ' . 

According t~ him, only if the Christians of Turkish ongm ·developed • national· 

conscience would they undermine the religious factor.
446 

·•· 

Since Ismail Habib does not regard the ''Turkish . Orthodox Christians" as 
:. -~ , .·· r ~-----

members of the Turkish nation, he is supporting the idea of supplementing a special -~:::-~:~· 
·.·~~~ 

,e_ 

446 ismail Habib ''Dahilf Rumlar Irk ile MilliyetiriFarla", A~lksoz, 30-November 1921, no: 348. ibid, ' -, ' 

pp. 96-101. 
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minority. law (ekalliyet hukuku), despite Eftim's statements that the Orthodox 

Christians of Anatolia did not warit such a practice. 447 ismail Habib also deals with 

the issue of the foundation of the Turkish Patriarchate .. According to him, this 

Patriachate should deal only with the Anatolian Christians and have no ties with the 

Greeks. It must also remain aloof from politics. And most importantly, the Allatolian 

Christians and their church must cut off any connection with Greece.448 ismail 

Habib's articles are of great significance, since he openly stated that the ~gument 

about the ethnic origins of the Christians of Anatolia was not adequate for him to 

conclude that these people were a part of the Turkish nation. We can say that ismail 

Habib, like Kopriiltizade.Mehmed Fuad, is in confonnity with Gokalp's definition of 

nation, which promotes common culture and feelings, rather than common racial 
. . 

background.449 Moreover for Habib, Islam . and · Turkishness were in no way 

contradictory but two entities that complemented each other. 
450 

The thesis on the origins of Anatolian Christians was .also echoed' in a series of. 

essays on the social geography of Turkey (Tiirkiye 'nin Slhhi ve lc;timaiCografyasz!·

published .bY the Ministry of Health and Social Care (Szhhiye vejc;timczi Muavenet 

Vekaleti). For'instance, in the study on·Nigde which was written by Dr .. Mehmet 

Hayri, (Tiirkiye 'nin Szhhi ve jc;timai Cografyasz Nigde Scincagz, Af!kara 1922), it is· 

underlined that the local Orthodox did not kn~w any Greek. Only those who. have 

travelled to th~ coastal regions and those who have studied iristhe 'schools were 

capable to speak some Greek. That the native language of those people is ·Turkish, 

447 ismail Habib, "Anado/u Patrik/igi'', Ar;tkso;, 3 December 1921, no. 350. ibid, pp.)02-6. r ,_ 

448 ismail Habib, "Yunan Unutu/malzdzr", A<;lksoz, 4 December 1921, no. 351, ibid,pp~ 107-12. . ""::::::. · 
' . ' ~~-·~ .---~,:___,__,._.--' 

. 449 ismai1 Habib, "Milliyetin manast", Yeni Giin (probably December 1~22),_. in ismail Habib,~O 
Zamanlar 1920-1923, (istanbul: Cumhuriyet Matbaast,l937), pp. 206-9. ·· ··· · · · . , • 
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according to Mehmet Hayri, clearly illustrated· that "our· Orthodox has no racial . 

. relation with Rumluk or Greekness ( ... ) those are Turks who before the spread of 

Islam here, became and remained Christians." For Mehmet Hayri, the assumption that' 

the Turks forced the local Greeks to forget theii- language is false .. Since, to change a · 

nation's language, religion must also be changed. As their religion remained, their 

language also remained intact. He also explains that no minority has ev_er been forced· 

to change its language by the Turks. He condemns the Greek propaganda made by the 

priests, teachers and doctors sent by Greece. That the native language of the 

Christians is Turkish and that the Greek spread only with Greek propaganda of the 

last years is a common theme of many other surveys (Kayseri, Aclcara, Zonguldak, 
. . 

Ktr~ehir etc.) Furthermore, it is underlined that, despite many efforts undertaken by. 

Greece, the propaganda campaign in fact was a failure.
451 

Ali Kemal, the ardent opponent of the nationalists, wrote on· the ~ssue ori . 
. 

February 26 and 28, 1922 inPeyam-z Sabah. For him toclaimthat theAnadoluRums. 

. . . (. 

· were Orthodox Turks was another indication that the nationalists were not serio"!ls in . 

public affairs, just like their predecessors the Unionists: In replying a letter about the 

existence of Christian Turks in Anatolia, he stated that those who were separated by 

religion could not be united in nationality.
452 

·· 

At a conference ("Milliyet .Dlisturlan").held in Erkek Mualliin M(dctebi, in 

1923, Hamdullah Suphi discussed different approaches to the principles of nationality ' 

(language,· religion etc.) According to him, in the Western political•culture, language 

was regarded as a more important element of nationality (milliyet unsuro) than 
· · .... ~ r t-;---

. .- ~ . 

450 "Milletle din yekdigerini iianal eden iki camiachr ki, .aralann.da h~~ ve urn~. ~chr;·. ~e.~'=~:; 
miisliiman Tiirk degilse de her Tiirk miisliimanchr: Merkezlen miittehid ~~ ~~~konm~ iki claire gtbl. . 
ismail Habib, "Din ve Milliyet", Yeni Giin (pro~bly December 1922), 1bui, pp. 210-2. · · · 

451 Kars, .MilliMiicadele 'de Kayseri, (Ankara: AtatiirkAra~ Merkezi, 1999), ,PP· 136-4L : 
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religion. In the East however, religion played a preponderant · role in defining . 

nationality. The example of the Muslims who were forced to leave Crete because .of 

Greek pressure was an example of this. If, for Hamdullah Sup hi, the Cretan Muslims 

were taxonomized according to their language; they would have been considered as 

Greeks. Nevertheless, eventually they came to Anatolia because they were Muslims .. 

The Turkish-speaking Christians who eventually settled in Greece is ano~her example. . 

Hamdullah Suphi remembered that in Antalya, the Turkish-speaking Christian 

women were dressed exactly in the Anatolian fashion. He also remembered. the songs 

these women sung to their children in Turkish. These songs' language. was a pure 

form of Turkish; he also added that he learned from those Christian women many old 

Turkish words. ·For him, these women, according to their language, ·were: Turks,· but 

according to their religion they were Rum. In fact the Turcophone Christians of . ' ,. ' 

Anatolia were definitely Turks. They had the same customs, the same proverbs, tales, 

'· 
poems, prejudices, the same arts and especially music with the Muslim. Turks. ; 

Hamdullah Suphi claims· that if language was, an important_ indicator .~f nation4 
• - . ' <;""" • .• t . . 

affiliation as in the Western world, they would not have been deceived by the Greek 

nationalist.·propaganda supported by. the Church and .the Greek schools and all. the. 
'·. 

catastrophes of the recent years would ?ad been avoi~ed. He blam~s himself and-his 

compatriots for leaving these people in the hands. of foreign propaganda.
453 

: ·. · 

In orde~ to give a historical explanation to the existence· of Christian Turks .in 

Anatolia Hamdullah Suphi makes use of both the theses of Cami and.izzet Ulvi. On 

the one hand h~ states that it is necessary to take into account the· older invasions and 
-so: ~-

t:·f--· 

•' ; 

migrations of the Turks to Anatolia. He remarks that in the Westemliterature, some::::::'. 
. ~, . __ ..... _ _._ __ __./ 

452 Sanhan, Kurtulu~ SavO§l Gunlaga IV, (Ankara : Tiirk TarihKurumu, 1996), PP: · 296 and 2~8. 

• •. 453 Hamdullah Suphi, ·Dag Yolu (Birinci Kitap), (istanbul: Tiirk Ocaklan Hais Hey'e!i Ne¢yah, 1929),_ · 
pp. 180-1. . ,. . . . 
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new theories, according to which the first Turkish migration goes back to around 3000 

. BC, have been presented. He also demonstrates the thesis of Cami, that Turkish trib~s 

served the Byzantines as mercenaries and in time settled in ~atolia and adopted 

Christianity. This explains the existence of Christian· Turkish warriors amoncr the 
. 0. 

Ottomans, such as Gazi :Milia! or Evrenos. 
. . 

Suphi explains the prevalence of the Turkish language among_ the Anatolian 

Christian Turks with the strength of Turkish culture. He compares the Germans with 

the Turks. These two nations, both of which shaped the history through · their 

migrations and invasions, have an important difference. Whereas the German 

language could not prevail in the whole area in which th~ migrations took place, in the 

Turkish ~ase wherever Turkish people settled they retained their language; This was a 
. . 

pr~of of the strength of the Turkish language and culture .. Turks in their long ·history 

adopted many religions, from Buddhism and Confucianism to ·Christianity and. Islam, 

but in no case did they give up their language. For Hamdullah Suphi,.this meant that - · 

the Turks protected their national character and never ass~ated. 454 
. '. · .. · 

According to Hamdullah Suphi, the Patriarchate played· ·a major.-~oh;; 'in· 

~ssimilating the. Orthodo~ population of the Ottoman Empire. Bulgars, Albanians,. 
\ . ' 

Vlahes and Turks were Hellenised by , the Orthodox Church . organization. T~e •. ·· 

. Ottomans .were unable to prevent such actions and movements since for them religion 
. . . . / ' 

·' . . . . -

was equal to nationality. Thus, what was Turkish according to .Western criteria was · · 

Greek by Eastern standards. In the Balkan Peninsula the ecclesiastic resistance against . 

the Ecumenical Patriarchate which were imposing Greek as the liturgical language, 
, . ·. .s- ~ t:· r-. 

constituted one of the first steps in the history of these nationalisms. According to~~ 
. ..,.-:_..----------~-~ 

-··
454 ibid, pp; 182-7. 

·.I, 
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him, if these national movements had not challenged Greek . superiority, the '" 

. Patriarchate and the Ottomans would have created a new ByZantine Empire.455 

Although Hamdullah Sup hi is totally convinced about ·the Turkishness of the 

Anatolian Christians, and even though he interprets it as a mistake to leave these 

people in the hands first of the Patriarchate and then of Greece, he also accepts that 

what has been done is done, and that it is unrealistic to regain the~. Fie does not 

underestimate the fact that religion plays an important role and that language is not 

the only element in defining nationality. Religion had an equally vital role in shaping 

national unity. He gives as an example the role of Catholicism in the. making of the 

. . . 

Spanish national identity.- The Polish resisted against the Russians and the Irish 

against the English based on their religion. Religion also played a major role in 

shaping the external policies of the states. The Russians pretended to be the protectors 
. ~ - . ,·-

of the Orthodox world; the Austrians brought together with the help o'f Catholicism 

the Hungarians, the Croats and .the Czechs .. ·Therefore, .. he concludes,. nationality and c 

religion, even though they see~ed to be contradictory, ~ere actually cqmplementing 

each other. Afterwards, in explaining the role of laflguage and religion in the shaping 

~fnational·identity, he proceeded by asking the questi~~ "Who is a Turk?"; heoffered 
.. . . . . ' 

~ ... 

the answer himself by saying that "One who speili' T,urkish, is a Muslim and l?ves 

Turkishness is Turk. We expect from him unity in language, unity in religion and . 

unity in wishes."456 

. It seems that Hamdullah Sup hi regarded later the expulsion of the Karamanlz 

Christians from Turkey as a mistake. ·In an interview he made with_ the British 
' . . .. ..- r----

. . ;-• 

ambassador in istanbul on the 12th of April 1928, he underlined that the Turcop~?~~-=:::-; 

~ 455 ibid, pp. 188-9. 

- .. 456 ibid, pp. 190-4. ''Tilrk~ konu~n, miislflman olan ve Tilrkliik sevgisini t~lyan Tiirktiir. Biz onda dil 
· · birli~, din birli~, ve dilek birli~ anyoruz." . · · · _· · , · ·, . 

I 

I 
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Greek Orthodox Christians of Anatolia were "the purest blooded Turkish group in '· 

Anatolia" and that they were ''uncontaminated by Greek propaganda." Thus, for him, 

their inclusion into the compulsory population exchange w~ "a mistake of first 

magnitude" to which he was "strongly opposed". Turkey had lost ''thousands. of the 

best Turkish speaking elements in Anatolia" in return: for the Muslims of Crete "who 

were Greek in everything but religion". However, Suphi admi~ed :that if the 

Christians had remained in Anatolia they· would have constituted "a perpetual target 

of Greek propaganda".457 Hamdullah Suphi in his memoirs recalls a conversation with 

Celal Bayar on the Christian Turks. Celal Bayar once had explained to hin! !hat one 

thing that made MustafaKemal sad was that he had sent.thousands.ofChristian Turks · 

away from Turkey. Hamdullah Suphi Tannover also claims that he had warned . 

M:ustafa Kemal about this mistaken policy and that {he had sent hini many books on 

this theme, but that Kemal had insisted on his decision saying · that ·he. wanted 

"absolutely to close this Greek issue.',..58 

The "myth" of the Turkish Orthodox 
. . . 

The Greek reaction to the theories regarding the ; '~urkishness" of' ib.e 

Karamanlz population is illustrated in a pamphlet writt~n by Ar. L ~~dis in 1922:·In · .. · 

. fact, the pamphlet was based on a conference held in Cogstantinople, at :the Ch~table . 
. . . ·. .459 . . . ·~ .· 

Society of Tatavla (Filoptohos Adelfotis Tatavlon) on 6 March 1922: . It seems that 
. . . .. ' 

. . . .. . . 

the conference attracted some ·attention and ·met ~th success, so ·that another . 
. . 

conference was held in Makrihori (Makrikoy). The proceedings of t~e, conference 
' . . . . _- t·'~ 

<;,~..:::-----

457 Alexandris, "H A1t67tetpa ~TUltOUP'tl~··~", p. 194. 
.... :_._-~~~-~~ 

458 B~ydar,Haindu/lah Suphi Tannover ve Am/an, (istanbul: 1968), pp. 154.:.s1. · · 
·,. 

459 Aigidis is aware of Cami Bey's book and it seems that the latter constituted the main target of his 
-"argument. Aigidis, H'EM.r{vzKoTT[r; TT[r; Mucpar; Aaiar; Kaz -ro MVBwJLa rmv TovpKopOooo~mv (The 

r .. -

' J~ 

., . ., 

.. . ;. 
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were printed in Athens under the title ''The Greekness of Asia Minor and. the Myth of ·• 

the Turkish Orthodox". 

Aigidis reminds that until the time of the Medians Asia ¥ffior was subjected 

to many invasions and migrations and demogr~phically consisted of a mixtUre of 

different ethnic groups. But with the development of Greek colonies along the c~astal·. 

areas and their gradual penetration into the mainland, the Greek pres~nce and . . 
. ,. -. 

superiority in Asia Minor became clear. Aigidis quoted ancient and contemporary 

authors (such as Herodotus and Strabon as well as Charles Texier) and he cameto two . 

conclusions: a) that the .Greekness of Western Asia Minor was undisputable not only . ---~ 

in the historical but even in the prehistorical periods, and b) that there w~re no ~igns 

of the presence of Turkish tribes either in prehistoric, or in historic times. 460 

The situation is more complicated, he admits, in the case of the eastern side of 
' r 

the ~ (Alios). This situation confused many Greeks and made them ~elieve 

some roughly outlined and superficial arguments; perhaps,even Papa Eftim was also a· 
'' ' r 

victim ofthose ''theories" and not a traitor. ~e indeed co~plicated history ,of the area 

~ t / 

gave rise to. the assumption that the so-called Turkish-speaking Christians are closer . · 

to the Turks than to the Greeks. Aigidis underlines that according to thi~ ~e . of ... 

thinking, language was the determinant· factor. How~ver; for him, the, politi~al. 

turmoils of the last decade in the Balkan Peninsula· had ~hown that langtiage,. (like .. 

religion which for a long time had stopped to be considered as 'an indicator of. . 

nationality). especially in the Orient, was ·not. possible to. be a criterion detel1Ilini?g ·.. . 

. Greekness of Asia Minor and the Myth ofthe Turkish Orthodox), (Athens: Timo~ .6.TJJlT)'tPlclbou, 1 ~22), • 
Cy pp, 24:-5 . 

. 461> ibid, pp. 11-4. 
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national identity.
461 

For him the safest indicators of nationality were the popular 

culture and the features of daily life. 

It was important to Aigidis that most of the names of the agricultural tools and· 

many terms of the shepherds, even among the Turks in the region were Greek and 

these names were seen in Hesiodos and Theophrastos. Further proof of the Greekness 

of these peoples was their customs, proverbs, prejudices, ~ances .-espe~ially . the· .. 

cyclical dance- and their folk songs. He refered to the Cappadocian Greek folk ·song 

collection of Georgios Pahtikos who in the prolegomena of this collection explained 

that even the songs in Turkish, Armenian and Arabic were, from the· viewpoint of . 

their meaning and symbolism, purely Greek and reflected the Greek soul. 462 

In fact Aigidis' pamphlet was.a repetition ofthe."cultural Hellenisation" thesis 

that we have already examined. For him, even though in ancient times Cappadocia 

had been ethnically and linguistically mixed, the predo~ce of Greek culture and 

language after Alexander the Great i.e. from the 4th century B.C had changed the · 

landscape. Those many communities in central Asia 1;finor who have· retairied their 

native tongue were the remnants of this cultural Hellemsation. 

For the dominance of the Turkish language he quoted ioakim V alavanis who 

refered to the tradition that the Turkish yoke cut off the t.ongues ("glossekiomi") of the 

Greeks and for that reason, their children lost the opportunity tole~ the l~guage of. 

their ancestors and were forced to adopt Turkish. Aigidis claimed thatthis story was 

widely. known among the Turkish-speaking Greeks of Anatolia and that even this · 

popularity alone was a proof of its truth. 463 .. 
r t--

-,• _,·-- --- ' 

461 ibid, pp. 14-5 . 

. 
462 ibid, pp. 17-24. 

46
3 ibid, pp. 26. The Cappadocian Emmanuil Tsalikoglou, writin~ in .1958, underlines ~so. ~ow 

widespread was this belief. This indicates for him that there was a histoncal truth beyond this belief. 
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Aigidis underlined that the Turkish invasions had had disastrous effects on 

Asia Minor and for him the fact that the Greek civilization continued to exist despite 

these atrocities, turmoils the tyranny was an indication of th~ resiliance of Greek 

culture; it also confirmed the fact that Greeks were deeply rooted in Anatolian soil. 

Another sign of the vitality of Greek culture in Asia Minor was the 1 800 churches . 
) 

and 1,400 schools with 60,000 students of the one million Greeks of Pontos and 

Cappadocia who cohabited with the Turkish Muslim population, without any state 

support. The comparison with the Turkish uneducated population alone, which lived 

in full ignorance, was enough proof to reject the absurd Turkish historical and 

ethnological theories. Aigidis was absolutely sure that Greeks would not subscribe to 

these theories. Even the Europeans or the Americans, despite their pragmatic, egoist 

and self-seeking character were not going to seriously consider these absurdities. 

Indeed, many western observers disregarded the theories concerning the 

Turkishness of the Anatolian Christians. According to Douglas, from· the Christian 
' < J '' 

East, it may have been true that, in the Byzantine period some Turkish, mercenaries •::-

had embraced Chri~anity and settled down .. "Buf such cases can only· have been.' 

small drops in a. big bucket. The grim fact is that when the Moslem Turk began fo 

stamp with his foot upon the life of Asia Minor, it was altogether Byzantine 'Roman' 
'- - ' . ·,1·. 

-i.e., Greek- in national consciousness, and Orthodox in religion. C ,But) the great 

majority of the people of Asia Minor succumbed to inexorable, unbearable 

oppression, apostized to Islam, were denationalised, and became Turks. Incidentally, 

that is why to 'camouflage' themselves the relatively few who wen~ ~rue<~<:>_ the 

reproach of the Cross in their ignor~ce and misery forgot the Greek tongue, and t~~~ :S_-: 

Also, he stated that as the Turks in the republican era were forcing the Greeks of Constantinop~e to 
adopt Turkish it could be very po~ibl_e that ~~ir ancesto;-; had done th7 same. ~~uil I. · 
Tsalikoglou, Avtaviographia kai Jstonkaz Anammszs Meros B, KMS manuscnpt 184, Kilikia 3B, p. 
418; . .· 

. ' 
! 
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scant remnant to-:-day speak Turkish. That is why all over the full area of that sad land · 

you will find villages where the folk are called Turks and Moslems in public, but in 

secret assure themselves that they are Christians and Greeks. Only in Smyrna, Giaour 

Smyrna, and in Ionia and Pontus was the Christlli.n and Greek tradition strong enough 

to remain dominant. The indisputable fact is not that the Greek Orthodox of Asia 

Minor are Turks by race, but that the large majority of Turks are Greeks.',464 

For Toynbee, the ''myth" that the Turcophone Christians of Anatolia 

descended from Turkish tn"bes who had emigrated to Asia Minor earlier than the 

Seljuks was arbitrary. ''The Turkish origin of these Turkish-speaking Christians in 

Anatolia is betrayed by the identity of the name 'Rum' by which they are known in 

Turkish, with that of 'Romyi' (Romaioi, or East Romans), which the Greek-speaking · 

Christians of Constantinople and Athens still apply to themselves in their eveiyday 

vernacular. The transitional stage -half-way from Greek to Turkish- throu~ which 

the language of the Cappadocian 'Rum' is passing at present illustrates the process by t .. 

which others, like the Karamanly, have becOme ·entirely Turkish-spea.J9ng:'Ms. 

However, Toynbee believed that historical truth woul~ not be so much important if 

Papa Eftim ''make his flock believe, to the legend. In politics, what Plato .calls 'Noble · 

Lies' are often beneficial, and this one could be grafted· on to the Tree of Knowledge . 

so as almost to counterfeit the nature.'M6 

. ' 

464 Douglas, "The Turkish National Churches", The Christian East, vol m no 3, October 1922. ·· ·= "--· · 
465 However, for Toynbee, there were ''real" Christian Turks living in the Balkan Pen_IDsuia These ~e 
the Gagauz Orthodox Christians ofDobruja and Eastern Thrace. But the Gagauz unlike the AnatOlian 
Orthodox not only are Turcophone but they also preserve their Turkish tribal name. Toynbee, The 
Western Question in Greece and TW"key, (New York 1970), p. 194. . . ·. · . 

466 ibid, p. 194. 

! 
·' ' 
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The millet of the Ottoman Muslims and the Christian Turks 

We saw that although Hamdullah Suphi, ismail Habip and Kopriiliizade Fuad . 

recognized the racial Turkishness of the Christian Turks; they excluded them from the 

Turkish nation, which was defined not in racial but in cultural terms. Their 

assumption on nationality echoes the definition of the Turkish nation as expressed by 

Ziya Gokalp. Gokalp, who was probably the most influential intellectual figure of the 

era, opposed the racial and ethnic definitions of the nation. According to him, race 

had nothing to do with social characteristics and therefore could not be regarded as a 

detennining factor of ones nationality. GOkalp rejected- the assumption that a nation 

was based on ethnic purity. Since social qualities and characteristics were acquired by . 

a process of acculturation, the definition of the nation should be based on 

unity/partnership in culture, manners and feelings. "Nation is not a racial, ethnic, 

geographical, political, or voluntary group or association. Nation is a group composed . 
( 

of men and women who have gone through thesame education, who have received 

the same acquisitions in language, religion, morality,· aesthetics.'.467 For Ziy;Gokalp 

the essential factor in deter:mitllng one's nationality was his/her culture (hars), -in 

which religion as an ethical-normative system had a key role.· For him the important . 

thing was not theology, but the social function of religion, namely providing unity and 

solidarity within society.468 In this GOkalp was not alone, since the role of religion in 

providing social unity and cohesion was accepted by almost all Turkist intellectuals of 

the period such as Gasprralt ismail, Ahmet Agaoglu and Yusuf Ak9ura.46~ .. 

467 GOkalp, Tilrkfillilgun Esaslan, (istanbul: Milli Egitim BakanltgJ. Yaymlan, 1990), p. 22; the 

translation is from Lewis, p. 317. 

468 Taha Parla, Ziya Gokalp, Kemalizm ve Tiirkiye 'de Korporatizm, (istanbul: 11~~ Yaymlan, ·1999), 

-· pp. 72-80. . 
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There was a close relationship between religiou~ and linguistic affiliation in 

Gokalp:s thesis. Language, according to him, was the carrier and transmitter of 

culture. Those who spoke the same language shared the same consciousness, feelings 

and aspirations. For him, the common tie of language naturally led people to acquire a 

common belief system. "Individuals thus sharing common and . homogeneous , 

sentiments are also naturally prone to profess the same faith .. ( ... ) Historical .events , 

show that peoples of the same language groups do tend to embrace the sam~ faith. 

Thus, the Latins have been inclined to Roman Catholicism, the Germanic peoples to· 

Protestantism, and the Slavonic peoples to Eastern Orthodoxy. Of the Ural-Altai. 

group, the Mongols adopted Buddhism, the Manchurians ConfuciaJ!ism, and the· · 

Finn()-Ugrians Christianity. Various sections of the TurkS, in the beginning; had· 

accepted Buddhism, Manichaeism, Judaism, and Christianity; but with the conversion 

of the majority to Islam, all became Muslims with the exception of the S~amanist 

Y akuts. '>4
70 

' ( 

It seems that Gokalp disregarded altogether the possibility-of the·existence of) 
-- o- .· l 

Christian Turks in Anatolia. For him being a Musliril was ainong the preconditions of 

becoming a Turk. The Turks who were non-Muslims were prone eventually to Jose .-

their national identity. The Shamanist Yakuts for him, would :either embnice Islam 

and remain ~urks or would accept Christianity and be Russified. "As language plays a 

part in . deciding religious affiliation, so religion · pl~ys a part' in dete~g 

membership in a nationality. The Protestant French became Germanised when they 

were expelled from France and settled in Germany. The Turkish ariStocracy of the old 
' . . . ~ ·. t:·?-~- ,· . 

~""w~::_ 

--~~----------------------~~~--~ 
469 Ziircher "Kemalist ~cenin Osmanlt Kaynaklan" in Modern Tilrkiye 'de Siyasi Dil§ilnce vol. 2 · 
Kemalizm (ed. Ahmednsel}, (istanbul: ileti~m :aymlan, 2001), p. 4?. '-- - ' .·, · . · 

. . 

470 Gokalp Ti1rkle¥1lek Maml~ak ... , p. 51; the translation is from Berlces ( ed. ), Ziya Gokalp, Turkish 
. Nationali;, and Western Civilization Selected Essays of Ziya Gokalp, (London: George Allen and 

Unwin Ltd, _1959), p. 80. 

. . 
''l, 

_··.( 
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Buigars became slavicized following their conversion to Christianity. And today, the 

non-Turkish Muslims migrating to Turkey in a scattered way are becoming turkified 

because of their religious affiliation.'o471 The culturaVsocial nationalism of Gokalp 

was based on a Turkish-Muslim identity that enabled different Muslim groups 

(Albanians, Bosnians, Kurds, Circassians etc.) to be included a priori into the Turkish 

nation.
472 

For Gokalp, the ancestors of those who had immigrated to Turkey from 

Albania, Arabia etc., who had grown up with the Turkish language and had 

appropriated the Turkish ideal (Tiirk mejkiiresi) ought to be regarded as Turks.473 

Therefore, and always according to Gokalp, the Turkish national identity was open to 

Muslims from different ethnic origins who would acquir~ Turkish culture. 474 

It was this Gokalpian definition of national identity· that dominatedduring the . 

National Struggle (Milli lvfiicadele ). In fact; concepts such as ''Turkishness'' or 

<'Turkish nationalism" were absent from the official political discourse o:fthe era. For 

example, in the declarations of the Congress of Erzurum and Sivas ··there were no · 
c' 

references to the Turkish nation. The declarations referred to the Muslims in· terms 
. ' 

such as <<fue Muslim majority'' (ekseriyet-i hlamiye), ''Muslim elements" (anaszr-z 

islamiye), "Ottoman society" (camia-i Osmaniye). It. was stated that every Muslim 
' 

citizen was a natural member of the Union for the Defence of the Rights of Anadolu 

and Rumeli (Anadolu ve Rumeli Miidafa-i Hukuk C~miyeti). The National Pact 

(Misak-z.Milli). also talks about the majority of Ottoman Muslims who consist ·of 

471 GOkalp, iirkle~ek jsfam/aymak ... , p. 51; the translation is from Berkes, pp. 80~1. 

472 Taml Bora, "Tiirkiye • de Milliyet9ilik ve Azmhklar", Birikim vol. 71-2, March-April i 995, PP~ 3 6-7 . 
.,.,-., 

473 Ziya GOkalp, Tiirkyilfilgun Esas/an, pp. 17-23. 

474 "The Pomaks (Bulgarian Muslims) now speaking Bulgarian and the .c~tati Muslims now speaking 
Bulgarian and the Cretan Muslims now speaking Greek may 1~ ~~h m the futu_re and cease to be 
Bulgarian- or Greek- speaking peoples. This means ~at nationality tS not determined"?' 1ll?guage 

.. alone but also by religion." Ziya GOkalp, Tiirkle~ek Jslaml0§111ak ... , p. 47. The translatiOn IS from 

Berkes(ed.), p. 78. 
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different elements.
475 

In the texts of the Union for the Defence of the Rights of. 

Anatolia and R1:1melia, in the declaration of Amasya, in· the laws, circulars .• and 

decisions of the Grand Assembly the group that was addressed was the Muslim millet 

of the Ottoman State with the exception of Arabs.476 In these texts, terms like· 

Turkishness, the Turkish nation, and Turkish nationalism were never. used and the: 

national community was described in religious terms. 

Moreover, there was a consensus that this Muslim majority was not monolithic 

and homogeneous and that it consisted of different elements that were.bound together· 

with ties of "brotherhood", "mutual respect and self-sacrifice" and "partn~rship .in 

happiness and in disaster''. It was also underlined that these elements would respect 

each other's racial and social rights (Jrukuk-u zrkiye ve i~timaiye) and the conditions of . 

their environment (§erait-i muhitiye ). Even when the concept of "Turk':' was use,d, it 

meant the Muslim population of Anatolia and the ethnological, th;guistic and 

historical meaning of the term was disregarded. Thus, we can say that the identity of , 
·t 

the nation was based on an ethnic pluralism defined on religious unity .. ~ccording to,~ 

Ahmet YJldiz, all concepts of the period related''to the notions of "~atioq." an.d

'~nationalism" (milli miicadele, milli ~eket, kuva-yz milliye, hakimiyet-i milliye) ·~~re 

two faced thanks to the meaning of the word "mil~i", which could mean b?th . 
. ~ .. 

"religious'' and "national".477 Moreover, during this peripd Mustafa Kemal. alld his 

companions used a religious terminology.478 Examples like the law for the pr~hibition 

475 Ergun Ozbudun, "Milli Mucadele ve CUl111!uriye~ _R:Smi B:Igelerinde Y~ltk ve Kimlik · 
Sorunu", in Cumhuriyet, Demokrasi ve Kimlik (ed Nun Btlgm), Baglam Yaymlan, I~bul19~1· pp. 

• t: . 
63-4. . 

476 Sevan Ni~anyan, "Kemalist ~cede Tiirk Milleti Kavranu", TiirkiyeJ Giinliigft, vol. 33, March:":::S 

April1995. 
-· 

477 Yddtz ''Ne Mutlu Tiirkiim Divebilene" Turk Ulusal Kimliginin Etno~ekiJ/erSmzrlan (1919-1938), 
{istanbul:' ileti~m Yaymlan, 2001), p. 191; see also Feroz Ahritad, Modem Tiirkiye'nin Ol~umu, 
{istanbul: Sarma! Yaymevi, 1995), p. 73. · · 

' { --·-. 
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of al~ohol drinkings (men-i miiskirat), shows that the sta~e oriented secular trend of 

the late Ottoman period was interrupted during this period.479 There was no non

Muslim deputy in the Grand Assembly and this was also a" departure from the 

tradition of the Tanzimat period. 

The use of a religious terminology in defining national unity was aimed to · 

mobilizing the people since for the majority of the Muslim population. the. dominant 

factor in determining collective self-awareness was religion. Another point was to 

bring together different ethnic groups. The only way for guaranteeing the support of 

the Kurds, Circassians etc. and of the conservatives was to underline the common ties 
,- "--~ ' 

i.e. Islam. The use of a religious based terminology made possible the. coalition of 

different ethnic groups under the banner of the Muslim/Turkish millet against the 

common enemy. Yildtz calls this coalition policy, ''necessary pluralism" · (zoraki 

r;ogu/cu/uk). 480 

---:-------_;__ ___ __:_ ___ ...;___ _____ __:_ _______ .. c' 

4
;
8 

Mustafa Kemal himself quotes a circular sent out by him on the 21st of April1920 that "constitUtes a · 
document that will show how far we were obliged to adapt ourselves to the sentiments and vieWs 
prevailing at this time": "On Friday, 23ro April, after prayer, the Grand NationalAssembly, if od be, 
willing, "\\ill be opened As the duties of the National Assembly will be of a vital description and of the 
utmost importance ( ... ) as· it will be opened on a Friday, the solemn cfharacter of this day will be 
acknowledged by offering solemn prayer, before the opening, in the HaCibayram Mosque. All· the 
honourable deputies Win take part in this prayer, in te course of which the light of the Koran and the 
call to prayer will be poured forth over all the believers. When the prayer is over , we shallmove to the 
place of meting especially decorated with the sacred flag and the holy relic. Before entering the -
building, a prayer of thanksgiving will be said and sheep will be sacrificed in thanksgiving: (; .. ) In 
order to emphasise the sacred character of this day, the reading of the Koran and the BUhari containing . 
the tradition of the Prophet will begin at the chieftown in the pro-\ince under th(supervision of the 

· Vall of the Vilayet, and the last portions will be read for the devotion of the people in front of the 
building where the Assembly will meet when the Friday prayer is over. In every part of our sacred, 
suffering country the reading of the Koran and the Buhari will begin from to-day O!ffi:ard, and before 
Friday before the solemn call to prayer fs to be intoned from the minarets. ( ... )The reading of the 
Koran being finished at the end of the Friday pray~r. sermons will be delivered o~ the importance and 
sacred character of the national endeavours which aim at the liberation of the seat of tl}e. Caliph and 
Sultan and every part of our country. ( ... ) We pray God to grant that we may be succe5rul." 
AT A TURK, Mustafa Kemal, A Speech delivered by Mustafa Kema/ At a turk 1927, (Istanbul : Ministry 
of Education Printing Plant, 1963), pp. 374-6. 

479 Basion Oran, AtaturkMilliyet~iligi Resmi Meo/oji Dz§t Bir jnce/eme, (Ankara: Dost Kitabevi, 1988), 
,_pp. 101-2; also Yddlz, pp. 100-1. 

48? Ylldtz, pp. 98-102; Oran, pp. 98-101; Tanor, Kurtulu§ Ozerine 10 Konforans {l'iirkiye 1918-1923), 
{istanbul: Yenigiin Haber Ajanst Bastn ve Yaymcthk Al)., 1997), p. 50; Ozbudun, pp. 65-6. ... --·, 
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However, it would be misleading to regard this movement only as a tactic to 

mobilize, the Muslim peasants of Anatolia. In fact, this collective conscience that was 

based on Islam was inherited from the tensions between the Christians and Muslims 

of the post-Tanzimat period. Ogun calls this collective conscience, ''the syndrome or . 

reflex of the sovereign (hakim) millef'.481 The Muslim population and intelligentsia of.· 

the Empire regarded non-Muslims as among the main causes of the decline and . 

disintegration of the Empire. The Ottoman Muslims during the .19th century felt· that 

they were deteriorating ecomically and socially while the non-Muslims were 

improving and overtaking their positions. According to Ak~am, this feeling led to an 
,. . ---.. 

''Islamic racism".
482 

Zurcher also claims that the miidaf~-i hukukwas the movement 

of Ottoman Muslims who wanted to . remain independent within the structure of ihe · 

Ottoman Empire. It was between 1923 and 1925 that a radical faction (Tilrkish • 

nationalist and adherent of a secular state) under the leadership of Mustafa~Kemal 

took over the movement. 483 

The nationalist discourse of the period was shaped in conformity with ·the 

needs of the National Struggle. The National Struggle was based on the coalition of,· 

the bureaucrat and military elites with the Muslim traders · and .. landlords. · This, . . . . ' 

coalition was formed in opposition to the non-Muslim middle· classes. On .the one 

hand, the aim of the bureaucracy was to· retain its cont~ol and hegemony over the 

society. On the other hand, the Muslim traders entered in this. coalition in order to · · 

preserve their newly acquired status and wealth through the elimination of the non

Muslim middle classes. Thus, the leadership of the National Struggle 5>~tained its 
, . r. r---.. 

' . . . . • .. ., 
481 Ogun, "Tiirk Milliyetc;iliginde Hakim Millet Kodunun DOn~ii", Cumhiiriyet, Demokrdii;~:~-~ 
Iqmlik, Nuri Bilgin (ed.), {istanbul: Baglam Yaymlan, 1997), pp. 228-9. . . . . . 

. , . 

. 482 Ak~am, Tilrk Ulusal Kimliginin Olu§Umu ve Ermeni Sorunu, {istanbul: ileti~im Yaymlan, 1992), 
57-66. 
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support from Muslim traders and local notables through the distribution of the '· 

material gains obtained by the elimination of the Ottoman Greek and Annenians.484 

According to Ni~anyan, towards the proclamation of th~ Republic, the name of 

the Muslim population of the country became definite as ''Turkish nation".485 But 

still, the content of the Turkish nation was defined in religious terms and the Turkish 

nation meant the Muslim population of Anatolia and Rumelia. We saw ·in the first 

chapter that the compulsory exchange of populations between Greece and Turkey was 

in conformity to this religious-based definition of the Turkish nation. 

It was after 1924, that the Turkishness acquired a more political-voluntary 

definition and_ a secular profile. Everybody who was a Turkish citizen, who accepted 

the Turkish culture and language and the Kemalist ideal could be characterized and . 

ac~epted as Turk. In the constitution of 1924 the Turkish citizens are described a,s the 

people of Turkey regardless creed and race. In the 1930's, elements baSed on ethnic . · 

affiliation supplemented to this definition. However, the secular ingredient of. the ' 
'( 

Turkish national identity remained. ·intact.486 The. se~ul~ tendency pf Kemalist, 

nationalism. after 1923-4 was a break with the tradition ofGokalp, Gasprrah, Agaoglu 

and Ak9ura who regarded Islam as an integral. part of the national identity and an · 

• .c: "d" "al •ty 487 1D1portant 1actor provt mg soc1 urn . 

483 Zfircher, .~.\;filii Milcadelede ittihatr;zlzk, (istanbul : Baglam Yaymlan, 1995), p. 10. ~ . · < ' 

484 Keyder, Tilrkiye 'de Devlet ve Sznzjlar, (istanbul: ileti~im Yaymlan, 199h, p. 115; Ak~ p. 136;::-~~~-=5 · 

485 N~nyan, p. 13 L 

4S6 . 
Ylldlz, pp. 124-6. 

·:m Zfircher, Kemalist Dil~ncenin Osmanlz ... , p. 50. 
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Secularism and non-iY!uslim Turks: the case of the Gagauz 

The shift towards a secular and ethnic based national identity eased the 

acceptation of the non-Muslim Turks to the national coi!lillunity at least at a 

conceptual level. If religion had no place in the definition of the national identity, then 

there was no reason to exclude the Christian Turks from this definition. Moreover the 

Turkish Historical Thesis that was based on the assertion that the autochthonous 

people of Anatolia were Turks presupposed that there were already Turks in Asia 

Minor who were most probably Christian before the invasions of the Seljuks. Indeed, 

from the 1930's on the issue of the Christian Turks became an element of, historical 

' 

inquiry. It will be convenient to see some examples of the works that deals with the · 

Christian Turks that period. 

Hasan Fehmi (Turgal), in confonnity with the Turkish Historical Thesis, stated 

that when the Oghuz came into Anatolia they found their co-nationals living there.•·A 

forced Turkification of Anatolia never took place,. since an impo~t part of: the · 

existing population of Anatolia were already Turks but,. of different religion: In the:· 

research he made in Ottoman court records, he concluded that many: Anatolian 

Christians (Orthodox or Gregorian) had Turkish names;·Iike Cakmak, Ya~i, Yagmur, 
I • 

Kaplan, Hatun, Htdtr, Tannverdi, Hiidaverdi, Turgut etc: However;· these names . 
. . . . . ~ . ' - ·. -. . ' 

disappeared in time, because those who remained as ·Christians acquired ·Greek· or 

Armenian names and those who became Muslim acquired Arab ones. 488 
· · . • ' ~~ . .. 

Fehmi Aksu, writing in the journal ofisparta Halkevi On in 1938, underline~ . 

the predominance of the Turkish people and culture in Anatolia. from th~ t~er <ft' the 

Hittites and concluded that the many invasions that took place in Anatolia. ha~e ney~r.:~:; 

changed its essential Turkish character .. He, like Hasan fehmi,Ctried .to show and 

.. . 

,488 Hasan Fehmi, "Anadolu'da Gregoriyen ve Ortodoks Tiirkler", '01kil to~ 4, vol. 22; 1934-193~,pp. 
173--6. 

' 
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prove the Turkishness of Anatolian Christians with the help of some gravestones and ~ · 

especially by the Ottoman court records from Isparta. He gave the ex_~ples of place 

names like Homat, YtlVG9fa, Kasca, Kuman, Pe9enek, Kayz, Bayat, A/§ar, Dani¥!lent, 

Yagbasan; and also Turkish names like Aka, Asian, Oren, Emre, Bah, Demir, Dogan,· 

Turgut, Temel, Satt, and Durmu~. For him, the Christians in !sparta were Turks from' 

the point of view of their language, their traditions, customs and their cos~es. 489 

Avram Galanti in his well-known pamphlet Vatanda§ Tiirk9e Kom1~ (1928) 

dealed also with the Turkish speaking Christians of Anatolia. Like Cami Bey, in order . 

to exPlain the existence of these people he underlined the role of the divisions in the 

' 

Byzantine army that was constituted by Turks (ToupKox6A.ot).490 

F. Psalty, in the 2nd Turkish Historical Congress in 1937, focused on the 

Christian Tur~s of Central Asia. He concluded that Christianity. was wide spread · 
n 

among the Turks before the spread of Islam and quoted A Mingana.claiming that ''by. 

a curious irony of the facts, the word "Tiirk" has come to be synonymous. with 
. ( . 

Muslim in almost all the dictionaries of modem Europ~an languages. In reality, many< 

forefathers even of the Ottoman Tiirk of Constantinople and the Anatolia, were .·. 

zealous Christians before Muhammed was bom.'7491 

Ya~ar Nabi, in his book ''Balkanlar ve Tiirklef'' _(1936) claimsthatifMehnlet · 
. . - .· 

the Conqueror instead of preserving the Greek Patriarcha~e had founded a Turkish . . . 

church, not only the national affiliation of the Turkish _Christians would have . been·-_ •-
. . . 

489 Aksu, 1938, pp. 643-6.' See also: M. Mesud Koman, Anado/u Hzristiyan/annda js[am ve TUrk " 
Ad/an, Konya Halke\i Dergisi no. 3, ikincit~ 1936; Ragtp Onen, Bar· "Haljl Nuri bey 
Kiltiiphanesi "ndeki Mahkeme-1 :jer 'iye Sicilleri ve Bunlarda Gorii/en Tiirkfe Ki§i ve Koy Isiml~ri.-Tiirk 
Etnografya Dergisi no. ill, 1958 and H. Ongan, $er'iye sicillerinde geten tiirkye ki§i adlarz, Tiirk -~<
Etnografya Dergisi I, 1956. _ · " · · · ···<- :C:.~~ 

490 Galanti, VatandG§ Tilrkfe Konu§, (Ankara: Kebikey Yaymlan, 2000_}; pp. J9·3: 

, 491 F. Psalty, "Tiirkelide Htristiyanhk'', IL. Turk Tari~ Kongres!, (~bul: Tiirk_ Tarih _Kurumu 
_Yaymlan, 1943 ), pp. 887:-95. In contrast to Psalty, according to Zeki Velidi the Oghuz ~n Turkistan and -
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maintained but also different foreign elements would possibly have. been assimilated '-

by the Turks.
492 

According to Ya~ar Nabi the assumption that the Orthodox Christians 

who had immigrated to Greece with the compulsory popuJation exchange . were ·· 

mainly Turks was without doubt. In fact, these people were unaware of 'their· 

Turkishness, like the fish th_at are also unaware of the existence of water .. When they· 

were forced to quit their homeland, they realized their Turkishness · ~d ·they· resisted · 

to the efforts· of making them forget their nationality. Y~ar Nabi also stated that.· 

consciousness, just as language, was a determining factor of nationality. The Cretan 

Muslims who were Greek-speaking could not be regarded as Greeks sigce they ·. 

consciously chose to live in Turkey. However, he believes that an·importani· amount 

among the Christian Turks who had migrated to Greece, ~auld sought hi the first 

opportunity to come back to their fatherland to live together with their racial brothers. 

If these people had this opportunity, their affiliation to the Turkishness would surely 
\, 

be stronger and they would become the most ardent advocators of the • Turkish 

nationalism. However, Y ~ Nabi admits .that for the moment: this ,was 'oruy a•< 

· dream.493 
... 

Barkm al~o was among those writers who concentrated on the Christian ·TurkS: 

in the militantly nationalistic journal(:maraltz, he stated that the Tu~kish presence in . · 
' . . ., ... : .' ' . \ 

Anatolia goes back to the 7th century and rnany·ofthose, were Christian Turks. The 

Turks, according to Barkm, Christian or Muslim, always~ have _retairi.ed their: nati~n~ . · 
- . . ~ 

character, racial features and the_ feeling of unity. Tho~e who were called Greeks ·in. 

Anatolia had nothing to do with today's Greeks. They were as Turks asJh_eir ~~linl· 

. '"--, 
....._. <-----~.-~/ 

--------~--------~----~----~~~~ 
of river basin idil had no relation with Christianity .. See Bru;lardistanlt ~ki. Y~lidi; ~~Oguzlann 
lhristiyanhW. Meselesine Dair'\ Tiirkiyat Mecmu~ II, Istanbu11928. :- · · . · · .. · · 

~ 492 y~ Nabi, Balkanlar ve Tiirkliik, (Ankara: Ulus Basxmevi, 1936), pp. 27-9. 

493 ibid, p. 229-31. 
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neighbours. The relations between these two elements were totally peaceful before the '.;. 

intervention of the imperialist powers. It was the provocations of the foreigners that 

caused the uprooting of the Christian Turks from Anatolia.494)n a second article, he 

opposed the efforts made by western authors to identify many significant Turks in the . 

history as racially Greek or Iranian. He rejected the assumption that every convert or 

dev~irme was non-Turk. He gave the examples of two important arc~tect~ of Turkish 

history, namely Keluk or Koliik of the Seljuks and Sinan of the Ottomans. Both wer~ 

initially Christians. But this, according always to Barkan, did not imply that these two 

were also non-Turks. The article concludes with an effort to prove the Turk!shness of 

those two.
495 

(:maraltz contwued to deal with the issu~. For example, M. Fahreddin 

<;elik wrote an article about the non:-muslim Turks of the southwestern Caucasus. He 

underlined that there was no much effort undertaken "even today'' to investigate the 

non-Muslim Turks.496 

. . ' . 

Those few examples indicate that the existence of the Christian Turks was · .. 

recognized at le~t in the intellectual circles. However the use of the ter:m ''Chiistian-· 
. - ,- . . ' 

. . 
Turks" remained restricted to the academic jargon. Despite the prevalence of a secular 

and ethnic based definition of nationality, the idea that equals non-Muslim and noii.; 

-Turk persisted both in official and popular levels. To sp~ak of a Christian Turk was ·in 

fact seen~~ "an absurdity and a contradiction in terms~'.4~~ The migration policy ofthe. 

Republican era is .a clear illustration of this. We alreadj'. saw that· the Muslims from 

the Balkan Peninsula were welcomed and easily . accepted to the country as Turks. . 

494 Barkin, "Anadolu'daki Htristiyan Tiirklere Ait ~alar I", Cmaral!J. no. 19, 13 December 1941, 

w~ -
:-·~..----~----' 

49
5 Barlan, "Anadolu'daki Huistiyan Tiirklere Ait ~IT", Cmaraltl no. 20, 20 January 1942; . 

pp. 7-8. See also R Meliil Merle, "Mimar Sinan'm Hayatl", Ulkii, vol.p, no. 63~ May1938, pp. 195-
206. . 

-496 M Fahreddin c;elik, "Alnska'da Musevi Tiirkler';, c;ulitraltl no. 26, 31January 1942, pp. 5-6 
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Ho~ever, a large-scale migration to Turkey of the non-~uslim Turk~ like the Gaoauz 
:= 

of Romania and Bulgaria was rejected. Indeed, the case of the· ~gauz is a· good 

example for indicating the persistence of the definition· of the Turkish national identity 

that excluded non-Muslims. 

The Gagauz became widely known in Turkey during the 1930~s. When 

Hamdullah Suphi became ambassador in Bucharest in 1931, he concentrated his. 

efforts on the conditions of the Turkish minority in Romania. His main concern was . 

to spread the Turkish national feeling to the Turkish-speaking .· Christians of 

Besarabya, the Gagauz. He sought to improve the relations between the Muslim Turks 
-,, __ _ 

and the Gagauz. He chose the local personal of the Consulate ·from · among the 

Gagauz. He also organized the mission of Turkish teachers . to the re~on. 498 ·He was 

propagating and trying to promote . the immigration of the Gagauz to · T~key~ · 
,., 

According to Mustafa Baydar, Hamdullah Suphi's aim was to recover tile fault of· 

sending the Christian Turks away from Anatolia, by,· a mass immigration· of the , 

Gagauz from Romania to Turkey. He planned to send some Christian Turks to~ 
-. ,~ '·. . . . .. 

Turkey, specifically to Marmara river basin. Turguf'(Yorgi)Ererierol, the son ofPapa· 
. . . 

Eftim, who became Patriarch as Papa Eftim II after hi~ father's death.in.1968, in an 

.. interview claimed that Haindullah Suphi promised to his father to bring sonie 250,900 

Christian :rurks from Romania. However, the 2n~ WcirldWar arid the occupation of 

Besarabya in 1940 by the Red Army forbade him to realize his plans.' He just · 
-. ' -- , 

m~aged to send only some 70 students in 1935, which in time became Musllm.499 

Ya~ar Nabi also was interested in a probable niass migration of .. t?e Gagauz. 
- t • - • • • • ~- f--- ' 

, ' 

According to him,. that the Gagauz were Turks was obvious. Their 'name came fr.?~ ~~::) 
.. 

497 Lewis, p. 15 .• 

498 Necip Hablemitoglu, "Kemal'in Ogretmenleri". 

~-· . 
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the words "Gok-Oguz". He cites examples from their language and di±Ierent traditions ,, 

in order to demonstrate their Turkishness. Ya~ Nabi also refers to the Greek 

argument that these people were Greeks who were forced to adopt Turkish. According 

to this theory, when the authorities compelled them not to speak Greek" they were 

saying '~Gagan uz olsun" and their name comes from this saying. He fiercelyrejects 

this "childish" theory with the argument that the Ottomans had never forced . their 

Christian subjects to change their language and that in the Ottoman era there did not 

exist such an impetuous nationalist movement. 500 Turks, according to Ya~ar Nabi, had 

never forced foreign people to speak their language. If Turks had really want~ this,· . 

they could have applied this policy not only in Anatolia or in Gagauz but also. iri 

istanbul or Greece. He underlined that it was not at all scientific to claim that those 

Greeks who had lived for centuries in Turkey but still spoke the Turkish in the most 
' _, ( 

corrupt form were from the same origin with those who only today. since they were in 

Greece started to learn Greek but would always speak Greek. with a .corrupt Turkish· 

accent.501 

According to Ya~ar Nabi, the only way to prevent the Gagauz. of being , 

assimilated by the Bulgarians or Romanians was to bring them in Turkey. In fact 

Ya~ar Nabi believes· that the Turkish minorities· of t~e ·Balkan Pe~sula· shmdd · 

. immigrate .to Turkey, both for the preservation of their n~tionai identity and for the 

economic and so.~ial improvement of Turkey. Y~ Nab~ puts forw~d the qu~stion 

whether the local Muslim people would consider the Chnstian Ga.gauz as strange and .. 

499 Bay dar, pp. 157-61; also Balctgil, "Fener Patrikhanesine kar~1 bir Ort~ks", Hi1rgl1n '(14 Ekim - 19. 
Ekim 1985). 

0 
·~~ 

"<,.~_ • .-~· .~ 

500 According to S. Kiriakidis (i Ditiki Thraki kai Oi Voulg3roi, Athens 1919), the Turkish-~ng' 
Christians ofThrace, the so-called Gagauz were of Greek origin. Origin~~lly they were ~m Asia ~nor . 
and their rituals and traditions did not differ from other Greeks. He glVes the example of the village 

- BulatkOy near Gumiilcine where the Turkish-speaking Christi.ans cal!~ themselves "Karamanh". See I. 
~ordanoglou, "Oi Gagaoul:oi", &A.rlo K&vtpou Mucpaman100JV :E1tou&iw 5, pp. 401-2 .. 
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different. He concludes that this is impossible, since· the Muslim. Turks of Anatolia 

had always been tolerant towards the Christians. Moreover, the ties of the . same 

language were superior to religious differences. This was more· valid in the modem 

secular Turkey, where religion had lost its social importance. Moreover, the Gagauz · 

in Turkey should be bound to a Turkish religious leader and not to the Patriarchate of. 

istanbul. For Nabi, the Pariarchate in fact had lost its supranational character and it . 

had become the religious centre of the Greeks. So there was no fear that the. Gagauz 

would be under the supervision of the Patriarchate. Christian or Muslim, the 

religiousness of Turks was superficial and not fanatical. Thus, Gagauz who had been 
-- ... 

far from bigotry, like the Muslim Turks of that period's secular Turkey, would 

acknowledge the state as their sacred being and would become secular citiienswho 

would adore the state. 502 Giving so much importance to religion, according alwa~~ to 

Nab~ was a bad habit inherited by the religious policy of the Ottoman State. The 

history shows that those states that ov_eresthnate the religious ·unity and disregard · 

'ali d 'd d' 1 503 nat1on sm are etermme to 1sso ve. 
'·, __ / 

Atanas Man of s ethnological research "Gagauzlar'' .. was translated'· and . · . 

published in 1939 with the subtitle ''Hzristiy"an Tiirkler''504
• Manofs aim wa5 to prove 

' . 

with historical and ethnological arguments that the Gagauz were from the O~uz. . . 

·······.~ ·Turks of Kumans, Pecheneks and Uz who ·crossed Danube and spread to the Balkan 
~ .-' . ' 

Peninsula. Ya~ar-Nabi in the preface of the book repeated his wish for the migration 

501 Ya~Nabi, pp. 86-9 and 100-2. 

502 "Dini hi~bir zaman hayati bir ihtiya~ halinde hissetmemi~ olan Gaga~, her. ~lu ~sup 
propagandastna snnslkl. kapah laik Tftrkiye'de ~giinkii mftsl~ el.emanlar gt"bt, devleti en k:utsal btr 
· varhk tamyan ve ona tapan laik vatan~lar haline geleceklerdir. ibtd, p. 109. , . "- ":'::-:.::, 

5
03 ibid, pP. 106-IO: For y ~ Nabi, the Gagauz represent the mo~.l ~t thft woul~ ~ an example 

to the Anatolian peasants C'Gagauzlar bizim aradzjtzmzz ve bekledzgzmzz z~eal koylil/erdzr ). He ra.~ds 
~ them as hardworkiDg, energetic, enlightened, and as people who .apprec:mte cultme and good Iivin~ 
· The Cltristian Turks of Gagauz are the European peasants for Y ~ Nabt.. . . . - .. · 

'' ··'· .. 
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of the Gagauz to Turkey, since, he stressed, Turkey needed more population and the 

. clever, hardworking, civilized and cultured Gagauz were suitable for that purpose. 505 

Despite the efforts ofHamdullah Suphi and Ya~ar Nabi and the wishes of the 

Gagauz, their migration never occurred. On the contrary, Muslim non-Turk people 

from the Balkan Peninsula, such as Bosnians and Pomaks although did not speak , 

Turkish managed to migrate to Turkey. 506 In fact, the policies of migration· of Turkey . 

shows that religious affiliation continued to play a major role in the definition of the 

Turkish national identity. The non-Turk Muslims of the broader Ottoman geography, 

were regarded as people who could easily acquire Turkish national consciousness in 

contrast with the Christian Turks. 507 This was also evident in· the definition. of the 

minorities. The· minorities had been defined in the Lausanne Peace Treaty in· religious 

terms. Thus the Greek-speaking Muslim inhabitants of Of and the Armenian;;.speaJsing 

habitants of Hem~in were defined as Turks, whereas the Turkish-speakitig Christians 

were exchanged. These examples ·illustrates that the assumption that equals.Muslim 

with Turk and Christian with non-Turk continued to . exist in official. level.· The 
· .... ~~ 

. (. 

Kemalist nationalism although was placed upon a secular basis after 1924. implicitly ·· 

accepted this assumption and implemented it in its migration and minority policies. 508 
-

r r--.. 
. 504 Atanas Manof, Gagauzlar (Hzristiyan Tiirkler}; (Ankara: Varltk Ne¢yatt, 1939). ~ .. 

505 Nabi in Manof, pp. 3-4. ,..--. 
~~ }.--· _.:____~--~ 

506 Kemal Karpat, Tiirk Demokrasi Tarihi, {istanbul: Afa Yaymlan, 1996), p. 71. 
. . . . ,"--

~ 501 Ni~<myan, p. 131. 

s.os Yddtz, "Ne Mutlu Tilrkilm Diyebilene" Turk Ulusal Kimliginin Etno-Sekiller Smzrlan (1919-i938), 
{istanbul: ileti~im Yaymlan, 2001), pp. 135-7. · . --

• f 
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CONCLUSION 

Thodor Nicoloff of the village of Hascovo in Bulgaria claimed . before the 

Mixed Commission, which was formed according to the Convention concerning 

Reciprocal Emigration between Greece and Bulgaria of November 27, 19l9, that he 

had "Greek consciousness" and that he ·wished to live in Greece. His claim was 
• 

opposed by the Bulgarian member on the ground that he was attached to the Bulgarian 

nation by both language and blood. The Greek member however, underlined that 

Nicoloff had celebrated his marriage with a Greek w~man and had ~baptized his 

children in the Greek-Orthodox church. According to the Greek member this was the 

best proof that Nicoloff had ceased to have ·a 'CSulgarian consciousness" and ,had 

adopted the Greek one. The commission eventually adopted the view of- the" Greek 

member. 
509 

According to Ladas, although the Conventio~ had employ.ed three crlteria 

(race, language and religion) for defining the persons having the rightto, emigrate it .: 

was also admitted that the religious criterion was the surest indicator ofnationality.510 . 

The first chapter of this thesis, which is basically a narrative of the process of 

the foundation of a Turkish national churc~ ends, with another convention: This one 

was on the compulsory population exchange between Greece and Turkey. This time 

. the agreement w~s openly based on the assumption that !he safest iridicator of ones 

national affiliation was his/her religion. Hence, the agreement assured that the Greek 

minority of Turkey was in fact the millet:.i Rum, that religious-administ~a#ve ?~dy, 

headed by the Ec1:1menical Patriarch. In this respect, a Greek was defined the one w~~.- ~:::. 

~509 Ladas, The Exchange of Minorities Bulgaria, Greece and Turkey, (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1932), p. 78. · · -

SIO ibid, p. 378. 
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was attached to the Orthodox Church with its centre in istanbul. A Greek-speaking ' 

Muslim, or even a Catholic or a Protestant was not included to the Greek national 

body. Moreover, those who were tied to Orthodox churches otherthan the Ecumenical 

Patriarchate of Constantinople were excluded from the population exchange. Being a 

Greek was first of all related with the membership to the church of St. Andreas. , 

Language and race were secondary criteria. 

' 

In fact, the "unredeemed Greeks" (aJ..fnpOJro~ E)J..rrvzup6~- gayrzmiistahlis 

Rum far) were defined by the Greek Kingdom itself as the Orthodox population of the 

Ottoman Empire who was ecclesiastially tied to the Ecumenical . Patriarchate of 

' 

Constantinople. The latter was regarded as the primary link of union between the 

"free" and the ''unredeemed" Greeks. Since other criterions of nationality such as nice 

or language were not preferable in many cases religion became the surest criterion in 
.. ' 

determining ones nationality. We saw that, the distinction between a. Greek and a 

Bulgar was in the first place related to the attachment to, the Ecumenical :patriarchate 

or the Bulgarian Exarchate and not to language or ethnic origin. A~cording, to 

Patriarch Joachim Ill for instance, it was a necessity to clarify ·the ·meaning .of . 

Macedonian Hellenism. ''If we mean only the pure Greeks we have lost. As the 

. situation is this, the Hellenism of Macedonia should include all those who . rem~ 

faithful to the Orthodox Church".511 · 

So, the matter of to which ecclesiastical hierarchy the Turkish-speaking 

Orthodox communities. would be attached was in the first place: a matter. of 

nationality. Papa Eftim himself had underlined many times that the controy~rsy. ?!!he 

Turkish Orthodox with the Phanar was of political nature. In fact the essenti,~L 

indicator of the Greekness of the Turcophone Orthodox ·c~stians of Anatolia was 
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their attachment to the Ecumenical Patriarchate. It was the Orthodox Church.that had 

saved the Greeks of Asia Minor from total dissolution. The' church was regarded by 

the Greek nationalists as the institution that had preserved and p~otected Greek culture 

and language and had prevented the Turkification of the Greeks of. Anatolia. 

Therefore, the separation of the Anatolian Orthodox Christians from the ecclesiastical · · 

community of the Patriarchate ment also their separation from the . Gre~k national 

body. 

In that respect, the case of the ''Turkish Orthodox " was in conformity with the 

earlier examples of ecclesiastical separation and national formation of the_ Balkan 

Peninsula. Like in the Balkan cases, the inclusion of the Anatolian Orthodox 

Christians to the Turkish nation presupposed the formation of a Turkish Orthodox 

millet first. However, the peculiarity of the case of the Karamanli is that Turkish 
" ;" ' { 

nationalism was also defined with regard to religious affiliation. In the ~~ly 1920's 

the notion ''Turk'' ment the Ottoman Muslim population. of Anatolia and Rumeli ·arid ·-

the specific historical and linguistic meaning of theJerm was disregarded: .Islam: as,an 

ethical-normative system was seen as an important ingredient of the cultural unity that 

constituted the Turkish nation. A Turk was defined as "the · one who ·speaks m 
Turkish, the one who is Muslim and loves Turkishness."512 For the Muslim 

. ~ . 

population ~f Anatolia the dominant factor determining collective self-awareness was 
' 

still religion. Moreover, the complex alliance system ofthe Natiomil Struggle was 

based on Islam as a specific identity. The only way for.guaranteeing the support of 

different ethnic groups and of the conservatives to the national struggle was to 
'"' ...,.?:......_. 

-------------:--~--....;.__ _____ ____:_'' ·--~-' 

511 Kardaras, To OzKOVflSVlKD Jlarpzapxefo KW o Mirrpwroq ~laJl6q n7q lfaKE8aviaq 8p0.1C1Jq...: 
HTEeipov Mora ro .EuvMpszo rov Bepo)ivov (The Ecume~cal Patriarchate and !he Uriredeemed Greeks 
of Macedonia Thrace- Epirus After the Congress of Berlin) (Athens: E7t11Cmpotll'ta, 1996), p. 216. 

51 ~ Hamdullah Suphi, Dag Yolu (Birinci Kitap), {i~tanbul: Tiirk ~an Hars Hey'eti N~yatt, 1929), 
p. 194; ismail Habib, 0 Zamanlar 1920- 1923, (Istanbul: Cumhunyet Matbaast, 1937) , pp. 206~7. 

I, 
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unde.rline the common ties, i.e. Islam. Therefore, we can .say that the nationalization 

of the religious community of the Anatolian Orthodox Christians was in contrast to 

the nationalization of the Muslim millet of Anatolia and Rumeli. The inclusion of the 

Karamanlz Christians to the population exchange can only be understood with regard 

to this prevailing assumption about nationality during the National Struggle. 

The shift towards a more secular definition of Turkishness after 1924-5 would 

have eased the acceptation of the Karamanlz Christians to the .. Turkish nation. The 

Turkish Historical Thesis, which sought to underline the ancient history of the Turks 

and at the same time to undermine the Muslim/Ottoman past of the Turkish nation, 

eased also the acceptation at a conceptual level of the notion of Christian or non-

1vfuslim Turks. Infect, the Turkish Historical Thesis was an integral part of the 

redefinition of the Turkish national identity in secular terms. The fact that the earlier. 
,--

references to the assumption that the Turks were the autochthonous population of 

Anatolia, which would become the basic proposition of the Turkish Histo~cal ~hesis 

of the 1930's, were made in relation to the claims on the !:urkishness ofth~ Anatolian · 

Christians was not a coincidence. Nevertheless, even in the 1930's the "Christian -

Turks'~ were not accepted to the national unity. The example of the Gagauz constitutes~. 

a clear indication of the persistence of the religiou~i criterion in defining the Turki~h _ . 

national ide~tity. 
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